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This is what people do when they aren’t doing much.
This is why I don’t believe in anything except for the belief that there
isn’t anything to believe in.
This is where my life began and ended, simultaneously.
This is who children should never emulate.
This is what became of the bride’s bouquet.
This is how it all went down.
This is my story, and I’m sticking to it.
Only the names have been changed to protect the guilty and/or utterly stupid.

Mahdakis (mä-dä-kis)

From different corners of
the world we emerged.
Unlike many others on
the ocean floor we converged
And witnessed injustices
adrift freedom’s shore;
Plagued with passion, we fought salty currents
with rage and open sores.
Yet, the battle was all but lost
As every day there washed up more
splintered teenage driftwood;
rotting its innocence upon the shore.

Caught Somewhere In Time
was a mutual arrangement. They wanted nothing to do with society and
I tsociety
wanted even less to do with them. They didn’t even rank as high on

the food chain as a bumblebee, a cockroach or the common earthworm. Species
like that at least contribute in some way, shape or form, to the environment’s
eco-system and probably enjoy, or at least live, their short little lives to the
fullest as best they know how, unlike the B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. ( Bemused Utterly
Repugnant Nation Of Useless Tainted Soul). Yes, the B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S., an
embarrassing yet elusive sector of humanity that serves little or no purpose in
the universe whatsoever.
You never know when you’ll see one next or where one will pop up. They
sprout randomly like mushrooms and for the most part, are just as useful and
tasteless. You may catch a glimpse of a member of the Bemused Utterly Repugnant
Nation Of Useless Tainted Souls hitchhiking on the side of the road. You may see
one urinating on the side of the road. You may even see one hitchhiking and
urinating on the side of the road. But more times than not, you’ll see one being
beaten by the police on the side of the road.
During the day, B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. like to frequent public bathrooms and
donut shops - the same places as the cops who beat the shit out of them on the
sides of the road frequent. Donut shops are a neutral zone, a place where the fox
and the sheepdog take a timeout and even discuss sports together. Bus stops are
a good bet. But there you are limiting yourself to one or two on a good day as
the Bemused Utterly Repugnant Nation Of Useless Tainted Souls can rarely afford bus
fare. If you’re lucky, you might see one in a neon colored reflective vest
stabbing fresh trash alongside the interstate. If you’re unlucky, you may find one
when you come home befriending or dating your child. It all depends upon the
degree of unlucky that you are. Really, really unlucky people have seen some
B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. driving away in their automobiles. But if you’re a night owl
with a little time to kill; your best bet is at night after the nine o’clock hour and
before four o’clock in the a.m., preferably in parks or vacant parking lots.
There are several different species within the B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S., all of which
possess their own individual outlandish imperfections which define their
characters as nothing less than a sensational fit for a member of the Bemused
Utterly Repugnant Nation Of Useless Tainted Souls. These imperfections are worn
arrogantly like medals and are easily spotted at distances by other members of
the Human Race.
Whether we know it or not, or want to admit it, we have all dealt with or deal
with one on a daily basis. Most of us even have one somewhere in our family
tree that we elect not to discuss in mixed company. In everyday life, there may

be one that pumps your gas, or hand dries your car with a towel. They probably
wash your dishes (or not) at the local diner, too.
B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. are known to exchange sexual favors for food, drugs and
liquor. It is because of this and this only, that they are still in the mix of human
beings, as their sexuality is found most irresistible. After all, is there nothing
more invigorating than tossing one of these degenerates out of a moving vehicle
after they have just let you thoroughly violate every orifice of their vile bodies?
And they have no recourse, as nobody listens to, or cares about them in the first
place. Nor do the authorities ever empathize with their claims, as they are the
ones who presumably chose this style of life.
Yes, chose.
B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. are not to be confused with B.U.M.S. (Befuddled
Unemployed Moneyless Souls) who share some of the same behavioral patterns.
The B.U.M.S are homeless and have little choice where they sleep and are
usually not held accountable for any of their actions due to the overly
sympathetic nature they manage to spawn from society. The Befuddled
Unemployed Moneyless Souls, however, will not degrade themselves by giving
their bodies away for a hot dog and a shake unlike the B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S., who
do it because they enjoy lighting their brains on fire and having sex with
complete strangers of any age, gender or race. B.U.M.S are sad, disgusting
creatures. B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. look like sad, disgusting creatures.
B.U.M.S are noble at heart. B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. are not.
The Bemused Utterly Repugnant Nation Of Useless Tainted Souls also carry with
them false hopes, inconceivable aspirations and pathetic dreams of becoming
something other than B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. This is a laughable concept because as
we all know, and are taught in elementary schools by the great scholars of the
world, the establishment has greatly tipped the balance against their favor and
made any chance of success as tedious and unthinkable as eating soup with a
steak knife. But they continue to try and as a result, carry the heartbreak and
bitterness of failure around with them forever as a form of turbulent motivation
for their future dreams and/or their children’s dreams. Yes, oddly enough they
are allowed to procreate. Mainly because B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S.ism, as it is
technically referred to, typically skips a generation, giving society some decent,
yet very embarrassed people. Imagine that both your parents and your kids are
worthless.
The rest of Humanity laughs. For, the Bemused Utterly Repugnant Nation Of
Useless Tainted Souls are the butt of one of society’s longest running and funniest
jokes.
To quote Samuel Clemens (that’s Mark Twain for all you B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S.):
"Let us be thankful for the fools, but for them, we could not succeed."

For the Bemused Utterly Repugnant Nation Of Useless Tainted Souls, the space of
time between today and tomorrow is perceived to be more infinite and pointless
than the same space of time for any other creature on Earth. Often these periods
of time between today and tomorrow last weeks, months, years, and even
decades for the less fortunate. Either way, it is a lifetime; a lifetime living in
yesterday’s shadow reflecting on no tomorrows, a lifetime spent on the staging
table of flawless failure.

In
The
Beginning…

*Angelica Knight*
Eat To The Beat
solidifies a friendship like oral sex.
Nothing
Mahdakis was busy laying down the foundations of his friendship with Angelica Knight as

he lay his thin, well-toned body on top of her midriff, giving her naked white belly soft tentative
kisses. Once she had grown tired of that, Angelica Knight grabbed his long sandy blonde hair in
her left fist and held him there and while staring into his eyes, she undid her black jeans with the
other hand. “I think you owe me something, buddy.”
Mahdakis was powerless to do anything more than stare back up into her translucent steel-blue
eyes and smile. She was right. It was payback time. “Oh, yeah.” Off to work he went. All in all,
a pretty valiant effort considering it was his first time performing this particular act as a willing
participant. The fact that she was of his own generation made it soundly unique to him as well.
They met five months ago in the beginning of the school year. Mahdakis was a
junior, new to the high school and Angelica was a senior, also new to the area.
They subsequently made one or two mutual acquaintances and found themselves
at the same stuffy parties together. The parties were dull and dorky and involved
either a game of Dungeons and Dragons (Mahdakis made thirteenth level thief)
or re-enacting Monty Python skits. They always, without failure, involved
discussions on the lucrative futures of all these soon to be very successful
people. Their birth-givers would see to that.

Angelica blew a few black strands of her short new wave haircut out of her face
and said nonchalantly, “Take off your clothes. Show some respect.”
The people at these parties were nice, but a little too dry and full of themselves
for the likes of Angelica and Mahdakis. They soon began to distance themselves
from that group and moved on to more spectacular and counter-productive
activities. Like, going places for no reason at all but to sit, talk, and get drunk.
They enjoyed watching laser light shows at the Fels Planetarium in Philadelphia,
when they were stoned. They were like brother and sister, and were having a lot
of fun in each other’s company. Friends. Just friends. Friends who would go the
extra mile.

“Better?” inquired Mahdakis demurely.

“Oh yeah.” Angelica was stroking his hair and marveling over his naked tight ass. It was as
bald as a baby’s head and probably very capable of bouncing a quarter. “Nice.” She put more
distance between her knees and placed her hand gently on the back of his head, which Mahdakis
obediently lowered back down for her.

Angelica had made another interesting friend whom she met in her accounting
class. Her name was Violet-Basia Sinclair, a 1960’s throwback of Northern
Italian descent. She wore beads around her neck, dead flowers in her hair,
moccasins on her gangrene feet, and a dirty Indian print shawl covering up a
fairly well endowed upper torso. She was the spitting image of the Mona Lisa if
the Mona Lisa were stoned off her ass. Who knows? Perhaps the Mona Lisa was
stoned off her ass; just look at that painting.
One night when Angelica was out with Violet-Basia, she decided, out of
boredom, to bring her to meet Mahdakis at his house, presumably for the first
time. When the door opened, Violet-Basia and Mahdakis looked at each other
and laughed with joy then hugged, kissed, and laughed some more.
“You guys know each other?” said Angelica, slightly taken back.
“Since, uhh, the… third?? grade, I think. Right dude?” said Violet.
“Oh yeah,” Angelica reflected, “you used to live here before...I keep forgetting
that.”
“Exactly right. Come on in, your lettin’ the heat out.” Mahdakis was ignoring
Angelica. “Christ, it’s been over six years since I saw you last.”
“Yep.” Violet-Basia smiled. “Angie, we used to go on double dates together
and get pizza when we were in the fourth and fifth grade. Dude, do you
remember that?” Violet-Basia raised her left eyebrow with pretentious wit.
“With Brian and Diane. Who could forget?”
“We were so young.”
“And living the high life.”
“That’s right. Mahdakis used to be a Cub Scout, too. Did you know that,
Angie? I remember he’d wear his little blue uniform to school on Wednesdays,
or was it Thursdays?”
“It doesn’t matter.”
“Uh, ya know it could’ve been Tuesdays altogether………I should know this
’cause I’d have to get all decked out in my Brownie uniform on the same days.
Hmm…..but anyway, he looked so cute with that yellow scarf and the cute little
blue hat.” Mahdakis was turning an angry red as Violet-Basia continued. “And
what was up with that gold rope around your shoulder anyway? Do you
remember what that was for? It was very Wonder-Womanesque.”
“It was for strangling bitches like you two in the middle of the woods on
nights like tonight.”
“I always thought it to be a sexual thing, didn’t you?”

“You were drawing correlations between sex and rope in the fourth grade?”
Angelica was surprised.
“Yeah, really,” Mahdakis seconded the motion, “you see rope and you think
sex?”
“No. Just the potential for it.”
“What the fuck is wrong with you anyway, Violet?”
“Nothing. I feel great. Do you remember playing doctor?”
“Uh--”
“I do. We used to get a bunch of us together and take each other’s clothes off.
He-he-, Oh my God what fun, huh?”
“You guys used to play ‘group’ doctor?” Angelica was disgusted. “What the
fuck man?”
“Oh yeah.” Violet was trying to hold back her laughter. “I could tell you what
his dick looked like then Angie.”
“Well, I can tell you what it looks like now, Violet!”
“Oh. Well, ….Okay then I’m sorry if I, uh--”
“Don’t be sor--”
“Hey!” Violet-Basia was determined to change the subject. “You know what
else I just remembered?”
“Let me--”
“Remember that day in fourth grade when you came to school wearing a blue
leisure suit?”
“Mm.”
“And you had a red tie and black polished shoes? What was up with that,
anyway? I mean, oh my God Angie. The whole class just erupted.” Angelica
was smiling. Her face was half teeth and gums.
“So, what brings you back? Are you back here to stay or just visiting your
female-birth-giver?”
“Well,” said Mahdakis uneasily, “I had a little trouble up in The Mountains
and had to hightail it out of Dodge.” Violet-Basia noticed sharp glances
exchanged by Angelica and Mahdakis “Well then,” and held her hand up in
front of his face for the universal language of ‘stop’, “say no more.” She gave
him a big hug while patting his back. “I’m just so glad you’re home, man. It’s
really quite a trip to see you again. I hope we get a lot of chances to hang out
together now that we’re older… I like that you grew your hair long too. You
filled out nicely too.” Angelica Knight crossed her arms over her breasts and let
out an irritated huff, but Violet-Basia carried on, “You used to look like such a
scrawny geek. Do you play in a band or anything?”
“I did back up in The Mountains. Guitar. But the people there are a little ‘uncool’ in the ways of music. You know, if it’s not on the radio then it can’t be
good, and if it is on the radio, then the artist is a genius.”
“Oh God, don’t you hate artistic ignorance?”

“Well I’m back here, aren’t I?”
“Listen, I have a little band that’s playing at a house party on Sheepskin Circle
next Saturday. We really could use a second guitar player…or even a bass
player.”
“I do both.”
“Whoa dude, how perfectly tripped-out is that,” said Violet-Basia. “Hey! Do
you remember Tommy Gladbags?”
Angelica was drawing deep inpatient breaths and rolling her eyes at both of
them feeling regret forever having stopped by.
“Sure I do.” Mahdakis recalled. “Me, Squid and Hank Megedagik used to
chase him home from school every day and whack him one or two. A couple of
times we broke into his house and beat him up inside. Why? What’s he doing
these days?”
“He’s our guitar player.”
“Great.” Mahdakis aimed his eyes towards the ground in shame and said,
“Well, I hope we can let bygones be bygones.”
“Yeah, we’re all older now. I’m sure all is forgiven.”
“What ever happened to those guys?”
“They’re still around. Squid just got back from a juvenile correctional facility.
Now he pedals hand guns on the West side of East River.”
“Our tax dollars at work.”
“Yeah well, he deals them for Captain H.”
“Captain H?”
“That’s what they call him now. Hank Megedagik, they call him Captain H.
Man, is he a real fucked up individual.”
“No kidding. He was a bad apple in elementary school. I can only imagine”
“Imagine this. He does odd jobs for the mafia, sells drugs, steals and strips
cars, and even pimps out his girlfriends sometimes.”
“Quite the entrepreneur.” Angelica quipped.
“Doesn’t he know that all work and no play makes Jack a dull guy?”
“And you missed it….He even raped our math teacher back in ninth grade.”
“Oh my God!” Angelica gasped.
“You probably should stay away from him if possible.”
“Especially if you’re a math teacher.”
“What happened to the math teacher?” Angelica said visibly horrified “Was
she alright?”
Violet turned towards Angelica. “The math teacher was a he. And yes, he is all
right as far as I know. They transferred him to a different system shortly after. It
was too embarrassing.”
“Yeah, well rape usually is,” Angelica said sardonically. “But how do you
know he wasn’t just some fucked-up queer who enjoys slobbering all over the

cocks of healthy adolescent school boys? He probably got off on it and was just
embarrassed at the fact that people found out about it.”
“No, Captain H had a gun to his head and everything.” Violet-Basia stated
peacefully.
“Yeah? How do you know that?” Angelica retorted, “I know the mentality and
sexual deviance of most of these male teachers. They’re sick, most of ‘em. I
don’t trust them as far as I can spit. They’re always looking for some fresh
young meat to screw.”
“No. He was a real nice guy and a great teacher. I know what happened
because I was there when it happened. We all were. The whole class. Captain H
got pissed at him for making a condescending remark, and when he turned his
back to us to write on the chalkboard, Captain H ran up behind him, put a gun in
his ear, slammed his face down on the desk and then cold cocked him with the
butt of the pistol.” Violet-Basia continued with the calm of a midnight lake,
“Then he pulled his pants down, whispered something in his ear about respect
and stuck his dick right up inside his ass in front of the whole class. No gel or
anything. I thought it was quite amazing that Hank had a hard-on all ready to go
and was able to keep it up with an audience…..Man, he pounded away like a
jackhammer. It was surreal. But quite disturbing too, I must admit. I thought it
would never end.”
“You thought it would never end? What about the teacher, Violet?” Angelica
was stunned. “Didn’t someone do anything?”
“Christ Angie, he had a fucking gun and warned no one to leave or make any
loud noises.”
“So you guys just sat there and watched?”
“No. Don’t be sick! Some of us used the time to study and some people just
talked quietly amongst themselves. Nicki Tater gave some dude head in the back
of the room and charged him forty-bucks. Not bad for a few minutes worth of
work, huh?”
“And to think the teacher didn’t even make a dime.” Mahdakis took a puff off
his Tijuana Small Cigar. “So why does Hank call himself Captain H now?”
“Well, for one it--”
“Who cares?” Angelica pleaded. “Why isn’t this fuckin’ dirt bag in jail or
something?”
“Well, number one, he was a minor and number two, no one from the class
wanted to testify against him. So it was just a he said - he said type of thing.”
“He said – he said? Didn’t any of you at least go to the principal right after
class ended?”
“The principal was very strict about us getting to our classes on time and not
loitering in the hallways. So no one dared risk getting detention. Besides,
Captain H would’ve come after our families. You don’t know what you’re
talking about, Angie.”

“You gotta be fucking kiddin’ me.” Angelica said sternly, Violet, we really
have to get going. I’ve heard enough of this shit. Mahdakis,” Angelica gripped
his cheeks in her hand and laying a surprising kiss on his lips. “I’ll see you
tomorrow buddy, alright?”
“Okay, well listen.” Violet rummaged through her fifty-pound ‘bag-lady’
purse and emerged with a tube of bright multi-colored lipstick then got a paper
towel from the kitchen and wrote down the names of ten songs. “Here, maybe
you could learn a couple of these by next weekend and bring your equipment,
aye?”
Mahdakis glanced at the paper towel with rainbow calligraphy on it. “I know
these already. I just got to brush up a little. Is this your phone number?”
“No, that’s Tommy’s. Perhaps you two could get together once during the
week. You obviously know where he lives.”
“Can’t wait; should be real comfortable.”

*Tony Ravioli*
Don’t Talk To Strangers

H

e was in between classes outside the glass hallway or perhaps he was just
skipping one, who knows, but anyway, Mahdakis was there minding his
own business, peacefully daydreaming about the day he would change his name
and identity to Maxwell D’Angelo, an American spy who would pose as a
Brazilian sword fighter for a traveling circus in Croatia in an attempt to uncover
a Russian-Midget trafficking ring - a feat that would award him the Nobel Peace
Prize and later put him in position to become President of the United States of
America; when all of a sudden, he was approached by what he was sure was
hard core evidence of the missing link. The beast in question had long black
frizzed-out hair with sideburns that looked like wads of pubic hair glued to its
face and set way back in that face were two eyeballs as black as coal that spun in
circles; its left one spun counter-clockwise and the right one clockwise. It
looked as frazzled as a gang-rape victim.

“How ya dewin’,” it said extending a furry hand. “I’m Tony Ravioli - from
Jersey.”
“New Jersey?” said Mahdakis cautiously returning the shake.
“Is there an old one?”
“Somewhere. Why else would they call it ‘new’ if it was the only one? They
would just call it Jersey if that were the case. I mean, we don’t call this New
Delaware. It’s just Delaware. You dig?”
“Yeah, sure.”
Tony Ravioli had funny body language when he spoke. When he talked, his
head bounced up and down like a bobble head for several seconds after he
finished his sentences. This motion along with the circling black eyes made
talking to him for any duration of time a very nauseating experience.
“You got a butt?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Smoking’ll stunt your growth. It’ll kill ya, you know,” said Mahdakis.
“Yeah well, one - I ain’t lookin’ to live very long, and two - I’m going on
eighteen and still only four foot-ten,” he said now pulling a Marlboro from
somewhere out of the nest he called his hair. “So I’ve made peace with the fact
that I won’t be a center in the NBA.”
“See?”
“Hmm,” he said, with the cigarette dangling out of his mouth and patting
either of the breast pockets of his jean jacket, “you got a light, man?”
“Why would I have a light if I don’t smoke?”
“Just be - because you would!” said Tony now very insulted and waving his
arms all over and, as if he were talking to the deaf, continued these movements.
“It’s just one of those things that people carry around with them!”
“Like string. And homicidal thoughts,” said Mahdakis cheerfully.
“You got homicidal thoughts?”
“No more than anyone else.”
“You got some now?”
“More than ever.”
“That’s re-assuring.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble, “and you carry string on you
too?”
“Doesn’t everyone?”
“No. But, everyone does carry a lighter. Except you.”
“And you,” Mahdakis pointed out.
“Yeah, well they’re not just for smoking anymore, my friend. I mean, they do
come in real handy for other things, in case you haven’t heard.”
“Like?”
“Like starting a camp fire or finding something in the dark, for instance.”
“Well let’s just hope we don’t develop an insatiable desire to roast up some
wild game or experience a solar eclipse in the next couple of hours… So where
in Jersey you from?”

“Ramsey,” said Tony still frantically searching every orifice of his body for a
lighting utensil. “Ramsey, New Jersey. So you don’t have a light, for real?”
“For real. But, I know where one is,” said Mahdakis leading Tony Ravioli
around the corner of The Wall.
Tony Ravioli bounced over to where Mahdakis was standing and followed his
look to the cement ground where Rizzo was in a squat position with her arms
raised above her head and her hands cuffed to the railing of the ascending
staircase above. Her mouth had been duct taped this time as well. Mahdakis
reached down and put his right hand inside her left breast pocket, cupped her tit
for a moment - squish, squish - and pulled out a Bic. “Smoke ’em if you got
’em,” he said, tossing the lighter to Tony, who was so stunned at the sight of a
poor Japanese girl shackled and gagged to an iron railing at a public school in
broad daylight, that he let the lighter smack him in the face.
“Hi,” said Tony, reaching down to grab the lighter off the ground. “I’m Tony
Ravioli, from Jersey.” Bobble-bobble
“Mm-Mm?”
“Yeah, New Jersey.” Tony wanted to ask why the hell there was a cute girl
handcuffed to the railing of the wall but the nonchalant demeanor projected by
both her and Mahdakis, led Tony to believe that this was some sort of common
occurrence.
“Mm-mmm-hmmm---Hm-hmm-mm-hmm—mmm,” said Rizzo.
“What?”
“She said,” said Mahdakis, “my name’s Myra Rizaado, but people here call
me Rizzo. Feel free to cop a feel of my tit when you put the lighter back because
I think you’re cute. And if you take this tape off my mouth I’ll let you put your
dick in its place.”
“Really?” said Tony now reaching for the left breast pocket.
“MM!...HMM-MM!!!!!...HMMMM!!!” Myra pleaded.
“Okay, no problem.” chuckled Tony as he put the lighter back like a
gentleman, and then gave such a cheesy, pretentious wink it made Mahdakis
embarrassed to be alive. Tony then walked back around the corner of The Wall
to where Mahdakis had already darted off.
“So what’s your story?” said Mahdakis puffing off a Tijuana Small Cigar. “I
mean what brings you here to our quaint little state? What do you do?”
“What are you, the fuckin’ Gestapo?”
“They call me Mahdakis.”
“Yeah, I know, you date that crazy T.D. Head chick too.”
Mahdakis raised his right eyebrow quizzically.
“What exactly does it mean, though?” Tony asked.
“I guess it means I’m in love with a T.D. Head chick.”
“No, I mean your name. Is that your real name, or does it stand for
something?”

“Why?”
“I don’t know, it’s just kind of strange, don’t you think?”
“Listen pasta head, it’s just what they call me ’round here.” said Mahdakis
exhaling smoke into his face as he talked. Then, calmly inhaling, he began
studying this new brand of being with irrelevant curiosity. ‘Whoever he was, he
was definitely very angry at the rest of the world… as if it owed him something
other than a miserable life.’
“Fine!” shouted Tony at the sidewalk still very puzzled over the lit cigar in
Mahdakis’s hand. “You wanna know why I’m here?”
“Not particularly, I was just being cordial.”
“I’m here because of Dickbag!”
“Dickbag? Well then maybe you should be hanging out with the group over by
the tennis courts.”
“Dickbag got a job here and that’s who my female-birth-giver is married to
now so she followed Dickbag’s ugly ass here and took me with her because I’m
a trouble maker or some shit and the schools don’t want me up there.”
‘Oooh man you’re really a scary little mother ain’t ya?’
“But make no mistake about it,” continued Tony, “I’m out of here as soon as I
am able. This place sucks the mother lode, dude, and I got a chick back there in
Ramsey. This is only a very little inconvenient piss stop for me. I don’t plan on
makin’ friends or learnin’ the names of these streets because this is not and
never will be my home. It’s full of pompous assholes and ignorant fucked-up
burnouts whose only goal is to smoke pot all mother fuckin’ day.” Tony took a
drag, exhaled then raised his left eyebrow while still staring at the sidewalk. “No
offense.”
“None taken.”
“One year of school and that’s it. I’m out of this miserable fucked up excuse
for a town.”
Tony hawked a loogie on the ground too which Mahdakis gave consideration
and then replied, “Your assessment is not totally inaccurate. How long you been
here?”
“Long enough,” said the gruff midget, putting the cigarette to his mouth.
“About a month or so, actually.”
“Yeah, well I don’t think you have to be worried about making many friends.”
There was a pause for a moment and then Tony Ravioli came back with, “You
know the only good thing about today is that it’s still young and there’s still
hope that we will die before it’s over with.”
“That’s the spirit. Keep your chin up. What do you have against waking up
tomorrow, anyway?”
“Tomorrow!?” shouted Tony. “Don’t even get me started on Tomorrow!
Tomorrow’s the reason I wanna get it over with today! Tomorrow we have to do
this bullshit all over again. That’s what I have against tomorrow!”

“What makes you so sure?”
“Because I am.”
“Oh.”
“Because tomorrow is the day we pay for our wasted yesterday.”
“Which is actually today.”
“Exactly!”
“But it hasn’t been wasted.”
“Not yet. But it will. And all we can pray for is that today--”
“Or yesterday tomorrow.”
“--stops right here before tomorrow settles in.”
“The day after tomorrow, yesterday.”
“Right.”
“What about the lunatics who subscribe to the insanity of making better use of
today--”
“Yesterday tomorrow.”
“--in the first place?”
“Listen,” confessed Tony Ravioli, “I don’t really have anything personal
against tomorrow, I’m sure it’s a very nice day for a lot of other people, I just
don’t want to be a part of it. That’s all I’m saying.”
“Well, what exactly do you want to be a part of?”
“Peace and quiet man, peace and quiet.” Tony took a long drag off his
cigarette before adding, “And maybe a never-ending joint and a blowjob.”
“I think a never ending blowjob would get on my nerves.”
“Yeah, well, I wasn’t fantasizing on your behalf anyway. And it’s really not
what I meant but, now that you mention it, I think it’d be pretty fuckin’
fantastic!”
“But, you’d never come. Wouldn’t you rather have a never ending orgasm
instead?”
“Sold.”
“So you basically want to do nothing.”
“And a lot of it!”
“Hmm. I don’t know,” said Mahdakis contemplating. “The whole idea of
peace and harmony exasperates me. And Heaven? I shudder to think what a
Godforsaken snooze fest of a place that must be. Ugh. Yes, I need a little chaos
on my breakfast cereal to keep me going throughout the day.”
“Yeah, well we’re both going to Hell, so I wouldn’t worry too much about the
other place.”
“Right. But, you’re going to Hell for wasting your days. I’m going to Hell
because I want to…and for the cool décor.”
“Cool décor?” said Tony. “What do you think Hell’s like, anyway?”
“For you, it’s tomorrow squared.”
“Fuck.”

“Not to worry my little friend. There is still time. You see, everything we do
today is based on tomorrow or in fear of tomorrow or in preparation for
tomorrow. Tomorrow, tomorrow, tomorrow. Tomorrow mocks us indeed. All
throughout history, it seems as though tomorrow has enslaved every last today
with the mere threat of its inevitable vicious coming. What to do?” Mahdakis
said now tapping his fingers on his chin. “Perhaps tomorrow is the inevitable
slave of yesterday and that today actually dictates tomorrow’s pattern of events.
Tomorrow may very well be the only reasoning for today in the first place;
excepting yesterdays’ helpless blossoming of it. While tomorrow can bring
punishment upon us for wasting today, it can also excuse us for yesterday’s
injuries and suffering in the name of youth, lust and tainted wisdom. Tomorrow
is really our only hope and way out of our shameful today, Tony. Remember
that; no matter what it may have brought you yesterday. Remember tomorrow.”
“Whatever, man. You got me. I don’t even know what the fuck you just said to
be perfectly honest. All I know, is I hate waking up in the morning. That’s all.
You didn’t have to get all ‘Plato’ on me and shit.”
Tony Ravioli flicked the remains of his lit cigarette into the innocent tall green
grass and continued, “So, is that what you were thinking about when I came out
here and saw you staring into space?”
“No, not exactly,” said Mahdakis, extinguishing his butt with the heel of his
black leather boot and contemplating whether to share his girl troubles with this
new stranger. He decided he would just skim the surface of his most recent inner
devastations. “You ever felt like you finally got it all together and the whole
world makes sense to you for the first time? The whole world’s in order. You’re
the ring master and nothing can go wrong?”
“Yeah, sure. But then something happens and your whole world collapses in
on you like humpty-fuckin-dumtpy!” Bobble-Bobble
“Exactly. That’s what I’m going through now.”
“Its Heaven and Hell, Mahdakis,” said Tony, patting him on the back, “but
mostly Hell. So, just get used to it and keep moving on.” Then Tony began
walking away from the school. Mahdakis followed, a little unsure if maybe the
troll didn’t want to be left alone. But by the time Mahdakis caught up and started
walking along side him, it seemed pretty apparent that Tony didn’t mind having
some company for a change. ‘a change,’ thought Mahdakis, ‘a change in friends
wouldn’t do me any harm right now either.’
As they walked together in content silence, making their way towards the high
school parking lot, they could hear the faint muffled sounds of Rizzo still
pleading for help in the distance. “And where exactly is it you’re moving on to
right now?” asked Mahdakis.
“To see if I can score some weed somewhere. Why? You know where a
person can find some pot around here?”

“What do you think?” said Mahdakis drawing attention to his Acapulco Gold
belt buckle with his right hand. “East River, couple towns over. It’s a ten-minute
ride or so.”
“Alright, so you in with me, or what?”
“I don’t know; you seem like kind of an asshole. You got a car?”
“Yes. And I am an asshole so get used to it,” assured Tony.
“Cool, you wanna be best friends for the next six or seven years?”
“Hey man, whatever, as long as you got gas money to throw in, I’ll be your
friend….. Deal?”
“Sure. Whatever.”
“Cool. Wha-do-ya-know,” said Tony alas, sporting a genuine smile. “I made a
friend today.”
“And you’ll pay for it tomorrow.”

What A Day That Was

“C

’mon,” Angelica slapped the side of his head and laughed, “that’s a pussy, not an ice
cream cone.” And with both hands locked around the back of his head, pushed his mouth
deep up and into her. “Now get in there and mop up.”
The day began like any other day. Angelica picked him up promptly at seventhirty for school but instead of driving, sat parked for a moment after he got in.
“Hey man,” she sighed. “Ya know what?”
“No, what’s up?”
“I’m really not in the mood for any academic bullshit today, you know? You
wanna do something fun, instead?” her dark eyebrows rose with girlish
excitement and she was giving him a smile he had never seen from her. She
smelled nice too. This was odd only because Angelica was one of those antiperfumes, Barbie-doll-basher type girls who wore black every day. But today
she was decked out in a half-unbuttoned transparent white blouse that revealed a
lacy red bra. “Yeah, sure. Whadoya got in mind?” This was Mahdakis’s first
mistake and he felt it deep inside the second it came out. Instead of saying
something that a boy more in tune with his animalistic libido, would say to a
girl, such as, ‘Yeah! Why don’t you drive to a hotel and let me rip those clothes
of your hot little body, gag you with my bandana, bend you over a piece of

furniture and fuck the shit out of you ‘till you bleed?’ He says instead, “Yeah,
sure. Whadoya got in mind?”
“Mm. I don’t know…” but she did; and after a moment of embarrassing
hesitation, slapped her hands on top of the steering wheel and said desperately,
“You wanna go to Baltimore?”
“That sounds cool. You got any stuff on you?”
“I got a bottle of Peppermint Schnapps.”
“Okay, I think I have a few bowl-fulls of weed left.”
“Well then let’s get moving, buddy.” And off they went.
The conversations were non-stop and they had become so engrossed in each
other that by the time they arrived in Baltimore, all they felt like doing was
stopping at a liquor store to purchase more Schnapps and cigarettes for the ride
back home.
It wasn’t about seeing Baltimore. It was about spending some time together.
For Angelica, her time with Mahdakis was running out. It was March. She
would turn eighteen in a few days and off to the college life before too long. She
knew her relationship with him was coming to a close. She also knew that he
didn’t see it or he or maybe didn’t care to. One or the other. The one thing she
did know is that she did not want to be a virgin when she started college. Thus,
the trip.
Mahdakis allowed himself full transparency for her, as opposed to the front he
usually put up for everyone else, so she could see through to his winding road on
the other side. For that, she was grateful that he was selfless enough not to let
her waste any more time with him than she could have.
There was never any bullshit between them. She respected his road and, to a
certain degree, held a sense of awe for him. He was taking a courageous chance
at a once in a lifetime shot at his dream of becoming a famous rock-n-roll guitar
player and writer. But, that was where their personalities differed and their
destiny’s forked.
Angelica was a realist who only needed temporary fixes from the dull drums
of reality. When it was over, it was back to business as usual. Mahdakis was a
paradox. He was a realist and a dreamer; and he dreamed of escaping reality in a
permanent sense or die doing so because he despised the reality he constantly
observed. She knew he was of the shooting star type personality and she knew
she would need someone who was a little bit more grounded. Some day. But just
the same, she admired him for his sense of individuality and bravery for
attempting to take on the world and its ills, as opposed to just sitting around and
talking about it all the time. That was one of her flaws and she knew it. Then
again, it was all in terms of taking on the world at once instead of bits and
pieces, little by little every day, as most people do. In his situation, bravery
didn’t necessarily mean strength and she believed firmly at the end of the day,
that she was the stronger of the two for facing the daily grind with sharp

optimism and not running from it with bleak negativity. But they would both be
moot points after their inevitable split in the road shortly ahead.
They arrived back at her home around four in the afternoon, went to the
kitchen, made a late lunch and sat at the table to sober up a little. “Hmm,” she
said, stuffing a tuna melt in her mouth, “that was kinda stupid……but really
cool at the same time.”
“What do you mean?”
“We’ve not stopped talking since seven-thirty. I don’t think I know anyone
who I can talk to like I talk to you. Ya know? You’re like my diary, bud. I can
tell you anything and everything.” She was smiling and bubbling with lustful
curiosity. Indeed, they had shared without worry, every facet of their private
lives with one another. He even knew her cycle.
Mahdakis leaned over the table towards her, stopped about three inches from
her nose, and said, “I, uh…” Mahdakis was searching for the best way to say he
loved her without saying it. “Yeah, I know what you mean. I consider you my…
best friend, too.”
She was looking into his eyes with a smile of amazement. “I can see us being
friends up into our twenties and thirties. Seriously.”
“Well, I don’t know about you, but I don’t plan on living that long.” Mahdakis
said retreating back down in his chair with an angry look on his face.
“Oh yeah, that’s right. You’re too cool for this world,” she said, laughing.
“Kind of.” The laughing stopped as she realized he was serious.
“Well that’s bullshit, man!” She threw her sandwich on the plate -- ‘Splat’ -“What about the future? Your future?”
“What are you, my guidance counselor?”
“No, but don’t you want to do something with your life? I mean, C’mon man,
how-a ‘bout it?”
“I wanna play in a rock band. You know that.”
“And what if you don’t? Then what are you going to do?”
“Kill myself.”
There was a long pause as she studied the intensity in his eyes. “That’s a
fuckin’ cop out!”
“If you believe in the teachings of Sartre, I guess it is.”
“Oh, here we go.”
“I, myself, lean toward the existentialisms of another French philosophical
writer, Camus. Where Sartre believed as you, that it is a stronger person who
stays up for the fight and carries on, even in complete sadness, Camus believed
that it took more courage and bravery to end a troublesome life.”
“Yeah, but you’re not doing anything to make your life trouble-free in the first
place! As a matter of fact, I think you’re doing everything in your power to

make God-damn sure that your life is miserable so that when the time comes,
you have an excuse to cop out instead of admitting well earned failure!”
“It’s not a copout if...”
“Yes it is! You can take steps right now to, at least, try to make things better
for you down the road but you don’t. You wanna feel sorry for yourself or some
shit.”
“But if---“
“So yeah, maybe it is brave for a person to off themselves when their life is
still miserable after they have tried everything in their power to fix it, but it is
not brave to do the same when you have not tried to do anything about it
whatsoever, or worse, intentionally set up walls that prohibit any possibilities for
your life getting better in the first place.”
“Hmm.”
“Yeah. Hmm,” Angelica said, mockingly, and then laughed. She loved it when
she knew that he knew that she was right. He was speechless. “C’mon buddy,
my male-birth-giver won’t be home ‘till late. Wanna go to my room and smoke
a bowl or something.”
“Now, that’s worth living a little while longer for.”
“So are other things, buddy. So are other things.”

Ride On

T

hey drove eight miles to the northern border of town and pulled the primer
gray Camaro off to the side of a rarely traveled gravel road. “Nice and
secluded,” Bobble-bobble-bobble, “I like it. Where the hell are we?”
“The Highlands,” said Mahdakis unimpressed, “where the richies live.”
“Must be nice.”
“I don’t really think about it,” said Mahdakis staring at the sky. “It’s not my
world; therefore, it’s not real. This is someone else’s reality. We’re merely
passing though.”
“Real or not, I think it’d be fuckin’ cool to live in the middle of nowhere with
no asshole people around.”
“Mmm, you might think differently if you ever lived in the middle of
nowhere.”
“No kidding,” Tony said, now pulling out a rolling paper, “here, you wanna
roll? I’m awful at it.”

“Well, I’m terrible,” Mahdakis said, suddenly pale. “I mean it. I think you’d
better roll.”
“Really? Okay.” Tony promptly began the task. “You really that bad, huh? Ya
know, I remember this time wh-” …………his voice faded as Mahdakis was
pre-occupied recalling an incident involving Roger Daniels, from back home in
The Mountains.
He remembered how Roger had entrusted him with the secret that he was in
love with Sue Salisbury. Sue Salisbury was a slut but Mahdakis hadn’t the heart
to tell Roger so Roger kept on Sue’s tail until one day she figured she might as
well use his creepy presence to her advantage. She asked the stuttering dweeb if
he could get her some pot. No one knew Roger didn’t smoke or do drugs
because he was always hanging out with the likes of Mahdakis and he did have
that ‘almost’ cool look with the ‘almost’ long hair and talked a good enough
game as well. At any rate, it was always assumed that Roger knew something
about drugs. He didn’t. But when Sue Salisbury asked if he could get her a
couple of joints for Friday night, Roger hopped right on figuring it out.
“S-sso this is good stuff?”
“The best you’ll find around here Roger,” said Mahdakis handing him a
partially filled clear baggie.
Um, I-I, I was wondering,” said Roger, staring at the pot, “if-if you could roll
it all up for me? Like, i-i-in three big joints? I-I’ll give you a couple of extra
bucks.”
“Yeah, alright.” Mahdakis couldn’t roll well, he reflected, but he did it anyway
and gave them to Roger who sold them to Sue, who was delighted.
Then came Monday morning when Sue Salisbury freaked on Roger first thing
in the hallway after homeroom. She cornered him at his locker and gave an
angry shove against his chest and screamed in a whisper, “What the fuck, man?
Don’t you know how to roll a joint, or what?!!”
“Wh-Wha-What’s the problem, Sue?”
“The fuckin’ joints completely unrolled when we lit them and the pot fell all
over the friggin’ ground!!
“Shit, I-I’m sorry. W-were you able to save any?”
“No! We were in the woods, asshole! I had no weed for the weekend and I’m
out fifteen dollars!!!”
“I’-I’ll-I’ll take care of you.”
“You’re damn straight you will!” and she walked away, as did any hope of her
ever thinking that he was cool. It wasn’t until his eyes lowered in self-pity that
he heard the sinisterly obnoxious laugh coming from across the hall. But the
laughing stopped the minute Roger’s eyes met Mahdakis’s. For, Mahdakis had

seen eyes like his before. Vengeful, angry, hurt and determined, as if something
had just snapped inside, and all sane judgments…………………
“You alright?” asked Tony.
“Yeah,” Mahdakis lied. “I’m just spacing out again, that’s all.”
“It’s that crazy chick you’re dating isn’t it? She’s fuckin’ your head up, ain’t
she?”
“Yeah,” said Mahdakis now turning to face Tony with a polite smile. “But I
won’t burden you with all that crap.”
“That’s cool, but if you need to unload, I mean, you know, I got nothin’ better
ta do,” bobble-bobble, “so feel free,” said Tony handing Mahdakis the freshly
rolled joint. “Here.”
“Cool. I appreciate it. Perhaps we’ll talk later at The Rock.” said Mahdakis
holding the joint absent mindedly
“Perhaps,” said Tony eyeing the joint impatiently. “What’s The Rock
anyway?”
“It’s just a quiet, secluded spot on Brandywine Creek where all the cool people
go and hang out.”
“Alright, sounds excellent.” Tony’s eyes were now bouncing back and forth
from the joint to Mahdakis’ face. Joint-to-face, joint-to-face, joint-to-face.
Catching his stare, Mahdakis said, “Oh, sorry…..So, ah, whada-ya want me to
do with this?”
“Light it up.”
“With what?”

A Question of Trust

H

e took a peek to observe her expression of ecstasy. ‘Good job’, he thought. He was even more
delighted to see that she had unbuttoned her shirt and was rubbing the rosy nipples of her
large breasts with one hand and still stroking his hair with the other. ‘She’s only about five foot
two,’ Mahdakis thought to himself, ‘so maybe they just look big because she’s so
small’……Mahdakis looked up again… ‘Nope they’re really big. Maybe even D’s.’ It wasn’t a
complete shock. He had seen her change shirts many times. She was comfortable enough to do that
around him. Nor was it their first sexual experience, but the first time he had really seen her
naked. It was the first time Angelica had seen Mahdakis naked - in the light.
It doesn’t matter what someone is built like. There’s just something special about seeing them
naked for the first time. Well, usually. Either way, you never forget it. Neither Mahdakis nor
Angelica would forget this as they would never forget their first sexual experience.

It was at one of those semi-lame-because-everyone-was-normal kinds of
parties. The band had played the 10 songs well enough and Mahdakis was
flawless in his execution. The drummer was a girl with humongous tits who had
been Mahdakis’s girlfriend a month back for a brief time, Violet-Basia Sinclair
handled keys, synths, and backup vocals, Tommy Gladbags played a pretty
interesting lead guitar, and the lead singer was a British girl who was dating the
kid whose house it was. So even if the band had sucked, no one was going to say
anything to jeopardize the party mood or situation.
Mahdakis had hooked up with Tommy Gladbags the Wednesday before the
gig. He was nervous and full of shame when he arrived at Tommy’s house. The
memories in this house of tormenting this poor kid. And for what? Because he
looked funny. That was all. Kids can be -- are -- the cruelest of all humans.
Tommy Gladbags, or as Mahdakis and Hank ‘Captain H’ Megedagik used to
call him in elementary school, ‘White Tom’, was as white as a bar of soap with
thin, blonde, hair and buckteeth that would make a beaver laugh. He was lanky
and about 5'-11” but because of the way he hunched over, appeared more like 5'4”. His eyes were always half shut, giving him a sleepy/creepy-Chinese look.
People wondered about his sexuality from time to time.
White Tom opened the door, gave Mahdakis a big hug, and exchanged
pleasantries much the same way as Violet-Basia had. He was genuinely happy to
see him. Mahdakis was thankful for the unspoken forgiveness and at that
moment made a promise to himself. He promised to be this man’s friend as best
he could for as long as he could. He did.
After the band was finished, Mahdakis packed up his gear and put it in
Angelica’s Chevy Chevette. Things had started to wind down. Couples were
gravitating towards each other in remote corners of the room, glasses were
drying up and Violet-Basia and White Tom were preparing to cruise to Camden,
N.J. and score some major quantities of Heroin from a friend of Squid’s or
Captain H. It was only eleven o’clock and Mahdakis and Angelica still had not
reached their optimal buzz. Heroin was not part of either one of their daily
allowances.
They got into Angelica’s compact car where they found half a bottle of Wild
Turkey in a paper bag that they had purchased the weekend before at Grandmas
Liquor Store and each took a swig before Angelica Knight started driving. “I’ve
been to The Mountains before, buddy, and it’s real pretty up there,” she said.
“So why don’t you tell me…. what the hell brings you down here to this dump?”
Her eyes darted sideways at him and she took another swig.
“I want to be a rock-n-roll star and we’re pretty close to the city here.”

“Ha!” Angelica snorted uncontrollably as whiskey sprayed out her nose and
dripped down her chin. “Yeah, right. That’s gonna happen…ha-ha-ha-ha!” She
passed the bottle.
“Well, I gotta give it a shot.”
“No, man. Like, what really brings you here? What are you hiding?”
“Wh- whaddu you mean - hiding?” Mahdakis took a deep swig.
“Here, wait a minute.” And Angelica cut the lights off, turned into someone’s
driveway, and shut the car off.
“Where are we?” asked Mahdakis.
“I’m not sure exactly. North Ave., I think; or maybe Cinocot? Somewhere in
the ritzy part of Norford, that’s for sure.”
“Well it looks like someone’s driveway.”
“Yep, it sure does,” she said nodding sarcastically “Don’t ask me whose
though because I have no idea.”
“I think we should get out of here.”
“Not until you tell me your dirty little secret.”
“What the hell makes you think I have a dirty little secret, anyway?” he was
growing angry.
“Because everyone does. Everyone is fucked up and hiding something from
everyone else. That’s just the way this fucked-up planet is, man. There isn’t a
Goddamn soul down here that is deserving of a one-way trip to that farce of a
place called Heaven. Shit, even Violet has some fucked-up scenarios going on in
her head, man.”
“Oh yeah. No kidding to that.”
“So why should I think that you’re so squeaky clean and different?”
Mahdakis had found someone with whom he could trust his story. Perhaps it
was the Wild Turkey that made it easy, or maybe it was the feeling that
Mahdakis got from being around her. He felt real. But, protected from reality all
at the same time.
He had a habit of surrounding himself with women who fit that M.O., Like
Heather.
Heather was his best friend when he lived up in The Mountains. He and
Heather could talk about anything, anywhere together.
“Fine,” he said, staring down at the gear shifter, “here it is.” He raised his head
and looked directly into her steel blue eyes. “But this stays right here with us.
Got it?”
“Sure,” she said, placing her hand on top of his and nodding affirmatively, “no
problem buddy.”

Desperado

D

onny Dormante was a juvenile delinquent with an enormous bubble ass
that was attached to an otherwise attractively fit body. Facially, he
resembled Humphrey Bogart with Down Syndrome. The Mountain Girls were
crazy about him. Go figure. He had just walked out of JayD’s Liquor Store,
which was next door to JayD’s Hardware, and four doors down from JayD’s
Barber Shop and a quarter of a mile from the future JayD’s Auto Service
Station. Don Dormante was only seventeen but the storeowners who sold booze
up in The Mountains had adopted the ‘Don’t ask, Don’t tell’ policy, long before
the military.
At the same moment, a dusty red 1966 Ford pickup came to a slow stop in
front of the store and Mahdakis sprung out of the squeaky passenger door.
“Thanks for the ride Mr. H. I appreciate it.” He slammed the door behind him
and the truck pulled off kicking up dust down Main Street.
“Ridin’ round wit’ ole man Hitchcock, are ya?” Donny was teasing, “Heh-heh,
I’ll bet he’d like to fuck you in the ass. How would ya feel ‘bout them apples?”
“Shut up. A ride’s a ride. What do I care who picks me up?”
“He’s probably gonna go home now and beat off, just thinkin’ ‘bout ya. Hehheh.”
“You’re in good spirits. What’s up with that?”
“Spirits!” Donny showed Mahdakis the bottle wrapped in a brown paper bag.
“Ah, Mr. Boston, the best!” Mahdakis tried to grab the bottle out of Donny’s
hands.
“Yo man, be cool. We can’t just slug this down right here in the middle of
town. Christ, we’re across the street from the fuckin’ church yet.”
“Since when do you give a respecting shit for religion?”
Donny reflected and said, “I don’t. But I really do want to get into some
shade. It’s fuckin’ hot, man!”
“They said ninety-two degrees.”
“What the hell’s up with this weather?”
“You’d never know it was late August in The Mountains.”
Donny started walking nowhere in particular as Mahdakis followed by his
side. “Damn good thing we got some blackberry to keep us cool though, huh?”
The fifth of brandy was gone in under an hour. In that time, they had managed
to write a song about furry spiders, black snakes and over throwing kings while
raping queens, as a village of common midgets gang-banged the princess. It was
a political statement of sorts. They also found time to burn a cross, made out of
twigs, on Donny’s ex-girlfriend’s front yard, steal a pack of smokes from the
village store, and knock out several of the gymnasium windows by putting their
fists through them. Now they had stumbled their way towards the back of the

Jaysville Elementary School where they both had attended years earlier. Donny
was older by two years and one grade. They walked across the old kickball field
and through a thicket that led down to a stream. There, they sat on a large rock
and splashed cold water on their faces. The mountain water was cold but very
refreshing as the heat was unbearable and Mahdakis was starting to lose focus of
reality already. Donny was talking to him and motioning with his arms but he
couldn’t make out a word or even get an idea of what Donny was talking about.
Mahdakis was revolving his head around and around as if doing a yoga exercise.
“What?”
“I said, be quiet! Listen!”
Mahdakis stopped his head from revolving just long enough to hear the sound
of someone humming the melody to ‘Rock And Roll All Nite’. As they
approached the turn of the bend, they saw that it was Roger Daniels. He was all
alone perched on a rock, writing. He was alone a lot. He was a self-proclaimed
poet/writer with an annoying stutter and bad acne, who possessed outrageously
bizarre philosophical ideas on how to save the planet from ourselves. He was a
thinker, and that in itself was enough to isolate anyone from The Mountain
People, let alone a hideous appearance.
“Hey Roger!” Donny yelled. “Whatcha writing?”
Roger knew this was trouble but stood his ground just the same. “A book – ssort of.”
“What’s s-sort of?” Donny mimicked walking closer, his voice not as loud
now. “Is it, or isn’t it? What’s it about?”
“W-well, it’ll be about my l-life someday but I won’t be able to…..fffinish it
till I’m probably….thirty or s-so. So in the m-m-meantime, I’m just going to
write d-down all the events that happen along the way.”
Donny stood dominantly over him nodding his head in agreement. “So what
you really need are for some events to happen in the first place to have a good
story, right?” Donny clenched his fists and grinned.
“W-w-well, yeah. E-exactly.” Roger was getting nervous.
“W-w-w-w-w-w-w-w,” Donny repeated mockingly, “you really gotta learn
how to talk. I mean, it’s one thing to be downright ugly but what kind of girl
wants to be seen around the likes of you and your ‘w-w-w-w-w’ shit. You do like
girls, don’t ya Rog? Or do you like to play ‘hide the salami’ once in a while?”
Within a second, Roger managed to wrap his left arm around Donny’s ankle
and pull his leg out from under him. Donny landed on his back in the shallow
stream, the back of his head smacking against hundreds of small stones.
Donny opened his eyes to the blinding, high midday sun and tried to collect
his senses. Roger, seeing that Donny was still shaking away the stars, took
advantage of the moment by raising a humungous rock over Donny’s head and
just as he was about to let go, Donny caught a glimpse of a pair of legs sticking
straight up behind Roger and shaking violently. “Wait! Something’s wrong with

my friend!” Donny was pointing frantically at the shaking body, “He needs
help!” Roger surmised that it was just a trick to avert his attention, but looked
away for a moment nonetheless.
*****
Mahdakis was real groggy and could barely walk straight. It was a scene out of
an old war movie. Donny was walking through the tall meadows dragging
Mahdakis with his right arm around his waist and Mahdakis’s left arm around
Donny’s neck. Mahdakis knew he was somewhere familiar but he couldn’t place
it. “Where are we?”
“The clearing behind Lizzy’s house.”
“Did we fuck her or something?”
“Wha-? No!” Donny was clearly disgusted at the visual. “We gotta get you
somewhere where you can lie down. You’re pretty zooed, huh?
“Why not? Was she home? I mean, I’d kind of like to you know.” Mahdakis
started walking on his own a little which came as a relief to Donny.
“Listen brother, we gotta sit somewhere and talk. We’re in some deep shit
here.”
“She’s got a really nice ass, you know. (hic) Why don’t we go knock on the
door?”
“Dude, to hell with Lizzy, alright. We’re in a lot of fuckin’ trouble, you and I.”
They came out of the clearing, crossed route 15, and sat down at an outdoor
table at Joan’s Cupboard, an upscale truck stop for the most part, if you will.
Donny plopped Mahdakis down on the bench and he was able to keep himself
up right. This was a good sign. Donny went to the pay phone and made a call.
Mahdakis was still lost in Lizzy-Land and was carrying on about all the things
he would like to do to her someday. There was nobody within earshot. He was
simply talking aloud to himself in a drunken stupor. Donny returned to the table,
“Okay your male-birth-giver’s on the way to pick you up.”
“(hic)--and I fingered her for a while. (hic) Do you think that’s in-appropriate
behavior for a fifth grader? I don’t.”
“Dude, I’m serious. Ee got a problem and you gotta shut up and listen.” Donny
was about to tell him what had happened when it struck him……. ‘who the hell
would want to finger Lizzy in the first place, let alone talk about it years later’
“Dude, I don’t want to know what you did or didn’t’ do with Lizzy in the fifth
grade or at any point in each of your lives, okay?
“--then she blew me in the coat closet of Mrs. Jacobs sixth grade classroom.
The other (hic) kids were out at recess. She has a nice tongue, you know. I really
dig her ass……(hic)…a lot…….I never got a chance to return the favor.
Hmm…. someday (hic) maybe (hic)”

“Okay. Lizzy did not blow you in Mrs. Jacobs’s class or let you finger her in
the fifth grade! Okay! I don’t know a lot about her, and she may not be the
prettiest flower in the garden, but I do know that she has a little bit more taste
then the likes of you! Besides, two sixth graders, one being her, especially, did
not copulate in a classroom!”
“(hic) Did not what?”
“She didn’t suck your dick!”
“Oh…(hic)…Well, who did?”
“Jesus!” Donny ran his nervous fingers through his hair, “Your male-birthgiver will be here any minute!”
“You don’t think it was Mrs. Jacobs, do you? (hic) I mean, it was dark. Maybe
I’m suppressing some sexually awkward childhood memory, ya know? Oh,
man. So, what’s this trouble we’re in anyway?”
Donny thought better of telling him anything while he was in this state of
mind. The last thing he needed was for Mahdakis to spill the beans to his malebirth-giver on the way home because he doesn’t know what the hell he’s saying
anymore. Lizzy??? Egad! “I’ll tell you the story tomorrow. Call me.” Donny
eyed the white Subaru pulling up with a very stern and aggravated male-birthgiver inside. It was not how he planned to spend his Saturday. Mahdakis got up
and reached for the door handle. Donny yelled softly, “Call me in the morning,
okay? It’s real important.” Mahdakis nodded and got in the car with his malebirth-giver and the car pulled out in a huff.
They were driving up 108 towards home and Mahdakis’s male-birth-giver
knew what the problem was because he was a drinker himself, as was his malebirth-giver before him. But they were responsible drinkers with much clout, and
they were pillars of their communities besides. “So Mahdakis my boy, what
happened today?”
“I think I had a seizure.”
“Oh really?” the male-birth-giver said sarcastically suspecting a lie, “Well tell
me all about it.”
Mahdakis threw up on the floor.
*****
Donny had called Mahdakis the next day but the male-birth-giver would not
allow Mahdakis to talk to Donny just yet. So the following Monday morning
Mahdakis hitched a ride three miles down to the Jaysville Elementary School
where all the buses converged to drop off young kids and pick up older ‘intown’ kids for the twelve-mile ride to the high school. It was the first day of
school. Mahdakis had to hitch a ride because he was suspended from riding the
bus for a week due to an incident that occurred the last week of the previous
school year, the year Donny graduated.

He met him downtown to get him up to speed with their situation. “So it’s like
this,” Donny said, stopping Mahdakis in his path to make him stop and focus,
“Roger. Do you remember seeing Roger on Saturday?” Donny’s hand was on
Mahdakis’s shoulder.
“Yeah, sort of.” Mahdakis said with a squeamish feeling in his gut.
“Me and him were fightin’……. down by the river.”
“Yeah?”
“You remember?”
“A little.”
“You saved my life.”
“That’s good. Isn’t it?
“Well…..yeah, but….. you sort of killed Roger to do it.”

*Myra Rizaado*
Maiden Japan

T

he minute he saw her, he knew he had to have her. She was the epitome of
cool. She wore a strategically ripped concert shirt with skintight jeans. She
had a feather earring and sported spiked leather wristbands. Myra Rizaado was
simply irresistible with her shoulder length purple tone hair falling casually over
her happy round Asian face. Her skin, whiter than most Caucasians, gave her an
ultra-bizarre look that turned him on even more. She was an oddity; a musical
style that could not be categorized; a rubber ducky waiting to be squeezed. The
best part was, she was helplessly handcuffed to the railing of The Wall. There
was no one around as classes were in session. Mahdakis had an uncontrollable
urge to lunge at her and rip that concert shirt right off of her body. “You’re in
handcuffs.”
“You’re observant,” she said coolly. “You must be one of the smart kids.”
Behind Myra’s sarcasm was some hormonal suppression of her own working
overtime. She was praying to God that Mahdakis would molest the be-Jesus out
of her. She loved his look. The black leather cabby hat and the bandana around
his left thigh that he wore every day, his mustache, his thick side burns, the blue
jean vest he wore shirtless revealing a silver crucifix riding right above his

hairless pecks, the leather-studded belt and wristbands. Under all that, a
swimmers body to boot. She had noticed him months ago in the coed swimming
class that she never attended, but would watch through the glass from the
outside and settle for the failing grade. Yeah, she wanted some of that stuff too.
“Well, why are you in handcuffs?”
“Some jerk put me here.”
“What did you do to him?”
“I don’t know. I guess I was a bad girl.”
The truth was, Yogi McNugget had done this to her as a joke right before the
bell rang.
“Ya want me to let you out? I have a key,” he said fumbling through his
pockets.
What Myra Rizaado really wanted, was for him to rape her right then-andthere, on the concrete walkway. “No, I wanna stay here all day. What do you
think? Oh my God, you’re not gonna lift my shirt up over my head, are you?
And do stuff to me while I’m locked up helpless like this, are you?” She waited
for an answer but got only a perplexed look. “I probably wouldn’t scream;
dignity and all that you know. You might even get away with it because no
one’s around but I assure you, you’d go straight to Hell as soon as you died. The
good lord sees everything so, take heed.”
“Are you religious?”
“Why? Are you into kinky role-playing, or something?”
“I could be, but, I mean, it just sounded like you were a big God fanatic.”
“I don’t believe in God at all………………But he believes in me and that’s
what counts!”
“You’re a really fucked-up person, aren’t you?”
“You can thank my Japanese-Catholic male-birth-giver and my IrishJehovah’s Witness female-birth-giver for the mess that stands before you.”
“Noted,” he said. “Now, don’t worry, I’m not about to violate you in any way,
shape or form.”
“Not good enough for you?” Myra smiled innocently. “Huh?” The sparkle in
her eyes was overwhelming Mahdakis.
“You’re probably too good for mortal man and I like a fair fight. So, either I
can let you out of those or I can put on a pair of handcuffs, myself. It’s your
call.”
She noticed his handcuffs locked around his two front belt loops and draped
under his belt buckle. “Alright. Let me out, I guess,” she sighed and watched
him pull a key out from the front pocket of his jeans and wondered what his
cock looked like. “Ooohh, my knight in shining armor,” she said, rolling her
eyes and flinging the cuffs to the ground. “My name’s Myra but I hate that name
so call me Rizzo.”

“What’s wrong with Myra? I think it’s a cool name. What does Rizzo mean?”
“My last name is Rizaado. People call me Rizzo for short.”
“Hmm. Well, I’m-.”
“Yeah, I know who you are. We all do.”
“Who’s ‘we all’?”
“My pitiful little gang and I. We usually hang over there,” she pointed to the
doors of the glass hallway that connected the music and athletic departments to
the rest of the school. “I hang out with Nicki Tater. She’s a shorter girl with
frosted brown hair, darkish skin, like bohemian or Italian.”
“Mmm….no, I don’t think so.”
“She also has green cat eyes…..and big tits. Do you know her?”
“No, but I know who you mean now. I’ve heard my friend, Violet, mention her
before; something to do with a blowjob I think.”
“Yeah, that would be her. Hey, I know Violet!”
He started to walk and she followed hurriedly along his side. “Anyway, I also
hang with this guy, Copper Tom.” Mahdakis raised his right eyebrow. “We call
him that because his skin is that same color. You know, it’s really tan, but in the
sunlight it turns reddish yellow.”
“Is he well?”
“Who knows? He brings his box radio every day, plays good tunes and does
stupid things that make us laugh. He thinks we laugh with him, but most of the
time we’re laughing at him. That’s all we really care about.”
“You sound like good friends to have,” Mahdakis said warily.
“We are, and we’ve been watching you. You play in a band or something,
right?”
“Kind of,” Mahdakis said rushing her along. “Listen, I’m on my way home. I
have to meet my guitar player. Do you wanna walk with me or are you waiting
for someone?”
“I was waiting for someone. But, I think I found him.” This went over
Mahdakis’s head as he spun around in search of another person.
“Where?”
“Never mind. I’d love to go all the way home with you.” This statement too,
went over his head partially because of the dry tone and lack of any inflection
with Rizzo’s vernacular. The truth was, Rizzo was a bit more than anxious to lay
down with this boy for more than one reason. Rizzo had a bet to win with her
best friend, Boodles DiNero.
The bet was this:
Whichever one lost her virginity first, won. The loser had to fork up a hundred
bucks or give oral sex to the other one’s boyfriend immediately before and then
again, after sex with the other girl at a specified time and place.
So, it was in Rizzo’s best interest not to lose, as she was poor and Boodles’
boyfriend was Some Old Dude. Boodles figured the surest way for her to get

laid first was to date Some Old Dude, who happened to be thirty-one. She had
not counted on him being a gentleman. A gentleman that dates underage girls
who have barely hit puberty and recently shed their training bras. But a
gentleman nonetheless.
Boodles met Some Old Dude in line at a check cashing facility on East River’s
lovely West End. She would see him there every Thursday cashing his
unemployment check while she and Copper Tom bought pot from the brothers.
Some Old Dude had long hair. That was all that mattered to her then. Copper
Tom had long hair too. It would have been just as easy for either of the girls to
use Copper Tom instead of getting a real boyfriend since they all hung around
together inseparably. Copper Tom would have been more than delighted to help.
But Copper Tom was hideous, and while Boodles DiNero would do anything for
a quick buck, she had her limits. Besides, it kept Tom in check and made the
race more interesting.
“You know Copper Tom says he plays bass or something. But, I don’t know.
No one has ever seen him play.” Rizzo was deep in thought. “He likes heavy
metal either way.”
“Good to know. Well, this is where I turn off. You gonna be alright? I mean, I
could walk you home if you like.”
Rizzo was floored with his kindness. That sort of thing didn’t make itself seen
around these parts. So, it would only be right to take full advantage of it. “No,
I’ll be alright. I just live - Oh shit!” Rizzo patted her pockets; “I forgot my house
keys,” she lied.
“Is anyone else home?”
“No. It’s starting to rain. What should I do?”
“Well, you can come with me and stay at my house ‘till the weather subsides
or your birth-givers get home.”
“Really? Can I? Oh boy! That’d be swell. That is so nice of you.” Rizzo was
being flippant. She couldn’t wait to get to his house and do some serious first
time balling. Whatever that meant.
They entered the house and went straight up the stairs towards the attic where
Mahdakis resided. It was a pull down door from the ceiling. He unfolded the
wooded stairs for Rizzo. “This is where they keep me for now. My two brothers
live in the bedroom.”
“What are their names?”
“Skeeter and Pumpkinhead.”
“No way! You have brothers named Skeeter and Pumpkinhead?”
“Yeah. Pumpkinhead likes Kung-Fu guys.”
“And Skeeter?”
“Skeeter likes all guys.”

“Wait a minute, I know Pumpkinhead. Semi-long black hair? Practices
karate?”
“Yep. That’s him.”
“I knew it had to be the same Pumpkinhead.”
“How many other Pumpkinheads do you know?” he held her hand as he led
her up the narrow stairs.
“Mmm. Good point.”
Mahdakis pulled the light string for her. “Can I get you something to drink or
eat? I like a little sandwich after school. You?”
“I’m good.” She watched him leave and puzzled intently. Was she going to get
laid or not? What kind of a guy puts food before a wet vagina? Or can’t he tell?
As he left, he closed the attic door behind him, out of sheer habit. Rizzo was
braced with fear for a moment. It was a very odd thing to be in someone’s attic
in the first place, let alone stuck in one. After a minute or two, she was calm
again. She took off her shoes, leaned back against the puke-green velvet sofa
and lifted her shirt up a little to expose her belly and unsnapped her jeans when,
all of a sudden, the lights went out. She pulled the string and nothing happened.
It was pitch black. She couldn’t even see her hand in front of her face. All at
once, she was filled with panic and paranoia. Deadly thoughts raced through her
mind. ‘Oh my God this was stupid. Please God, don’t let me get hurt. Maybe he
likes to kill women before he fucks them……..and then decapitate their bodies.
Oh my God, that’s exactly what’s going to happen. I’ll never see my parents
again! I should’ve known. What kind of a person has brothers named Skeeter
and Pumpkinhead, anyway? Serial killers from the Deep South do, that’s who!’
She was so scared she couldn’t make a sound to save her life. Then, right at
what she thought was the height of her panic, she heard a thumping noise from
behind the dresser….. Thump-thump-thump-thump There was a rabid animal up
here going crazy. Thump-thump-thump-thump. She had to get out. Thumpthump-thump-thump. She kicked down at the door but it sprung back up and
banged her leg. The thumping got louder and faster… Thump-thump-thumpthump-thump-thump. Suddenly she recognized agonizing grunts and groans of
something or someone being tortured. It was human! Thump-thump-thumpthump-thump-thump. Someone was up here with her and horrible things were
going to happen! She knew it. Still the noise got louder and faster. Thumpthump-thump-thump-thump-thump-thump-thump-thump-thump. Then the
grunting noises became an unintelligible language. ‘My God’ she thought.
‘Someone’s-’
“Aahhh..….Yeeaaahhh!” – ‘masturbating!’ Yes, the
unmistakable sound of an orgasmic climax was boldly apparent to even a virgin,
such as her.
The lights came back on abruptly and White Tom was standing up from
behind the dresser stretching his arms with goo dripping from his stomach, his
eyes blinded by the sudden light as he squinted to regain normal sight.

Rizzo screamed.
“Oh, shit! What the hell?”
“It’s me, Tommy.”
“Oh my God! Rizzo?” he reached hurriedly down for his clothes.
“Yeah.”
“Fuck.”
“What the hell are you doing up here?” said Rizzo staring disgustedly at his
nakedness.
“Uh, well…”
“And naked?” Rizzo wouldn’t give him the luxury of turning away and letting
him be remotely comfortable.
“Catching up on a little masturbating. And you?”
“Listening to you catching up.”
“Sorry if I scared you.”
“No, not at all, these things happen all the time, I’m sure. I mean, we’re all
adults here, right?”
“Exactly! And who masturbates more than adults? No one. I read a story in
Ann Landers once about a guy who did it to himself three times a day. As it
turns out, he wasn’t that alone in his being alone. Most men between the ages of
thirty and forty-five do it at least once a day. Sometimes twice. The national
average being 1.7 times day for adult males and .6 for females. Do you know
why that is?”
“No, but I’m curious about the .7 and .6.”
“It’s because at that age, they are usually married and sick of their spouses,
who are sick of them too, but still too faithful to sleep around. And if they’re not
faithful, they’re usually fat, bald and ugly and no one wants to have sex with
them anyway, as opposed to when they were young, attractive and vibrant in
their prime.”
“So what’s your excuse? You’re not married. You’re young and --- young.”
“I don’t know. But I’m hoping it turns around pretty damn quick.”
“So, you think this is completely normal?” asked Rizzo staring down at her
sneakers. “Hiding out in a friend’s bedroom, blowing loads all over the place in
the dark and popping up from behind the furniture stark naked like a perverted
jack-in-the box?”
“I was waiting for Mahdakis to come home. Is he here?” White Tom was
almost dressed now. “We got a little performance tonight.”
“I think you’ve done enough performing for one night, don’t you?” Rizzo
never dreamed her day would end up like this. “He’s somewhere. He went to
make some food and then the lights went out for some reason. Unlike you, I
don’t think he’s very sexually driven,” Rizzo mumbled the latter part to herself
and the floor. “So, you always take care of business up here? You and Mahdakis
have a thing going on?”

“No, not at all. Please don’t tell him anything either. It’s my first time doing
business here, actually.”
“Really? And how would you rate it?” The attic door opened and Mahdakis’s
head popped up. He was carrying a plate heaped with bologna, egg, and cheese
sandwiches. “The fuckin’ power went off downstairs, man.”
“Hey wow, sandwiches.” White Tom reached out and took one. “I’m starved.”
“Yeah, he’s really worked up quite the appetite. The power went off
everywhere, I think. Didn’t you hear me scream?”
“What the fuck, man? Get your own.”
“C’mon, you don’t need four whole sandwiches.”
“What are you doing here, anyway?” Mahdakis said inserting an entire
sandwich into his face. “When did you come?”
“About five minutes ago,” blurted Rizzo.
“Hm. I didn’t see you.”
“Neither did I,” said Rizzo again, “but I heard him.”
“I got out early and came over around two. No one was home so I decided to
take a nap while I waited.”
Rizzo kept trying to get Mahdakis’s eye and let him know that something was
off with his friend. But they kept on talking and eating and before long, they
were tuning up their guitars in preparation for their show at a local pub that
night. Rizzo buttoned up. She couldn’t help but think that maybe if she had
bigger tits, like Nicki or Boodles, that maybe Mahdakis would have taken her
more seriously. Christ, White Tom didn’t even notice she was half-undressed!
She was not going to win that bet today. Maybe it was just as well. She
thought Mahdakis was very cool, but maybe he wasn’t the boy for the job yet.
They were now standing in the driveway in front of the house. No one owned
a car so they started walking off together; Rizzo, going home to eat dinner and
White Tom and Mahdakis carrying the guitars on their backs, heading to
Audley’s Pub to play a few acoustical sets for some drunken firemen.
“Rizzo, you sure you don’t want to come in?” Mahdakis asked with his hands
on her shoulders. The feel of his hands electrified her and the intensity in his
eyes made her feel weak and crumbly. She loved it and quickly searched for
something to say. “There’s a party at The Tree House this Saturday
night…...mostly all couples though.” She gave White Tom an apologetic look.
“That’s fine,” White Tom shook her off. “I have multiple personalities. I can
bring myself. Nobody will ever know I’m alone.” He leaned into her and
whispered in her ear, “I’m sorry about …you know…..the thing… that…you
had to…”
“Me too,” Rizzo cut him off, “but hey, you were just being you. I know.”
“That’s right,” White Tom smiled. “Someone’s gotta be me and it might as
well be me since I’m already here.”

“Right.” Her eyes rolled around as she thought and then leaned into him again
and murmured, “You won’t be doing any of that at The Tree House, will you?”
“Hey, I might. You never know.”
“Well great.” Rizzo forced a smile. “I can’t wait. I’ll have Boodles pick you
guys up around six or so.”
“What’s a Boodles?”
“Boodles DiNero,” said White Tom. “I know her too. She’s pretty cool. Nice
cans.”
“She’s my best friend,” Rizzo sighed. “You’ll like her.”
“So, I guess we’re going as a couple,” asked Mahdakis. “You and I?”
“Is—that okay?”
“Yeah, sure.”
*****
It was no ordinary tree house. It was three stories high with a room on top
dedicated to the art of making babies; two rooms on the second floor dedicated
to smoking, snorting, shooting, drinking, or all the above; and one whatever
room on the first floor. It perched in a tree not fifty yards from the back parking
lot of a Mercedes-Benz dealership.
Rizzo and Mahdakis had not even kissed until the very end of the night in the
car, on the ride home. They were making out heavily in the back seat. Some Old
Dude was in the front passenger’s side getting a hand job off Boodles as she
drove. White Tom had vanished half way into the evening.
“I hope your friend’s - aahh – alright - oohhh,” said Some Old Dude, on the
brink of an orgasm.
“Yeah dude, it’s really strange that he just disappeared like that,” Boodles
shouted trying to cover up the embarrassing noise. “What happened anyway?
Did somebody say something to him?”
“I don’t know. Maybe. Maybe not. He does this. Nothing to get alarmed about;
he may be gone a week or more, but he always finds his way home.”
“What is it he does?” asked Rizzo.
“I never ask. I’ve known him since the fourth grade. He’s just always been this
way.”
“So Mahdakis.” Boodles DiNero yelled from the front seat with her eyes in the
rearview. She got Mahdakis’s attention and their eyes locked flirtatiously for a
second as they grinned at the knowledge of her giving a hand job. “When are we
going to all get together again?”
“I’ll be back from The Mountains the weekend after next. I have some
business to take care of. I’ll call you both when I get back.”
There was a groan as Some Old Dude spooged all over himself in the front
seat.

Mahdakis looked down Rizzo’s shirt, then into her accepting steel-blue eyes
and reached inside, cupped a delightfully small boob, and made out with her in
silence for the rest of the way. “I hope we can see more of each other,” he
whispered to her.
“Oh yeah,” Rizzo said, with spittle running down the sides of her mouth.
“You’re mine.”
*****
Myra Rizaado would not get her way. Boodles drove Mahdakis to the train
station the following week and that was it. Rizzo would have to wait another six
months before she’d uncover the answer to her question about his cock. For,
when he returned from The Mountains, his attentions were immediately
intercepted by yet, another dreadful group of people……

*Cannoli Spitzer*
Sight for Sore Eyes
Hey,” a voice whispered.
“P sst.
Mahdakis turned and looked to the girl at his right. “Yeah?”

“Did you do your vocabulary homework?” she held her hand our expectantly.
“Give it to me.”
“Sure.” Mahdakis tore out a page in his notebook and passed it to her under
the desk. She took it and without a second thought, began forging his answers.
This had become a weekly ritual between the two of them for the past month.
It wasn’t that she was lazy or stupid by any means. She was just using it as an
excuse to get to know him. She was intrigued by his freakish flamboyancy and
Mahdakis was somewhat intrigued by her cleavage.
Her name was Cannoli Spitzer. Mahdakis knew that much from roll call. She
was a junior and they shared the same English class together. He knew that
much too. She was a short, stout, natural blonde who also, because of her

German-Italian descent, always looked perfectly tanned. Along with this
contrastingly bizarre look was one of the prettiest faces Mahdakis had ever seen.
Her brown eyes habitually hypnotized him into arousing daydream states. Other
than that, Mahdakis hadn’t given her much thought whatsoever. He was afraid
of talking to her because she seemed somewhat normal. Like Angie.
Cannoli Spitzer was still scribbling away when the bell rang. “Shit. I’m not
done. Can I meet you after school to give this back to you?”
“Sure, I’ll wait for you at The Wall.” Mahdakis was getting up slowly, so as to
give his erection a moment to die.
“Perfect. And thank you so much, Mahdakis.”
He gave her a grin and raised his right eyebrow. “Mah-da-kis?”
“That’s right’s your new name from now on. Got a problem with that?” she
said brushing her hair out of her face.
“No. Not at all.” He was pleasantly stunned as this was the first time anyone
had ever coined him a nickname that wasn’t degrading. It stuck. Besides, he was
so wrapped up in her motions that she could’ve called him anything and it
would’ve been all right. Her hair was long and led down to her cute chunky ass,
which Mahdakis was presently daydreaming about exploring.

The walk home was a couple of miles or so and, as it would turn out, they
lived a few blocks from each other.
“Thanks for the answers,” said Cannoli, “but I’m only kidding you know. I
don’t really need to copy your vocab answers. I was just trying to find a way to
talk to you.”
“Why?” Mahdakis took a sip of Coke.
“I don’t know. You look like an amusing character. I need something to laugh
at.”
“What the fuck does that mean?”
“Are you gonna hog that soda all to yourself?”
“Here,” he said and she grabbed it out of his hand, drank a big gulp, and
handed him back the empty can.
“What the hell am I supposed to do with this?” he tossed the can on the
ground.
“HEY! HEY YOU!” came a voice with a thick Irish accent.
Cannoli and Mahdakis stopped in their tracks as a policeman who was
directing traffic at a construction site started shouting and pointing towards
them. In unison, they both turned and looked behind them. There was no one
there. They looked at each other. Mahdakis whispered, “What the hell does he
want? Is he talking to us?”
“YOU TWO! RIGHT THERE!! YES, YOU!”

“Looks that way. I think maybe you should pick the can back up,” Cannoli
whispered back.
“You gotta be kidding me.”
“PICK THAT UP NOW!” The deranged cop was pointing frantically at the
ground and walking towards them in a mad brisk.
“Just pick it up!”
“You’re the one who finished it.” He darted her a look of resentment. “Fuck it.
Let’s get out of here!” He turned and sprinted in the opposite direction.
“I can’t run fast. Wait!” But she was right behind him the whole way as they
ran down the nearest side street and through a row of hedges that lined a parking
lot of a small medical building. They headed for the main entrance. The cop
drew his nightstick from its holster. “I’m taking you punks downtown, you
bastards!” He was picking up speed and gaining on them “Throw garbage in my
town, will you? Get back here you piece of shits! You’re only making things
worse for yourselves!”
Cannoli and Mahdakis got into the building and dashed into a coat closet
immediately on the left. “Just be still and don’t breathe.”
“I’m trying,” Cannoli whispered. “But he’s gonna find us in here. This is
stupid. It’s the first place anyone with half a brain would look.”
“Shhh!” Mahdakis held Cannoli and listened as someone got into the elevator.
The policeman entered the building a moment later and shouted, “So, you’re
going down to the basement level, are ya?” Then the sound of a two-way radio
beep, “Officer Darryl requesting back up. I got a 5-0-7 at the Feel-Good medical
building on the corner of Field Road and Delaware. Two suspects, a pudgy lass
and one dirty hippie lad. Do you roger?” A voice came back but he was heading
down the stairwell, too far out of sight and sound for them to hear.
Cannoli’s breasts were pressed against Mahdakis’s lower chest and she was
sweating all over. She felt his penis move against her thigh. It was nice to know
that she was loved but - “C’mon let’s get out of here,” she said. They made a
break for the door and through the parking lot down the side street. It was an
indirect way to get back to their homes to say the least, but it was very secluded
and away from all the activity. They would simply have a much longer walk
now. Besides, with the absence of a traffic director, the main road was at a
complete standstill with two fender benders already in the works.
“Shit. Look at that.” Mahdakis said. Cannoli turned and looked through the
trees and saw a fleet of police cars with screaming sirens trying to get through
gridlocked traffic to the medical center, at no avail. “All this because I threw a
can on the ground?”
“This is Norford,” Cannoli said calmly, “they have nothing better to do here.
And when there is trouble, they can’t figure it out. We had a murder back in
seventies. The only one we ever had. A young girl. They’re still looking for
suspects.”

“Huh. Well, they got their hands full with that traffic back there.”
They walked on peacefully now through the back roads. Cannoli shook her
head in disgusted disbelief. “Pudgy lass?? What the fuck, man? I got a good
mind to find him at the department tomorrow and shove my pudgy lass right in
his face!”
“Some guys have all the luck. So hey, what’s up with needing a good laugh?”
“Oh, I don’t know. I’m just a little down, I guess.”
“Why? What’s the deal?”
“I don’t have a deal. It’s my boyfriend. He’s the deal.”
His heart sank. He had not known of a boyfriend. “Oh, God help me.”
Mahdakis rolled his eyes.
“You wanted to know, ass-wipe!” Cannoli shouted bitterly. “Do you wanna
hear it or not?”
“Fine.”
“Fine.” She was taken aback by his nonchalant attitude, yet nonetheless
continued. “My boyfriend, Jack, moved to Nevada a few months ago. We’ve
been going out since the eighth grade. He’s supposed to come back eventually,
maybe next year or so, but it’s just hard to get along without him. He’s all I’ve
ever known; you know?”
“No, not really. I mean, for whatever reason, he’s not here and you are, which
means you have to make the most out of now and not lament for yesterdays that
can’t be relived and more importantly, don’t waste your time by sitting around
waiting for tomorrow to come. A tomorrow that, by the way, is not guaranteed.
You said yourself ‘he’s supposed to come back.’ What if he doesn’t? Or, what if
he finds a new girl or returns and doesn’t like you anymore?”
“Shut up! You’re an asshole!” Cannoli was on the brink of tears but was too
strong to show it. “That’s just not going to happen. And if it does I’ll stab him
through the heart and saw his dick off!” She made a back-and-forth motion with
one hand into the palm of the other. “Why do you say such things? My God, you
barely know me, or my situation. You’re not one to judge my relationship.”
“Well then don’t talk about it with me.”
“Fine, I won’t,” she barked. “I just thought it’d be nice to have someone to talk
to about this and you seemed like a smart, sensitive guy.”
“Surprise.”
“Fuck-off!”
“Why don’t you? You wanted someone to talk to? You got it. But I don’t think
you do, you see. I think what you want is for someone to put their arm around
you, pat you on the back, and say ‘Don’t worry Cannoli, it’ll be alright. Therethere, now. Jack will be back soon enough, there-there, and you’ll both get
married and live happily ever after, there-there now….look everyone, Cannoli’s
sad. Isn’t that sad?’ That’s the sort of self-absorbed shit you want to hear, isn’t

it? You don’t want to hear about the realities or the most likely scenarios. You
just want people to know your troubles and feel for you.”
“Wow. You’re a real fuckin’ dick after all, aren’t ya? I don’t want fucking
sympathy, asshole! But yes; I do want to hear encouraging things. You know
why? – Mah-da-kis? Because I lie awake in bed at night thinking of those exact
scenarios you just suggested and I’m tired of losing sleep over something I have
no control over and being afraid of what might happen, and what could happen.
But, I’m not strong enough to just ignore it all and hope it will be all right
someday. I would like some re-assurance that maybe; just maybe, everything is
going to work itself out. So, okay, yeah. Maybe then, I do want a pat on the back
right now. I don’t think that’s so wrong. I just want a little love from someone.
But, I do think it’s pretty fucked up that you know what I need and not only
won’t give it to me out of pure kindness and general decency, but insist on
squashing me and my feelings into the ground like an insignificant bug.”
“Feelings that, by the way, you recklessly exposed to someone you barely
know.”
“I trusted you!” Cannoli huffed. “I’ll bet if I exposed my tits to you, that
would be just fine and dandy, wouldn’t it?”
“What has that got to do with this…or anything for that matter?”
“Answer the question. Would you like to see my tits? I know the answer. I see
the way you look at me. I also felt something moving in your pants back there in
the coat closet. Oh, but wait. We barely know each other, right? That would be
‘reckless’…Well?”
He shrugged. “You’re cute.”
“Cute? I hate that word.” She was on fire as she continued to let her temper
rage on. “The point is, if you want to see and appreciate one side of me, you
have to be willing to see and appreciate the other side too or we don’t take
another step forward.”
“Alright,” Mahdakis said calmly, for fear of losing her as a possible good
friend if nothing else. “Does this mean you’ll strip down naked for me if I keep
on listening to your babble?”
“You know, I just thought talking to you, a stranger, someone removed from
the situation, would be a nice change of pace for me but instead I get a mirror
image of all the bad junk that I already know and have floating around in my
own heart.”
“Don’t you have friends or anything?”
“Oh dear boy, I have tons of friends. You could do yourself a favor by hanging
out with me.”
“Okay. What are you doing now?”
Cannoli smiled and said, “That sounds desperate. Don’t you have any
friends?”
“I did. I’m in a transitional period right now.”

“Yeah, no shit. Who isn’t? I thought I heard you were dating Rizzo?”
“We had a date and she never called back. I guess I didn’t impress her too
much.”
Cannoli paused to study his eyes. He looked like an honest sort to her despite
everything. “I was gonna go home and pop in a movie. Ya wanna come?”
“Sure. But, listen.” Mahdakis put his hands gently on her shoulders, “I’m not
gonna be the kind of friend or buddy or whatever it is you’re looking for, who
sugar coats things. That’s someone else’s job. If you want to unload a good cry
or share a personal secret, then fine. I’m good for that. Don’t get me wrong, I’ve
done my share of coddling a friend in need, but only for the reason that that
friend needs to be. Not because I necessarily agree with their reasons for
wanting to be. Know what I’m saying?”
“All too much.” ‘Great’, she thought, pursing her lips, ‘a sarcastic realist with
penetrating candor. Just what I need, a male version of myself.’
“This is my street, here on the right.”
“You live on the same street as my guitar player, White Tom.”
“You mean Tommy Gladbags? The dork who wears the same peanut-butter
colored corduroys every day?”
“The same.”
“He smells like dead fish sometimes.”
“Yeah, he’s gotta change up on his routine a bit.”
“Why the hell do you hang out with him? He creeps me out.”
“He’s fun to write and jam with. And, once you get past his alien like
appearance, he’s really a nice guy too.”
“Fine, just don’t invite him over here anytime, okay?”
“Okay.”
“Or anywhere.”
“As you wish, Cannoli.”
“Isn’t he gay or something?”
“Nah, not really. He just likes to pretend he is.”
“Oh.”
*****
The phone rang as the movie was ending. Cannoli got up and answered as
Mahdakis shut the movie off. ‘Thank God’ he thought. It had been some chickflick movie about an overly sensitive black rock star who drove a purple
motorcycle.
“That was Yogi. He’s gonna pick us up in a few minutes and we’re gonna
head down to Pock’s and Dakota’s. You wanna come?”
“Is that a bar?”

“No, it’s a house. Dakota and Pock are our friends. They’re twins but they
don’t look alike. And they’re three years apart.”
“Huh?”
“It’s an Italian thing. You wouldn’t understand.”
“Oh. They’re Italian?”
“No, they’re female-birth-giver is. They’re…white, or whatever. But anyway,
it’s cool to hang at their house because their mom is never home. She likes to
stay out and come home real late, if ever at all. Anyone can go. The door is
always open. Someone’s bound to have some pot or something.”
“Count me in.”
“Cool. I gotta put something warmer on. Come on, I’ll show you all the
Aerosmith paraphernalia I have.”
She was an avid fan indeed. There wasn’t a bare spot on the wall. It was
plastered with posters and magazine clippings of the band. Cannoli reached
around and, with her shirt still on, undid her bra which she let fall to the floor.
‘How do girls do that?’
She then crossed her arms and grabbed the bottom of her shirt. “Okay, now
here is where you turn around like a good little boy so I can finish getting
dressed. Go on, turn around.” She knew that he wouldn’t and she knew she
couldn’t force him but she had to say it nonetheless so as not to appear to be
some slobbish whore who craved perverse affections; besides, a deal is a deal
and he did listen to her babble for the last two or three hours and sit politely
through ‘Purple Rain’. So here goes. She lifted her shirt over her head and took
a long pause, feeling the stimulation of the cool breeze physically affecting her
or maybe it was just the thrill of undressing in front of a new person you knew
admired you. When the shirt came over her head, she stood naked from the waist
up with a look of befuddled hurt on her face. Mahdakis had in fact, turned
around and was standing in the doorway with his back to her. Dejectedly, she
put on a new bra and a clean sweatshirt.
“Okay stupid, I’m dressed now.”
“Stupid?”
“Yeah. That was your one chance, bonehead.”
“Chance for what?”
“To see my tits like you’ve been wanting to,” she lovingly smacked her open
palm on his forehead. “Whadoya think?”
“I thought you wanted privacy.”
“If I wanted privacy I wouldn’t have dragged you to my bedroom where you
could stare at me.”
“But you told me to turn around.”
“I didn’t really mean it!”
“How would I know that? And if that’s the case, how do I know you really
mean what you’re saying right now?”

“C’mon, that’s Yogi outside honking the horn.”
“Can I have a do-over?”
“You’ll have to sit through more of my psychobabble and watch another sappy
movie with me first. Then….maybe.”
“Done.”

Quest for Fire

“T

HERE’S A RESTAURANT DOWN THIS ROAD ON THE LEFT
CALLED MAMA MIA’S PIZZERIA!” Mahdakis yelled over the loud
music. “I THINK THEY SELL CIGARETTES IN THE LOBBY!” These were
of course the days when anyone of any age could purchase his or her favorite
brand of cancer. You also would get a complimentary pack of matches with
them, thanking you for your purchase.
“WHAT ABOUT THE CAR LIGHTER, DUDE? DOESN’T THAT WORK?”
Mahdakis continued.
“NO!” bobble-bobble, “IT DOESN’T!” bobble
“REALLY?!”
“YEAH, FUCKIN’ ‘REALLY’!” Tony Ravioli screamed mockingly as he
raced the Camaro south on Greenhill Ave. towards civilization.
Tony gave another minute of thought to their unbelievably ridiculous situation;
turning his head to stare into the left rearview mirror and then to the right
rearview mirror and back again, nodding understandably as if there were some
sort of ancient wizard within the reflective glass advising him. Maybe a good
wizard in one of the mirrors and a devilish one in the other. He did this a couple
of times and then finally looked straight ahead at the road and bobbled his head
in accord. He shouted over a screaming guitar solo, “WELL, IT WON’T
MATTER SOON, ANYWAY. I’VE BEEN WORKING AFTER SCHOOL
FOR THE PAST COUPLE OF MONTHS TO SAVE UP ENOUGH MONEY
TO BUY A NEW ONE!”
“SHIT! HOW MUCH DOES A CAR LIGHTER COST, ANYWAY?!”
“A CAR! A FUCKIN’ CAR, MAN! I’M BUYING A WHOLE NEW CAR!”
“BECAUSE THE LIGHTER DOESN’T WORK?”
“NO! NOT JUST BECAUSE TH--”
“I THINK THAT’S A LITTLE COMPULSIVE! DON’T YOU?!”

“I’M NOT BUYING A CAR FO--”
“RIGHT HERE! TURN LEFT RIGHT HERE!”
“WHICH?! WHERE?! WHICH WAY?!! WHAT THE FUCK AM I
DOING?!”
“TURN HERE!”
“RIGHT OR LEFT?!!”
“RIGHT HERE! - ON THE LEFT!!”
Tony managed to cut the wheel hard left and the tires screeched as the car slid
sideways past the entrance. The restaurant seemed to drive past them like a train.
They slid sideways down the middle of the road for another seventy feet, then
fishtailing on the right side of the road facing north cutting off a logging truck
that was barreling ass only a hundred feet behind them. Tony gunned it; the
truck blew its horn; Tony cut it right, into Mama Mia’s exit driveway escaping
disaster by only a fraction of a second.
“Wow, you drive like James Bond.” Mahdakis said over the loud hissing of
the finished cassette tape.
Tony was white as a sheet. His knuckles, still glued to the wheel, matched his
face. He was paralyzed with fear. “Holy shit, man. We almost died.”
“Don’t worry,” Mahdakis said, slapping him on the back, “we’ll have other
opportunities tomorrow.” And he stepped out of the car calmly and headed
inside to purchase a pack of smokes.
He was sucking on a Winston when he got back in the car and offered Tony
the lit end of his cigarette to light his Marlboro. “What the fuck?” said Tony,
Ravioli still collecting himself.
“The machine was out of matches but I managed to bum a light of some guy at
the bar. All we have to do is keep smoking a cigarette so we have something to
light with until we get somewhere we can light that joint.”
“Alright,” said Tony, very exhausted, “I’ll light up when you’re done. That
way we don’t have to both chain smoke, but give me a couple drags for now,
will ya?”
“Right.”
Tony inhaled the cigarette as if it was his first breath of orgasmic life. His eyes
closed and his head went back facing the roof. He smoked half of the cigarette
before he uttered a word, “Jesus, that shit’s harsh. How do you smoke these
things, anyway?”
“I don’t, but they didn’t sell my cigars so I got these.”
“Try some Marlboro’s next time, will ya? Okay, we’re almost at Pennsylvania
Ave. Which way do we go?”
“Trinity Vicinity is just a few miles to the right.”
“Okay, fine.”
“But at this point we might as well go to The Rock, which is a left on
Pennsylvania.”

“Where the hell is that?”
“North of Little Italy. It’s a few more miles but we have to go that way to go
home anyway. And besides, everyone else will probably be there by now.”
“Why, what’s goin’ on?”
“What?” snarled Mahdakis.
“Who’s everyone and why are they going to be at this Rock place?”
“Where else would they be?”
“I dunno, let me think. At home studying? Working at a part time job? Maybe
an after school activity? Doing chores and getting ready for dinner with the
family? You know, normal shit, not just sitting on a rock.”
The cassette tape had flipped over to the other side and a new song was
whaling away at insane audible levels. “WHAT ARE YOU, SOME SORT A
JERK-OFF?! DON’T BE A RASH, MAN! WE’RE NOT DOING ANY OF
THOSE THINGS! WHY SHOULD THEY BE?!” Mahdakis’s tone was
defensive. “BESIDES, THE ROCK IS MORE THAN JUST A PIECE OF
STONE, IT’S LIKE A TEMPLE WHERE YOU CAN REALLY CLEAR
YOUR HEAD, MAN! SO, GET YOUR SHIT TOGETHER BECAUSE I’M
TRYING TO DO YOU A FAVOR BY INTRODUCING YOU TO A BUNCH
OF PEOPLE I THINK YOU’D REALLY DIG. YOU’RE A COOL GUY.
THERE’S NO REASON YOU SHOULD BE ALL GLUM AND LONELY
ALL THE TIME! I MEAN, YOU NEED TO MAKE SOME FRIENDS,
DUDE!”
“I LIKE GLUM AND LONELY!” Tony snickered. “WHAT KIND OF
PEOPLE ARE THEY ANYWAY? I USUALLY CAN’T STAND PEOPLE!”
“PEOPLE WITH LIGHTERS!” Mahdakis took the last drag off his cigarette
and flicked it out the window. “THEY’RE LIKE US! ONLY DIFFERENT!”
“FINE! THAT’S GOOD ENOUGH FOR ………DID YOU JUST FLICK
YOUR BUTT OUT THE WINDOW?!”
“OH YEAH….. SORRY!”
Tony shook his head from left to right as he once again surmised the situation
he had gotten himself in. On any other day, he would have walked right past
Mahdakis and not said a word. It was not his custom to introduce himself to
anyone. He normally had no desire to make new friends. There was just
something about the way Mahdakis looked, something that drew him into him. It
must be something, Tony prayed. ‘Maybe I won’t figure it out for a year or so,
but this dude’s gonna lead me to where I gotta go. I can feel it.’ “IS THAT
RIZZO CHICK GOING TO BE THERE OR DOES SHE STAY LOCKED UP
TO THE RAILING AT SCHOOL?”
“YEAH, I’M SURE SOMEONE LET HER OUT BY NOW! COPPER TOM
HAS A SPARE HANDCUFF KEY THAT HE CARRIES AROUND WITH
HIM! I’M SURE HE LET HER OUT!”

“HE SOUNDS LIKE A REAL MOTHER THERESA!” Bobble-bobblebobble “WHAT KIND OF A FUCKIN’ NAME IS COPPER TOM,
ANYWAY?!”
“A DESCRIPTIVE ONE! WE DECIDED IT WAS BEST FOR HIM! THIS
WAY WE DON’T GET HIM CONFUSED WITH WHITE TOM OR BLACK
TOM.”
“I SEE! WELL ISN’T THAT CHARITABLE.” Bobble-bobble-bobble “IS HE
THE ONE WHO LOCKED HER UP?
“NO. IT WAS PROBABLY YOGI AGAIN!”
“OH, OKAY. SO, WHAT THE HELL IS HE DOING CARRYING A SPARE
HANDCUFF KEY AROUND FOR?!”
Mahdakis waved his key ring with an obvious handcuff key dangling from the
bottom of it and said, “WHY DO ANY OF US?”

Dog Eat Dog

T

here was a long pause as Mahdakis soaked in the arousing reality of
Angelica’s fair hand rubbing and squeezing his.
“Hold on!” Angelica pulled her hands away abruptly, “You don’t ‘sort of’
fuckin’ kill someone, you either do or you don’t. Now what the hell happened?”
“I don’t remember that part Angie. I really don’t. Sometimes with epilepsy,
you can have a seizure while you are doing stuff.” He was taking deep breaths
now. “Anyway, Donny managed to distract him for a moment and knock him
down from behind. Then he plunged Roger’s head into the stream so he couldn’t
breathe. But Roger fought back again. From what I understand, pretty hard too.
Donny told me he took a World War 1 style knife out of his boot while his head
was under water and took a swipe at Don’s wrist. It slashed just the top. Donny
showed me the scar days later. Roger meant business.” There was another long
pause as Mahdakis, again, soaked in Angelica’s overwhelming affections. He
was pitching a serious tent and she knew it. He went on, “Donny said that
somehow I managed to knock the knife out of Roger’s hand and trip him up.
But, that when I did, his head came bashing down onto a rock in the stream. He
said it hit so hard, that blood was pouring out of his eyes. I don’t remember that

part Angie. I really don’t,” Mahdakis said, visibly shaken and choking back
tears….with a hard-on.
“So, you had a seizure?”
“I think so. Sometimes it’s hard to tell. Once I walked out into the middle of I95 to take a leak not knowing where I was. Another time I was found crawling
around my friend’s basement pretending to be a spider but I was really having a
form of an epileptic seizure.”
“Oh my God.” Angelica Knight had tears in her eyes and felt a little regretful
having made him open this can of worms.
“So it’s possible, I guess,” Mahdakis continued, “that I killed a friend of mine
accidentally in the form of a raging seizure.” And with that, she brushed the hair
away from his face and kissed his tears. Her hand found its way to exploring his
inner and upper thighs. “So, school was beginning,” he continued, beginning to
tremble and tear up for effect. “And I just couldn’t l-live th-th-that close to the
guilt anymore s-so we ran away...and-and - uh….” The hand that had been
cupping his crotch, had now managed to yank his erectness completely out in
the open. “And uh, well, here I am.” It was dark so Angelica couldn’t see the
diabolical grin on his face. “Yep,” she said, gripping him like a baseball bat.
“Here you are.”
Mahdakis watched himself disappear into her face. Angelica Knight had the
will of a starving Cambodian at a free buffet. She was sucking at light speed
with Wrestle Mania vigor. Her forehead slapped hard on his lower stomach
every time she came forward to take him in to the back of her throat. It was the
most violent thing he had ever witnessed a person do to themselves. It was as if
she were using him to relieve an incessant itch down in her esophagus. Another
minute or two passed before the white doves were released from their cylinder
cage. Things like this don’t take long when you’re sixteen. She regurgitated
most of them back up and all over him very unapologetically as she kept on
keeping on, never missing a beat. Mahdakis finally had to place his hand in front
of her forehead to make her stop. “It’s all gone.”
By this point, she was kneeling on the passenger side floor in front of him with
her hand now braced against his naked leg when she yelled, “Open the door!”
He opened the door and Angelica stretched her neck out just enough to proceed
vomiting on the unsuspecting homeowner’s driveway. There was something
very erotic and strangely endearing about that, Mahdakis thought.
She pulled herself back in and climbed over the gearshift to her seat, wiped her
mouth and slapped her hands together as if she had just changed a tire. “That
wasn’t so bad,” she said proudly. “I’ve been wanting to that for some time
now.”
“You don’t say,” he grinned thankfully.
“So? Was it the most incredible thing you’ve ever experienced?” she smiled
proudly.

“Awesome, Angie.” He was staring at the sky and still smiling …. “Don’t
change a thing, baby. Thank-you.” He leaned over and kissed her. “The best I
ever had. Even though I’m wearing most of it.”
“Fuck you. Take it or leave it,” she said playfully.
Lights were going on in the mansion now.
“We better get out of here,” he said.
She turned her head around to back the car out of the strangers’ driveway and
said, “You owe me one, bud.”
Mahdakis was presently making good on that debt. When Angelica finished she let go of his
head and stood up on the living room floor in front of him naked from head to toe. “Now wasn’t
that worth living a little while longer for, Mr. Camus?” she asked coyly, and then proceeded to do
a stretching exercise that she knew would turn him on.
“Oh yeah,” he said, rolling over on his back, “that was well worth the wait.”
“Good,” Angelica said draping her left leg back over his torso and kneeling on the couch above
him suggestively while balancing her weight with her right leg on the floor. “I had fun today in
Baltimore,” she said with a hungry grin.
“Me too.” He gripped her hips. Angelica arched her back and pointed her pelvis at Mahdakis.
“So, you hungry for seconds, buddy?” Before he could answer, she plopped herself on his
moustache; her eyes were half shut and aimed at the ceiling. He soaked in her nudity, and
everything else, as leisurely as possible. He had a strange feeling that, for whatever reason, this
wouldn’t be happening again anytime soon.
Perhaps being a year older is what gave her the inclination to make this night
one of great resolution. It was in no small part, her motivation screaming at her
to move on, yes, but maybe it was also a little of her sad womanly wisdom
advising her to send this man on his way and set herself free of him for the good
of them both. Now was the time for her to extend her education and to dance
and laugh amongst new faces of people who would assist her in seeking greater
fortunes. Now was the time for him to abandon education and start building
shelters for the stormy road ahead while meticulously re-enacting the flight of
Icarus on a daily basis. These thoughts however, did not enter her head with any
certain clarity. It was just a strong feeling of unexplainable urgency to let go.
Her intentions were to make this the perfect ending of the perfect day of the
perfect friendship. Tomorrow when they awoke, they’d both be fresh out of each
other’s dream and into another. Nothing more than perfect strangers with a few
identical memories.
She finished her encore interpretation of the Niagara Falls then moved herself
back over his penis, their eyes met and they absorbed each other’s nervous
thoughts for a moment. Each knew what was coming. Mahdakis was about to
put himself into a vagina for the first time in his life when……

THUMP!!!!.....
…….Coming from the stairs, across the living room that led down to the
basement where her thirteen-year-old brother, Goiter, slept. Only, he wasn’t
sleeping now. He had been watching the entire time. Standing on the middle of
the stairs with his creepy dark eyes just above the carpet floor, the balusters
making it look like he was in jail.
Angelica sprung up from the couch, grabbed the ceramic lamp on the end
table. “Goiter, you piece of shit motherfucker! I’m gonna fuckin’ murder you,
you little prick!” She hurled the lamp across the room and down the stairs at his
direction. Goiter fled to his dusty chambers laughing hysterically as the lamp
smashed into pieces on the floor and against the closed bedroom door. Goiter
had made a clean getaway.
With that, the evening was over. The one was becoming two again as the two,
with the bitter taste of defeat on their tongues, were now getting dressed and
preparing to vacuum the floor and straighten up the house before Angelica’s
male-birth-giver came home. Her female-birth-giver was in Florida. Her birthgivers were divorced from one another and no longer giving birth together.
Mahdakis walked the three-and-a-half-mile distance home that night. The air
was crisp and the sky was clear so he didn’t mind. Not to mention that a ride
was never offered in the first place.
Neither Mahdakis nor Angelica would call each other the next day. Or the day
after that, or the week after that, or the month after that, and on and on and on.
Somehow, they both instinctively knew it was over and that it was time to move
on.
One fact of the matter was, Angelica needed to find people to be with who
were more down-to-Earth, responsible, professionally driven and committed. As
well as a man who was practical and more worth his salt in the moneymaking
department yet, sexually domineering and self-motivated.
Problem was, she despised those types of people.
it wasn’t a mutual agreement of separation after all. Perhaps it was he who never
P erhaps
phoned Angie to let her know why he wasn’t taking her calls. Perhaps it was he who had
bailed on her in what may have possibly been a time of need for her because he didn’t want to deal
with anything. Perhaps he was sadly beyond comprehension of a normal, healthy and mature
relationship with Angelica. Or anybody.
What of Rizzo?
Perhaps he required even more security than was deserved; something in writing. The writing on
the wall obviously wasn’t enough as he was most definitely too naive to grasp just one of the many

sexual innuendo’s the virgin Rizzo had thrown at him like a medicine ball. In his mind, she had
forgotten all about him but in reality, it was most definitely he who had inadvertently broken her
heart by not calling when he returned from The Mountains.
Heather could have warned these girls if she had known them. His only girlfriend from The
Mountains, Heather did nothing but love him when nobody else would. Her payback was special.
When the time came for her to decide on colleges and work a part time job after school, Mahdakis
broke up with her. Perhaps because he did not want to deal with, or even be around this ugly
business of growing up. Not only did he break up with her, for no reason but that she couldn’t
spend enough time with him, he left The Mountains unannounced and was never seen or heard
from by anyone again.
Mahdakis was beginning to weave a pattern of letting friends down at the last minute. He had a
growing knack of vanishing into thin air at crucial peaks of a friendship, leaving the would-be
companion befuddled as a time traveler or, at the very least, hurt and ashamed. It was a very
detrimental habit he was starting to develop, and this would not by any stretch of the imagination,
be the last time he would defecate all over a very good friend and leave them in the dirt to lick off
the stink.
It wasn’t as if he were a bad-hearted person intentionally; but for a young musician there is a
very fine line between unabashed independence and blatant insensitivity. Mahdakis lived both of
those worlds to their fullest.
Things would have been a lot different if he had stopped, just once, to think about others around
him and their feelings. Angie. Rizzo. The Mountain People. Roger. Heather, poor Heather. He
would have done right by them if he had thought to do right by them. But he didn’t. So here he
was. Busy exploring this strange new world of horrifically entertaining new people that he would
relent to calling friends. Friends that would feed off his brain and hence, linger in his mind for
decades to come like a boisterous, obese, uninvited dinner guest; friends that would indubitably
stick in his heart like a poisoned arrow for the rest of his natural life; friends that would liberate
him from the determined highways of sacred adolescent dreams and parade him atop the float of
celebratory disillusionment, through the narrow winding roads of side splitting nightmares, to the
lust-filled lanes of Frankenstein cupids, to the pride-suffocated boulevards and snake-charmed
avenues of rotten brotherly love to, alas, the dead end street of inane carnival selfdestruction…...............

Teenage Wasteland
and Dakota Wells had a unique situation that Mahdakis did not admire.
P ock
As Cannoli Spitzer had mentioned, their mom was always gone; usually out

working a second job or keeping a man with a desirable income happy. She was
sponging whatever money she could so as to help pay for her kid’s food,
clothing and eventual college. She was an old school divorced mom who saw
nothing wrong with this way of life. Neither did anyone else. She was a good
mom and a good woman to boot.
But the absence of a parent or guardian meant that Pock and Dakota would
find themselves host to any number of other kids at just about any point of any
day. There was a group of about fifty, including Cannoli who were privy to
Pock’s and Dakota’s parentless place. The group was never there at the same
time, but more typically in revolving spurts of five or ten at the most. The door
was rarely ever locked and either Dakota or Pock could come home and find
someone lounging on their couch eating a bowl of their cereal and watching
their TV. It was no big deal. It was just a place to be sometimes.
Dakota Wells was a skinny, very sexy, quiet brunette girl with long wavy hair
and legs to die for which ran up to the most spectacular ass Mahdakis had ever
had the pleasure of meeting. She liked to show it off by wearing Daisy Duke
cut-off jeans with loose fitting tank tops that revealed little…Very little. And no
one was more aware of this fact than Dakota. It was her least favorite attribute.
With so much importance being emphasized on a woman’s breast, she felt very
insecure with what she had to offer. So insecure that she felt the frequent need to
prove her womanliness to many a man who would take interest. Presently,
however, she was madly in love with Carl Scungilli, a sixteen-year-old who was
currently doing time in a juvenile correctional facility for breaking and entering
with a separate charge of possession still pending.
If there were an opposite of Dakota, it would be her ‘twin’, Pock. Pock was a
wiry stoner with greasy black curly hair and eyes as black as coal. His skin was
dark and dirty and his face riddled with pockmarks; thus, the nickname, so
Mahdakis assumed. He spoke in a deep lazy voice and with a slight southern
drawl. This was the dead give away to everyone that perhaps he was adopted or
from another part of the family somewhere down south, maybe even a visitor
from another planet. No one ever dare ask since their Italian mother always
referred to them as ‘twins’. Pock moved without haste and never seemed too
concerned with the concept of time. He made people around him want to poke
him with a stick every so often, just to make sure he was still alive.
He was busy being stoned now in his beanbag chair and studying Mahdakis,
who was studying Cannoli Spitzer with unhealthy admiration, who was talking
to Yogi McNugget.

Mahdakis first met Yogi McNugget at The Tree House party a month before.
They shared some hash and exchanged mountain climbing stories. Neither one
had ever been mountain climbing but both of them knew that the other one
couldn’t prove it.
Yogi was an interesting person to talk to. He could manage to put himself into
many different conversations by knowing a little bit about everything, yet not a
lot about anything. And that worked out well, as the attention span of this group
would rarely permit one topic of conversation for any substantial length of time.
Yogi McNugget was a very likable person and a neat dresser. His T-shirts,
tucked into his bell-bottom jeans to show off a wide leather belt, were always
freshly washed and ironed. The shirts were tight to his freckly skin and
sometimes possessed glass studs sewn in them, forming various shapes. He was
an Irish boy with a brown Afro that could nest a family of blue jays comfortably.
Cannoli Spitzer once stuck a wooden ruler on top of his head while he was
passed out, his hair measured ten and three-quarters of an inch all the way
around. He liked to wear humungous, colorful Elton-John type sunglasses,
which added an even more comedic element to his look. Yogi McNugget was
very secure with himself.
The way he talked was interesting too, pausing before or after any part of a
sentence he wished to accentuate.
Mahdakis remembered approaching him at the tree house. He was in a
conversation with Pablo él Dente, a Spanish-Italian, beer drinkin’, Hell raisin’
redneck originally from the back woods of Connecticut.
They were in a very technical discussion about the disadvantages of owning a
Harley Davidson in regards to the amount of upkeep required to maintain them
as opposed to the newer, and more sleek designs of the Suzuki’s and Kawasaki’s
that were being marketed in America. “Jap-Crap” is the term Pablo él Dente
used to describe them. He was a devout Harley man.
Their conversation came to a polite stop as they paused to acknowledge the
presence of Copper Tom and Mahdakis. “Hey man,” Yogi said extending his
hand for the stupid-secret handshake, “What’s………...up?”
“Not too much,” said Copper Tom, finishing the stupid-secret handshake.
“Pablo, what’s going on?”
“Not a helluva lot, Cop,” said Pablo now doing the stupid-secret handshake
with him. “What are you doing these days? We don’t see much of you at The
Rock anymore.”
“I got a job caddying in Old Norford.”
“You’re a caddy?” Pablo snickered.
“Yeah, why? What the Hell’s wrong with that?”
“Ya know,” Yogi McNugget cut in, “I love……………..golf.”
“Get the fuck out a here,” laughed Pablo él Dente again, spilling his beer.
“Golf’s for queers, isn’t it?”

“No…………seriously. The last time I played I was……….…. two-under-par.
I like to get out and play……… whenever I can.”
“No shit,” said Copper Tom enthusiastically. “I’m good for a double birdie
every now and again myself. What’s your handicap?”
“I haven’t……….….figured out…………how-to-figure-that out.”
“Well, let me know when you’re available. I get a free day’s access at the golf
course on my days off.”
“Cool.”
“Hey, anyway, this is Mahdakis.” Mahdakis exchanged the stupid-secret
handshake with the two of them. He learned it a year back, hanging out briefly
with a rather violent and seedy gang.
“I’m……………..Yogi-McNugget and this…………..is-Pablo él Dente,” he
said, staring him dead in the eyes with a smile. “I hear you play guitar
and…………write-your-own songs?”
“Yeah, more or less.”
“That’s awesome! I think it’s fascinating……....…to-know-how-to read
music. I learned a little…….awhile-back. I understand the treble clef
but……..……get-a-little lost… on-the bass clef. And the circle of fifths….…..Iunderstand-but……………can’t…….. understand-how to identify the key
simply by the amount of sharps or flats……...at-the-beginning of the piece. How
…..can-I fix that?”
“Don’t feel bad. It’s all just a bunch of over analyzed shit anyway. A science
that is not necessarily necessary. I mean, John Lennon and Jimi Hendrix, just to
name two, couldn’t read a note. As long as you can play, you’ll be alright.”
“Well then…..I’m-in-trouble because……….I can’t play a musical
instrument………. either.”
The laughter was broken up moments later by Nicki Tater, who came over to
Yogi looking a little down in the mouth and muttering incomprehensibly.
“I’ll be back; I gotta get a beer,” said Pablo él Dente, rolling his eyes. “Cop, ya
wanna take a walk?”
“Yeah, alright.”
“What about you Mahdakis?”
“Nah, I’m alright.” Mahdakis moved a few feet back drinking his beer,
pretending not to listen to Nicki’s words. Nicki was a short brunette girl, which
some might consider a little too heavy, but others, like Mahdakis, would use the
word playful and …..full figured. Rizzo was right; she did have gigantic tits and
perfectly shaped green cat eyes.
“Guys are fuckin’ assholes, Yogi. Not you but…You know, all the rest.”
“Yeah….. I know what you mean,” Yogi said understandingly. “What
happened?”
“This guy I’ve been seeing….”
“Uh-huh?”

“Well, it turns out he’s married and won’t see me anymore.”
“Geez.”
“I never would have done half the things I did if I had known that. I mean,
shit! What a pig. I let him do whatever he wanted to me because I thought he
was sincere and cute.”
“Really?”
“I thought we’d have some sort of future together, you know?”
“How……..long………were-you-seeing him?”
“I met him last week, hitchhiking. He picked me up on the way to The Rock.
He was king of hot with big muscles and drove a laundry truck. We pulled over
and talked for, oh, I don’t know, at least fifteen minutes. We smoked a bowl.
There were big fluffy pillow bags full of warm, fresh smelling clothes in the
back. It was so inviting. I mean, who could resist?”
“Ha! Not me,” said Yogi, exhibiting a fake laugh. “So you did it ………..onsome-clean laundry?”
“Yeah,” said Nicki, with a psychotic look in her eyes. “It felt like getting
screwed on a cloud in Heaven…..By God himself!”
“But, by a complete untrustworthy, degenerate pedophile instead.”
“Well, we talked first, you know! It’s not as if we didn’t know each others’
names!”
“I know.”
Nicki hated it when people thought she was a slut and not just a curious girl
who happened to be an incurable nymphomaniac. “But now he won’t talk to
me,” she said, putting her hands on her hips.
“Listen,” Yogi said, caressing her hair, “most guys are scum and want just one
thing. You gotta remember that and go with it…. or-leave-them alone
because………..once-they-get that ‘one thing’, they’re most likely to go
their………own way and forget about you. You have to remember about the
friends you have here. The ones who really love you for who you are and what
you are. The ones who will always be there even when you make a stupid
mistake like this. Men think………....with-their-dicks and will say anything just
to get your pants off. I hate to say it because……...I-am-one,
but………….they’re-disgusting creatures and if you knew what went on inside
their heads every time you turned around, you’d probably go lesbo. You have to
be more alert and ready for these predators, Nicki. Open……….yoursenses……….before your legs.”
“You’re right. I’ve been foolish. Fuck him. I got what I wanted I guess.”
“And then some,” Yogi said, slapping her on the ass playfully.
Mahdakis walked up to him as she exited. Yogi turned to him and said, “God,
I’d like to come all over her. Wouldn’t you?”

Presently, the group at Pock’s and Dakota’s were sharing a joint or a beer or
both.
“I don’t care what song you think is best,” said Cannoli very childlike. “Steven
Tyler is a genius no matter what song he writes. All of them are great. I just
happen to think Lightning Strikes is the best to date. Cry Me A River really gets
to me too.”
“Okay,” said Yogi McNugget with a smile, “there’s something…… we-canagree on. Steven Tyler is a good lyricist……………… Period.”
“Great!” stammered Cannoli. “And song writer!”
“Fine,” Yogi exclaimed warmly, but rolling his eyes, “let’s ……….………
move on.”
“I love Lightning Strikes,” Mahdakis stood up and cut in. “I happen to think
Kings And Queens is the best lyrical song of theirs, however.”
“See,” said Yogi, “now, that’s……..…….. the-song-I-was talking about.”
“It doesn’t matter,” shouted Cannoli, “let’s just drop it. We agreed to agree,
remember?”
“Fine.”
“Not fine,” assured Mahdakis. “Lightning Strikes was written by Ritchie Supa,
a freelance type songwriter/guitarist who has worked for many people and the
lyrics to Kings And Queens were written entirely by the bass player, Tom
Hamilton. Cry Me A River, in case you didn’t know, is an old Chestnuts cover
song. So you see, Steven Tyler had very little to do with the lyrics of those
particular songs, let alone the songwriting.”
This brought about a roar of laughter from the B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. in the room
and Cannoli shot a piercing stare at him and said, “You’re a real fuckin’ dick,
you know that?”
Yogi stood up and pat Mahdakis on his shoulder. “I ….....like-this guy.” They
exchanged smirks and Yogi handed him a bone, which Mahdakis eagerly
ingested.
On the other side of the room sat Dakota Wells and Violet-Basia Sinclair, and
a new stranger sitting between them. Someone named - Jessie or something.
Yogi had picked her up before picking up everyone else. Mahdakis noticed her
right away when they got in the car. She smelled great and spoke with worldly,
self-educated confidence. She intrigued him in an intimidating kind of way so he
remained silent for most of the ride, yet hanging on her every word. Now, with
more liquid courage in him, Mahdakis made his way slowly towards her, again,
listening to every word of the conversation she was having.
Pock, who was still studying Mahdakis from the ever-collapsing beanbag
chair, now felt himself being watched. Someone was behind him. He turned
suddenly! No one was there. He turned away. Then back again! Still nobody
there. He retreated back down to his self-contoured chair and thought it odd that
the bathroom door was closed. As he was pondering this and other deep

thoughts, the bathroom door opened just a crack to reveal the glowing whites of
two staring eyes…...studying.
“……to live as far from society as possible on my own island with dancing
bears, flying unicorns and mescaline-lemon trees.”
“Well Jez, that’s a, uh, cool fantasy, I guess,” said Violet-Basia sucking off a
joint and then passing it to Dakota.
“The problem is,” interrupted Mahdakis, “the upkeep in maintaining flying
unicorns would be an arduous task in itself. Half of your day could very well be
devoted to that alone, thus cancelling out the idea of a work-free paradise.”
“Who let him in?” said the girl.
Mahdakis took a swig of scotch and continued, “Have you ever seen a pile of
horseshit? I mean real horseshit. A real big pile. I’m from The Mountains, and I
have. Once we had to fish a woman’s baby out of a pile. So believe me when I
tell you, a pile of horseshit is not something you want to be worried about falling
randomly out of the sky and maybe landing somewhere like at a wedding or a
bat mitzvah, or a lacrosse game, for example, which is what you’d have with
unicorns flying all over the skies. It’d be hazardous to say the least.”
“You know, that’s a good point,” Violet-Basia said.
Jezebel took a slow drag of her cigarette and blew it up at his face
nonchalantly. “Well stranger, I guess we’ll adopt No-Fly zones then, won’t we?
Then people could walk on the ground beneath without fear of concussion from
flying piles of poo. And besides, it’s paradise so there are no organized religions
or ugly concepts of pretentious marital vows. Does that work for you, honey?”
“Sure, but factoring in wind velocity, people, and owners of unicorns, would
still have to get flying-shit insurance, don’t you think?”
“What the ………………….fuck-are-you-guys talking about?”
“And that’s only one problem. Do you understand the meticulous nature
involved with harvesting good mescaline-lemon trees?”
“There’s no such thing,” Cannoli tired to intercept.
“I used to grow them with my grandmother,” Jezebel said, staring at her
cigarette nonchalantly. “The woman was an impeccable mescaline-lemon tree
farmer. People would come from all around to buy them. Trust me; I know what
I’m doing.”
“Painstakingly nerve racking, indeed,” Mahdakis continued. “And don’t get
me started on the process of domesticating bears! You will need all the help you
can get to live in a world like that.”
“Then,” blowing even more smoke towards his face, she said, “I’ll have to
have some strong male servants take care of everything for me.”
“Like sex?”

“Yes, I do. But I wouldn’t need them for that,” said Jezebel, uncrossing her
legs very slowly while exhaling “However, since they’d be around and working
for me, I would definitely make it part of their daily exercise routine.”
“It so happens that I’m looking for a new line of work,” Mahdakis said
flirtatiously.
“O….kay! I’ll just……………………go-back-and-talk to Cannoli.”
“Whadoya know about mescaline-lemon trees?” Jezebel purred.
“Not a lot, but I like to work out,” said Mahdakis, no longer smiling.
“I see that.” Jezebel continued to smoke as they both stared each other up and
down in silent rapture long enough for everyone to feel uncomfortable. She had
a very sleazy sex appeal to her with a very well endowed yet, slim figure to back
it all up. She had shagged reddish-brown hair, very dark brown eyes and freckly
skin with a witch’s profile. She was one of Violet’s hippy-type friends. “My
name is Jezebel Crowley,” she said, putting her cigarette out with poise. Then,
with her big nose in the air, she held her hand out like royalty for him. “You
are?”
“Mahdakis,” he said, bowing down, “at your service.” He gave her hand a
light kiss and they both started laughing as everyone else fought nausea.
The moment didn’t last more than a second, before a crazed man came
howling out of the bathroom right towards them and grabbed Mahdakis by the
arm. “Do yourself a favor, my friend! Get as far away from these cackling
whores as humanly possible! They’d just as soon cut you up and put you in a
fuckin’ stew, as they would talk to you. Run! They’re crazy! Everyone in this
Goddamn place is fuckin’ crazy! Get out now, while you can! Run; don’t walk
out that door, and never look back. Never! Go! Go!”
The crazed man stopped only to take a drag of his cigarette. He was shaking
violently. It looked like the short sprint across the room was giving him some
difficulty in catching his breath. When he finally exhaled his cigarette smoke,
his eyes rolled in back of his head in an orgasmic flush and he stated in a much
more calm and jovial tone, “You’re still here.”
“I was enjoying the view, if you get my drift.”
“Yeah, I do. But of that?” he said pointing an accusing finger at Jezebel’s
crotch, which she had left open suggestively. “You want that? Jesus Christ
motherfucker; why don’t you just stick your dick in a garbage disposal? It’s
gotta feel better than that!”
“Shut the fuck up Snow!” Jez exclaimed with rage. “Why don’t you stick your
dick up your ass!”
“Now isn’t that a real fuckin’ witty, intelligent thing to say,” said Snowy,
taking another drag. “It’s not even possible!”
“How would you know,” inquired Dakota softly.
“Oh my God! It speaks!” Snowy’s head was still shaking as if he had
Parkinson’s disease. “Trust me…….I know.” He took another drag.

“I’ll bet you do,” said Jezebel Crowley disgustedly, getting up to leave. “Don’t
hang around this asshole, Mahdakis. He’s a fuckin’ loser and he knows it. Hell,
he wouldn’t even be here if he wasn’t the annoying neighbor next door with a
good supply of decent drugs. God knows none of us would invite him otherwise.
I mean, shit, how old are you? Twenty-five or something? Hanging around
teenagers. You really got a lot goin’ on don’t you?” Jezebel paused for a
moment and stared him in the eye. “And you know damn well that, if I’d spread
my legs you’d give it all you got, and then some. Wouldn’t you little boy?
You’d fuck me in a heartbeat and you know it.”
“But not because I think you’re attractive! Oh, God have mercy! …..Please!!
You’re butt ugly Jez, but I’d fuck you because I hate your slimy guts and it’d be
fun to stick my dick in your ass and watch you lick it off!”
“Now that’s gross,” said Violet-Basia.
“Snowy,” said Dakota, “does this stuff out of your mouth come off the top of
your head, or do you sit around and think about it?”
“I think about it while I’m beatin’ off watching you shower in the window
from across the yard.”
“Christ,” sighed Jezebel smirking, “at least he’s honest.”
“Yeah, okay,” said Dakota nervously.
“Okay, nothing. You’re wearing a dark blue thong and no bra. You had a red
bra on at first but then you decided against it. You went with white until about
three hours ago and then took that off. There! How do ya like them apples,
Dakota?”
Dakota Wells stood up, walked to the door, opened it, and with as much
strength as she could muster, said, “I think you’d better leave.”
“Fine,” said Snowy mockingly, “I think you should close the blinds when
you’re changing in the bathroom if you don’t want to be watched. And your
bedroom for that matter. But you don’t. You know why?” he said getting in her
face. “Because you love the attention, so stop jerkin’ me around here.”
“Get your finger out of my face! I shouldn’t have to worry about my neighbor
invading my privacy by peeking in open windows.”
“Then, why do you close them when you use the toilet if you shouldn’t have to
worry? Why don’t you just keep them open, like you do when you’re showing
off your hot little body? Huh?”
“You’re really fucked up. For Christ sakes, I’m only fifteen years old! I’m a
little girl still, you perv!”
“That’s right. You’re a little girl. But that’s gonna change sooner than you
think if you keep this shit up. And it won’t be fun. Mark my words!”
“What are you trying to say? Are you threatening me?”
“God no. But if you keep flaunting your shit the way you do, someone is going
to get the wrong idea that you’re advertising. Not me, don’t worry ‘bout that,
little one. But be careful. There are other people out here. That’s all I’m saying.”

“So, how is it,” chimed Violet-Basia cheerfully and exhaling a joint, “that you
were thinking of fucking Jezebel in the ass while watching Dakota change under
garments?”
“Yeah, really. That doesn’t say much for me,” said Dakota defensively.
“I was multi-tasking,” said Snowy still shaking all over like a Parkinson’s
victim.
“Ya’ll were …..whah-?” Pock incoherently uttered from across the room.
“But the thing with Snowy’s dick, Jez. That’s impossible,” Violet-Basia
carried on.
“Excuse me?” inquired Jezebel with a worried look.
“I mean, your own dick going up your own ass. You see, in order for it to
actually go in your ass, it has to be pretty hard because that’s a real tight spot,
you know?
“I’ve heard that.”
“And to fuck one’s self in the ass, you’d have to bend it around all the way
under your sac and stuff. Which would be impossible, or extremely painful with
a hard-on, right?”
Dakota had her face in her hand. “That wasn’t the point Violet.”
“Yes. Yes it was. Snowy’s right. It is an unintelligent statement to make. But I
am curious as to how he seemed to know it firsthand. Snowy, do you wanna tell
us something?”
Snowy’s eyebrows were raised as high on his face as possible. He was
exchanging helpless glances with Jezebel and Mahdakis,
Jezebel smiled at him. “You got yourself into this.”
“You’re right.” Snowy agreed, then turning to Mahdakis, said, “She’s
right……. So, what’s your name, cock-sucker?”
“Mahdakis, ass-hole.”
“Mah-da-kis? Jesus Christ, I’m not even touching that one. Bottom line, my
friend,” he huffed, “come with me if you want to live…………. Now!” He
huffed again and stormed out the front door.
Mahdakis thought about his proposal. It was an offer he couldn’t refuse.

*Snowy McPeet*
came.” (exhale) “Good move.” Shake-shake-shake. “Now, follow me
“Y ou
upstairs.” Mahdakis followed Snowy McPeet up the outdoor fire escape of
what was his parent’s quaint suburban home. The stairs lead to a private
entrance of his bedroom, which indeed overlooked the Wells’ back yard and was
in direct fire of Dakota’s bathroom.
Snowy was a neurotic basket case with a grim outlook and an even bleaker
future who constantly shook all over like an epileptic having a mild seizure and
was never without a cigarette in his mouth. Never. If there weren’t words
coming out his mouth, then there was smoke. Sometimes both. And the pattern
for the most part, was this: speak-(inhale)-speak-(exhale). Shake-shake-shake,
speak-(inhale)-speak-(exhale). Shake-shake-shake.
At the moment, Snowy was busying himself with selecting some music. He
was very much into the Gothic New-Wave scene. “Do you like The Church?”
Shake-shake-shake. “How about Echo and the Bunnymen? Pretenders? I love
The Dead Kennedy’s. Do you?”
“Whatever you feel like putting on is fine.”
“Yeah, I know, you’re into Heavy Metal. I used to like it a lot too but,”
(inhale) “give this stuff a chance.” (exhale) “I think you’ll like it. Are you into
words?” Shake-shake-shake.
“I became a poet because of Morrison.”
“I heard something like that. Then you’ll love this stuff.” (inhale-exhale)
“Here let’s put on some Joy Division.” Snowy tried to put on the record but was
shaking too much to line the hole up properly with the spindle. “Oh wait!”
(exhale) “You gotta meet my friend, Harvey!” Snowy opened the closet door.
Mahdakis half expected him to pull out a fresh corpse but instead was pleasantly
surprised when Snowy slammed a red, three-and-a-half-foot bong on the floor in
the middle of the room and said, “This is Harvey.” (inhale-exhale) “Harvey
Mind-Banger.” Shake-shake-shake. “Here,” said Snowy, tossing Mahdakis a bag
of herb. “Pack it up.” The bowl of the bong was the size of an espresso cup.
Mark dumped the entire contents of the bag into it as Snowy went about his
struggles putting on some music.
The two of them sat in silence across from each other, smoking the bong for
what seemed like a passive eternity. Mahdakis found his company surprisingly
comfortable. He was enjoying the new music, too. Snowy was alright, although
there was a very funky smell in the room that Mahdakis, at the time, could not
identify.
“So what are you doing hanging out with those clueless cock-suckers for,
anyway?”

“They seem cool. I like ’em. And they seem to be really into it, you know?”
“No,” he laughed. “I don’t. What’s your idea of ‘into it’?” Snowy was smiling
and trying to be funny. “I like them too. Don’t get me wrong, but facts are facts
and the fact is, they’re not going anywhere.” (inhale-exhale) This, coming from
a man in his twenties who lived with his grandmother. “They’re like a broken
down traveling circus, but even if they found the capacity to get up and moving
again, they would still just be nothing more than a bunch of jokers on wheels.
You know what I’m saying?” (inhale-exhale) Mahdakis did not. “You’re
different though,” Snowy assured him. “You’re smart or something…..Like
me.”
“Yogi seems intelligent enough.”
“Intelligent enough to remember to breathe.” (exhale) “But he’s a joker. That’s
just the way it is. You can’t fix that. You play music or something, right?”
Shake-shake-shake
“Yeah. Guitar, bass, keys,” Mahdakis replied while holding in his hit. “I write
my own stuff.”
“I admire that. I wish I had a talent like that. Music is my only healthy
passion.” (inhale)
Mahdakis gave thought to the smell in the room again.
(exhale) “That’s what those fuckers over there lack,” Snowy said, pointing
towards the gang next door with his thumb. “Passion.”
“You sure about that?” Mahdakis challenged. “I think it’s one of the really
cool things they do posses.”
“Fine.” Shake-shake-shake “But Son of Sam, Nero and Hitler weren’t without
passion either.” (exhale)
“Meaning passion doesn’t necessarily mean someone’s alright; it just means
that they hold a strong conviction towards something they believe in.”
“Which, in this case, is to sit around and stare into space all day. Is that what
you want, Mmm…Mahdakis? Is it? That’s your name?”
“More or less.”
“Well let’s fix that right here and now.” (inhale)
“Why?”
(exhale) “I don’t like it. It bothers me. Tell you what, I’ll call you Madman
and you can call me Snowman.” Shake-shake-shake
“Sure.” Mahdakis was too stoned to care about this. He was actually enjoying
the tunes. The two of them were in their own zone and nothing else mattered.
“I’ll tell you what Madman, all kidding aside? I think you should stay away
from Jezebel. She’s evil. I can’t put my finger on it, but there’s something
emotionally sadistic about her.”
“Don’t worry. I was just playing with her.”
(inhale-exhale) “My ass you were. Here; take another hit off Harvey.”

“She does have a very intriguing sex appeal,” said Mahdakis, grabbing the
bong.
“You just thank your lucky stars that we were in that room with you.
Otherwise, she’d have made mincemeat out of your soul.”
“Well I got my eye on Cannoli anyway.”
“What??!!” Snowy broke into hysterical laughter, which triggered a coughing
fit from the bong hit he had just taken. He fell on his side, tipping the bong and
spilling the water all over the carpeted floor. Then he started to choke on the
bong hit he had just taken. Snowy was clutching his sides and his face was
purple. Mahdakis applied a mild CPR technique that he had just learned in a
class at school with Cannoli Spitzer. Snowy began to come around. He sat up
catching his breath. “Dude, Cannoli? You gotta be fuckin’ kidding me.”
“No, really. I think she’s awesome. She makes me stand up straight, if you get
my drift.”
This only led to more laughter and more choking. “She’s short and fat!”
“So? She’s also extremely pretty,” said Mahdakis defensively. “Don’t you
think?”
“Whatever. How much of that herb have you smoked, anyway? Hey, you
know what, though?”
“No, what?”
“If you’re serious, and God help us if you are, you won’t score any points with
her by hitting on her best friend. So, there’s another reason to stay away from
Jezebel.” Shake-shake-shake
“Are they that close?”
“Hell yeah. They used to be a little tighter, but they still hang around together
all of the time. You do know that Cannoli has some sort of a boyfriend or some
shit, don’t you?”
“Yeah. But, is that for real? I mean the guy’s way the fuck out in Nevada.”
(inhale) “Yeah, well, I don’t know. All I know is it’s all she ever talks about.
Christ!” (exhale)
Mahdakis was a little perturbed with Snowy’s opinion of her. He didn’t care
for his opinion about Jezebel either. Not that he knew her real well but who the
hell was he, anyway?
(exhale) “So what do you want to do with the music you write, anyway?”
“Use it to wake people the fuck up, that’s what.”
“Yeah? Good luck with that, pal. This planet’s full of fuckin’ zombies, dude.
And the sad part about is, they like being zombies.” Shake-shake-shake
“Because it’s a short cut to thinking.”
(inhale) “Exactly.” (exhale) “God forbid these people have an original thought
or life of their own.”
“That would take more creative ingenuity than most people have.”
“Which is about as much as I have in my little finger.” (inhale-exhale)

“That’s what I’m talking ‘bout, Snowman. Why do the masses relish in the
concept of mediocrity, like it’s some sort of noble honor?”
“I don’t know there, smooth’; but there’s nothing noble about letting someone
take a wet shit all over your face, I’ll tell you that.”
“Yet these fuckin’ people take it all the time.”
“And lick it off with a smile.”
“As if emotional combustion and self-debasement was a gold star. Don’t they
aspire to do or be anything more? Don’t they want to be their own individual?”
(inhale) “I guess it depends on the situation.”
“It’s everybody! The rich and stubbornly snobbish refuse to acknowledge any
idea, which may possess the capacity to turn their world upside down, even if it
were physical evidence of God himself! They’re so mesmerized by the almighty
dollar, and the rush of making more, that they’ve, forgotten what they wanted
that money for in the first place! Then there’s just the fuckin’ flat out naïve ones
with the ‘Go to Church and School and Raise the Children’ mentality, the ones
that don’t dare look over the wall or knock on a strange door; the ones whose
happiness is fed only by their shameless, consensual ignorance.”
“Praise the lord!” (exhale)
“Fuckin’ pathetic. They eat right from the same hand of socialism that
inescapably fist-fucks them in the ass at the end of the day.”
“Nice.”
“And, in this day in age in America, what the fuck’s up with these borderline
illiterate degenerates? These assholes that can’t spell their own last name, and
think the good life is belonging to a union.”
(inhale-exhale) “They’re called our friends.”
“A union! Just another life controlling, health monitoring entity.”
(exhale) “Don’t even get me started on that!”
“Doesn’t anyone see what’s going on? We’re all being lead to slaughter by our
own sinister complacency. These sheep follow because they are afraid to look
inward. They are afraid that what they might see is not what they were taught
they were supposed to be! C’mon man, these fuckin’ people need to realize that
the light they are following is really only someone else’s darkness; a darkness
they can see because it is still brighter than their own current reality, but a
darkness nonetheless.”
“I hope you’re not planning on running for mayor.”
“No, not yet.”
“Good, well first things first.” (inhale) “Get rid of television,” (exhale) “it
corrupts the mind and brainwashes!”
“As do the radios and churches.”
“Okay, so you’re with me on this. Listen up,” (inhale) “you’re just skimming
the surface, bud. If the powers that be have their way, we’ll all be hard-wired to
our fuckin’ TV’s in another twenty years or less.” (exhale) “They’re going to

make watching things so dammed easy, cheap and accessible, that everyone’s
attention will be diverted elsewhere while these rat bastard politicians pass laws
in the congress and senate that keep the middle class and poor struggling.”
“Yeah, huh.”
“Of course, Jack!” (inhale-exhale) The last thing our government wants is the
struggling and the poor too be well fed. Then they would always want more.”
“So instead, throw them a bone every ten years and they feel grateful.”
“Right. (exhale) The idea is to keep everyone fighting to the point where
they’re not sure what’s really going on, because they have no time.” Shakeshake-shake
“Or can’t read a paper.”
“And the one’s that can, focus on the color pictures of model’s in bikini’s and
stuff like that.”
“Or sports scores and the private lives of actor’s.”
“Right, but they still want the classes fighting amongst themselves.”
“And how do they do you think they do that, Snowman?”
“One, give the poor free money through social programs such as welfare.”
Shake-shake-shake “This will help our economy grow because God knows the
last thing these dumb bastards are going to do is save that money. No, they will
go out and buy losing lottery tickets, jugs of wine and things they normally
couldn’t afford.” (inhale-exhale)
“Like TV’s with government sponsored programming.”
“Yep.” Shake-shake-shake “This also keeps the hard working, middle class
majority angry enough to hate the poor and the immigrants who receive these
benefits…”
“Because it’s their tax dollars!”
“Right. They got their TV free and them over there, paid for their own.”
(inhale-exhale) “One way or the other Uncle Sam’s creeping into your home.
And the shit that is aired on these TV’s keeps everyone’s focus on each other,
and not the real issues going on behind door number three.” (inhale)
“And therein lies the point to my songs and my purpose for hitting a stage
every night, to open door number three, or as I refer to them in a poem, doors
one and two. Hey, I thought you were a big TV guy?”
“Huge,” (inhale-exhale) “how do you think I know so much about its negative
effects?”
“Well, I think we could use TV, or at least a movie screen, to our good. I’ve
always thought that showing some horrifically graphic videos, or some old news
reels of yesterday and even today, playing constantly behind the band, would be
a good affect. People need to be reminded of things like starvation and the
holocaust.”
(exhale) “And more importantly, the ‘turning of the blind eye’ social state of
events that lead up to it.”

“Right, and we could play them side by side, at the same time. Yesterday’s
news and today’s. Things don’t change….we change.”
(inhale) “Or not.” (exhale)
“If we can just net a few people along the way, maybe it’d be enough for a
change of some degree. I’d hate to think that I was wasting my time.”
“It’s an awesome idea.” Shake-shake-shake “I just don’t know if anyone will
get it, and those who do, like you said, wouldn’t want to do too much in the way
of altering their precious little life styles.” Shake-shake-shake
“It sucks being right a lot. Sometimes I wonder if it isn’t better to know
nothing.”
“Maybe these people are on to something, you think?” Snowy laughed and
took another long drag off a cigarette before considering his next thought. “So I
guess you won’t be writing any up-tempo dance songs with repetitive flowery
melodies.” Shake-shake-shake.
“Correct you are, sir.”
“So riddle me this, batman, which comes first, the overall theme and message,
or the music?” (exhale)
“The message comes first. And right now, the best way that I know how to
deliver that message, is through music. If I were a writer of books of a producer
or movies, I would use those mediums. So yes, the music, for me, comes second.
However,” Mahdakis continued, “in order for the point to hit home a little
harder and validate its integrity, the music must either be impeccable or possess
the same degree of integrity, and I don’t think I’m an impeccable musician. So,
while the music is a secondary point, we must not sacrifice its quality in the
name of clarity.”
“Say what?”
“It means that, while I want everyone to understand our planet is doomed
unless we change things with the environment and ourselves, I’m not going to
underscore the concept with crayons and pointers to help the unbelievably stupid
comprehend the point. It would be an insult to the music and me, quite frankly.
The people have to figure it out for themselves, like placing your hand on a hot
stove burner for the first time.”
“Alright, so what about girls and the fame and money?” (exhale) “We all want
that, don’t we?”
“I like girls. Goddamn I love girls. But one is all I need, and for that matter is
all I am equipped to handle at a time. Fame would be helpful in spreading the
message but it usually comes at the high cost of selling out your ideals in the
first place. I mean, what if Jim Morrison had lived on? Money? Well, we all
need money to live. So, as long as I could make enough money to live by
playing clubs, well, that would be perfectly fine with me. I’d be happy doing
what I want to do and doing what I do best. Right? Isn’t that what counts at the
end of the day? Happiness?”

“It sounds like you got a good plan. I think you’d better get moving on it too.
(inhale-exhale) Time is short.” Shake-shake-shake.
“Yeah, I know. What about you? What’s your plan?”
“It’s Top Secret,” Snowy said with a giggle. “I’m only kidding.” (inhaleexhale) “I don’t have the foggiest notion. I guess I’ll just sit around and stare
into space all day with the assholes next door.” Snowy giggled some more.
“You’re twenty-five years old though.”
“Closer to thirty, if you can believe it.” No one really knew how old Snowy
was as he told everyone a different age each time they asked. The truth of the
matter was, he was eighteen, not much older than anyone else was. “So you got
a band together yet, or what?”
“I play with this guy I’ve known since grade school. We throw in a few
covers, but basically write our own shit.”
“I thought you were from The Mountains?”
“I bounced back and forth so I grew up in the South Norford section too.
That’s where I met White Tom.”
“Gladbags?” Snowy laughed with disbelief. “You’re playing with Tommy
Gladbags? Jesus Christ. Is he a dorky mother-fucker, or what?”
“Yeah, I know. But he’s a good lead guitarist and has a good heart once you
get to know him. I really don’t care what you or anyone else thinks. So far he’s
been a stand up friend.”
“You’re a good man Charlie Brown,” Snowy said, slapping him on the back.
“You know Pock, next door, plays the drums. He’s actually quite good. I hate to
say it.” (inhale)
“A little burnt though, isn’t he?”
“Maybe so.” (exhale) “But let me tell you something there, smooth. That ugly
bastards’ artistic and intellectual level is light-years beyond the rest of those
pitiful cock-suckers over there that you’re hanging out with.” Shake-shake-shake
“Hmm, alright. Food for thought. I’ll look into that.”
“Yeah, you do that. Meanwhile, keep me in mind if you ever go out on the
road. I’d love to be a part of this message of yours.”
“Yep,” said Mahdakis, now growing tired and leaning back against the wall
closing his eyes.

*Pumpkinhead*
Sweet Leaf
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is first introduction to pot had been far less desirable than the tranquil
sensation he was experiencing now.
“Here, try this.”
Pumpkinhead took the joint nervously and, with trusting eyes, looked at his
older brother. “What do I do?”
“Inhale it like a cigarette. But hold the smoke in for a few seconds before you
let it out.”
“Okay.” Pumpkinhead inhaled, as instructed, and after about ten seconds,
began coughing profusely. “Jesus Christ! What the fuck, man?” Pumpkinhead
shoved the joint back in Mahdakis’s hand. “This shit is nasty!”
“Sorry. Don’t worry though. That’s everyone’s first reaction. Try one more
hit.”
“Fuck that. I’m going home.” Pumpkinhead hobbled across the street to the
condominium complex and went inside feeling nauseas. He also felt a little
ashamed in that, he really wanted to share something cool with his brother for
the first time in a long time.
He had missed Mahdakis the last six years or so, while Mahdakis was living
with their male-birth-giver up in The Mountains. Now Mahdakis had returned
home, or at least what his two siblings and female-birth-giver considered to be
his home, and Pumpkinhead was excited and relieved all at once.
Pumpkinhead was having a tough time making friends in junior high school
and was counting on his older brother to ‘make him cool’. It wasn’t as though he
were a bad looking kid. Quite the contrary. Pumpkinhead was strikingly good
looking with short black hair and deep black eyes with a very fair and smooth
complexion. He had a very good athletic shape but on the thin side, like a
gymnast. Unfortunately, he had a long neck and a heavy head, giving him the
profile of a giraffe when he walked.
For three years Pumpkinhead was confined to walking around in a temporary
leg brace in order to correct a condition known as Legg-Calvé-Perthes
Syndrome. It’s hard to get laid with three feet of scrap metal sticking
horizontally out of your hip.
Now he was out of the brace and spending the last year rehabilitating his legs
and other muscles. He had developed a passion for exercise and an
overwhelming appreciation for the human body. He was studying Kung Fu and
other various forms of the Martial Arts. He thought maybe he’d be a doctor or a
therapist when he was older. The kids in his ninth grade class often razzed him

for his outspoken love of the lost Asian art and he was subsequently
relinquished to the reality of having only one friend who happened to live next
door and who, incidentally, would grow up to be the owner of a chop-shop in
Bridgeport, New Jersey, which would front as a legitimate car alarm installation
company.
That was eight months and seven inches of hair growth ago.
Now Pumpkinhead was lying on the edge of Jezebel Crowley’s bed, staring at
the psychedelic patterns on her ceiling, he couldn’t have felt more at peace with
himself and the universe.
It was a purple bong, only a fraction the size of ‘Harvey’ and stuffed with pissass, nigger-weed to boot. But it was more than enough to catapult Pumpkinhead
into another dimension of time and space and just enough to ease the sexual
tension between Jezebel and Mahdakis who, at the moment, were in the opposite
corner of the room making non-committal, affectionate gestures at one another.
School was out for the summer and Jezebel called Mahdakis on a whim. She
had, without his knowing it, fallen completely in love with him after only their
second meeting. A meeting in which the gang stranded the two at The Rock out
of sheer disgust for having to lay witness to their cutesy, repulsive fawning over
one another. It didn’t bother either of them. A connection was being made, a
connection that sounded something like this:
“…….and so I climb the tree and give it my all, and the rope around my neck
breaks my fall, and now I see and now I crawl upon dirt floors in an ancient
hall.”
“So you’re a poet.”
“I guess.”
“A pretty good one from the sounds of it.”
Mahdakis was thankful for the darkness as he could feel himself blushing a
beet red. He was tickled that a girl dug his poetry and more importantly,
understood it. Heather always listened but she never knew what to think.
“I mean it. You should really do something with that. You’re very talented.”
“Thanks. I write songs. That’s actually part of a song - sort of. I put all the
poetry to song. You know, I mean, poetry by itself is pretty boring.”
“Well, not really, but okay. Do you have more?”
Mahdakis started reciting, “Transported into an ancient hall from legitimate
hibernation ……I don’t recall accepting this invitation….”
“….Maddened from lachrymal rains, rusting these mortality chains, I must
leave to quench my thirst for pain, I must leave and sip from the reaper’s
veins………” “......And rest well integrity’s wayward child, for soon you shall
return to the wretched shores of the lost …and of the wild.”

“So death’s your thing then, huh?”
“I guess. It makes me feel alive.”
“Interesting. So you’re comparing the ancient hall with the womb. And a baby
climbing out and into this thing we call reality.”
“Yes.” Mahdakis was ecstatic. ‘Christ, someone finally gets it without me
having to explain it at nausea. There is a god.’ “And there is always r-reference
to the whole thing, life and death, stating o-over again.”
“Yep. Like when you said ‘transported into an ancient hall from legitimate
hibernation…’ that’s a reference to being born again from the dead?”
“Exactly.” Mahdakis smiled at her.
Jezebel Crowley played it calm and cool on the outside, but on the inside, she
was thrilled to be in the presence of what she, at the time, perceived to be a great
philosopher and most likely an exceptional lover.
She loved that he had the cool long hair/metal-head look but was not without
sensitivity and basic hygiene. He was ripe for the pickin’s.
The part that really sold her was when he walked her home from The Rock.
She lived five miles one-way and his house was one mile the other. He walked
her home and double backed.
Mahdakis let Pumpkinhead tag along to Jezebel’s, as he hadn’t any friends of
his own at that point and Mahdakis wanted to see to it that, since Pumpkinhead
would be entering high school in the fall that, he fall into the right group of
people. The B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S.
“I just figured it all out,” said Pumpkinhead, in a moment of divine clarity
from the edge of the bed. “I know what I’ve been put on this earth to do.”
“Wow, excellent,” said Jezebel. “Maybe you could take another hit off the
magical bong and tell me my purpose. Huh, huh? Please. Please,” Jezebel
cackled sinisterly.
“Super heroes,” said Pumpkinhead, ignoring her remarks. “Remember the
Justice League when we were young?”
“You mean with Superman, Aquaman, Wonder Woman and so forth?”
“Yeah.”
“What about them,” Jezebel asked, tentatively.
“Heroes. Wouldn’t you agree the world needs more heroes?”
“Amongst other things,” said Jezebel.
“So….what? You want to be a superhero. Is that it?” inquired Mahdakis.
“Something like that,” said Pumpkinhead. “I’m gonna battle evil, that’s for
sure. But exactly how is the real question right now.”
“Oh, I don’t know,” said Jezebel, playfully. “I could think of a few other
questions at this moment.”

“Maybe marijuana could be the source of your super powers,” Mahdakis
egged on.
“May – be. I’ve learned more about my life in the past fifteen minutes than I
have in the last fifteen years. So, yeah, why not? I mean, think about it, bro. My
whole world’s come full circle.”
Jezebel leaned into Mahdakis and whispered, “Did we act this friggin’ stupid
our first time?”
“Yeah,” he whispered back, “but I don’t think he’s acting.”
“Do you remember when we were young and used to play with the super-hero
dolls?”
Mahdakis blushed an angry purple as Jezebel roared with laughter. “You used
to play with dolls?”
“Action figures.”
“That doesn’t make the visual any less crazy.”
“Whatever. But I collected the cool villains who used to try to kill the superheroes.”
“But they never did kill the super heroes,” Jezebel reminded him. “Therefore
that only makes your situation worse. Not only did you play with dolls, you
played with stupid dolls, at that!” Jezebel was beside herself with laughter.
“Yeah man, it all makes sense now,” said Pumpkinhead with half shut eyes
and a grin ear to ear. “I was put here to be Kung-Fu Man.” Pumpkinhead
surmised and then proceeded to throw up on Jezebel’s shag carpet.
Thus began the brothers’ long summer together of waking up with no
motivation or purpose whatsoever, but to get stoned on the back patio and listen
to mind-corrupting heavy metal music.
The morning would begin with Mahdakis pedaling his ten-speed over to East
River to cop some of that fine nigger-weed. Then, on the way back, he’d stop
and see Jezebel and arrange plans for later that day or night. After a while, she
gave him the okay to just come in the house and not have to use the doorbell.
Mahdakis liked going to her house in the mornings. It always smelled like
‘strawberries and cream’ scented Glade brand air freshener. And it seemed that
no matter what time of the morning he stopped by, she was always just coming
out of the shower with nothing but a towel wrapped around her and she would
give him a kiss on the cheek and excuse herself, as she got dressed in her
bedroom with the door partly ajar. Jezebel was not Cannoli and therefore he felt
a God-given right to peak whenever he could. And he did. She had a nice ass
and even better tits.
By the time Mahdakis got back home, Pumpkinhead would have the patio all
set up for a late-morning of heavenly weed smoking; Brunch –
B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. style. The speakers to the expensive stereo system were
dragged outside; lounge chairs unfolded, and incense burning. Pumpkinhead

took these sessions as seriously as Catholics take a baptism, unlike Mahdakis
who did this only as a way to kill the annoying time that this marvelous thing
called life had allotted him.
“Whatcha writing bro,” asked Pumpkinhead, with his eyes half shut again.
“Some lyrics to a song that White Tom started. It’s about this peace, love,
granola hippie chick who wants to clean up the White House and restore order
and balance back to our society and environment. So, she has wild kinky sex
with unsuspecting political figures and diplomats.”
“I don’t follow.”
“She has the sessions photographed by an anonymous friend who is always
nearby. Then, that same anonymous friend leaves the pictures where her real
boyfriend will find them. You see, her boyfriend wants to make the same
changes to the world as she does. The only difference is that she is too timid and
harmless to do any actual killing. That’s why she swindles him into being her
true love. The fact is, the anonymous friend is her true love. But anyway, this
boyfriend gets enraged and murders these guys once he sees them fucking his
girl in the photographs. Therefore, ridding society of a few more ills.”
“Oh, okay. That’s it? What happens to all of them? Nothing?”
“Eventually, they all die and have to go before God to answer for their sins.”
“Ah, and she goes to hell!”
“No. God has seen that she has rid the planet of potential harm by having those
certain men exterminated. Men that would have passed legislation to tear down
even more forests, and give heavy incentives to the fur trapping and seal hunting
industries. They would also have allowed oil drilling anywhere. Under your
home, and they’d have taken it from you, like it or not. So, the woman, and her
anonymous friend are rewarded and sent off to Heaven, as they have broken no
biblical laws. The fake boyfriend has violated the most sacred commandment;
Thou Shall Not Kill.”
“And so, what happens?”
“He goes straight to hell.”
“Wow man, that’s real fucked up,” Pumpkinhead said, then took a deep hit of
the bowl.
“So you still wanna be a super-hero when you get out of high school?”
“Yeah, I was thinking of disguising myself as a mild mannered bathroom
attendant at a gym or a fitness club.”
“I think that’s a good idea. I hear a lot of evil-doers network through fitness
clubs.”
Mahdakis sprung up and ran into the house as the phone rang. When he came
back out to the patio, he began pulling the speakers into the house.
“What are you doing?” asked Pumpkinhead.
“C’mon. If you want to get some pizza, let’s go now.”
“Why?”

“That was Cannoli. She asked me to come over.”
“Is something the matter?”
“No. Nothing’s the matter. She just wants to hang out with me.”
“What is she doing?”
“Sunbathing!”
“Yuck! You just ruined my appetite.”
“Shut the fuck up, man. I like her.”
“Well, better you than me.”
After the brothers inhaled two large pies at Leonardo’s II, Pumpkinhead
headed over to visit his new stoner friend, Floyd Baxter. Floyd was a burner
who also lived in Little Italy with his mother, a few blocks farther down from
Cannoli Spitzer. He had long, vivid blonde hair and eye-blinding white skin with
a red scar going diagonally across his nose. He told everybody that he dropped
out of school a year earlier to write a heavy metal rock opera on his electric
guitar. He locked himself away in his bedroom for months and nobody saw very
much of him until he started coming out lately. You could imagine everyone’s
surprise when they learned that he had yet to write the intro. The truth of the
matter was, Floyd Baxter had just returned from a small stint in a juvenile
correctional center; the same correctional center where Dakota’s heartthrob,
Carl, still was. Carl and Floyd were best of friends. While working on his
writing for the metal-opera, Floyd was narked-out by a good friend who was, in
all reality, a turncoat moonlighting for the Norford Narcotics Squad. Floyd was
older than Pumpkinhead and a school year behind Mahdakis. He loved to smoke
weed and pontificate about trivial matters or unexplained phenomena. But so did
Pumpkinhead. They were good together, like nuts and bananas.
Mahdakis walked one block over to Cannoli’s. She had made herself as
inviting as possible. She was laid out suggestively on a lounge chair with sun
lotion glistening off her skin. Cannoli’s boyfriend, Jack, was now two years
removed and, being only human, she longed for affection in one way, shape or
form. She thought of Mahdakis. He was nearby and it tickled her the way he
looked at her body. He tried to be subtle about it but she always caught him
checking her out. Not many other guys did, so she secretly savored it. Outwardly
however, she always gave him the ‘What the fuck are you looking at?’ routine.
Her chaise lounge was in the tar driveway facing away from the street but she
could hear his footsteps approaching. She felt him right behind her and cocked
her head back to give him a smile. “Hey man, thanks for coming over. I was
getting a little lonely.”
“Anytime.”
“So, what took so long?”
“Me and Pumpkinhead grabbed a couple of pizza’s first.”
“A couple?”
“We were hungry.”

“I guess.”
“He wants to be a super-hero, you know.”
“What, Pizza Man?”
“No. Kung-Fu Chris.”
“Who the hell is Chris?”
“Chris will be his alias, to help conceal his true identity. He’s going to work as
a mild mannered towel boy at a gym or something.”
“Excellent. It’s about time somebody stand up and bring those crooked fitness
club owners to justice. Do you know what they stronghold people to pay for
those monthly membership fees? It’s outrageous.”
“Yeah.”
“Well, that’s good. We haven’t had a good Kung Fu super-hero since Hong
Kong Fooey.”
“Yeah, but that was a cartoon, Cannoli. Pumpkinhead’s a real person.”
“Here,” said Cannoli, handing him a bottle of suntan lotion. “Get my back and
shoulders.”
“My pleasure.”
“I know,” she said, removing the strings of her blue one-piece bathing suit off
her shoulders.
Mahdakis rubbed her back only haphazardly as he was anxious to get to the
shoulders with no straps. By applying just a little bit of force on her shoulders he
was able to get the top half of her suit to slide down little by little, maybe an
inch or more. On another girl that may have been enough to spy her erect
nipples but Cannoli had very large breasts and the one, or two inches now,
didn’t make that much of a difference over all. It actually frustrated him more.
Her straps were now down around her elbows as he started to rub her upper
chest.
She was enjoying the erotic rub down and knew Mahdakis could tell, as his
hands found their way to the middle of her breasts. She remained calm and cool,
her eyes completely shut as she relented to letting his hands go where they may.
Mahdakis was almost at the very tips now. He stretched his fingers as far as he
could and barely caught a piece of areola. A quarter inch too short. The only
move left was to cup her full tits in the palms of his hands. There would be no
mistaking his intensions then. But, what if he upset her? Would it affect their
friendship negatively? He couldn’t tell what she wanted, as she just lie there so
quiet and still.
She lay still in total anticipation of his hands clutching her at any moment and
wondered how she was going to react. Would she smack him? Would she
wiggle out of the bottom half of her suit for his fucking pleasure? Or, would she
just lie there like the queen bee and make him work for her affections even
more. Her thoughts startled by the unexpected sound of his voice, “You got
plans later?”

“What? Yeah. I’m meeting some people.”
“Oh, okay,” Mahdakis said, feeling slightly crestfallen. “Well, if things change
or you get done early, I would love to pick this up where we left off. M-mmaybe, a-at my place?”
“Sure. That’d be nice, I think. I’ll call you either way.”
Cannoli never called Mahdakis and the next evening’s moon found him on
Jezebel’s bed half naked, the two of them making out with each other for the
first of many times to come.
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here’s nobody here.”
“No shit, there’s nobody here, motherfucker! I can see that!” Bobblebobble-bobble “What happened to all those people who were supposed to be
here? You know, people with lighters? Remember?”
“Well, it is almost dinner time,” Mahdakis responded only mildly puzzled.
“Maybe they’re at home doing homework and chores or something.” This was a
most unlikely scenario as the only people in the group that had normal classes
were Cannoli, Tony, Jezebel and Mahdakis, and two of the four were here. The
other kids were in a classroom appropriately nicknamed ‘romper room’; named
after a popular 1970’s children’s show in which all the children played games in
this one big room. That was the case in this situation; only, they were in high
school. The so-called students sat around on couches and discussed things about
life. They might watch a movie and have to write about it afterward. That was
the extent to their learning. It was a class designed for the academically
challenged and/or violently disruptive.
“Why the fuck didn’t we just stop at a fuckin’ store?” Bobble-bobble
“Did you see any stores on the way here?”
“No. But, I do know that we could’ve gone down Pennsylvania towards East
River. And there’s a whole shit load of stores and strip malls on that
motherfuckin’ road! Now isn’t there?”
“Yeah,” Mahdakis’s said, with his eyes staring up at the blue sky. “But I prefer
the Sunset Lane approach. It’s nice and scenic. You know?” Tony Ravioli did
not know. “It reminds me of home.”
“Alright, I’m outta here! Do you need a ride or what?”

“Nah. I’m right over the water,” Mahdakis said, pulling on Tony’s ankle
sleeve. “Now sit down!” Tony’s ass crashed down upon the hard rock surface
and they both sat on the huge rock overlooking Brandywine River. “This, my
friend, is The Rock. It’s as pretty a view as you’ll find around these parts and the
best part is, it’s ours. We all come here to think, get laid, get stoned--”
“Yeah, speaking of that!”
“Relax. You still got the joint?”
“It’s somewhere.”
“Fine then. Since it’s an emergency, we’ll use the Silver Bullet.” And with
that, Mahdakis pulled out a Bic lighter completely encased in a sterling silver
sheath with a turquoise arrowhead on the side. “The Silver Bullet, my friend….
Light her up.”
Tony Ravioli took the lighter in his hand and puzzled over it. “You had this
the whole fuckin’ time?”
“I never go anywhere without it.”
“So, what the hell were we doing driving all over God’s creation for? For two
hours?”
“You don’t expect me to use this, do you?”
“Yeah! Why the fuck not?” bobble-bobble-bobble
“Because, it’s special. It’s got very dear sentimental value to me.”
“Then why the hell do you carry it around?”
“Good luck.”
“Well guess what? It’s not workin’ very well is it?”
“Sure it is. We found a light, didn’t we?”
Tony was too dumbfounded and perplexed to give an answer of any sort. Who
the hell was this person he had befriended several hours ago and what was he up
to? More curious was, why the hell he befriended him in the first place. Tony
just wanted to go home and forget the day had ever happened.
Mahdakis suddenly broke the angry silence with hysterical laughter. “Ha-haha-ha! I’m just fuckin’ with you, man,” he said after thirty seconds of laughter.
“I knew nobody would be here. Ha-ha-ha-ha!” he said trailing off into further
demonic laughter. “And that lighter? I bought that for two dollars only a few
years ago at a fair up in The Mountains. Ha-ha-ha-ha! I mean, c’mon, how do
you think I lit my butt when we were at school? Ha-ha-ha!” There was even
more giggling as Mahdakis confessed. “I just wanted to see how crazy I could
make you. Man, you should see your face right now, brother. Ha-ha! Now that’s
funny! Oh! And you should’ve seen the look on your face after driving fifteen
miles into the woods. Ha-ha-ha-ha! Priceless!”
“All this is a fucking joke?”
“You betcha! But hey, listen dude, life’s a joke and it’s on us. So get used to it.
That’s how we are around here. We like to fuck with each other.”

“Great,” bobble-bobble-bobble. “That’s really hysterical, Mahdakis,” bobblebobble. “It’s really funny that you wasted all my gas, driving around for no
reason.”
“I paid for that gas, remember?”
“So, that makes it okay? My time’s a fuckin’ joke?”
“Sure does. Sure is,” Mahdakis said in a challenging tone. “Now, sit down
here and light up that bone and stop crying like a little girl. My God. Just trying
to have some fun with you.”
“Fine. Whatever.” Tony sat back down next to him. Mahdakis looked at him
and Tony looked back and said, “You have the joint. I gave it to you in the car,
remember?”
“Right,” said Mahdakis now, pointing to the cigarette pack in his breast
pocket. “I put it in there, with your cigarettes.”
“Impossible. I just opened this pack five minutes ago on the way down the
foot path.”
“Okay, so where’s the old pack?”
“I threw it out the window.”
*****
After much debating, the decision was made to walk up to Grandma’s Package
Store and settle for some good ’ol fashion booze.
West Bank Road was a dead end street. At the end of the dead end street, cars
parked and people would get out and walk about a quarter mile down a dirt
footpath through the woods, which lead to The Rock, where Mahdakis and Tony
Ravioli were now discussing their mutual girl troubles while coating their
stomachs with scotch and gin.
“So what’s up with that crazy, fucked-up bitch, Jezebel?”
“Long, boring and complicated story. There was actually someone before her I
loved more.”
“Let’s hear it. I got all night.”
“Okay then, here goes“Once upon a time, way back in time, back in the summer of eighty-four, there
was a boy named Mahdakis and a girl named Jezebel. Are ya with me so far?”
“Yes. So far I comprehend everything you just said.”
“Good. We’re off to a great start.”

*Jezebel Crowley*
She came to me with a serpent’s grin,
Hungry yet, for an Oscar win.
And, as it was my first real starting roll
I gave her all, my heart and soul.
-- Roger Daniels

Tattooed
was the second meeting. The meeting in which everyone had abandoned
I tJezebel
and Mahdakis at The Rock. Perhaps intentionally. Perhaps an honest

mistake. Did someone say destiny? Perhaps a little of that too.
Jezebel Crowley had come from a decent family with decent birth-givers. Her
male-birth-giver was taken away from her at the age of five. Cancer. Over the
years, Jezebel hardened herself towards the world in many ways yet, in other
ways, she was very giving. She always tried to encourage others (or maybe just
convince herself) that if we loved one another unconditionally, we could live in
a world of peaceful accord. She really didn’t believe this philosophy as much as
she wanted to believe in this philosophy.
She was a rebel with borrowed causes. Causes she believed in, far from short
of dying for, causes that she could only be bothered with for six-month
durations.
Due to her skeptic nature and distrust in humanity, she was not easily fooled
but oddly enough had a very soft and submissive side to her when it came to her
men. This, more than likely, was the result of being a male-birth-giverless
daughter.
When Mahdakis recited his poetry to her that night at The Rock, she was
astounded. She had convinced herself, in all of twenty minutes, that Mahdakis
was the one who would lead her over the next bridge of change. Whatever that
was. She also loved his ass.
They spent the whole summer being together at least once in the day.
Flirtatious gestures led to heavy petting. Heavy petting led to light make-out
sessions. And light make-out sessions led to……….well, nothing.
“What’s the deal? When are we going to do it?” her voice harboring more than
a hint of frustration.
Mahdakis knew she meant business this time. The ball had been in his court
long enough. She was running out of patience waiting for a return. He wanted to
make her happy no matter how nervous he was but he had his pride too.

Jezebel had been around the block only a little but she was older, more
sexually mature and would probably see through any of his nervous novice
excuses, like the one he let squeak out, “I don’t have a condom.”
“I don’t require one,” she said lying on the bed and blowing a puff of smoke
down towards his face. She put the cigarette out in an ashtray on a side table
without ever letting her eyes off of him, reached down, and with annoyance,
undid her zipper and peeled out of her blue jeans. “I shouldn’t have to do your
job.” She then pulled her panties from over her crotch to her left thigh and put as
much distance between her knees as she could without strain. “Eat it, then. Just
give me something.”
He did. She was delicious. Now what? He had serviced her for fifteen minutes
and she was smoking another cigarette, still looking down upon him with
disapproval. He decided it best to come clean. “Okay. I’m a virgin.”
She coughed. “Didn’t expect that; but I must say it is a pleasant surprise, kind
of. A nice boost for my ego.” Jezebel was shaking and visibly flustered but
oddly, pleasantly surprised. “Cupcake, you know what to do, right?”
“Yes Jez, I know what to do! I think…..I’m just asking you to be more patient
with me than normal. And let me know if I’m doing something wrong.”
“Okay,” she said, snuffing her cigarette. “You want it, take it. I’m all yours,
baby.” And as the words were spoken, he entered her and she wrapped her arms
around the back of his neck.
Mahdakis loved it. He loved her. He wanted to get married right then on the
spot and devote the rest of his life to her and her vagina.
(Sniff-sniff)…(sniff-sniff)
“Is everything alright?” asked Jezebel.
“I don’t know. It smells like Snowy’s bedroom in here?”
Things went well for the next few months and then the time came for Jezebel
to borrow a new personality. She was in the process of shedding the skin of a
leather-lace/psychedelic hard rock chick, for that of a balloon headed, worthless
gypsy vagabond and follower of the Thankfully Deceased. The Thankfully
Deceased was a well-respected band made of very talented individuals that had
been around for many years. They were a hippie-trippy, blues/rock/country band
that spawned from the San Francisco scene. But, of very little fault to the
members of the group, their following consisted of dirty homeless people with
no purpose but to take drugs and claim peace in the name of laziness. These
homeless people went to every show they could and made their drug money by
creating ugly little knick-knacks to sell at shows. Some bartered themselves or
their significant others for the drug money, but always in the name of free love,
as anything else would be insolent. In all fairness, this money was sometimes
spent on food too.

Jezebel’s latest transformation didn’t happen overnight, though. It was a
process that took a month or two with a little help from her best friend, and
authentic hippy, Violet-Basia Sinclair. Violet-Basia met Jezebel back in the fifth
grade after moving from South Norford, considered to be the poor end, to Old
Norford, one of the better ends. Mahdakis, who grew up with Violet-Basia in the
poor end, had moved back north to The Mountains during that time period.
During this most current personality transformation, Mahdakis was having a
tough time adjusting to Jezebel’s ‘free love towards all men’ way of life. Her
open affections towards these Thankfully Deceased vagabonds, that she would
often take into her home and let sleep over when Mahdakis wasn’t there, was
ripping his heart apart.
One night after walking into her bedroom and finding her there with another
man, lying on the bed fully clothed yet, petting each other and paying no
attention to his presence, he had a breakdown.
He stormed out of her house and marched home five miles on foot only to
storm into his own bedroom that he now shared with Pumpkinhead and kicked a
hole through his Fender Champ amplifier, then smashed his face into the
bathroom mirror three times. “Stupid! Stupid! Stupid!” Glass shattered
everywhere leaving him to bleed from several different spots on his forehead
and face.
“What the hell’s going on?” his female-birth-giver said, barging into the room
with concern. “Oh my God!”
“Don’t worry,” said Pumpkinhead, pushing her out the door. “Just let him be!
He’ll be alright.”
Mahdakis sat on the bedroom couch and bled all over himself while listening
to The Wall, an emotionally depressing but artistically genius recording by Pink
Floyd.

The next morning at school found many people asking about his wounds and
consoling Mahdakis. One of those people was Jezebel herself. They sat on the
concrete walk together with their backs up against the glass corridor, holding
hands.
“People just aren’t supposed to stay together exclusively for long periods of
time. It’s not natural, you know.”
“But screwing multiple partners is?”
“Yes. Have you ever watched Wild Kingdom?”
“That’s a cop out, Jez, just a way to avoid any emotional responsibilities,
whatsoever. I love you, and I want to take care of you more than anything or
anyone in the world.”
“What about your music? Don’t you think it’s time to pick that back up again?
And besides, how would you know that I’m the best in the world? You’ve only
been with me.”

“I had other girlfriends.”
“You know what I mean Mr. First-Timer. Not that I want to hear about it but,
don’t you want to experience other women before committing yourself to just
one? We have to experience other people to know what’s out there.”
“Maybe it’s you who needs to experience other people to fully appreciate what
you already got, here. Besides, if I try on a pair of pants, and they fit, and I look
good in them, why would I need to try on any others? It’s just unnecessary
confusion.”
“Excellent point. But maybe I can’t see what I have because what I have is
standing too close to me.”
“Am I smothering you, or something?”
“A little, cupcake. Just a little. We are only seventeen and eighteen years old
with nothing but our whole lives before us. I mean, you’re there in the morning
when I wake up, more or less, and you’re there in the afternoon, and you’re
there in the evening before bed. Now, I love you too, but that’s a heavy load for
a teenage girl.”
“You mean a teenage girl who wants to fuck other people.”
“Whatever! It’s about change! And growth! And finding those special growth
changes within other people! So, yes! Sometimes loving a different person is a
necessity to your own developmental growth!
“I don’t want to lose you as a friend. Ever. I would also like, in a perfect
world, to keep you as my main lover. You are the best. And, I know this all
sounds selfish but it’s not as though I’m actually screwing other guys; Hell, I’m
not even really looking. I just want to know that I have the freedom to do so if I
so choose.” She moved her lips closer to his ears. “I love your cock. It fits me
like a glove and I love the way you eat my pussy without having to be asked.
God in Heaven knows I don’t wanna give any of that up. You are the biggest
fish in my pond.”
“And you mine.”
“Yes, well, sometimes when you hold on to a fish too tight, it slips out of your
hands because it isn’t meant to be held that tight in the first place.”
“So, you’re asking me to step back a little?”
“A lot. Allow me the emotional and sometimes physical freedoms of a girl,
now a woman, my age should be allowed to indulge in. And of course, your
freedoms, which you may not yet understand. But I have faith you soon will,
unfortunately for me. But I’m willing to deal with that.”
“And by allocating this for each other, we can still be together?”
“Y-yeah….In a perfect world.”
“Well,” said Mahdakis, grabbing her arm and extending his neck out to kiss
her, “here’s to a perfect world.” They kissed for a moment and when they
stopped his eyes looked sheepishly at the ground and then somewhat shamefully
at her and said, “I’ll take it. Anything to keep you.”

Jezebel’s heart and mind were simultaneously blown away. She hadn’t
expected this sort of reaction from him. ‘He really does love me and is going to
swallow his pride in proving it. It made her want to take everything she just said
back, and start all over again. I really do want him to be with me. At least when I
want. And, by God, I’m getting my wish! But then again,’ she continued to
think, ‘there is the possibility, since the open arrangement is mutual, that he
could very well wander off and find somebody who is better than me, or worse,
some other wacky bitch who isn’t better than me but manipulative enough as to
coax him into her lair –‘For Better Or Worse’. These were unacceptable terms.
“Uh, tell you what, cupcake,” she said, playing coy with him, “I won’t bring any
men into my life sexually, if you just promise to give me a little more breathing
room. I swear to you. No other men. I promise.”
“Okay.”
“And…..Of course,” Jezebel was trying to get him to finish the sentence but he
wasn’t biting, “no other women for you. Agreed?”
“Agreed,” said Mahdakis giving her hand an insincere light touch. “But I still
owe you one.”
“Let’s not play that game.”
“Or is it two?” Mahdakis pulled his hand back. “More?”
“One it is,” she conceded and held out her hand for the silly handshake.
“Okay, two; agreed? Just don’t tell me about it, okay?”
“Done.”
“She unrolled a clear plastic bag with purple round dots in it. “You ever do
purple micro-dot?”
“What is it?”
“Mescaline.”
“No. Not yet anyway.”
“Well here,” she said, preparing to place two dots on his tongue. “A couple
that trips together, stays together.”
“It’s worth a try.”
“I promised Yogi and Violet that I’d wait for them after school but fuck ‘em.
Here put this on your tongue.”
“I’ll bet you say that to all the boys.”
“No. It’s usually the other way around.”
“Very funny.”
She snickered and said, “Now don’t swallow. Let it dissolve.”
“-kay”
Five minutes later, when classes were ending, Yogi and Violet-Basia
approached the two lovebirds and studied their faces for a moment. “Now,
……..you’re the last two people I thought I’d ever…….. see together. You’re
………trippin’ already,……….. aren’t you?”

Mahdakis and Jezebel started giggling uncontrollably and finally Jezebel said,
“Yeah, dude. We gotta get the fuck out of here too.”
“It’s only…………………..eleven-thirty. You wanna blow off………ourother classes?”
“We’re not gonna learn anything today,” said Mahdakis. “Might as well.”
“Violet, are you okay with that?” asked Jezebel.
Violet-Basia put her arms out to her sides like scales weighing invisible items
on her hands. “Education – free mescaline, education – free
mescaline…….Hmm. Free mescaline it is!”
“Yogi,” cried out a black girl, rapidly approaching them. “Do you still need a
ride after school?”
“Well Charlotte, this is……………………….after-school.”
“Oh,” said Charlotte, scrunching her face. “Do you need a ride now? I still
have a physics and a trig class left.”
“Damn. That’s too bad because Jezebel has free mescaline.”
“Mescaline?” her eyes lit up. “I love mesc.”
“Yes, well. I was planning on selling it to you guys, not giving it away!”
“If you give me just one, I’ll drive you guys anywhere you need to go.”
“Okay. Charlotte’s in,” said a stern Jezebel, now looking at, and focusing
everyone’s attention on Mahdakis, “And, he’s gonna put his dick in me later so
he’s all squared away. Now, what about you other two bums?”
“I’m………………….flat broke but ………………really-fun-to have
around.”
“I’ll be your best friend forever,” begged Violet-Basia.
“You already are, Violet.”
“So, this is already owed to me. Perfect.” Violet snatched the baggie out of
Jezebel’s hand. “Mesc everybody!”
“Hi, I’m Charlotte Cummings,” spoke a soft, nervous voice towards Mahdakis.
“I don’t believe we’ve met.” The girl held her chocolate colored hand out.
“I don’t think so either. They call me Mahdakis.” They shook hands long and
softly, studying one another’s body frame.
Mahdakis and Jezebel’s trip’s were beginning to accelerate just as everyone
else was merely getting off the finish line as they all unloaded out of Charlotte’s
BMW and into the parking lot of Southpoint Beach.
“Listen,” said Violet-Basia, “I’m having a dinner party at my boyfriends the
night before Thanksgiving. You’re all invited. Please, come.”
“I’ve got to be with Alexander’s family the whole week.” Alexander was
Charlotte’s long time boyfriend since the seventh grade. Because they had
grown up as the only two African-American kids in a very prosperous part of
Norford, and because they were opposite sexes and obviously well off, both
families assumed they would marry and start a family as soon as college was

done. There was never any disputing this arrangement from anyone over the
years, although Charlotte had hidden reservations of her own.
“Well that sucks. What about you two?” Violet-Basia looked at Jezebel and
Jezebel looked at Mahdakis who raised his eyebrows. “We’re in,” he said.
“I promised………………..to-take Rizzo………………out-to-the movies.”
“Take her to one of the theaters on Norford Avenue. That way, when it lets out
you can just pop on over. I’ll keep a plate warm for you.”
“That…………….would-be cool.”
The gang drove to the East River Mall where Yogi and Mahdakis were
escorted out by a security guard for trying on women’s clothes in the women’s
changing rooms.
Afterwards, Charlotte dropped everyone off at their homes starting with
Jezebel and Violet-Basia. This seemed an odd move, as she was a neighbor
within walking distance of both of them.
“I have to meet Alexander on the other end of town,” is how she justified her
route. Yogi was next and then Mahdakis, who, by then, had assumed the front
passengers seat.
“This is my place right here.”
“Oh,” Charlotte said, pretending to be surprised at its location. “I pass by here
every morning on the way to school. If you like, I could pick you up.”
“I’d be with my little brother. Is that alright?”
“Sure. No problem,” she said diabolically. No problem indeed as the thought
of just her and the two brothers alone excited her immensely. “So? Let’s say
around seven-thirty?”
“Perfect. I really appreciate it too. It’s very nice of you.”
“I think you’d be surprised how nice I can be.”
“Because you’re black?”
“No.” Charlotte couldn’t help but laugh a little. “I mean. Here, close the door.”
Mahdakis closed the door and looked at her quizzically. “What’s up?”
“Well,” said Charlotte, blushing, although, the color of her skin made it hard
to tell, “If I’m out of line, please stop me, slap me, or just tell me to shut up.
But.”
“But? But what?”
“Well, everyone knows your situation with Jez. At least the basics. You sort
of know that, right?”
“And?” said Mahdakis in an inpatient tone.
“And…..I’ve known her since childhood. So, I have no problem saying this.
She’s screwing you, Mahdakis. And she’s screwing you hard. I’m sorry. But,
she is. And everyone knows it. You deserve better and until today when I got a
chance to know you, I didn’t know that. I didn’t know how sweet and kind you
were. I mean you deserve at least…”

“At least what?”
Charlotte scribbled something on a piece of paper and handed it to him. It was
a phone number.
“Yours?”
“Just an alternative to a nervous breakdown, I guess.” She grabbed hold of his
wrist and gave him a kiss on the corner of his lips. “If you decide to do a little
screwing of your own, let me be the first to know.” Then another kiss hit him on
the other corner of his lips. “Deal?”
“Deal.”
*****
As a boy, Mahdakis remembered how well Violet-Basia’s mom could cook.
Well, if pattern baldness skips a generation then maybe good cooking does too.
Mahdakis wasn’t alone in this thought. Yogi McNugget, who was sitting to his
left, was still chewing his first mouthful. He leaned over and asked, “Have
you……….swallowed yet?”
“Nope,” said Mahdakis still chewing.
Everyone ate in silence, reverting back to that old adage of ‘If you can’t say
anything nice then don’t say anything at all’. They would find out later that the
goulash they were trying to chew was made out of possum instead of beef.
Violet-Basia was a big believer in using all of God’s resources. This resource
being one that her boyfriend had found in the road on the way back from his
school bus route. She had also tortured the bread by exposing it to a fivehundred-degree oven for a half an hour and made soup of the canned asparagus
by letting it steam on low for two hours. The salad was good. She really couldn’t
mess that up. A mushroom salad featuring only lettuce, mushrooms, shaved
almonds and dressing.
What the group didn’t know is that the mushrooms were of the narcotic nature
and not the sort you’d find in the grocery store. It didn’t take long for the
mushrooms to kick in and once they did, everyone thoroughly enjoyed dinner.
Mahdakis and Yogi even had seconds.
“This ………..is-the best goulash………….I’ve-ever-tasted.”
“Yeah,” agreed Rizzo, “and the bread has a nice crunch to it.”
“And it’s great for dipping in the asparagus bisque,” said Jezebel sardonically.
After dinner, they found themselves on the floor playing a Spin the Bottle
version of Truth or Dare. Jezebel spun the empty Boones Farm bottle and got
Yogi. “Truth or Dare?” she asked.
“Truth.”
“Okay. Who was your first?”

“I…….don’t have one…yet.” Everyone exchanged curious glances as Yogi
simply grinned and spun the bottle. He got Rizzo, who was still snickering at
him. “Okay, Rizzo! Truth or dare?”
“Oh, truth for sure.”
“How…far…..did-you-go with Mahdakis that night at the tree house?”
“He and I have never really done anything……yet.”
The remark, naturally, got a wicked glance from Jezebel. “What the fuck is
that supposed to mean, bitch!”
“Nothing,” said Rizzo, visibly frightened. “I was just trying to be funny.”
“Well a comedian you’re not, honey!”
“Jez, calm down” said Violet-Basia. “I mean, it’s not that big a deal.”
“Yeah really, she was ……………just trying to be funny.”
Mahdakis gave Rizzo an inviting sideways glance that earned him a slap in the
face. “Hey, cunt!” Mahdakis shouted as he grabbed Jezebel’s wrists and twisted
them.
“Ow! You’re hurting me!”
“Mahdakis!” yelled Yogi, grabbing him. “Stop it! And Jez shut the fuck up
already! Let’s all calm ………………..the fuck………….down.”
“I’m not liking the company here anymore.”
“C’mon, let’s all …..……smoke-a-bowl-and forget about it.”
“Oh, no smoking in the apartment. Sorry. You’ll have to go outside,” said
Violet-Basia. “It’s a drag, I know. Now, I’m going to go wash the dishes and
when I come back everybody better be playing nicely together.”
“Fine, let’s all go outside,” said Yogi, opening the door for Jezebel who
already had her jacket on. “You guys coming?”
“Nah,” said Rizzo. “I don’t want any.”
“I’ll be right down,” said Mahdakis unconvincingly.
“Okay, we’ll meet you……….in-the-post office yard.”
“I’m really sorry about that,” said Rizzo. “I wasn’t thinking, I guess.”
“So, make it up to me,” said Mahdakis, getting up and extending his hand out
to her. “Let’s go for a walk of our own. Rizzo grabbed his hand and walked all
the way down five flights of stairs, outside and down two blocks before she
realized that she was still holding it. She let it go suddenly and blushed. “I’m
sorry.”
“I’m not,” Mahdakis said, grabbing hold of her hand again. Rizzo smiled to
herself.
They reached a deserted parking lot behind a bank and sat down together,
drinking a half pint of brandy while leaning against a brick wall. “I always felt
like we never finished our date last year,” said Mahdakis.
“Yeah? Me too. I didn’t think you still remembered that night.”
“Are you kidding? I remember everything about the time with you. Especially
the way you kissed me in the car and let me touch you all the way home.”

“Oh, my God. Me too.” Rizzo blushed.
“If I remember correctly,” he said, bracing her chin in the palm of his hand
and clutching her tit with the other, “it was something like this.” They kissed in
ecstasy for a few minutes. Myra Rizaado secretly felt great about making out
with Jezebel’s man. She didn’t like her much to begin with. She was a twisted
bitch. Myra Rizaado was wondering what else she could do to spite Jezebel
Crowley when Mahdakis said, as if reading her mind, “Wanna give me a
blowjob?”
“I’ll try.”
“Well, trying’s all the fun, don’t you think?”
“I wouldn’t know. I’ve never given one.”
“Really?”
“Yeah. I’m sorry.”
“Not a problem,” Mahdakis said assuredly, “follow my lead.” He unzipped his
pants and pulled his already hard cock out in front of her face while gently
holding the back of her head. She looked up questionably at him and he said,
“Just put it in your mouth and suck on it like it was a piece of your favorite
candy.”
Rizzo went to work for a minute, stopped and asked, “Like that?”
“Sure why not? There is no wrong way, Myra. This is yours to enjoy. You eat
it the way you like.”
After five minutes of her scraping teeth, he pulled out and suggested politely,
“Tongue is much better. Try twirling it around as you go back and forth.”
“Like this?” she said with her mouth full.
“Ooh, yes, I love that.”
Somewhere in the very back of Mahdakis’s skeptical mind, he wondered about
the whereabouts of Yogi and Jezebel as he tried to enjoy Rizzo’s virgin mouth.
Myra Rizaado was no Jezebel, for sure. She was a true novice in that she had no
idea even to what the big deal with all of this was. Furthermore, she wondered
when would be a good time to stop. He looked so happy and she didn’t want to
disappoint him but how would she know when enough was enough? Then,
within seconds, the answer came. She was initially shocked and thought that
maybe he had accidentally peed. But she got her wits about her quickly and
carried on like a trooper. She cleaned him up with her tongue and looked at him
with uncertainty. “That was….cum, right? Not something else?”
“What? Yeah. What else would it be?”
“I was just…..nothing. It was…” Rizzo rolled her eyes towards the ground.
“Yummy. Thanks.”
“Anytime.”

*Charlotte Cummings*
Black Diamond

W

ith Charlotte, it never felt like cheating because it never felt like love. It
always felt like what it was supposed to be in the first place; an
overpowering, unadulterated hunger for flesh with a genuine sadistic regard
towards dignity that would spiral itself into an uncontrollable feeding frenzy of
self-respect and warm body fluids; otherwise known as hot, throbbing lust.
She never played hard to get and she would never make him pay his way to the
almighty pussy. Most of the time she was the one who would pay, if need be, as
she had quite the weekly allowance allotted to her. Even then, she knew to limit
it to the simplicities of a bottle of vodka, a joint or a slice of pie. She respected
his pride in and out of the bed. She was the All-American whore next door. She
was one thousand Penthouse Forum stories rolled into one rapturous pageturning novel. She was an unsuspecting, upper-class nymphomaniac who knew
how to scratch an itch.
Cheating on someone is taboo in itself, but with a black girl, it was just mindblowing to Mahdakis, who went to an all white public school in The Mountains.
Yet, even in the suburbs of Norford, Delaware, while they were decades
removed from the judgmental nineteen-fifties, interracial couples were still
another decade or two from being an everyday occurrence. For that matter, so
was the term African-American. This being said, Mahdakis took great pride in
his secret affair with his new black mistress. It made him look forward to
cheating on Jezebel, even when things were going good. Moreover, Jezebel
would not be the only one to fall victim to this affair, as Charlotte and Mahdakis
would carry it on for years to come.
It was a week before the Thanksgiving dinner at Violet-Basia’s and Mahdakis
had yet to get Charlotte’s proposal out of his head. ‘A girl who wants to have sex
with me for no other reason than to have sex! And a black girl at that. Wow!’
Mahdakis was intrigued with the black and white thing. He worked up all kinds
of sexual scenarios in his head about how it would be, how it would begin and,
how it would make him feel.
He obsessed so much over the thought for so many days that, by the time he
did get around to calling her, his mind was in a frenzy. He was terrified. ‘Maybe
she won’t like what I do, or not do! What if she just leans back and starts filing
her nails or something while I’m going at it? I saw that in a movie once……..
Do those people really screw for hours at a time? He thought of that Rolling

Stones song where Mick Jagger sings about black girls wanting to get fucked all
night. I can’t do that. And how about those brothers and their big cocks….
Jesus! What the hell am I competing against? What does she want with an
average white guy, anyway? Does she really know what she’s getting herself
into?’
The answer was this:
Like most girls, Charlotte was attracted to people who resembled her malebirth-giver. Her male-birth-giver was Caucasian, as was her mother.
Charlotte was a left-for-dead baby found in the dumpster of an alley-way by a
Caucasian electrical contractor, who was doing some renovation work at Wobby
Wang’s Delicatessen & Grocery on Flatbush Avenue in Brooklyn.
She was left there by a young live-in maid who was sucking up more than
carpet dirt for the master of a household up in Westchester whom she had first
met at a bar in mid-town where she was a cocktail server and he, a happy hour
regular. Over time, the ten percent tips inflated to fifty-dollar blowjobs and onehundred-dollar lays. The situation was perfect for both of them. She needed the
money and he needed the kind of sex that a white, suburban, ex-cheerleader
housewife raised in the fifties, could never fathom.
So, when his firm decided to transfer his upper management talents to their
new White Plains, New York office, closer to his home in Bedford, he
convinced his wife into hiring a live-in nanny (Charlotte’s female-birth-giver) so
that she, his loving wife, might be freer to socialize and spend money on
frivolous items. She went for it hook, line and sinker. He bought her a two-year
membership to the Larchmont Yacht Club, where she would spend the majority
of her time drinking with other boring ex-cheerleader housewives whose
husbands were also home banging the help.
But, when Charlotte’s original female-birth-giver got pregnant by him, and
with children of his own already, the master of the household could not risk the
slightest inkling of suspicion from his wife so he had to let her go. They were
both Christians and abortion was not yet a very popular or legal method.
She was sad and distraught and took to drugs. By the time Charlotte
Cummings was born, her female-birth-giver had become a full blown-out PCP
user and had spent her savings feeding the addiction. Raising a child was not in
her future anymore. Many things were no longer in her future.
Two years after the worker discovered Charlotte in the dumpster, child welfare
handed her over to a loving white couple in Old Norford, Delaware who could
not make sperm. They had once fought for peace and chanted “No Nukes”
outside the Capitol Building. They protested the Vietnam War by staging
peaceful sit-ins and going on basic-hygiene strikes. They grew their hair long,
played acoustic guitars badly and smoked an awful lot of dope in protest of the

establishment, before being persuaded by their very prosperous parents to start
living a straight life with a respectable career or suffer the consequences of no
more allowance and be written out of any future inheritance. (You see, poor
people never had the time to protest anything, as they had to work for a living.
So the rich people took it upon themselves to masquerade themselves as poorcommon-folk and rebel against the political money-taking machine that, they
themselves, would eventually serve and maintain for the rest of their lives.) So,
without further ado, they immediately cut their hair and found lucrative careers
in surgical nursing and in brokerage firms. The under-privileged were on their
own now.
They still felt the need, however, to stick it to their parents while proving to
the rest of the world what free-loving people they were, and that their silly little
protests were not all in the name of blind, rebellious youth. So they adopted a
black child in a feeble attempt to correct all of the white man’s sins towards the
black race. All was forgiven.
Charlotte Cummings was a thin, average looking, girl with coffee colored skin
and long curly black hair. She had an eye with a slight stigmatism, a crooked
jaw line, poor caked-on make-up, and very average, yet perky little breasts. She
had a perfectly heavenly ass on its own, but one that was most definitely meant
for someone else’s body frame. She wore conservative blouses and loose fitting
pants to conceal this package.
“So, is this the call I’ve been waiting for?” she teased him over the phone.
“I guess, I mean, you gave me this number. I thought maybe you’d want to
talk or something.”
“Something.”
“W-what’s that?”
“Nothing.”
“Oh, I thought you said something.”
“I did,” Charlotte egged on.
“What was it?”
“Something.”
“Something what?” Mahdakis could be fairly naive when it came to the games
of sex.
“Something.” Charlotte giggled. “Forget about it. What’s going on with you
and Jez, anyway?”
“What do you mean, going on? Nothing different is going on, really.”
“Okay, don’t get defensive, I just don’t want to say the wrong thing and have
you never talk to me again. I just need a clear perception of where your heart
lies with her so I know what I’m getting myself into.”
“Oh. W-well I l-love her, I guess. It’s just ….well, y-y-you know, right?”

“What I know is that you love someone who loves you back in very odd ways
and yet, you insist on staying in that screwed up relationship for whatever
reasons you have. Maybe you love her to high Heaven, maybe you need her
more than you want her or maybe you just want her because you need someone
like her. Whatever…. the reason, I don’t care. They’re your reasons and I can
completely understand your situation.”
“How so?”
“C’mon, you know Alexander a little bit, right?”
“Yeah, he seems nice.”
“He is! He’s very…..nice. But I’m not sure that nice is the only thing I need. I
mean, there’s a big world out there and a lot yet to experience.”
“Now you sound like Jez.”
“Well, hey, facts are, I’m probably doomed to marry Alexander after college,
and don’t get me wrong, that’s not entirely a bad thing, it’s just that, when you
think about it, I have about five or six good years left all to myself. So I don’t
know about you, but I’d like to make the most out of them.” Charlotte waited for
a response …… “Hello?”
“Yeah, I was just thinking. What exactly is ‘making the most out it’?” he was
playing stupid. He wanted to be absolutely certain that what she had in mind
was what he had in mind.
“I don’t know, Mahdakis, let’s consider Jezebel your main dish. Okay?”
“And she is.”
“Well, what compliments a good main course better than a great side dish?”
“A bottle of wine.”
“Okay. Fine. We’ll play it your way.” Charlotte was growing impatient. “Then
the question is,” she paused, “would you like to pop my cork after school
tomorrow?”
Mahdakis was delightfully shocked. Up until now, he had never talked to girls
who were this forward. Was there a catch? Maybe she was a burn victim or
perhaps she had a penis.
“You mean that in a figurative way, right? I mean, it wouldn’t be your first
time, would it?”
“No! My God! Alexander and I have sex all the time. You’re the one who
threw in the damn wine analogy! I was perfectly content being your side dish.”
“But then you would have had to say something like ‘Yeah? Wanna eat my
mashed potato after school tomorrow?’”
“Hmm, maybe you’re right. I think I would rather be a bottle of wine.”
“Or maybe we could be each others’ main dish and Jez and Alex could be our
mashed potatoes.”
Charlotte erupted in sinister laughter. “That’s too funny. I like the sounds of it,
though. Don’t you?”
“Yeah. So, I’ll just meet you after school?”

“Yes! That’d be awesome. Could we go to your place or …..is that…….”
“Sure. No problem. We’d have it all to ourselves.”
“Oh, my God. I can’t wait.”
*****
“I was thinking,” said Charlotte, on the way out of the school parking lot the
next afternoon. “I don’t want to be a bottle of wine or a side dish. I also want to
keep Alexander as my main course. So, I’m thinking that if this were to work
out, maybe I could be...”
“Desert!”
She grabbed the back of his neck and stroked his long hair. “Your bitch,” she
said matter-of-factly. “Alexander showers me with material gifts and treats me
like a queen. But sometimes a girl just wants to be treated like a dog,”
Mahdakis went from zero-to-sixty in fifteen seconds. His dick was hard.
Charlotte noticed it, grabbed it, and stroked it as she drove them back to his
place.
Charlotte motioned to the music playing on the stereo system. “I made this
tape for you last week.”
Mahdakis listened to the song that was playing. It was called ‘One Way or
Another (I’m gonna get you)’ and was sung by a female artist named Blondie.
“DO YOU LIKE IT?” Charlotte said, shouting over the music, still pumping
his cock.
“OH, GOD YEAH!”
“I MEAN THE MUSIC, SILLY.”
“YEAH. BLONDIE! WHERE ARE YOU GOING ANYWAY? MY HOUSE
IS UP THE ROAD A MILE OR TWO!”
“I WANT TO TAKE 95 AND THEN DOUBLE BACK.”
“WHY?
“YOU’LL SEE!” She hit the gas and cut a hard left onto the 5a entrance ramp
of I-95.
They were going over the Double M Bridge when Mahdakis yelled over the
music, “YOU’D BETER STOP DOING THAT OR YOU’RE GOING TO
HAVE A MESS ALL OVER YOUR NICE BEEMER!”
“WELL WE DON’T WANT THAT! ARE YOU READY TO COME?”
“RIGHT NOW!”
“HOLD THE WHEEL!” Charlotte’s body vanished out of windshields sight as
her mouth engulfed him in the nick of time. Mahdakis grabbed the wheel and
began to erupt as they sped up I-95. Charlotte continued to work the gas, her
face buried in his lap.
Mahdakis finished just as they were approaching their exit. “SLOW DOWN!
WE’RE ALMOST AT EXIT SEVEN!” he yelled in a panic.

Charlotte waited until she got it all down and then pulled her head up calmly,
just in time to grab the wheel and drive them safely off the highway.
She turned down the music, gave him a sideways smile, and said, “You still
wish we had taken the other way?”
His thoughts were racing with his heart. He barely comprehended what she
said and then, when he did, he didn’t know how to respond. This girl is fucking
nuts! “We just beat death, you know.”
“For now,” she giggled playfully.
“Sorry about that,” Mahdakis said. “I know you wanted me to save some of
that for when we got to my place but…”
“But what? You won’t be able to get it up again? I think not.”
“Well, maybe.”
“Maybe - nothing. Trust me on this one. You’ll get it up if I have to suck you
off for an hour. And I will, you know. Besides, white-boy,” she confessed
playfully, “I wanted to see your package before we got to your place. It’s only
fair.”
“Well, I haven’t seen anything of yours yet, Charlotte.”
“Don’t worry, you will. But that isn’t the point. The point is, you already have
a pretty good idea what it all looks like.”
“Well, I’ve never been with a black girl before so, no I don’t. Not really.”
“Well I hope you like it. But at least you know that I don’t have huge tits and
make up for it in my ass. There’s no hiding that. I mean, you guys get off Scottfree all the time and it’s not fair! There is no rhyme or reason to the size of a
man’s penis. Take you for instance; you’re what, five-seven?’
“Eight.”
“Okay, eight. Still, somewhat short. And your fingers are short and thick too.
But your cock is no reflection of any of that, I’m happy to say.”
“I’m happy to hear.”
“But on other men, it does,” she continued. “Then there’s Jocko-Sporto, all
beef-caked out with muscles bulging everywhere and a nice pretty face, but his
dick is the size of my thumb! I mean, c’mon. That’s false advertising. What am I
supposed to do with that?”
“What if my dick was small?”
“I’d have given you the hand job only and let you go all over yourself and then
made up an excuse not to go back to your place and probably never seen you
this way again.”
“Oh that’s nice. What’s a guy supposed to think when you go and do
something like that, huh?”
“He’s supposed to think that I didn’t like the looks of his dick,” she said,
shooting him another sly sideways glance.
*****

The sex was just that. Sex. It was wonderful because it was just what he had
imagined, hoped and anticipated it would be and it was predictably average
because it was what he had always imagined, hoped and anticipated sex would
be like in his alone-moments. It was masturbation with a live person. The
feeling was mutual and Charlotte was the ‘come inside and leave your condoms
at the door’ kind-a-gal.
Afterwards, there was never any spooning or sappy pillow talk or any gestures
of gratitude. The gratitude being expressed, already, in various selfless acts, it
was understood. What there was, were polite “See you tomorrow(s).” and “Take
care(s)” and “Don’t forget this.” and “Say hello to Alex (or Jez) for me(s).” As
odd as it may seem, there was never a vindictive or sarcastic tone implied. They
really did like the others’ ‘other half’.
Rules were established in rapid accord. One rule was that the sappy pillow talk
and spooning was reserved for Jezebel and Alexander, the people they loved
dearly. There was no lip kissing other than when applied, only, as a basic
fundamental first move. Another rule was to stay focused on the main objective
at hand, a couple of jarring orgasms delivered as quickly and as easily as
possible. Making a day out of it would be a form of lovemaking and that was not
what either of them wanted from each other. They had Alexander and Jezebel
for such intimacies. Of course, the most important rule, which was laid out
clearly by the both of them, was that they were to tell no one of their adventures
together; not even if using a false identity, no matter what. A lot was at stake for
Charlotte, in particular.
She was really quite stunning in the buff. Maybe what made her stunning to
him was her natural obedience in her eagerness to please.
At one submissive moment, during some role reversal, his eyes were wide
open with inconceivable adoration as he soaked in the beauty of this new
interracial experience. After their third, fourth or fifth time, however, the beauty
of a black woman became the beauty of a woman. The color of the skin was
irrelevant except when they wanted to make it relevant with some 1800’s roll
playing, usually instigated by Charlotte, herself.
They were each other’s secret love. Nothing more. And although they shared
many deep secrets and conversations, those conversations were only
preliminaries to the sex that was at hand. Fact is, they were barely friends
outside of the bedroom.
They never planned a tryst too far in advance either. Sometimes the night or
day before, but that was it. For the most part, it was spontaneous. After all, to
plan a tryst would really be an act of betrayal to their respective counterparts, as
opposed to a random, natural act of uncontrollable, hot throbbing lust, which,
according to Jezebel, was a very common and acceptable occurrence in the
animal kingdom. Jezebel was usually right.

*Yogi McNugget*
Call Me The Breeze

W

hen Mahdakis wasn’t busy ducking around town with Charlotte, he busied
himself over the whereabouts of Jezebel. He had grown suspicious over
the weeks of her sporadic absences and frequent vanishing acts. He was sure that
she was sleeping around. He was also a little worried about Jezebel finding out
about Charlotte. He was an obsessed, paranoid stalker and he knew it. But, he
also knew if he persisted relentlessly that he would eventually catch her in some
unscrupulous act. And of course, if you pray for rain long enough, it will
eventually rain. And rain, it did.
He could’ve chosen not to bother himself over an untrustworthy girlfriend and
simply let her go, but it seemed more satisfying to him to squander away time
pursuing her trail night after night, waiting for her to slip up so he could jump
out from behind a bush, point an accusing finger and say, ‘AH-HA! I KNEW IT!’
So follower her, he did, except of course, the nights he had himself deep inside
any of Charlotte’s cavity’s.
Tonight was not one of those nights.
It was a weeknight and, when she arrived home around midnight, he was
sitting on her front steps waiting for her. “I thought you said you were going
over to Violet’s,” Mahdakis said, as he tried to get her to look at him. “Huh?” he
persisted, “What’s up with that?” He could see that she had done something
wrong as she was keeping her eyes off him. His voice got louder, “I ran into her
and she said she hasn’t talked to you for days.”
“Well, that’s bullshit,” said Jezebel very wearily. She had been up all day and
had no fight left inside of her to deal with his jealousy right now. She just
wanted him to go away. At least for now. “I talked to her today.”
“About what?”
Jezebel had reached her wits end. She was furious. First at Violet for not
covering her ass when she had asked her specifically to do so, and secondly at
this asshole in front of her who thought he owned her. She snuffed her cigarette

out on the ground. “What the fuck business is it of yours? What she and I talk
about, or what anyone and I talk about is none of your fuckin’ business, unless I
make it your business! So why don’t you just get the fuck off my back before I
smack you silly!”
She was walking towards the stairs of the house, which he was blocking,
trying to get by him when he grabbed her shoulder and spun her body around to
face him. “Well, then why did you lie? Where the fuck were you?”
She got nose to nose with him, stared him right in the eye, and said slowly, “I
…….was with …………Yogi.”
“Doing what?”
“What boys and girls do, asshole. Fucking each other. It’s what I do lately to
release the stress and burdens of an emotionally smothering boyfriend. I’d say
I’m sorry, but I’m not. I can’t handle your insecurities anymore. Just put up or
shut up and get the fuck out, once and for all.” She put her hands on her hips. “A
woman likes to get a nice lay once in a while without all the extra committal
bullshit that you’re so obsessed with putting me through! Well, I’ve jumped
through my last hoop for you, dearie! I love you and I always will. But, I don’t
want to live my life in a prison tower just to appease your overly possessive
nature! I am a free woman! A person who wants to experience all that I can
before I die. Ya wanna come along for the ride? Fine. Would love to have ya.
“Now, if you weren’t tailing me like a fucking private eye, we’d both be lying
in our beds right now with sugar plum fairies dancing in our heads. But instead,
you turn this stalking insanity into some sort of sick sport. Well, my dear, you
win. You win. Now what?”
She never saw his open hand coming and she fell to her knees, dazed in pain
with the left side of her face red and bruised, and as she watched him walk
away, she lowered her head and uttered softly, “Coward.”
*****
That weekend, Mahdakis and Pumpkinhead decided to throw a party at the
house since their female-birth-giver and her male companion were vacationing
in Florida. The party was massive and filled with Jezebel haters. None of which
knew of her latest act of betrayal. They just hated her because she had become
so annoying and pathetic, as of late. Her personality change wasn’t going to
allow her to keep the same old friends and she was figuring it out the hard way.
The idea of the party was cooked up by Pumpkinhead’s new friend, Floyd
Baxter. Floyd Baxter was well known and well liked, as was Mahdakis. So,
between the two of them advertising, sixty people showed up and Mahdakis
found himself hiding out up in his birth-givers’ room with Violet-Basia, who
was playing the double agent for Jezebel. The lights were extremely dim for
some reason.

“She’s sad that she wasn’t invited, you know.”
“What the fuck’s wrong with you, Violet?”
“I know. But, she really does love you. She always talks about you when
you’re not there. Even when we were out with Yogi.”
“You were there? You knew?”
“Everyone knew.”
“What?!”
“Well, they suspected, anyway.”
“Who, Violet? Who?”
“I don’t know. Like Snowy, Pock, Dakota. But, I’m the best friend so I know
everything for sure without a second guess.”
“Great.”
“Hey, I’m sorry.” Violet-Basia giggled. “If it makes you feel better, she told
me Yogi’s got a small dick. Or, was it that you had a big one? I forget, but you
get the idea.”
“Listen dude, I love her too. I just can’t deal with this. I mean, what the fuck?”
“Yeah, I know, but if you really love her then maybe you should give her the
time and the space she needs right now. She’ll come back around eventually.
Mark my words. And then you’ll both be together again. You, Jez and your big
dick!” Violet-Basia laughed, amusing herself. “Better than ever. But in the
meantime……” Violet-Basia pulled her left arm up and out of her shirt collar,
rolled over on her side and let her left breast fall out for his enjoyment. “But,
when the cat is away…..the mice will play….Mmm,” she purred. “This is a nice
waterbed. Wanna give me a check up, like old times?”
She rolled on her back with her knees wide apart pointed towards the ceiling.
Mahdakis appreciated her offer and tried to soak it in with pleasure as he rubbed
her leg, but began to feel those regretful feelings of failure and opportunities lost
forever. Somewhere in his cerebral vortex, the anger of defeat raced through his
blood as he flashed back two years.
It was summer in The Mountains. He and Heather had been at the beach all
day attempting to kiss underwater. Afterwards, she drove him back home. When
they got there, they discovered his birth-giver had left for the evening. Heather
found his waterbed and jumped on it wearing only a slight, white, still wet
bathing suit that left nothing to the imagination. After a moment, she lay on her
back going through the motions of making a snow-angel. She was stunning.
Irish to the core; to say she was the prettiest girl in school would be unfair as
Mahdakis believed her to be the prettiest woman he had ever known and thought
she looked absolutely delectable lying there with her strawberry-blonde hair
curling down past her freckled shoulders. Her steel-blue eyes beckoning him.
She wanted him to take her. She knew not of sex yet, but was ready for a lesson.

Unfortunately for them both, he wasn’t. Mahdakis didn’t know how to make the
moves, even when given a flashing green light.
The thing was this:
When Mahdakis used to visit Delaware, he’d hang out with his older brother,
Skeeter. Skeeter was gay but had many girlfriends. Fag-hags, as they were so
politely called. They were not gay, at least not all of the time. These were the
women who taught Mahdakis a thing or two about sex, whether he wanted to
learn or not. He was eleven or twelve when it started and they were seventeen or
eighteen. Today’s kids would probably call it abuse and the law would have
them busted on statutory rape charges. But back then, it was simply considered a
‘rite of passage’.
Whenever Skeeter left the room to take a shower, and he took a lot of them,
the girls would give Mahdakis oral sex or make him give it to them. Sometimes
both at the same time. There was never any intercourse, however, due to the
amount of time allotted before Skeeter would return from scrubbing the dirt off
his body. Despite that, it was quite a treat for Mahdakis who couldn’t get any
action in The Mountains because the girls were mostly afraid of him and/or they
thought he was ugly. The one’s who weren’t afraid of him were his best friends
and they wanted to keep it that way. Or at least that was their excuse.
Regardless, the one thing that was instilled into him during these molestations
was that, when a woman wants to have sex with you, she’ll be the aggressor.
This, of course, is not true. But, it shaped his sexuality for the rest of his life. For
good or bad. He would be thankful later.
He was not thankful now, however; Staring at Heather Baker, his first real
heart throb, watching her writhe and moan on the waterbed in mocking ecstasy;
and him, not knowing what to do for fear of upsetting her. So he did what he
always did when he was nervous, he put on some heavy metal music in which to
lose himself. She listened patiently, but when she realized that he wasn’t going
to be coming around, she told him that she had to get the car home soon. It
wasn’t a lie. She did. But the time wasted on the music would have allowed a
quick first time for the both of them.
So, what if he had taken her then? Would he then, not be so obsessed with
Jezebel? Heather would have been the one to take his virginity, and he hers. He
may have found happiness with her in The Mountains. Or, maybe he wouldn’t
have all the nice thoughts about her that he still did. Then again, he may have
never run away from home. He might still be with Heather and not some fuckedup, whacked out bitch. If only he had made that connection. If only he had been
more dominating and sure of himself. Damn those wicked Fag-Hags for fucking
up his sexuality. Why did his birth-givers get divorced? Why were they ever
married in the first place? Was this a joke? Damn them all to Hell. What
if………

CRASH!!!
“Oh my God.” Violet-Basia said panic-stricken, pulling her shirt up.
“What the fuck was that?” Mahdakis yelled out the door.
Pumpkinhead came running through the door. “Dude! You gotta help me get
these people out of here now! They’re starting to break shit, man! This is not
cool.”
“Alright, let’s go!”
They ran down to the first tier of the carpeted staircase where everyone could
see and hear them. Mahdakis was wielding an antique style knife in the air that
he had pulled out from his boot and yelling at the top of his lungs, “GET THE
FUCK OUT OF MY HOUSE OR I’M GONNA START SLICING A FEW OF
YOU MOTHER-FUCKERS UP INTO PIECES!.....NOW!!”
It was very effective, as most people thought Mahdakis to be some sort of
crazed would-be killer anyway. A lot of it had to do with his insane look; not the
least of which being his reddish beard, which he had let grow in, his black
sideburns, and his brown mustache. Mahdakis was able to turn on and off his
fake insanity with the flick of a switch and scare them off, usually. Close friends
like Cannoli Spitzer knew better but still wondered about his overall intentions.
Most everyone was out the door before Mahdakis and Pumpkinhead made it to
the ground floor. At the same moment he reached the bottom stair, Mahdakis
grabbed Yogi, who was walking by him. “Where are you goin’?”
“Well, you want us to…………..leave, right?” said Yogi putting on his tan
leather jacket.
“Yeah. You got any other plans right now?”
“Not really.” Yogi was nervous because he had spoken with Jezebel earlier
and he almost decided not to show up. He also wasn’t sure what Mahdakis
meant by ‘Where you goin?’ “I was just gonna ………probably…..go-home-I
suppose.”
“Listen,” said Mahdakis, extending an apparent olive branch. “I got a bottle of
scotch. You wanna split it?”
“Let’s ……..go.”
Mahdakis grabbed his sleeveless jean jacket and left with Yogi.
Yogi and Mahdakis climbed a small embankment, toting their scotch bottle,
and were able to leap from it and onto the roof of an abandon garage, where they
sat for three hours drinking, talking and patching things up. Bottom line, Jezebel
was a whore. No one should be friends with her. It was unanimous.
“You know………….I know it sounds mundane…….but I really am
…….sorry. It’s-just ………..That-when … a girl offers you something, it’s
……..very-hard-to say no or think of other people’s feelings, …….like yours. I
mean, she wanted to suck me off. What am ..I ….to say?”

“How about, no, or ‘what about Mahdakis’?”
“Well, yeah……hind site’s always twenty-twenty. But, I don’t know ……..I
mean, you get all….. crazy-inside. Besides, she has this fucked up notion that
you’re screwing around with someone.”
“You know she told Violet that you have a small dick.”
“Oh really?”
“Yep.”
“Well I guess your girlfriend likes small dick, then.”
“Or a change of pace.” They laughed for a moment and slapped each other’s
hands. Mahdakis gave thought for a moment. “She’s not my girlfriend anymore,
dude.”
“No?”
“Nah, I mean, it’s you this time. Who is it next? You aren’t the one who is
supposed to be faithful to me. We aren’t the ones in love. She and I are.
Supposedly. She wants to have her cake and eat it too. Well, not this time. If she
wants to whore around then go ahead. Don’t be involved with someone and
whore around. Besides,” Mahdakis paused and considered Yogi, “what do you
think of Myra?”
“Who?”
“Rizzo.”
“Dude. She……..is cool! I would love …………to-see-you guys together. I
think
that
……………….would-be-the
match!”
“Are you serious? Or are you just trying to get me to lay off Jezebel, so she can
become available to you?”
“Well, a little of both, ha-ha. …………Not!” Yogi took a swig and gave
Mahdakis some thought. “You know that Jezebel and I go way back to
kindergarten, right?”
“I do now. What is that supposed to mean, though? You have a right to fuck
her whenever you want?”
“No, not at all. And I have no……..intention ………to-fuck-her ever again,”
Yogi lied. “Small…..dick? C’mon! And, I’m not trying to excuse my actions
but, there was the curiosity factor and ……..well, how do I say this without
starting a fight? Well, hey, you remember the question she asked me when we
were playing truth or dare at Violet’s dinner party, right?”
“No. not really. I remember other things. Not that.”
“Hmm. Well, all right, forget it then. I’m just glad we got a chance to clear this
all up.” Yogi extended his hand to Mahdakis. They did the secret handshake and
patted each other on the back. The two walked off in separate directions leaving
the killed bottle of J&B in the gutter of the garage roof.
Yogi was glad to have Mahdakis for a friend and he felt more like a man for
having sat down face to face with him and tackling the situation. He felt that this
entire incident had bonded them closer. He was indeed, a true friend.

Yogi had many thoughts on the two-mile walk home, with his snakeskin
cowboy boots clankety-clanking on the sidewalk as he moved briskly across the
bridge that connects Little Italy to East Norford; One brief thought was that he
couldn’t wait to get his 1974 Volkswagen Beetle out of the shop. ‘This walking
shit sucks.’ He also realized just how screwed-up Jezebel was right now, ‘The
idea that she mess around ……..with someone’s heart….. in that manner. Until I
had had this talk with Mahdakis, I hadn’t realized the depth of his relationship
…… with-Jez. Jesus, he loves her. From the outside it looks like all ……fun-andgames. But the truth of the matter is……they…… are both very much in love
with each other and just ………weathering a bad time right now. She knew I
would say ‘yes’ So, she used me …as a crutch to help her through a lonely time,
and then disrespects ……me-in-front of Violet ……by telling her…… I have a
small one? Nice. I don’t think I’ll be …seeing her any time soon………
‘Ahh…What…… a-beautiful-night.’
*****
So you could imagine Yogi’s surprise when Mahdakis jumped out of a tree
and landed on his back the following Monday morning before school. Yogi
hadn’t time to figure out what had happened before Mahdakis got his only two
punches in, both at Yogi’s head.
“What the fuck, man!”
“Fuck with my girl, huh? Think it’s funny now, asshole!” Mahdakis swung
again but missed and hit the pavement as Yogi rolled to his side and got up. He
grabbed Mahdakis in a headlock and punched him in the chest. “Your
girlfriend’s the slut, asshole. Deal with it!” Then he kneed Mahdakis in the
stomach.
“Fuck you, cocksucker!” The real fight was over as the wrestling and rolling
around continued for another five minutes. It was one of those fights that friends
have when they don’t throw too many punches and, when they do, they’re not as
hard as they could be. They just sort of push one another, and then hold each
other tightly as they roll around and around. From a distance, with no audio, it
looked like an over-the-top public display of affection by two homosexuals.
A big crowd had gathered around by this point, as they were wrestling in the
school bus parking lanes. There were at least six busses with nowhere to park
yet, causing a major back up that lead out a half mile to the main road.
They eventually got up and were immediately pulled away from each other by
a teacher and a principal. Mahdakis gave Yogi one of his evil stares and
threatened, “This isn’t over, lover-boy!”
“Yeah, well it’s gonna take more than a stupid stare to knock me out. So,
you’d better be ready to put your money………..” his romper-room teacher
grabbed him before he could finish.”

“Don’t worry about that, muffin, I’ll be ready!”
Mahdakis and Yogi started to serve a two-week in-school suspension that day.
It was a little room with about ten people in it. Most of the faces changed every
day except for the two of them.
On the first day, the day of the fight, Mahdakis was sitting behind Yogi. He
whispered, “So where do you want to finish this, dude?”
Yogi contemplated. “The Rock?” Yogi whispered back, half turning around.
“I don’t know man, someone could get hurt, don’t you think?”
“Hmm. Yeah, you’re right…………..I know………..how about …..the falls?”
“Where’s that?”
“Greenville.”
“Oh, out past Pock’s and Dakota’s?”
“Yeah.”
“That’s a little far to walk, ya know.”
“Well, I could pick you up.”
“Hmm? Alright.”
“You’ll like it. The falls is real pretty this time of year. Maybe we could go for
a swim afterwards if the water isn’t still to cold.”
“Sounds like a plan,” Mahdakis continued to whisper. “How about
tomorrow?”
“Sure. No, wait……I have to go to my nephew’s communion. What about the
day after?”
“Mm. I promised Pumpkinhead I’d be his sparring partner. He’s studying
Kung-Fu.”
“Yeah, I heard he’s taking classes to be a super-hero or something. Is that
right?”
“More or less.”
“That’s good. We need some of them.”
“Oh, and Thursday is out because I have to work at the Hardware store.”
“Yep, me too. I gotta get my car out of the shop also.”
“Battery or something, right?”
“Alternator.”
“Mm. So, Friday?”
“Well……..I don’t know. Were you still planning to go to Pock’s and
Dakota’s Friday night and hang out?”
“Yeah.”
“Well me too. But,…… I don’t wanna ruin a good high ……..with a bad fight,
on a Friday night. Ya know? I’d rather just be mellow and ………….catch a
nice buzz.”
“Okay yeah, that makes sense. Do you work on the weekends?”
“No. How about Saturday?”

“That’s perfect. Say, four o’clock?”
“Let’s make it three and I’ll pick you up at two. That way, we can grab a bite
first.”
“Alright. See you then.”
“Yeah, well, I’ll see you at the party Friday night to confirm.”
“Cool,” said Mahdakis, as he went back to his writing.
His writing was a poem about Jezebel, and how confused and embarrassed she
had made him feel. He didn’t want to have to fight Yogi but it ached at him all
weekend. After he and Yogi had gone their separate ways that night on the roof,
all Mahdakis could think about was Violet-Basia saying, “Everyone knew.” It
echoed in his head all weekend long. “Everyone knew.” “Everyone knew.” He
began to see the faces of all his friends laughing at him hysterically. “Everyone
knew.” “Everyone knew.” He even had a nightmare in which Jezebel tied him to
a chair and gagged his mouth with a sperm-soaked bandana as she proceeded to
fuck all of his friend’s one by one, right in front of him. They took turns
violating her in any manner they chose. Then, when the last friend had finished,
she walked over to Mahdakis, removed the bandana, and shoved her drenched,
beat-up, fouled puss in his mouth and laughed hysterically, “Everyone knows.”
she said. “Everyone knows.” “Everyone knows.” “Everyone knows.”
After a few days, he was starting to cool down and get his senses about him.
This wouldn’t be good if he wanted to win the fight on Saturday against Yogi.
So he prepped himself in being angry by writing romantic songs for jezebel and
forcing himself to fall in love with her all over again. It half worked. He began
to fall in love with her all over again but he wasn’t feeling any animosity
towards Yogi.
Meanwhile………………

*Boodles DiNero*
Money for Nothing

T

iming is everything and no one learned that lesson like Boodles DiNero did
on the Monday morning of the fight.

Boodles knew Rizzo got paid on Fridays from the church that she worked for.
Boodles also knew that she couldn’t cash the check until Saturday morning, the
Saturday morning before the party at Mahdakis’s and Pumpkinhead’s, to be
specific. As well, Boodles knew that Rizzo had a bad habit of spending her
money all at once. So in order to intercept that, she offered Pablo él Dente and
Mahdakis a bag of weed for a bottle of Rizzo’s favorite poison. A bag of weed
that she knew very well would be shared with her on Saturday, anyway. Boodles
would also treat her to some pizza before the party at Cardigans Deli &
Catering. Cardigans ran a lunch special on Saturday’s until three o’clock, - Buy
Two Slices and Get Two Free – (with the purchase of a 2-liter coke).
“So were you able to get your check cashed?” Boodles said wide-eyed and
chewing away at her slice at a corner table in the deli.
“Uh, yeah,” replied Rizzo suspiciously. “Why?”
“I don’t know. No reason.”
“Uh-huh.” Rizzo paused to study her. “You don’t have any money for tonight,
do you Boodles?”
“Oh, I have plenty. But I won’t need it. Neither will you, actually. Pablo and
Mahdakis are going to pick everything up. I think they wanna get in our pants or
something.” Boodles giggled.
“Uh-huh. And which one do you want?”
“Yuck! Neither one. Mahdakis, if I had to, but I’ll be with Some Old Dude
tonight so it doesn’t really matter.”
“So then, why do you think they want to get in to our pants?”
“I don’t know, it’s just the way they look at me. And you too!”
“Uh-huh.”
“Especially Mahdakis.”
“Mahdakis likes to fantasize about all of us, I think. Did you know he has a
crush on Cannoli?”
“So much for my self-esteem. Oh, shit. You know what I forgot?”
“Do tell.”
“You mix Coke with your Jack, right?”
“Yeah, usually.”
“Damn it. I forgot to tell Pablo to get that.” Boodles looked around hopelessly
and then focused predictably on the beverage cooler. “Oh look. Coke!”
“Don’t worry, Boodles. We can get it somewhere else cheaper.”
“No, no, no. Let’s just get it while we’re here,” Boodles said, holding out her
hand. “Give me a couple of bucks. I’ll pay for it now since I have to pay for the
Pizza anyway.”
“You’re paying for this?”
“Sure,” said Boodles taking the cash, “what kind of a friend do you think I
am?”

The idea, Phase I, was to make sure that Rizzo had enough cash on Sunday to
pay off the bet she was sure to lose. Phase II meant Boodles getting laid on
Saturday night in order to win the bet.
There was no reason for Boodles to have settled for Some Old Dude. She
wasn’t desperate or that ugly by any means. She had nice slender features with
full breasts and an extremely round, voluptuous ass that always seemed to be
winking at you. Facially, however, her black eyes were crisscrossed to a
disturbing degree and her crooked teeth took up a great portion of her white face
when she smiled, and she smiled a lot. But her long, black, silky hair helped
make up for those shortcomings. She was a bright, outgoing, aspiring accountant
who was one hundred percent Spanish-Catholic; or so her immediate ancestor’s
wanted everyone to believe. The fact was, her birth-giver’s birth-givers were
right off the boat from Córdoba, which is home to the most famous Jewish
quarter in all of Spain, and while their story could be absolutely true, to know
Boodles, one would have to wonder if maybe someone in her lineage didn’t give
in for the taste of some kosher Hebrew sausage at one point or another.
One of the few times Boodles DiNero did not smile was the night of the party
after Mahdakis threw everybody out and she and Some Old Dude took a ride
and parked behind the Sears Shopping Center. Once there, Some Old Dude
proceeded to lead her out of the car and down the alley to a dumpster behind the
Happy Family Chinese Restaurant where he subserviently pulled down her
green corduroy pants and tossed them behind him. He then stuffed her panties in
his pocket. “I’m keeping these for a souvenir,” he said with a pirate’s grin, and
then proceeded to prop her gently atop the overflowing garbage and
immediately commence the deflowering process. The weight of their bodies
sank them further and further towards the bottom of the dumpster with each
thrust. This proved to be a good thing as the kitchen help wouldn’t see their
naked bodies when they came to toss out the bags of garbage, which landed on
top of them. Her pants were never recovered, however. Maybe one of the
kitchen staff found them and brought them inside or perhaps they were tossed
too far into the woods. Either way, Some Old Dude was forced to relinquish the
souvenir, as Boodles needed something to wear for the ride.
The ride home was eerily quiet. Boodles, so wrapped up in winning the bet on
that particular night, gave no thought to her own self-respect and dignity until it
was all over. Too late. Not until she got home and looked in the mirror and
discovered Lo-Mein noodles stuck to the backs of her thighs and chunks of
broccoli in her hair, did she realize the injustice that she had just done herself.
The top of her ass crack was stinging from remnants of hot mustard. She wiped
some egg drop soup off her toes with her semen & blood soaked panties, threw
them in the garbage then took a thirty-minute shower where she had a good cry.
She never saw Some Old Dude again.

The silver lining was that Boodles was now one-hundred dollars wealthier.
So, would Boodles then take her life-long friend out to lunch or on a small
shopping spree? No. Boodles DiNero would squirrel away the money for a rainy
day.
Coincidentally, that rainy day came the very next day when Mahdakis leapt
out of the tree.
When she learned that Mahdakis and Yogi were going to have a re-match,
Boodles saw an opportunity to turn that money around quickly.
She read an ad in the local paper from a specialty print company that was
offering customized T-shirts and sweat shirts at cut rates for a limited time. The
deal was 100 T-shirts for $300 or 100 sweatshirts for $500. Boodles opted for
the T-shirts and during the last half of the day on Monday, in her romper-room
class, designed a caricature of Mahdakis and Yogi in a boxing ring, both
throwing punches at each other’s heads with their mouths bleeding and faces
bruised. The caption on top read Mahdakis/McNugget - then on the bottom - A
Fight For The Ages! - with an exaggerated facial caricature of each of them in
the center, that she drew up during Romper Room class. She gave it to the
printer who silk-screened it on the front of the shirts.
Boodles put the one hundred dollars down as a deposit and sold the T-shirts in
advance during school hours at ten dollars apiece. She sold twenty in no time
and used that to pay off the printer. He would have them ready for Friday night.
She managed to pre-sell fifty-five by Friday, a two hundred and fifty-dollar
profit.
She also acted as bookie, taking wagers from everyone yet, being very careful
to take equal bets for both contestants so as to do no worse than break even.
While she wouldn’t make any money off the bets, she thought she could make
money by encouraging the people who made the bets to come to the fight, where
she would have refreshments on hand. She had Pablo él Dente and Pock,
purchase two cases of Budweiser at a discount beer store in Camden, New
Jersey. The soda would come from her basement; a little something leftover
from a New Years Eve Party that her birth-givers threw five years before. She
sold the beer, which was purchased at twelve-fifty a case, for two dollars apiece
and the flat sodas for a dollar. She made out well.
A crowd of only twenty people is all that showed, but with fifteen of those
people buying three beers a piece at two dollars each, and the rest buying two
soda’s a piece at a buck each, she grossed one-hundred dollars, a net profit of
Seventy-five dollars even. Add to that, ten more shirts that she managed to sell
at half price, and you got one hundred and twenty-five dollars take home pay for
a couple of hours of work and a nice over all weekly salary of four hundred and
seventy-five dollars - tax free. Ironically, she would later donate the leftover Tshirts to Goodwill and let her female-birth-giver cash in the receipt at tax time
the following year. They would split the return.

*Captain H*
Killing Is My Business
got a bad feeling about this,” said Pablo él Dente, chugging down a
“I Budweiser.

“Why do you say that?” asked Boodles.
“I don’t know. I just hope the cops don’t show up and arrest us.”
“For what? We’re just here swimming as far as they know.”
“With a cash register and a make shift wet-bar in the back of Pock’s van? I
don’t think so. Besides, technically, I don’t think we’re supposed to swim in the
reservoir. I mean, it is drinking water, isn’t it?”
“Yeah? So is the Purchase-Rum River.”
“Have you seen that sludge fest recently?”
“It gets filtered.”
“Yeah, I know. I just hope we don’t get arrested for illegal assembly or
something.”
“Do you even know what that means, idiot?”
“Yeah, when there are a lot of people assembled. Like, now. Look how many
people are assembled here.”
“Um, well no. That’s not what it means. But, consider the alternative, what if
all these people were un-assembled?”
Pablo giggled, “You got problems, you know that?”
“Here comes Yogi!” yelled Cannoli.
The crowd gathered and applauded as their eyes followed the banana colored
Volkswagen Beetle but immediately fell silent when both, Yogi and Mahdakis
exited the vehicle together, the two of them still stuffing their faces with French
fries.
“Hey people,” waved Yogi happily. “What…………is up?”
“Yo,” said Mahdakis casually.
“What the fuck is this?” Captain H. demanded to know. “I thought you two
were gonna pound each other, instead you’re out on a date?”

“Nice shirt,” said Mahdakis, observing the Boodles-made shirt, which Captain
H oddly made into a belly shirt. “A little tight there isn’t it, Hank? I mean, that
can’t be good for the digestion.”
“Show it while you got it. Ain’t that right Mahdakis, my boy?” Captain H said,
putting his very muscular arm around Mahdakis and leading him away from the
group for a moment. He whispered in his ear, almost romantically, “You and me
go way back, Mahdakis.”
Indeed, the two went back as far as grade school. Hank Megedagik was a bully
then and was apparently working towards a life of crime and hard time now. He
was medium height and very muscular. He was a fifty-fifty mix of AfricanAmerican and Cherokee Indian. Most everyone, however, just assumed that he
was either black or a mixed Italian. He had crazy black eyes that not even a
mother would trust. He was a psychotic criminal who praised Jesus but gave
little value to human life. Captain H would rationalize his evil doings by telling
people his sinning on a daily basis was part of God’s plan. “If there were no
sinning in the world, then our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ would have died in
vain. I’d hate for that to have been the case.”
Sex was a power play for Captain H. It rarely mattered to him if his dick was
in some hot young juicy vagina, or up some old man’s ass. Coming was coming,
and he loved to come on anyone he felt was beneath him, which, in his own
mind, was most everyone.
In short, he wasn’t the kind of person most people would want to find sitting
next to in a Ferris wheel chair during a power outage. But if you stayed on his
good side, he could be a very good person to have in your corner if something or
someone was threatening you. In that sense, he was like a pit-bull, very loyal to
his loved ones but, forget to feed him and he’ll eat you in one bite without a
thought.
“Sure we do, Hank,” said Mahdakis “you gave me my first wedgie back in
first grade. How can I forget?”
“The good times,” said Captain H. “But we’re older now. And I understand
that you haven’t been around for six or seven years. Fact is, people around here
call me Captain H now. I have kind of a reputation to uphold. You understand.
So, I’d appreciate it if you called me Captain H too, at least in mixed company,
alright?”
“Sure,” said Mahdakis, not really caring one way or the other. “What does the
H stand for anyway?”
Captain H rolled up his shirtsleeve to reveal a tattoo that said HOMOCIDE.
Then, with a sick smile on his face whispered, “Understand now, Mahdakis?”
“You murder gay people?”
“All kinds, if need be.” Captain H boasted aloud with pride. “WHATEVER
THE JOB CALLS FOR, MAHDAKIS” he continued to yell aloud. “WHY?
YOU HAVE SOME GAY PEOPLE WHO NEED TO BE BUMPED?”

“NO. NOT YET, ANYWAY,” Mahdakis yelled back, cupping his hands
around his mouth sarcastically. “I THOUGHT THE H WAS BECAUSE YOU
DEALT HEROIN.”
“Shh!” Captain H slapped the back of Mahdakis’s head. “What the fucks
wrong with you, man? Keep it down!” he said with an angry whisper. “You
never know who’s listening. They’re really coming down on drugs these days,
what with all that Nancy Reagan bullshit. And I do not want to go to jail and
simply be known as a common drug dealer, my friend.”
“That’s right,” said Mahdakis, lighting up a Tijuana Small, “you’ve got a
reputation to uphold. I forgot.”
They walked some more and were back within earshot to the rest of the group.
“Okay,” Mahdakis said. “But, I’m still unclear as to the homo part of your
tattoo. Are you sexually, uh, well, you know. Gay?”
“What?”
“Oh just admit it Captain,” a voice taunted. “You’ve sucked more dick than
any woman here.”
Captain H walked over to Pablo él Dente and put his hand around his chin and
made Pablo’s lips pucker. “That may or may not be true there cutie pie, and
judging from the lame meat that you guys dragged here today, I’d say you’re
probably right. But that isn’t the point of the tattoo.” Captain H kissed him
quickly on the lips and laughed.
“Get the fuck off me you queer bastard,” Pablo said, wiping his lips and
spitting.
“Mahdakis,” Captain H said, pulling up his sleeve again, “this says homicide.
It means to murder or take life.”
“No it doesn’t Hank-, I mean, Captain. It says homocide.”
“Oh my God,” busted out Cannoli laughing, “it does say homocide.” She
could barely contain herself. “Homicide is spelled with two I’s, not two O’s. Ha!
What do you, kill gay people or something?”
“No – I - Don’t,” said Captain H., enraged with anger and embarrassment.
“Well if you decide to,” added Pablo, “maybe you could start with yourself.”
The crowd erupted in laughter as Captain H made his way through the small
crowd and back to his Trans-Am.
“Where you goin’?”
“The grim reaper is hungry, and I got beef,” he said, and peeled out in a cloud
of smoke.
The crowd grew angry at the arrival of Mahdakis and Yogi together, and
began chanting accusations that the fight was fixed.
So, Mahdakis and Yogi finally took center stage atop the dam and the crowd
now chanted sporting words of encouragement. Those sporting words sounded
like this: “Kill! Kill! Kill! Kill!”

Yogi gave Mahdakis a helpless shrug and put his fists up. The crowd grew
quiet all of a sudden, as they noticed Mahdakis just staring out across the
reservoir with his arms still down. Something was out there. About a hundred
yards or so. The noise of the dam was drowning out any sounds that the object
may have been making. Mahdakis looked all around him and at everyone in a
state of panic. “Where’s Snowy?!!” Mahdakis yelled, “Where the fuck is
Snowy?!!” In fact, it was Snowy who was out there and, judging by the way he
was flopping all about, he would go under in a matter of minutes. Mahdakis
raced to the other side of the reservoir on foot by means of the dam. He was
followed by Pablo and Pumpkinhead. Once in the wooded area on the other side,
Mahdakis grabbed hold of a rope swing tied to a tree and hurled himself out into
the water. He swam about thirty feet and with his right arm, grabbed hold of
Snowy by the chest. By the time they were situated, Mahdakis saw that they
were half way in between the rope swing and the dam. Mahdakis chose the dam
route. Why Yogi didn’t follow is unclear, but it was a good thing because two
thirds of the way back, Mahdakis lost his strength. He started to panic for his
own life now, as the weight of Snowy was pulling him under. In a moment of
him-or-me clarity, he let go of Snowy and, with his last breath yelled for Yogi.
But Yogi had already dived in and was in the process of wrapping Snowy on his
back. A minute later Mahdakis managed to backstroke himself in.
Snowy was out for a few more minutes and Cannoli and Mahdakis applied
some basic CPR to him…...Again.
From the pieces they could pull together later, it seemed that, although he
didn’t know how to swim, Snowy wanted to swing off the rope, not realizing
how far out the rope was going to throw him. Once there, he was screwed.
The group was silent, with an occasional whisper, for another five minutes as
everyone began reflecting on how precious life really is, and the brutal reality of
just how easily it can be taken away. The group of twenty-five or less also
realized just how important they were to one another and how lucky they all
were to have the friendships they did. Perhaps they didn’t express it enough.
Snowy was lucky. They were all lucky - that time. Some said quick, silent
prayers of thanks. Nicki Tater was holding her hand to her chest in disbelief and
panting as if she were the one who had just been pulled out.
Boodles finally broke the silence. “Hey everyone! There’s still more beer and
T-shirts left!”
*****
guess chivalry is not dead,” said Jezebel disapprovingly but secretly
“I flattered.
“So who won?”

“No one. We never fought,” said Mahdakis, a little confused by her
dissociative tone. “It seemed a moot point after almost losing Snowy.”

Jezebel had retreated into herself like a turtle, and was going through some
very strange internal conflicts. Mahdakis wondered if it had something to do
with the male-birth-giver she lost or if it was just normal teenage depression
stuff. Either way he decided it best to go back and try to help her through
whatever it was.
She was sunning outside on a piece of the roof that was accessible by means of
exiting her second floor bedroom window. This had come in handy on nights
Mahdakis needed to get in, or out, without her female-birth-giver knowing. They
were passing a bowl of pot back and forth listening to Led Zeppelin.
“What about the bets that were waged?”
“Well,” said Mahdakis, “Boodles didn’t intend to make very much money off
that end of it anyway. So she just gave the money back which of course, allowed
everyone to buy more of her junk.”
“No harm, no foul, right?”
“Something like that.”
“Yeah,” Jezebel mocked, “something like that.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“I’m going away.”
“Where?”
There was a long pause as Jezebel opened the window and went back into the
room. Mahdakis followed. “Jez? Where are you going?”
“Away! Okay?” shouted Jezebel. “Somewhere where people fuckin’ like me
and understand me! I can’t take this anymore!” she began to tear up a little.
“Okay, just wha--”
“Just nothing, asshole! Why the hell wasn’t I asked to go to that fight, huh?
You know it wouldn’t have ever happened if it weren’t for me!”
Mahdakis was embarrassed and speechless. He knew how everyone there
hated her current personality. He was also ashamed for not defending her honor
when they would request her absence.
“Fuck those people,” she continued to rant, “I’ve out grown those peons!” She
took a long drag off her cigarette and exhaled. “And fuck you too. I think I’ve
outgrown you, as well! Sorry, Cupcake.”
“Don’t say that.”
“Well it’s true.”
“No, I mean ‘cup-cake’. I really hate that name.”
“Close the door.”
Mahdakis closed the door as she started to change out of her bathing suit and
into regular clothes. “I’ve decided that it’s best right now for me to get away
from them and you, just for a little while, and go somewhere where I can get my
head together.”
Mahdakis couldn’t restrain himself. He grabbed her softly by the arm, she
eyed him with a worried look then he kissed her re-assuredly on the lips. She

smiled and stood straight up for him to admire. “Did you hear me? I’m checking
myself in for a spell.”
“And I’ll be here when you get out. With open arms - and legs!”
“Nothing fazes you, does it? I mean, it’s all a big joke to you, or something.”
“You know, Yogi has real good taste,” Mahdakis said, rubbing her nipples
with his thumbs. “Who could blame him?”
Jezebel smiled then kissed him and holding him closely, whispered in his ear,
“So does Rizzo.”
“Hmm?” said Mahdakis and, trying not to appear startled, continued to stroke
her naked buttocks.
“C’mon, what do you think Yogi and I were doing that night after VioletBasia’s dinner, when we went for a walk?”
“Do tell.” He was looking her in the eye, as if she were the main course at a
buffet.
She put the palm of her hand on his flat stomach and slid it down to his penis,
“I was teaching him how to fuck. What do you think of that?”
For some odd reason, it was giving Mahdakis a hard-on. “You’re a great
teacher,” Mahdakis moaned.
“That turns you on, doesn’t it freak-boy? And what were you doing with Rizzo
that night?” She started jerking him off, “Huh? C’mon; tell mommy.”
Mahdakis was panting, “I was teaching her how to give a blowjob.”
Jezebel laughed hysterically and high five’d him, “Good for you! How was
she? Dumb bitch swallowed, I hope.”
“Oh yeah; she’ll be awesome someday.” her touch was driving him insane and
he could barley catch his breath.
They continued to laugh and peel each other’s clothes off, and then made love
for the next two hours as if it were their first, or last, time.

There's No Way Out Of Here

“S

o those are the people who hang out here, at this rock place?”
“Some of ’em,” replied Mahdakis, sucking down his last drop of scotch
and wiping his mouth with his sleeve. “There’s more, I assure you. But, those
are the main dudes I hang out with right now.”

They left The Rock and began walking up the dirt footpath towards the car.
“When you say more, you mean, like five?” -Bobble-bobble…. “Or ten?” –
Bobble-bobble-bobble
“More like twenty or thirty. You wanna meet some? Hey! I got it! Let’s take a
ride down to Pock’s and Dakota’s! I’ll introduce you to Snowy McPeet. It’ll be
a blast!”
“Uh, well. No,” Tony said nervously, “I really got to get going so my femalebirth-giver and Dick-Bag don’t get upset.” Tony knew that sounded phony and
scrambled quickly to find another excuse to get away from this freak of a
character and the insane entourage of people that could show up at any moment.
“Actually,” Tony lied, “I have to hook up with this friend of mine. I promised
him I’d call and well, you know, he’s a little weird and lonely. I don’t want him
to think I blew him off. It might hurt his feelings. So-”
“Oh, by all means. No problem. I should be getting home and doing some
writing anyway.”
“You’re a writer?” Tony chuckled.
“Songs and poems. I write music mostly. I’m gonna be a rock star someday.”
“It’s good to dream, isn’t it?” Tony smirked.
“It’s either that or kill myself,” Mahdakis said without a trace of humor. “And
don’t laugh too hard there, little man, or I’ll write a story about you someday.”
“What would be so bad about that?”
“Because I’d make you out to be a complete buffoon to the reader and have
you killed…or worse.”
“Yeah, okay.” Tony ran up the dirt footpath in front of Mahdakis at lightning
speed. Once they got to the car, Tony opened the door for himself and said
hastily, “So I’ll just see you around school, then.”
“Sure. You know where to find me.”
“Yep, here at The Rock. Okay then, take care.” and Tony peeled out like
Batman answering a call from Commissioner Gordon.
Mahdakis felt a little taken back by having to walk the same strip of road that
Tony just drove down. He could’ve given him a ride that far. Oh well. Mahdakis
was only ten minutes away. He didn’t mind the walk anyway because it gave
him a chance to clear his head and think about life. But, a gesture of a ride
would have been nice. You wouldn’t get away with that sort of behavior back up
in The Mountains. They’d kill you……..or worse.
At that same time, Tony was thinking about the friend that he really should
have called. He was the only person that Tony knew besides this new character,
Mahdakis, and Tony didn’t want a whole lot to do with the likes of Mahdakis or
his fucked-up friends. So, Tony thought it a good idea to give his other friend a
call if for no other reason, then to clear his own guilty conscious. He hadn’t lied
about his friend being a little off kilter but at least he was tame and somewhat
quiet.

Tony remembered noticing a pay phone up at the liquor store. He parked the
car and made the call.
“Hey, dude. What’s going on?” – “Yeah?” – “I didn’t see you in history today,
I-” – “Oh, that’s right. That’s right. Well, listen, man, I just had one of the most
fucked up days. Huh?” – “Oh, I met this freakazoid of a character who made me
drive all over the county looking for a lighter when he had one the whole time.
And then he-” – “No it’s not funny at all, motherfucker. Stop laughing.” –
Bobble-bobble- “I don’t know. He took me to this Godforsaken, dirty dump of a
place near the creek and told me all about his extremely fucked up friends and
his roller-coaster relationship with his psychotic girlfriend. What a fuckin’ mess
this guy is” – “Well, no. Not really. I mean, he seemed alright at first, but from
what I heard about his friends, I don’t think it’s a good idea to hang out with
them.” – “I don’t know. I’m a little buzzed right now so I can’t remember
names. Somebody named McGillicuddy or something.” – “What’s that?” –
“Yeah, I never heard of ‘em either. My guess is, these are the losers of the
losers.” – “Don’t say that, man. You’re a good person. So, do you wanna go to
the park and toss down a few brews?” – Bobble-bobble-bobble - “Yeah, I
thought so. I could pick you up in-” – “What’s that?” – “You got a ride? Uh, is
he cool?” – “A she? Alright! Hey man, if you wanna be alone..” – “Yeah, I
know it ain’t. I was just teasin’ ya. So where do you wanna meet?” - “Um, in
front of some place called Grandma’s Liquor Store.” – “Yeah? Okay. - Yeah I
got money. I’ll get ‘em right now. What’s your friend’s flavor?” – “Okay, suit
herself but uh,-” – “Yes, I’m sure you know a much better place on the water to
hang out on than that knuckle head I was just with did.” – “Ha-ha-ha-ha” –
“Yep, you too, man. See you in a bit.”
Mahdakis was about to turn off the main when he saw Boodles’ car coming
towards him from the other direction. She was beeping, waving and slowing
down. Mahdakis hopped across four lanes to the other side and poked his head
in. She was with White Tom. “Hey, man!” she exclaimed. “Get in! We have
some good news!”
“What is it?” said Mahdakis climbing his way into the back seat.
“We got our first gig, dude.”
“What? Where?”
“Happyfunland,” interrupted Boodles.
“The Amusement Park in Edgewood?”
“Yeah, it’s a paying gig too,” said White Tom.
“How and why did we get that?”
“I have connections down there,” said Boodles.
“She does spend a lot of time down there,” confirmed White Tom. “I promised
her a cut, too.”
“How much is that pray-tell?”

“Well, the usual ten percent finder’s fee and the usual twenty percent
manager’s fee.”
“Mmm, great,” said Mahdakis with a look of concern. “So, all we need now is
a band and some songs to play.”
“Hey come on. We got some pretty cool original material and I talked to Pock.
He says he wants to play drums for us.”
“Oh, man, that’d be great,” said Boodles.
“Have we given thought to a singer or a bass player?”
“Copper Tom plays bass,” Boodles said.
“Well, not really,” confessed White Tom. “He kind of sucks, actually.”
“Could he learn?” asked Mahdakis.
“Sure, I don’t see why not. But don’t panic yet. The gig isn’t for another two
months and we’re only expected to fill two hours.”
“So, I guess we’ll just play real slow then.”
“Alright, alright. We’ll work out the details in the morning. Right now we’re
gonna party it down and leave our negative thoughts at the door. Deal?”
“Alright, dude.”
“Alright!” White Tom was very excited.
“So, where are we going, anyway?” asked Mahdakis.
“To see one of Tommy’s friends,” said Boodles.
“It’s like this,” said White Tom. “A friend of mine called and asked if I’d hang
out with him. He’s new here in town and sounded a little down in the mouth.
Probably because he doesn’t know anyone around here. All of his friends are
back in Jersey.”
“New Jersey?” asked Boodles DiNero
“What’s going on with that fuckin’ state, anyway? I met a guy from Jersey
today too. Are all their prison’s full or something?” Mahdakis waited for
laughter but got none. “So where is this cat now?”
“He called from the pay phone at Grandma’s. I thought we’d take him to The
Rock and show him a good time.”

*Mahdakis*
Father, hear my silent cries,
Father, read these naked eyes.
My heart, it longs for a land that never dies;
My mind, it longs to kiss remembrance good-bye.

Long, Long Way From Home

T

ony Ravioli knew something was amiss as he walked down the dirt foot
path towards The Rock. Mahdakis was quiet and not the usual vivacious
character he had grown to know so well over the past month. His walk was stiff,
and lacked its usual swagger. They picked up a bottle of gin and scotch; big
bottles, Mahdakis wasn’t screwing around with the pints today. Tony knew he
liked the pints too, because he could conceal them better in his jean jacket.
Something was agitating him or, perhaps he was planning to murder Tony in the
middle of the woods; either of which could have been a possibility. The music
had ended on the boom box that Mahdakis was carrying around with him and he
hadn’t put anything else on yet. This was odd only because Mahdakis loved his
music and had to have it always on. He carried that box with him for years. He
had gotten it in the ninth grade when he lived up in The Mountains. A long, long
time ago.
As they reached The Rock, Mahdakis tripped on a tree root, which liberated
the bottle of scotch from his hand and sent it smashing all over. Mahdakis roared
in anger like a grizzly bear and hurled that box radio into the middle of the
Brandywine Creek, never to be heard from again.
“Okay,” Bobble-bobble-bobble – “So, you wanna tell me what the hell’s
bothering you?”
“My bottle just smashed in a million pieces! Whadoya mean, what’s bothering
me?”
“And you don’t think chucking a fifty-dollar boom box into the water is over
reacting?”
“It’s an anger thing. Hot tempers run in my family. I get it from my malebirth-giver. He used to throw card tables across the room and rip board games in
half whenever he would lose.”
“He sounds like a fun guy.” Tony reflected for a moment and said, “I never
heard you mention him before. I wasn’t even sure you still had one.” Tony took
a drag off his cigarette. “Is that what this is all about?”
Mahdakis let out a sigh. “Not entirely, no. Just one half of it.”

“Here, take a swig.” Tony handed him the gin. “I know it’s not your thing but,
uh, it’s going to have to do for now.”
“Thanks man.” Mahdakis downed a large portion of the bottle, made a face of
disgust and then sat down on The Rock. Tony sat next to him, overlooking the
river together. There was a long pause and Tony thought he saw Mahdakis about
to cry. “I’m stuck here, Tone. I’m never going anywhere or doing anything
spectacular with my life.”
“I thought that was a given for the lot of us.”
“I’m being serious, dude.”
“So was I.” Bobble-bobble.
Mahdakis looked Tony in the eyes. “I went to that community college again
today.”
“The one in Massachusetts, right? How’d that go?”
“It went fine. I took a placement test. Standard procedure, you know. They
want me. It’s not as if I’m not getting in. They even told me that for the first
year of my stay, I’ll be a little bored because the equipment at Norford High
School is just as advanced as theirs but more so than most schools in the
country, so the other kids will have to learn it yet while I help the teacher teach
it.”
“Sounds like they ought to pay you.”
“Yeah, huh.”
Mahdakis had discovered Television Productions in the latter half of his junior
year and continued it throughout his senior year. Norford High School was
highly equipped with professional equipment as the budget at the school was
virtually a limitless one. Mahdakis graduated from the editing room, to camera
operator, to technical director in under a semester. The technical director’s job
was to cut to and from particular camera shots while live on the air. A board
operator took commands from the actual director or script and relayed them to
the cameramen through a microphone. It was fun for Mahdakis. He had
discovered a life outside of music for the first time. He looked forward to going
to school and smiled more often than not. His friends just assumed he was
higher than usual. The contrary couldn’t have been more the truth. While
working on any production work, Mahdakis was always clean and sober. It
made him feel Human.
He ran a local cable show from the high school studios called Homework
Help. It was a harmless, trite little program that ran on Tuesday and Thursday
nights. It consisted of a three-member panel of intellectually gifted kids who
fielded calls from other kids with questions about their homework. It was a
standard three-camera shoot set up with no delay and a decent yet, dry looking
studio set.
Mahdakis made quite a name for himself at school directing programs like this
entirely on his own and under his own supervision.

There was this one caller who called in constantly. He annoyed the Hell out of
everyone on the set. They all wondered what he looked like. Who could be so
clueless all the time? But he was harmless enough with his wearisome questions
about history, literature, sometimes questions about geometry…always
something with this kid; Every night. Finally, after asking a question pertaining
to the laws of physics, Mahdakis stormed out of the control room, stood in front
of the live camera and yelled, “You know what your fuckin’ problem is? You’re
too damn busy calling this stupid show every Goddamn night and not
concentrating on your actual homework! Now, why don’t you just leave us
alone and pay more attention to your classroom instructors, or learn how to
pump gas because judging from, what I think is your IQ, that’s about all that
you’re going to be capable of handling in this world! My God, man! These
panelists aren’t going to be there for you when you’re on your own! You have to
learn to think for yourself! Jesus Christ, how the Hell do you even find your way
home at night?” he cleared his throat and said calmly, “Next caller, please.”
The show was promptly cancelled. It was exposed that the mystery caller was
the son of one of the executives at the cable network that carried the signal. The
executive thought it would be a good idea to have a caller ready at all times so
as not to expose any downtime on the show. His son was mentally challenged.
The questions he asked were written for him by his male-birth-giver who knew
how much his son enjoyed being a part of anything on television.
Mahdakis was demoted to the field where he was to cover live sporting events
and conduct interviews with the asshole jocks that he routinely harassed and was
routinely harassed by. It became fun once they all got to know each other as
someone more than a stereotypical jock and B.U.R.N.O.U.T.; High school subdivisions can be sadly misleading that way.
Mahdakis was enjoying himself. Then, the production faculty came up with
another brilliant idea for the cable network and, as there was no one more
reliable than Mahdakis in the control room, he was reinstated.
All of his work landed him a partial scholarship that could be well spent at a
community college specializing in media productions. His guidance counselor
and teacher helped him find one. It was a two-year plan. He would be doing
intern work in three years and probably have a real network job by the time he
was twenty-two, still way ahead of most of his peers in the career department.
One thing he always prided himself for, was the ability to choose a career that
separated him from most other people. It was very important to Mahdakis not be
like most other people, no matter what the cost. Mahdakis hated most other
people.
*****

He was definitely not like most other people when he lived up in The
Mountains. People up in The Mountains were nice, wholesome and well
mannered, for the most part; at least compared to the rat-bastards that live and
breathe in the Tri-State area. The community was small and tight-knit so
everybody knew everybody else’s business whether they wanted to or not. If
you were the slightest bit different from everyone else, it made you stick out like
a sore thumb and made everyone else a little nervous.
The Mountains were made up of two different types of people, both of which
were able to co-habituate well alongside one another. Type-A (with money) and
Type-B (with no money). By Type-A standards, you were different if you didn’t
wear clothing deemed fashionable by Harper’s Bazaar and had unique thoughts
of your own; thoughts not spawned by the bible or Mother Goose; thoughts,
aspirations and philosophies that came from your heart and not brainwashed into
your daily way-of-thinking by government controlled media conglomerates. By
Type-B standards, you were different if you didn’t possess an urge to kill furry,
helpless animals in the wintertime woods or spend all of your free time in a
garage drinking Old Milwaukee and beefing up a rusted out classic sports car
with an inappropriate transmission.
No, Mahdakis did none of that. In fact, he did everything within his power that
he could, to do just the exact opposite of everyone else. He loved the Mountain
People individually, but hated them collectively. He was Hell bent on standing
out from the crowd. He wanted to be different.
The thing was this:
On his first day of school in The Mountains, Mahdakis was greeted by the
most awesome vision of beauty he would ever know. Her name was Gigi. She
was German with the softest white skin contrasted by the most awesomely dark
hair and bluest of eyes ever seen to man – or boy. Eyes that were protected by
the coolest looking prescription glasses Mahdakis had seen. She was one of the
first kids to wear transitional glasses, a pioneer if you will, and a cool yellow
headband wrapped around her head and under her hair that seemed to say, “I’m
game if you are.”
Gigi was Type-A. “Hi,” was the magic word she said to Mahdakis right before
class. He said “Hi” back. But more importantly to him, was the discovery of
what a hard-on was for. He was only in the fifth grade and, while he held many
doctor sessions with Violet-Basia and others back in Delaware, he never realized
the significance of what it was supposed to do. Seeing Gigi in her tight little blue
jeans made him understand.
At first, Mahdakis stood out from the other kids in a fun way, with his
outlandish and disruptive classroom behavior. The kids liked him and, to a

point, were envious of his abundance of character. He was the son of a rare
antique dealer who was constantly out of town at trade shows, which allowed
Mahdakis to be on his own a lot more than his peers did. His birth-giver,
however, also partook in the local political town debates and meetings. He was a
seemingly upstanding guy that most local kids looked up to. He leaned Type-A.
But, what this meant in the eyes of some of Mahdakis’s Type-B peers, the ones
drinking Old Milwaukee, was that he must be rich. Nothing could have been
further from the truth or, if it was, Mahdakis never saw a dime of it. But try
explaining this to people who can’t afford good beer, let alone a brass vase from
the Civil War.
His behavior, however, grew old when he hit junior high school. The big
school. Grades seven through twelve was how they stacked them up there in The
Mountains. Not only did his actions grow old, but they were downright
immature and people like Gigi (and many, many other Type-A’s) would not
even acknowledge his presence anymore, let alone talk to him once they entered
the big school.
Mahdakis didn’t get the memo. He was dumfounded.
He was convinced that during the summer after sixth grade, and right before
junior high school, these people had gotten together and held a group meeting
without inviting him. Mahdakis could see them sitting at a round table with their
hands clasped together. “So, the order of businesses today is this thing of
growing up and being mature. We must leave all childish games forever behind
us, as we venture on towards our finite journey of adulthood.”
“I second the motion.”
“All those in favor of relinquishing our innocence and burning our youth say
‘I’.”
And, of course, there was a room full of ‘I’s”.
Had Mahdakis been invited to this clandestine meeting of twelve year olds, he
would have definitely favored the motion, too. Not because he believed in it by
any means, but because Gigi did; and winning over her affections was tops on
his list.
Gigi had developed breasts now, and was turning more heads than a dentist
was on cocaine. The only way a self-proclaimed ugly, pathetic bastard like
himself could manage to get her attention anymore was to act up in class and/or
do goofy shit in the hallways. This, of course, impressed her about as much as
the family dog licking its balls on the living room floor during a tea party.
So, time went on with Mahdakis slowly developing this alter ego of his that,
aside from being obnoxious and facetious, staked claim in being a rock star
some day.
These were the days when nobody dare think about stardom too much, let
alone say it aloud and demonstrate their rebellion towards conformity. Type-A’s
generally hadn’t the nerve to be different and Type-B’s generally hadn’t the

talent. Nowadays, it is so commonplace that it, in itself, has become the
conformity of which Mahdakis once protested. If Mahdakis were a kid in this
day in age, with the same rebellious nature, he would be an athletic bookworm,
as that type of kid, in this present mind-numbing generation of obesity and
virtual reality video games, is sadly becoming more extinct every day. But let us
digress and save that for another depressing book.
In his sophomore year, Mahdakis became a real hit with the seniors. They
thought him to be on their artistic level and appreciated him for what he was at
least trying to be. He had become more involved in after-school activities and
high school productions. One of those cool seniors dated Gigi. It broke his heart
to know that they were together, but because they were, he got to hang around
her all the time. And that was better than the alternative of which he had
suffered the last three years.
Things were looking up for Mahdakis. People, who had initially rejected his
persona, were now in awe of it. Maybe he was ahead of them on some level.
Who knows? He certainly didn’t.
He and his best friend, Heather, were accepted into an arts school which took
two kids from every high school in the state and threw them into a vacant
college for the summer. Heather had gotten in on some of her paintings.
Mahdakis had gotten in with some songs he recorded on an old-fashioned tape
recorder with a cheesy ninety-nine cent microphone. At the college, they were
left on their own and treated like artists and adults. It was a great experience.
It was their first summer together in all their years too, as they were towns
apart and with no vehicle, were never were able to see each other when school
was not in session. But they were inseparable during school hours. They made
sure to always sign up for the same classes so they would have the same study
hall periods together. She read his poems every day in those study halls and
listened to his dreams with much adoration and understanding, as opposed to the
other kids who listened to it with much disgust and contempt.
Once at the college, however, the two best friends started to date and then date
even more heavily when the college let out. Car or no car, Mahdakis would
hitchhike the fifteen miles to her place and back every summer day.
They were dating at the beginning of their junior year. Everything had fallen
into place. Heather was considered one of the prettiest girls in school and
Mahdakis had gained the respect of most of his peers without conceding to their
cookie-cutter ways – finally. Perhaps that was why he had to get out of there. He
had made his point and it was well received. Now it was time to move on and
perform the same trick on other people. The trick of course being to fool them
into believing that he was something he was not and leaving before they figured
out the truth. The truth, of course, was having much too dull a personality for
even his own self to live with anything but shame. A mask for the disguise. A

great man once said, ‘Never give yourself away with too long a stare or curious
glance.’
Heather was an upper-classman and her focus at the beginning of that year was
choosing colleges. As well, she had to get a part time job after school. Her
parents were adamant about teaching her the real ways of the world. They
wanted her to be ready, so her time with Mahdakis became limited. This was
unacceptable to an egotistical crybaby.
At the same time, came the incident with Donny Dormante and Roger Daniels
down at the river; the accidental murder. So it seemed reasonable to him that the
only thing left to do was to run away from this lame excuse for a town towards
the blindness of the city lights and begin making a name for himself. This took
only slight persuasion from Donny.
It was the Tuesday, a week and a half after the murder of Roger Daniels;
Mahdakis was hitchhiking to his second day of school when he met Donny
downtown. Ironically, the moment his life changed, he was standing in front of
the Moose Cross Motel on route 15, which was owned and operated by Gigi’s
birth-givers. She and her family resided there. He had his thumb in the air now.
“Remember how we always talked about running away and starting our own
band, and making a million?”
“Yeah,” answered Mahdakis.
“Well, when are we going to do that?”
“Someday soon, I hope.” Mahdakis continued walking backwards.
“Hey,” said Donny. with the most serious look on his face, “if we don’t do this
now, right here and now, we’re never going to do it. Besides, there’s that
trouble, too. Not that anyone will ever find out. But, you never know.”
And like a bolt of lightning from the sky, Mahdakis was hit with the sense of
the utmost urgency. “My God! You’re right. Let’s go! I saw Roger’s male-birthgiver walking to work, which means the car is there. I think we can get the keys
to the car. That should get us far enough out of town.”
“Alright then. Let’s do it. Where should we go?”
“Philadelphia,” said Mahdakis for some reason. He had never been to
Philadelphia but it came out just the same. He had always wanted to go there.
They hitchhiked up the Mountain Road and back to Roger’s house. The keys
were hanging on a decorative cribbage board carved into the shape of The
Mountains. Mahdakis grabbed them and threw them to Donny, as he didn’t
really know how to drive yet. They sped up the road to Mahdakis’s, where he
quickly packed a suitcase full of clothes and called the local pharmacy for an
order of his medicine he knew he would soon need.
That was that. He never looked back towards the land of Gigi’s or The
Mountains again. Heather must have been beside herself. He could only guess,
as he never called to inform anyone of this spur of the moment move before or
after it had happened. The only person they called after ditching the Subaru in a

mall-parking garage was Roger’s male-birth-giver. They hopped on a bus
heading south and, at a stop, Donny called, with an obviously disguised voice, to
let him know where the car was and that the keys were under the bumper.
The money they had, lasted two days in Philadelphia so they opted to grab a
train south to Delaware, where Mahdakis had a female-birth-giver who lived in
Little Italy, one of the many suburbs of Norford. They would crash with her and
get odd jobs until they had enough money to get them safely back to
Philadelphia where, for some bizarre reason, Mahdakis found himself longing
for.
The female-birth-giver was not hip on this idea and threw Mahdakis into high
school the very next morning. Donny crashed with them for a month or two and
then found his way back to The Mountains. Mahdakis wasn’t sure when he left
as Mahdakis was busy making new friends and sort of went his own way. He
blew Donny off completely, never even talking to him for more than a minute a
day if he even saw him.
That is, in short, how Mahdakis ‘arrived’.
*****
Bobble-bobble-bobble – “I’m confused. You took the placement test and all
went well, right?”
“That part went just fine, Tone. That isn’t the problem.”
“So what is?”
“MY BIRTH-GIVERS HAVE NO MONEY! THERE’S NO FUCKIN’
MONEY TO PUT ME IN SCHOOL! MY FUCKIN’ FEMALE-BIRTH-GIVER
AND HER HUSBAND CAN’T GET A LOAN BECAUSE, ON PAPER, THEY
MAKE TOO MUCH MONEY. BUT, IN REALITY, THEY DON’T HAVE
ANY!”
“So why did they take you all the way to Massachusetts twice already? How
are you supposed to pay for this?”
“Oh, that’s the best part! I’m supposed to get a full time job, on top of being a
full time student, and somehow pay for my tuition and rent for an apartment and
other accessories. How the fuck am I going to do that? Good question, Tony!”
“Hmm. What about that male-birth-giver, up in The Mountains, you just
mentioned?”
“My female-birth-giver told me she talked to him and he told her that he had
no money for me and if he had, he wouldn’t give it anyway.” This was pure
speculation on her part, not to mention a seriously detrimental and selfish
mistake that would needlessly increase the already existing tensions between he
and his male-birth-giver as time would eventually prove that she had never
talked to the other birth-giver whatsoever.
“Okay, so why did she bother taking you up there in the first place?”

“I think she didn’t know she couldn’t afford it until now. But, I mean, it’s not
Princeton Unifuckin’versity here, it’s a two-year community college. Didn’t
someone, somewhere put any money away for us kids? Why the hell didn’t she
just jam a coat hanger up inside of her and spare me all this disastrous misery?
What the fuck kind of people are my birth-givers anyway? You know what kind
they are Tony? I’ll tell you. They’re fuckin’ sadists, man! Bring someone into
this world without the means or love to care for them. What the fuck?”
Mahdakis paused and took another swig of the nasty gin. “This sucks, Tone. I
don’t know what I’m going to do now. I mean, I really had an opportunity here.
The timing was perfect too. Jezebel is on the way out, I’m kind of getting tired
of my old friends, except Snowy but he’s completely fucked. This girl I loved,
Angie, you didn’t know her. She goes to college in Boston. I may have been
able to hook up with her again and have a normal relationship. Believe it or not,
my friend, I have dated one or two normal girls in my life.”’
“I believe it. I don’t know what you see in Jezebel anyway. Quite frankly, I
think she’s a nut. I know you behave like one sometimes, but when push comes
to shove, you’re generally normal.”
“Yeah, well, let’s keep those observations to ourselves, huh?”
“No problem.” Bobble-bobble-bobble. Tony took the last swig of the gin.
“You know, my male-birth-giver’s a complete ass. I mean, I think he is. I
haven’t seen him since I was ten!”
“Wow, no shit.”
“No shit, Mahdakis. No shit. So you’re not alone in your birth-giver troubles.”
Tony smirked and thought about something in his memory for a moment. “Yep,
the last time I saw him he was going out for a pack of smokes.”
“Oh, c’mon! You don’t think I’m going to believe that one, do you?”
Tony exhaled a long drag then said, “I don’t care what you believe man,
although I wish you would because it’s absolutely true. That’s just how it is
sometimes, man. My female-birth-giver is a good woman. Right now she and I
don’t get along but I love her still.”
“What’s up with this Dick-Bag person?”
“Not even worth talking about. He’s just an overly possessive, insecure old
man whom I wish death upon day after day. Someday I’ll get my wish,
Mahdakis.”
“Odds are in your favor,” Mahdakis said, staring into an unseen space, deep in
thought. “Someday.”
“Hey man, c’mon let’s go to Grandma’s. I’ll buy us a six.”
Mahdakis got up but didn’t make a verbal response of any kind. He was
shutting down and shutting down quick. Tony knew he had to pull him out of
this funk in a hurry. “Hey! So, White Tom tells me you guys got a gig at
Happyfunland. That’s pretty cool, huh?”

“Yeah. We just need some people in the band besides the two of us. Christ.”
Mahdakis suddenly realized, “I haven’t seen White Tom for almost a month
now. I heard he’s rehearsing with Copper Tom at Pock’s. I sort of wasn’t
planning to go this route anymore; you know with college on the mind, I was
seriously planning to hang up the rock star idea and you know, uh, grow up, I
guess is the word.”
“That’s bullshit talk, man. You need to play that guitar and get back into the
swing of things like never before, my friend. This is it! This is what your life is
going to be! All of us are rooting for you. You know that, right? I mean it.
Everyone from myself to Boodles, Snowy, even Captain ‘H.’ wants to see you in
the limelight someday. And who knows, things happen for reasons. Maybe this
happened because you’re supposed to go on and be a rich, famous rock star.”
“Mm.”
“And, if you do, you’ll look back at this and thank God almighty for giving
you such shit-heads for birth-givers.”
*****
That was in May. It was early June now and Mahdakis was brought in to his
guidance counselor’s office. His guidance counselor was Howard Fuss, an exbiker, born and raised in the Bronx. He was a suit and tie guy now with receding
hair. He took interest in people like Mahdakis because of his background. He
and the production teacher had pulled a lot of strings to get Mahdakis some cash
from the school. Mr. Fuss was spinning a pencil in between his hands. “You
know you haven’t been to school for three weeks?”
“I’ve been here,” said Mahdakis sarcastically. “I just haven’t been to classes.”
“So why bother coming at all?”
“For the good drugs.”
“Funny. What’s the real story?”
“No story Mr. Fuss. But, you don’t need a high school education to be a
landscaper or a mediocre guitar player in a smoky bar.”
“What happened with the media productions? I went to great lengths to
accommodate you with what I could for a scholarship and a decent learning
facility I thought to be adequate for your needs. You know, I wouldn’t do that
for everybody. But, I thought I saw something special in you. I think you have
the talent to be quite the exceptional individual.” He leaned forward into
Mahdakis from across his desk, “This is the thanks I get?”
“Sorry Mr. Fuss. Wanna hear a joke?”
Fuss leaned back. “Sure.”
“Okay. A boy and his parents walk into a college and after spending two days
filling out papers and equivalency tests, and being drilled in interviews, the
parents walk the boy out of the college and say, ‘Ha-ha! Just foolin’! We can’t

really afford you a future. But you can pay for it all by yourself! Ha-ha-ha!’”
Mahdakis shook his head in disbelief. “I can’t do it, Mr. Fuss. I can’t work a full
time job and go to school fulltime to pay my tuition, rent for an apartment, food,
clothing and other luxuries. I’m not being lazy. It’s just an unrealistic scenario.
Isn’t it?”
“I see.” Fuss was truly heartbroken. He was fresh into this job and wanted to
make an impression on his peers as well as give, what he believed to be, a truly
gifted, oddball child a chance. “You know, there are programs sponsored by the
government that are set up to assist people in-”
“The same government that just told my female-birth-giver she makes more
than enough money to foot the bill herself? That government? You mean the one
that also said that, since her husband, who is not my male-birth-giver, lives in
the same house as I, his income is also taken into consideration, even though he
wasn’t planning on giving me anything? That government, Mr. Fuss?”
“That would be the one. What about your biological male-birth-giver, if you
don’t mind me asking?”
“Evidently he wants nothing to do with this.”
“That’s just terrible. I can’t believe the system, I fought so hard against, in the
seventies, to turn things around in favor for the under-privileged, is still up to its
old tricks.”
“They’re not, Mr. Fuss. You won the fight. You did this.”
“How so?” Fuss look perplexed.
“Your people, the free loving hippie-biker freaks are the ones that helped this
movement of equality get rolling to the boat-rocking pace it is today. Mr. Fuss, I
don’t have a bra to burn and I’m not black. Therefore, I’m not considered to be
an under-privileged citizen. Our government doesn’t know how to differentiate
between an economically sound non-white family and a white family that is just
getting by week to week. Uncle Sam only sees me on paper. And what does he
see on that paper, Mr. Fuss? I know what he sees. He sees the kind of person
that you flag-burning people complained about ten years ago. People who, you
thought, had too much of the pie already. You know, the white, protestant,
seemingly privileged male, living in one of the most affluent towns in the
country, graduating from one of the top ten high schools in all the United States.
Well, Uncle Sam has cried ‘Uncle’ to this grotesque over-sight and is now
correcting the situation in a mad flurry. Do you know that my friend, Cannoli, a
girl, is having no problem finding grants to pay for her college? And here’s the
kicker; she isn’t that bright! Hell, she had to copy off of my homework in order
to get through English.”
“Cannoli, that’s two N’s?” Fuss said trying to be funny and pretending to write
down her name.
“Laugh all you want. She’s studying to be a guidance counselor.”
“Mm.”

“My other friend, Charlotte, has all kinds of federal grants and state assistance
funds thrown at her feet on top of scholarship offers. Mr. Fuss, she’s extremely
wealthy. She and her parents live in a mansion on a private drive in Old
Norford. They also own a summer home in Maine. That’s my money, kind of.
“Why is she being offered all that assistance, I wonder.”
“She’s black and she’s a girl.”
“Most she’s are.”
“And, more importantly, she asked for it.”
“Hmm.”
“They don’t see a divorced white working class mother of three who just
happened to land here, with squat for child support and is struggling to get by
because the amount of money she has to pay to live in this Godforsaken area is,
in fact, the money that would otherwise have put me through college.”
“You’re right about one part. The system is a little screwed up. It’s a shame
we can’t have a little of everything all the time instead of a lot of one thing at
one time. That’s what’s happening now, you know. The system is correcting the
past balance due. In time you’ll see a leveling off, I assure you.”
“Great. So when I’m, say, forty-five, I can look forward to government
assistance?”
“But you’re wrong about another thing.” Fuss paused and heaved out his chest.
“You’re not graduating from this school.”
Mahdakis’s eyes gravitated to the floor. “Oh?”
Mr. Fuss stood up and struggled for some eye contact. “Man, when you do
something, you really do it, huh?” Fuss yelled. “In under three weeks, that’s
fifteen school days, you’ve gone from graduating with a partial scholarship to
flunking your senior year! Do you know how hard that is to accomplish?”
“I can do anything when I put my mind to it……as long as money’s not a
factor, apparently.”
“Shut up!” Fuss was angry. “Black and white, huh. Do or die, all or nothing.
That’s what it’s all about with you. Isn’t that right?”
“Black or white Mr. Fuss. The same way I like my women.”
This got a smile out of the guidance counselor. “Me too.”
“Really?”
“Hey, I was raised in the Bronx.”
Mahdakis grinned and made a gesture with his left hand sliding up and down
his right wrist. “Have you ever, you know-”
“Let’s stick the subject. What are we going to do this summer?”
“Well, my friend Cannoli, Cannoli Spitzer, the one aspiring to be just like you
someday, only with boobs and hair-”
“Hey, I got boobs now too.”

“Well, she got a few of us guys part time jobs with her male-birth-giver, which
will turn into fulltime jobs when school’s over. Her male-birth-giver’s Wilhelm
Spitzer.”
“Yes. I know of him. He owns the large upscale landscaping company that
takes care of all the restaurants and hotels, as well as the mansions up in North
Norford, Correct?”
“Yeah. Right now I’m working at the Hyatt in East River but will start full
time doing the mansions up North next week.”
“There’s a Hyatt in East River?”
“Then, maybe learn a little about the rest of the business, like tree-trimming
and some excavation.” Mahdakis recognized a slight look of disapproval on Mr.
Fuss’s face. It was the same look his male-birth-giver would give him every
night he’d come home with a detention slip in his hand. “I know what you’re
thinking, but look. Mr. Spitzer takes care of his people. These full timers make
more than the teachers do around here. He also provides a great pension plan
and a 401 K, whatever that is, and all kinds of health crap, not that I’m ever
gonna need it for anything, but it’s nice to know it’s there, you know? Hell, I
can retire in my forties! All’s not lost, huh?”
“Okay. I guess we’re done here. I see clearly that you have made up your mind
to throw away all of your special God-given talents to pursue a career in the
lawn-grooming arts. Well, good-luck. And hey, maybe we’ll see each other
soon. You never know. Wouldn’t that be a hoot?”
“What am I supposed to do, Mr. Fuss?”
“Promise me. Just promise me you’ll save that money Mr. Spitzer pays you
with for your immediate future and come back here in the fall with a clear head
and reloaded determination. Make the money you need for school by working
this summer and continue working next school year, part time. Actually, when
you come back next semester, I’ll have you registered as a work-study student.
That way, you can get out of school at ten a.m. and work more. The only Classes
you have to re-take are English, Phys-Ed and, of course, I would want you to
stay up with music and television. Perhaps this little experience will help you get
more acclimated to the concept of becoming a self-sufficient adult.”
“Okay.” Mahdakis shook his head. “Sounds like a great plan Mr. Fuss. Thankyou. Again.” They shook hands and wished each other a happy summer. “See
you in a few months,” Mahdakis said cheerfully.

A

s he walked away from the school, he felt ‘it’ in the pit of his stomach again. That queasy,
sick feeling of nostalgic hopelessness. A sense that he’d played this game before with
different playing pieces, rules, and objective’s but, from the bottom of his heart, knew the end result
would still be the same; a hard, heart-felt loss.

Without a second guess, he knew that none of what Mr. Fuss had talked about would ever come
to fruition. What he didn’t know is, why.
He didn’t know why because he never thought about why. He simply attributed it to having a
wretched life and moved on. And, never thinking about it may have been the key to his everlasting
sanity. For, if he had thought about it, or even opened up a spiritual channel or two, he would
have definitely felt the dead’s bitter hands of vengeance sticking him with needles during his waking
hours and grabbing for his throat as he dreamed. The awareness of that reality may have been
suicidal.
On the other hand, if he had woken and faced his demons head on, he may have been able to
overcome them.
But, how does a mortal fight a ghost?
One way, perhaps, is to defy its very existence and, in a way, that’s exactly what Mahdakis was
unconsciously beginning to do.
Through the use of various hallucinogens and other mind-altering narcotics, he had built a very
high, very thick wall of resistance towards the spiritual world, and the alcohol in his blood stream
gave him the blind courage to face the new day as if nothing dire were ever eminent. But, just
because a spirit can’t be felt or seen, doesn’t mean that one isn’t still there and ultimately, have to
be dealt with.
The downside to the spiritual wall is that, while the ghost’s on the outer side can’t get in, the
ones that may have been dormant during its construction will not be able to get out when they
awake.
Inside or outside, the ghost of Roger Daniels was not going to permit sun to shine on Mahdakis
for his roll in laying him to rest at such an early age. Mahdakis would pay for his actions.
Possibly, for the rest of his life.

All for God
&
God for None

Feed Your Head

A

s the days trickled by, Mahdakis was finding it harder to concentrate on
the future; not because he was overwhelmed with weed-whacking duties,
but because it interfered with his daily consumption of scotch, LSD and
interracial sexual pandemonium.
So far removed from the realities of his job he was, that he went to work falldown drunk one day.
The private home that Cannoli’s male-birth-giver had Mahdakis assigned to on
this particular weekday was a mansion recently vacated by the owners, who
were away on vacation. He showed up late, at three o’clock, and worked only
until five. All he had to do was trim around the yard where the mower couldn’t
get. He couldn’t handle that on this day. Mahdakis was so drunk; he fell asleep
standing up with his head resting on the handle and the weed whacker while it
was still running. A real employee spied him and woke him up.
Later that evening, Mahdakis paid a visit to Mr. Spitzer and apologized. Mr.
Spitzer accepted and had him transferred to a restaurant downtown, so as to be
out of sight of the much better paying customers.
Now it was the last day of school, and what better way to celebrate than by
dissolving a few pieces of acid on your tongue with the ones you care about
most.
Nicki Tater and Boodles had bought a sheet of acid from someone,
somewhere, and were joined by Rizzo, Violet-Basia and Mahdakis. Frank Slate,
one of their long time friends, was on hand as well. He had come with Pablo él
Dente.
Mahdakis knew Frank from school. They had talked a few times. Frank Slate
was a nice, gentle, Irish-Italian meathead who was one of the few who kept the
dark hair atop his head of meat, short. He did so, not only because he liked it
that way, but because it’s what his parents told him to do. He was a homeboy in
that regard. He respected his parents’ wishes and loved them dearly, unlike the
rest of the group, who found these feelings curiously grotesque.
Frank Slate wasn’t the brightest bulb on the tree either; in fact, he was born
with a permanent quizzical expression on his face, as if he were just asked to
name the capitol of Zimbabwe. He was funny and easygoing but, because of his
size, nobody poked fun at any of his shortcomings. Frank Slate was six-foot-tall
and built like a brick shithouse.
The seven of them were sitting at The Rock waiting for the acid to kick in. It
was Frank’s first time on any drug besides an occasional hit of weed. Frank was
more the drinking type. Mahdakis thought it a good idea to stick close to him.
Pablo wasn’t going to indulge this time. He had something to do for his mother
in Deephole, New Jersey. Pablo never gave into peer pressure.

“These aaaaasshole teacheeeeers! They’re fuckin’ Craaazy,” screamed
Mahdakis, as he clawed his fingernails deep into the sides of his head and
dragged them down, pulling some of his long hairs out along the way. “My
whole life they’ve told me how smart I am and what potential I have. So, they
stick me in all the top classes. And what happens?”
“I don’t know.” Frank giggled to himself. “Huh, what happens?”
“Surprise, surprise! I flunk the class! That’s what! After I told them, in so
many words, that the class was probably too hard for me. Duh! What the fuck
did they think was going to happen? So, that’s why I’m not graduating. Because
I’m smarter and more talented than others. That’s why? I’m too fuckin’ smart!
So smart……. that I can’t graduate. Does any of this make fuckin’ sense to
anybody? Hellooo!”
“Huh-huh-huh, Oh God, that’s too much. Huh-huh.”
“And then these bastards have the audacity to wave their fuckin’ fingers in my
face like I just took a crap on a shag carpet or something!”
“Huh-huh-huh-huh-huh-huh….. took - a - crap.
“I told ‘em Frank! I told them!”
“Yeah, but then you shit all over Shaggy’s carpet.”
“Scooby-Doo was the bomb shit, man,” said Nicki,
“I even asked my guidance counselor to put me in Romper Room with you
guys! He said ‘no’ right away. That’s not fair! You’re supposed to be tested! I
know! Because they put Pumpkinhead down there with you guys! He’s smart! I
mean, what the fuck man? How come he has the chance to get tested and I
don’t?”
“I don’t think you’re supposed to ask to be in there. I think the idea is to try
and stay out of there,” said Violet-Basia ponderously. “The thing is, no one does
anything down there and if everyone knew that, then they’d all want to be down
there. And, if everyone were down there, then that would become mainstream
high school and if that were to become mainstream high school, then we would
have to go somewhere else.”
“Not to mention, the sad state of educational affairs we’d have in this
country,” Pablo interjected.
“Once they distinguish you from the mainstream kids, they usually pull you
out of the crowd and drag you into their office,” Violet-Basia continued. “Once
there, they inform you that you’re not right for mainstream high school because
of, whatever your problem happens to be, and that’s that. Point is, we don’t want
to be in high school in the first place. They are the ones who made us except
their overbearing invitation to come here. Then they shun us and treat us like
diseased party crashers because we still don’t believe in, and won’t follow their
ways. You should feel proud, Mahdakis, not burdened. You’re different than us,
and that’s a good thing. You know how to fit in, if you want to, and can. You
should take advantage of that.”

“So where I went wrong, was trying to tell them I was stupid,” Mahdakis
surmised. “As opposed to letting them find out through some devious means of
trickery.”
“Exactly.”
“Did you guys know that Casey Kasem did the voice of Shaggy and Scooby?”
Boodles said with wide-eyed amazement.
“I mean, if a person is insane. Really insane, they don’t go around telling
people,” Violet-Basia informed him. “They don’t have to. It’s the ones that tell
people that they’re crazy, that are usually the ones more sane than everyone else
because…..”
“Because they know the difference! Of course! How could I be so stupid?”
“Right.”
“But if a sane person could actually pull of being insane, to the point where
everyone around him thinks he is insane, does it not then make that person twice
as insane as the rest, and not sane at all?”
“How so?”
“Because he was crazy enough to think of it in the first place,” said Pablo él
Dente.
“Right!” said Mahdakis. “AND was crazy enough to follow through with it on
a daily basis. That in and of itself is more insane than a real insane person!”
“Of which this person is.”
“Or becomes,” said Violet-Basia.
“So every one of those idiots, in that fuckin’ romper room class are graduating
from high school and I’m not because they’re ….SANE!”
“Huh?”
“He did some voices on Sesame Street too, I think,” Rizzo chimed.
“Don’t you see?” said Mahdakis. “They’re the so called, insane ones; but
really they are just ACTING insane by not acting insane at all! It’s all so very
diabolical!”
“Yeah, he did a lot of voice over stuff,” Nicki added. “Is he still alive?”
There was a long unanimous pause as everyone tried to collect their memories
of what was being discussed. Violet-Basia broke it. “Wow man, look at the
patterns the waves are making on the water. Aren’t they orgasmic?”
“They’re faces! Remember? The story?”
“Captain H and all those other illiterate hooligans have diplomas and I don’t!”
“I think he did the voice of Grover or Burt. ………Maybe both.”
“What story is that, Nicki?”
“From little school. When we were in first grade, our teacher told us this story
of how the white caps of the ocean waves are really the tormented souls of these
bad people who were sent to a watery grave because they stole secrets from the
government and laid down with their own kin.”
“Hmm. That doesn’t sound right for some reason.”

“Hey, does anyone else think that Burt and Ernie were gay? Or is it just me?”
“You’re gay?”
“No, they’re baby clouds.” Mahdakis was remembering something taught to
him in school at a young age.
“Burt and Ernie? They’re puppets, dude.”
Mahdakis continued, “They got stuck in the water because they wandered off
from their mother and every time you see the white caps of a wave like that, it’s
supposed to be one of the baby clouds, reaching up, crying for its mom. But it’s
too late, you see, because momma cloud moved on a long time ago and left the
babies in the water for dead.”
“We’re on a fuckin’ river, you assholes! And it’s as calm as my grandfathers’
libido,” shouted Pablo él Dente, in sober disbelief.
“Ya know, it did kind of bother me as a child, although I didn’t know why, to
watch the way the two of them slept together all the time. I mean, they were
never around girls. Ever! What is up with that?”
“Well, however the story went, I guess it’s for the best.”
“Maybe they’re trying to teach kids about being gay or something.”
“Like we need to be teaching children any of that.”
“Yeah, really. Stuff like that’s pretty much instinctive, isn’t it?” said Pablo él
Dente.
“I used to like Oscar the grouch.”
“What happened to make you change your mind?”
“I don’t know. I guess I still do.”
“You know, huh-huh-huh-huh, I got the exact same problem but its, um,
completely different, you know?”
“What problem is that, Frank?” asked Pablo. “You live in a trash can, or you
sleep with a puppet?”
“Snowy reminds me of Oscar, don’t you think?”
“Mr. Rogers!” Nicki’s green eyes were black and dilated. “Now there’s a
closet case, if I ever saw one.”
“What?”
“Now, Snowy, he lives in a trash can.”
“Mr. Rogers? Oh yeah, he’s gotta have a naked boy or two buried in his back
yard. I’d bet my life on it.”
“Have you ever smelt his room? It smells like cum.”
“Who? Mr. Rogers’?”
“No. I mean all of my teachers tell me ‘Frank can’t do this’ and, ‘Frank can’t
do that’ and, ‘Frank’s IQ isn’t that high’. But it is!”
“So high, no one can even detect it,” Pablo snickered.
“I find it fascinating that Frank is referring to himself from a third person point
of view, all of a sudden.” Violet-Basia observed.
“Now that’s a disturbing individual, Mr. Rogers.”

“What?”
“Get the fuck out of here.”
“It really is! I had my IQ tested independably.”
“Jesus Christ, you’re as dumb as a wall, Frank.”
“Hey, shut the fuck up, man!”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha. Ha-hah-ha-ha-ha-hah-ha-ha. Oh my God!” Rizzo was going
good now. “Ha-ha-ha-ha. Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!”
“Oh my God. Oh my God!” Boodles panicked. “Have you ever had the
overwhelming feeling that you forgot to do something extremely important?”
“Yesterday I forgot to put on deodorant.”
“I’m serious. I’m like, really, really smart and no one believes me. Sort of like
what Mahdakis is going through over there, you know, with no one believing
that he’s really stupid, but he really is.”
“I don’t think I put it quite like that.”
“I never wear deodorant. It’s not natural. Just go with what God gave you.
What’s the big deal? The smell? It’s what we’re supposed to smell like.
Otherwise God would’ve made us smell differently, don’t you think? Unless you
all think God’s an idiot. We’re the ones with the hang up about this particular
odor. And why? Why? Hey, it’s our odor. We should be proud to display it to
one another and not feel compelled to cover it up. Besides, I’ve heard of people
accidentally lighting themselves on fire putting that stuff on.”
“Frank’s completely missing the point, Mahdakis.”
“No, I’m not. It’s frustratin’. It really is. I know what the poor guy’s going
through.” Frank gave Mahdakis a couple of reassuring pats on the back.
“Did you guys hear they found a dead body in here last month?” said Boodles,
mesmerized by the water.
“Yeah, it was Gino Vanesselli.”
“Who?” asked Mahdakis.
“The tattoo artist from Camden.”
“Um.”
“I heard that before he drowned, he was bludgeoned to death.”
“Wow, that’s beat,” said Boodles, absent-mindedly.
“I also heard there were signs of forced anal entry too.”
“When is anal entry not forced? I mean, even when it’s consensual, it’s not
exactly the most welcoming entrance.”
Pablo and Mahdakis stared at one another. They were, apparently, thinking the
same thing and the only ones putting two and two together.
“Did he do ………a lot of tattoos around here?” asked Mahdakis.
“Yeah. He did most everyone’s,” explained Nicki.
“What about ……..Captain H?” asked Pablo, afraid of the answer.
There was no answer, but a goose-bumpy silence fell over the entire gang
except for Frank, as he didn’t understand the significance of the question. “You

see, that’s why I support the NRA and their fight to let all citizens have arms,”
he said.
“Oh my God, Gino didn’t have any arms?”
“Now that’s beat,” said Rizzo.
“It’s probably why he drowned.”
“I’m serious. None of this would have ever happened if he had had a gun.”
“Or consulted a dictionary.”
“Huh?” Frank looked at Pablo. “What the hell is that supposed to mean? Fuck
it. Laugh all you want, él Dente. But I’ll tell you this, when I go into business
for myself, I’m gonna carry a gun.”
“And what great thing, pray-tell, do you want to do with your life?” asked
Rizzo.
“I think I’d like to be an architect or something, you know?”
“And you expect you’ll be needing to pack some heat for that line of work?”
“Considering all the lopsided buildings he’s going to design, it’s probably a
good idea. Hell, I’ll bet you the dumb bastard doesn’t even know what a Tsquare looks like.”
“I can hear you over there, él Dente! How would you like my fist in your ass?”
“Eeewww!”
“Did you ever think that maybe we’re all just characters in a book, acting out
someone else’s bizarre fantasy?”
“Well, then we’ve got a real fucked-up individual writing this one, haven’t
we?”
“Over where, Frank? I’m eighteen inches directly in front of you. And no,
your fist is not welcome in my ass.”
“Oh my God, that’s such good news,” said Rizzo to no one in particular. “I’m
so glad to hear him say that, aren’t you?”
“Well then, shut the hell up, Pablo. You’re getting on my nerves.”
“Alright there, big guy. I gotta be going anyway. Does anyone need a ride
somewhere?”
“What?......Why would you say something like that?..........Ride?....A
ride........ride somewhere. Yes....Somewhere?” Boodles was starting to have a bit
of a bad trip for reasons only known to her conscious, if that.
“Okay then. Never mind. I’ll see you guys later. I got to help my mom move
some furniture in Deephole.”
“Ha-hah-ha-ha. Ha-hah-ha-ha-ha-hah-ha-ha.”
“What’s so funny, Rizzo?”
“I’m picturing him and his mom moving furniture all over the city streets of
Deephole, New Jersey. Oh my God, Ha-hah-ha-ha.”
“Dude, you’re being an idiot now,” Mahdakis scolded her.
“See you later, Pablo,” sang the gang in unison.
“Deephole,” Boodles uttered to herself. “Deephole!”

After a few more minutes, Boodles calmed down and spoke. “Hey wow, could
you imagine what our birth-givers would do if they saw us here like this?
Wouldn’t that be fucked up?”
Moments later, the female-birth-givers of Boodles and Rizzo came walking up
the south side dirt footpath. They were not happy. “Boodles Ann DiNero, what
the hell are you doing here?” shouted Mrs. DiNero in her raspy voice. “Don’t
you remember you’re supposed to take me to Deephole to pick up my car from
Luigi’s Auto Body? What the hell is this? Are you all drunk, or something?”
“I’ll bet they are,” said a disgusted Mrs. Rizaado. “Look at Mahdakis over
there. It’s probably all his fault.”
“Yes that’s it,” said Rizzo, quickly thinking. “It’s the last day of school so we
had a few beers.”
“Alright, you two girls come with us.”
“Where are we going?”
“You can’t drive in this condition! I’m taking you to Rizzy’s house to sober
you both up!”
“Why me? I’m not supposed to be driving anywhere. I wanna stay here.”
“She’s your friend, Myra-Ann Rizaado. Don’t you care to be with her?”
“No.”
“Hey, let’s all go,” said Frank, standing up trying to balance himself on an
invisible railing. “We’ll make a game out of it.”
“To Hell you will, Frank Slate, To Hell you will!” screamed Mrs. DiNero
“Well, I gotta get going, actually,” said Nicki. And before they could ask her
where, she was gone.
“Mahdakis, stay here with me, will you?” whispered Violet-Basia. “I can’t
deal with any of this right now.”
Mahdakis touched her lightly. “I’m right here. I’m not going anywhere,
believe me.”
Rizzo turned to them and said, “I’ll be back as soon as I can.”
“Frank, why don’t you stay here,” insisted Mrs. Rizaado, “you’ve done
enough for today. You and your new degenerate friend, Mahdakis, over there.
Disgusting, both of you. But more so him.”
“Okay Mrs. Rizzo. The two of us are going to sit here and disgust. Right
here.” As the invisible railing gave way for Frank Slate to come crashing down
on his butt.
The birth-givers left, dragging Boodles and Rizzo away in P.O.W. fashion.
“Man, that was some fucked-up shit,” Violet-Basia said. “I wouldn’t want to
be either of them.”
“What time is it anyway?” asked Frank.
“Probably five thirty….. or a little past three. Somewhere in there, I think.”
“Who needs time?”

“I do. Let’s see, the sun’s going down in an hour or so. It must be close to six.”
“Six it is, then.”
“Well then, I gotta go.”
“Whoa, whoa, whoa. Hold on Frank. Where are you going by yourself?”
“What? Mahdakis, what the hell’s wrong with you?”
“You’re tripping, man. And you should be peaking within the next hour or
two. I don’t think you should be alone.”
“An hour or two? How long does this shit last?”
“Six to twelve hours, usually.”
“What? I have to go home now and eat dinner.”
“Yuck.”
“Oh God, that’s a revolting idea,” said Violet-Basia. “Who could even think of
food right now, let alone try getting it down?”
“It’s spaghetti and meatball night. My favorite.”
“You’re going to eat spaghetti and meatballs at a table with your parents,
while peaking on acid, Frank?” Mahdakis shook his hand and saluted him.
“Good luck soldier.”
Mahdakis and Violet-Basia watched Frank walk off into the sunset.
“Wow, five minutes ago you couldn’t fit another person on this rock with a
shoe horn,” Violet-Basia reflected. “I’m going to go down to the little rock and
be alone with my thoughts for a while, you know.”
“Sure. I’ll be here if you need me.”

Under A Raging Moon

H

ours later, Tony Ravioli came down the dirt footpath only to find a
stranger, next to The Rock, standing on a mound of cigarette butts. He was
smoking the same unique brand as all the other dead cigarettes on the ground
and shaking as if he were freezing. It was seventy-eight degrees. The stranger
was dark in complexion; perhaps Irish\Italian or slightly Bohemian. His hair was
sprayed. It was a very bad gothic\new wave hair-do in which his hair, natural
curly, protruded straight out from his forehead like the bill of a baseball cap, or a
diving board. The stranger was Snowy McPeet. Tony took stance on the other
side of The Rock and lit up. Tony was at a loss for words as he found Snowy

somewhat unapproachable and bizarre in his mannerisms. Nonetheless, he made
eye contact and they both nodded affirmatively at one another. Tony was a bit
anxious too. He had found a buyer for his Camaro. He was selling it the next
morning and picking up a slightly used Firebird later in the day with some of the
money from the sale. It was a step up. He couldn’t wait to get rid of that old
thing.
“So what’s your story?” Snowy pried.
“I was hoping to find a friend here.”
“Not with that ugly mug, you weren’t.”
“S’cuse me?”
“Easy, Dirty Harry. I was just fuckin’ with ya. I mean c’mon, look at this,”
Snowy was pointing to his own face, “you think you got problems?” (exhale)
“At least you got nice soft feminine skin under that bear rug you call hair.”
“What the fuck is your problem anyway?”
Snowy was quiet as he witnessed a new stranger approaching. Tony followed
Snowy’s eyes to the top of the dirt path as an extremely obese man, probably in
his mid thirties, walked confidently towards them and stopped right in between
them, standing on The Rock. The overweight man with dark hair then stuck his
fists into the sides of his hips, his elbows nearly touching Snowy and Tony, and
surveyed the sunset.
“Nice night for a swim, huh?” he said.
“Sure is,” said Tony unsure.
Snowy remained silent, puffing away and exchanging questioning glances
with Tony.
“Alright then,” the man said, and began unbuttoning his shirt, “let’s do this.”
With that, the man stripped completely down in front of the two, leaving nothing
for the imagination. His body was completely covered with hair except for his
ass, which was smooth and bare as a baby’s. It was the oddest thing; it was as if
he were wearing a pair of chaps.
He took a step towards Snowy, who was stomping out a cigarette butt.
“Whoa!” Snowy quickly moved aside,
The fat furry man brushed aside Snowy and made his way down to the water
as Snowy and Tony erupted in unbelievable laughter. “Oh my God, what the
fuck was that?”
“I don’t know man,” Bobble-bobble-bobble, “but he left his clothes right here.
You wanna take ’em and run?”
“That’s cruel. I like you,” Snowy said, lighting up another cigarette. “My
name’s Snowy. They call me Snowman,” he said, extending his hand.
“I’m Tony Ravioli. Nice to know you.”
“That’s what you think.” (exhale) “So, is there a wallet in that pile of clothes
somewhere?”
“I don’t know, man. I’m not gonna go through his shit.”

“Why not,” said Snowy beginning to rummage through the clothing. “Nope,
nothing.”
“Well, alright then. I guess I should head out.” Bobble-bobble-bobble. “I
thought my friend Mahdakis was going to be here but--”
“Holy shit! That’s who I’m waiting for too.”
“You know him?”
“Do I? He saved my life last month.”
“He did?” Tony knew there was something special about Mahdakis. What he
didn’t know is to what extent Snowy was exaggerating.
“Yeah, he pulled me into shore. I was drowning as everyone else just watched
on, laughing,” he lied. “He told me he’d be here with Violet and a bunch of
other losers, tripping their fool asses off.”
“Yeah, that’s what he told me too. I was hoping to get a hit or two maybe.”
(inhale-exhale) “Well, they can’t be too far. You wanna go look for ‘em?”
“Sure. Why not?”
Snowy picked up the clothes and started running. “C’mon man, let’s hurry.”
Tony began to run alongside of Snowy, laughing. “Did you get a load of that
dude’s ass?”
“Are you kidding? I think all of Little Italy did. I’ll be damned if he didn’t
shine a little light into the houses across the river.”
They made it back to the car, threw the clothes in the back, and sped out of the
dead end street and onto the main road. “So, where do you think they are?”
Tony asked.
“Let’s try Moss Island.”
They made it to Moss Island, a local boat harbor with picnicking facilities, and
found no one. They decided to make the best out of it anyway and parked the car
to smoke a bowl. Snowy took out a nice size bag of herb and Tony handed him
his bowl. “That’s some serious bud weed you got there.”
“What do you think; I fuck around like those loser friends of yours and
Mahdakis’s? Only the good stuff,” said Snowy, stuffing the bowl. “Kind of a
small bowl, don’t you think though?”
“It’s all I have at the moment.”
“Okay David Banner, don’t get all hulky on me.” Snowy put the bowl to his
lips and tried to light it, but every time he came forward, the ridiculous bill of
his hair fell down right into his face, near his nose and mouth so that he couldn’t
see. He finally got the bowl lit, took a deep drag and started to hand it to Tony
who had turned around quickly after smelling something strange.
“DUDE! YOU’RE HAIR’S ON FIRE! YOU’RE FUCKIN’ HAIR’S ON
FIRE! PUT IT OUT! PUT IT OUT!”
Snowy dropped the bowl and burnt the palms of his hands putting them on the
top of his head, making sure Tony wasn’t joking. He wasn’t. Flames were

shooting straight up from his chemically soaked hair and into the cloth roof
interior. Tony began freaking out as Snowy panicked trying to put his head out
by smacking it into the ceiling and smothering the flames. This only spread the
flames more.
“GET OUT! GET THE FUCK OUT OF THE CAR! ROLL AROUND ON
THE GROUND OR SOMETHING, MAN!”
Tony remembered the stolen clothes and grabbed the polyester shirt lying on
top. He then began beating the flames with it. Naturally, it too caught on fire and
Tony found himself spreading the fire all over the car and himself. They ran out
of the car, Snowy looking like a lit match on two legs.
“GET OUT OF THE WAY!” someone yelled from behind Tony. He turned
around to see several commercial fishermen carrying buckets of water fresh
from the Delaware River. They doused him, his car and Snowy’s head with it.
The fire was extinguished.
“You kids alright?”
“I think so. Snowy?”
“Yeah, I’m fine, I think. Just a little pride,” said Snowy lighting a cigarette.
“You guys should be more careful. You could’ve gotten hurt.”
“I know. And we will. Thank you. Thank you very much,” Tony said, as the
men walked away.
“Yeah,” (exhale) “thanks for the tip there, Smokey.” (inhale)
Tony stood dumbfounded. “You’re such a dick, man! Do you have any idea
what you’ve done?”
“It was an accident.”
“I’m supposed to sell this car tomorrow, man! How the fuck am I going to do
that with a burnt interior that smells like the fuckin’ ocean?”
“I don’t know buddy,” said Snowy, patting him on the shoulder, “but better
you than me. I’ll tell you that much. Maybe the buyer will have a sense of
humor.” Snowy laughed. (inhale) “You wanna get a pizza or something?”
(exhale) “We still have that weed left to smoke too, you know.”

The Mind Is A Terrible Thing To Taste

V

iolet-Basia watched in spellbinding horror as Mahdakis’s face fused with a
formidable doughy blanket of cow mucus and blood while little red flying
saucers of a questionable protein source, armed with gastric explosives, chased
schools of hideously bearded fish playfully down his throat. The smacking
splash of the bearded fish hitting the stream of stomach acids deep down inside
his human casing was driving her mad. It didn’t help that LSD was in her blood
stream either. ‘How the fuck can someone eat that shit?’ She thought. ‘Hmm…
Maybe he’s doing this on purpose, just to freak me out.’ “Okay, what is this?”
“What is what?”
“That thing you’re stuffing in your face, what is that all about? Are you trying
to make some sort of political statement or see how sick you can make me? I
know you. I know how you think.”
“It’s a fucking pizza, Violet. And I’m hungry so I think I’ll eat it!”
“Why does it have so much shit all over it? What demented purpose is there in
putting little green and black things all over it? Jesus, it looks like an animal
sneezed all over it. Are you aware there’s an entire farm on that thing? Cows,
fungi, pigs, vegetables, I’d bet there’s some people parts in there too.”
“Considering the ethnicity of these owners, I’d say that’d be a fair bet. What
the fuck is your problem, anyway? Are you still tripping?”
“God, yes. How the hell can you sit there and eat after three hits? I only had
one and I still can’t come down.”
“Well I can,” he said turning away from her and facing Rizzo. “So, how’d you
get out? What happened with Boodles?”
“Well, after four cups of coffee and no positive change in her behavior, my
older brother surmised the situation and volunteered to drive Mrs. DiNero to the
body shop, himself. She’s gonna be grounded for at least a week.”
“Not you?”
“No. I just had to promise to stay as far away from you as possible.” She laid
her hand on top of his and flirtatiously began playing with his fingers.
“I wonder what happened to Frank,” said Violet-Basia. “He left right before
his peak to eat dinner at home with his family.”
“And you think I’m warped? I’m eating, now, because I have to. That dumb
bastard wanted to go home and eat!”
“That’s right. Spaghetti night while on acid. Yuck! How could he shovel that
in his mouth without thinking about albino worms massacred during an orgy?”
“Yep, that’s the first thing that popped into my head,” said Rizzo, as she drew
an impatient breath and continued, “I called to check on him before I left. He
isn’t doing so well.”
“No kidding.”

“Yeah, after dinner he was sent to his room. Seems he couldn’t stop laughing
at the table. His birth-givers just assumed he was drunk and told him to go sleep
it off.”
“And?” said Mahdakis, eating strands of his own long hair, which were stuck
to the pie slice.
“Well, he told me not to tell anyone.”
“Well we’re not ‘anyones’,” said Violet-Basia. “We are actually ‘someone’s’.
So it’s okay, go ahead.”
“Alright then. When I talked to him he was whispering in the phone and said
he was hiding under his bed.”
“Hiding from his birth-givers?”
“No. He thought that his glow-in-the-dark Daffy Duck lamp was going to slit
his throat in his sleep. He told me it was staring at him and inching its way
closer and closer to his bed. Is that crazy or what?”
“N-not as crazy as the fact that he’s still got a glow-in-the-dark Daffy Duck
lamp.”
“You got sauce in your beard.”
“Mmm.” Mahdakis rubbed it out with his napkin and continued, “I never liked
Daffy Duck. Or Mickey Mouse for that matter. I think Mickey had bisexual
tendencies. It disturbed me as a child when my babysitter used to make us watch
the Mouseketeers show. I don’t think I’ll ever be right because of it.”
“I can’t watch you eat that anymore.”
“If you don’t like looking at it then wait the fuck outside!”
“Fine. I think I will.”
“No wait.” Mahdakis thought better. “We have to leave together. You know?
The way we used to leave……as kids? Remember?”
“Oh, wow, alright. No problem,” Violet-Basia said, sitting back down at the
booth and contemplating. “You know, why don’t you just ask ‘em if you can
come back tomorrow and pay for it. I’m sure if you’re honest they’ll
understand.”
“Say what?”
“You don’t have any money to pay for this?” inquired Rizzo.
“Nah,” said Mahdakis casually.
“What the fuck? What are we supposed to do?” Rizzo panicked.
“It works like this,” explained Violet-Basia, “you leave now and meet
Mahdakis down by the diner in ten minutes. I have to head home anyway and,
since I live in the opposite direction than you guys, it’ll be perfect. When we
dash out the door, we’ll be running in opposite directions. They won’t know
who to chase. You see? The confusion will slow them down just enough for a
clean break. Simple.”
“Besides, they’re all fat and out of shape,” said Mahdakis, stuffing down his
eighth slice. “We can out run them no problem.”

“You guys do this often?”
“When we were young and in elementary school, we’d go out for pizza with
our dates and then run out the front door without paying.” Violet-Basia giggled.
“Great, I’ll see you at the diner.” Rizzo kissed Mahdakis on the side of his lips.
“Or in jail.”
Violet-Basia waited until Rizzo faded from sight and asked, “What was that
all about? You two got a thing?”
“I don’t know, but I like it.”
“I’ll bet you Jez wouldn’t. You remember her, don’t you?”
“Shut up.”
“She went away today, you know.”
Mahdakis ignored the information; “We gotta make a break for the door in a
minute. As soon as she takes that other tables’ check, we should be good.”

The Naked Truth

T

he acid had stopped percolating in Frank Slate’s system enough so that he
felt it safe to come out from under his bed. It was still somewhat early and
he wondered what happened to the rest of the gang. Some fresh air would be a
good idea either way. “Birth-givers, I’m going out for a drive. I’ll be back later,”
he yelled up the stairs. There was no response as the two birth-givers were
probably making love or asleep already. Whatever miserable thing it is that old
people do in the evening on weekdays………..Anyway……..
Frank Slate got to the end of the dirt footpath and, in the darkness, saw a
silhouette hiding behind The Rock. “Hello? Is someone there?”
“Please go. I have no clothes on. Someone stole them.”
“Moon? Is that you?”
“Who’s there?”
“It’s Frank. You probably don’t know me, but I’m always here. I know you.”
Moon, as he was called by the kids who hung at The Rock on a normal basis,
took a peek out from behind the tree he was standing behind and looked as
Frank shined the flashlight on his own face. “Oh yeah, I know you. A couple of
your asshole friends stole my clothes and I can’t get home because I walked
here.”

Frank laughed. “You live over in East Norford, right?”
“Yes, a mile away. But, I like the walk and the swim. It’s peaceful. Then these
two assholes that were here go and steal my clothes!”
“Alright, alright. We’ll find out who they were and have a talk with them.
Meantime, I got a car right up on top of the path. I’ll give you a ride home if you
want,” Frank said, with an unforgiving laugh, all the while trying to divert his
eyes away from his shriveled penis.
“I’m sorry to be trouble,” Moon said, as he followed Frank up the path.
“No problem. But, ah, maybe you shouldn’t be swimming ‘round here naked
in the first place.”
“It’s my right.”
“Actually, I don’t think it is,” Frank chuckled as they neared the top of the
path. “I’m pretty sure there’s a law against that, or something.”
“To Hell with the laws. Let me tell you something… Frank is it?”
“Yeah. Here, this is my car. Get in the back. I don’t want anyone to see us and
get the wrong idea.”
Moon squeezed in the backseat. “Anyway, as I was saying—”
“Oh yeah, sorry.”
“My grand-birth-givers used to own all of that wooded area you guys party in.
I grew up swimming here peacefully as a boy. And yes, sometimes nude. So did
my birth-givers. So what? It was our right to do so. Then my grand-birth-givers
died owing the town shit loads in back taxes so they took away their property as
compensation. They never even gave my birth-givers the opportunity to pay the
bill. Fact is, they plan to use this land for developing houses eventually. They
figure they can make more money on seven or eight homes with a water view
than they can taxing one person’s undeveloped property. Fuckers.”
“They can’t do that, can they? I don’t want that to happen.”
“Neither do I, Frank. But there’s not much we can do at this point. Mark my
words. That place is gonna look a lot different in the future so enjoy your time
there as much as you can. I am.”
“You know Moon, I think the people who stole your clothes were probably
just enjoyin’ themselves too. I don’t think they meant any harm.”
“Probably not. Just stupid fucked up kids, not thinking about anyone else.”
“What’s this,” said Frank, studying the traffic jam they were in. “looks like we
got some sort of serious roadblock ahead.”
“Jesus Christ, what next?”
“You live right up here on Lockmere, right?”
“Yeah, like five hundred yards up this street,” huffed Moon.
“Well, I can pull a u-turn here and go around the Sunset way. I know it’s five
miles out of our way but it’ll probably be quicker.”
“Yeah, you can do that. Sorry again, Frank.”
“Hey, no problem, I got nothin’ better to do.”

The Notorious Pizza Caper Bandits

R

izzo heard yelling and the rapid thunder of racing footsteps approaching.
She peeked out from behind the back of the diner building and saw
Mahdakis running down the hill away from the Pizza Pole Restaurant, where
they had just eaten. He was being followed by three white goblins. One of which
was falling way behind the other two, who were waving meat mallets and rolling
pins in the air. Mahdakis made a motion to Rizzo for her to run and hide. She
did.
Thinking quickly, she ran next door to the car dealership, which was now
closed, and hopped into the back of, what she assumed was an unoccupied pickup truck. The driver in the cab, however, was the head salesman working late
and was too preoccupied living up to his job title with a buxom brunette
customer to hear the thump in the back. She was a sweet tart in her late thirties,
who happened to be the wife of the owner of a Ford dealership down the road.
She didn’t need the car so much as she did the gratifying feeling of spiting her
husband. They were sealing the deal on a Mazda RX-7. He had been giving her
quite an oral sales pitch when, unbeknown to them, Rizzo hopped in the bed of
the truck. Rizzo was lying flat on her back as the truck abruptly started and took
off before she knew what was going on. It pulled out from the lot and began
heading away from Mahdakis; going too fast for Rizzo to make a jump for it.
Mahdakis started yelling, but to no avail.
The white coated Greeks were right on his tail when, out of Satan’s Lair, a
brand new Black Mercedes Benz made its way up over the hill, hopped onto the
sidewalk, and began chasing the three chefs like helpless animals.
Captain H, who was driving it, pinned one of the white-coats between the front
bumper and a telephone poll. Floyd Baxter, and two of Captain H’s officers, Rad
and Muffin Man, jumped out through the windows of the car. Rad, who was a
slim intimidating six foot eight Norwegian blond, picked a four-by-four up off
the ground and slammed the second chef’s face with it, moving his nose
precisely ninety degrees as he fell to the ground unconscious. Muffin Man, a
short, red, Irish wise guy, and Floyd Baxter took turns on the one who had fallen
behind with a tire iron to the face and some good ‘ol fashion rib kickin’.

“Where ya goin’ pizza man?” Captain H mocked the pinned man. “The answer
is nowhere. Ain’t that right, pizza man?”
“Hey!” Mahdakis yelled, knowing better than to use names. “My girl’s in the
back of a truck down the road! We gotta get her!”
“Consider yourself lucky,” Captain H said to the man who had most likely just
lost the use of his legs. He gave the man some love taps to the cheeks. “Next
time, you leave my pal alone. Understand, pizza man?” Captain H then sucker
punched the wind out of him. “We got everything?”
“Wallets, jewelry, if you wanna call it that, and a little self esteem to boot,”
giggled Muffin Man.
“Let’s get outta here!” Captain H ordered.
Mahdakis hopped in the stolen car. “It’s a dark red Toyota pick-up. It’s
probably a mile or so ahead of us. Somewhere.”
“I think I can just barely make out the taillights,” said Captain H, speeding up.
“Nice car,” Mahdakis said, marveling at the leather upholstery. “I take it you
guys are putting in a little overtime tonight.”
“Yeah. Something like that,” said Muffin Man.
“Well, thanks for the help.”
“Forget it. We were bored and we got an hour to kill before our rendezvous
with--”
“Too much information, Muffin Man,” shouted Captain H.
“This is some fucked up shit. We don’t know where this dude’s goin’. We
gotta get him before he gets too far.”
“The dude has to get a red light sooner or later,” Rad said from the back as he
peeled an orange. “So who’s ass are we trying to save?”
“Rizzo.”
“What’s this? You and little Rizzy?” Captain H patted Mahdakis on the upper
thigh. “That’s nice.” Pat-pat, “She’s a good girl.” Captain H got it up to seventy
for a little stretch, caught up to the truck and ran along the side. “Pull over!” he
yelled with his hand still on Mahdakis’ thigh. The driver ignored him.
Mahdakis yelled from the front passenger’s seat, and, leaning out the window,
almost touching the truck “Yo! Pull the fuck over!”
The man ignored Mahdakis’s mustached face and long, wild hair, as he
assumed him to be no more than an insignificant B.U.R.N.O.U.T. The man was
right, to a degree but, what the man didn’t realize, is that there were various
types of B.U.R.N.O.U.T.’S. He was about to make this discovery.
Rad threw an object out the window that dented the driver’s side door before
falling onto the road. The driver looked horrified and turned white as a sheet as
both vehicles turned down a darkened side street and came to crawling stops.
From the peripheral vision in his left eye, Mahdakis could see the black cold
steel barreled object that conjured up the man’s obedience. “It’s okay, Hank,” he
whispered. “You don’t need that.”

“Fuck I don’t. Do you see what I see in the front passenger’s seat?” Indeed,
Mahdakis had noticed the fruitful topless passenger.
The gang piled out onto the abandoned street and swarmed the truck like
vultures. Muffin Man cold cocked the salesman with his elbow and yanked the
keys out of the ignition. Rad opened the tailgate to let Rizzo out then he climbed
up over the cab and let his face slide down the front windshield suggestively.
Muffin Man then, ripped the remainder of the woman’s clothes off while
holding a knife to her gut and tossed them into the street as Floyd Baxter walked
past her and shot a curiously secretive look dead in her eyes.
Mahdakis looked at Captain H. “Hank, what the hell are you guys doing?”
“Mahdakis, my boy, this is where you get out. Take Rizzo and do yourselves
both a favor, don’t look back. It’s gonna get mighty ugly in a few minutes. Or
beautiful. Depending upon your view.” Then Captain H whispered in his ear,
“Either way, you can never be a witness if you never see anything. We
understand each other, old buddy?”
Mahdakis ignored the atrocity that was about to happen to this couple as he
suddenly thought of Rizzo’s safety. ‘Four cocks and only two holes on that
bitch. After a few minutes, two of those lonely cocks would look at Rizzo and
most likely deduce a use for her,’. Friend or no friend, he knew these guys were
out for blood and pussy and, having spent time with some of them his first year
back, he knew to keep a safe distance.
“Hey!” he shouted to Rizzo, extending his hand. “C’mon, let’s get out of
here!” He yanked her wrist.
“Oh God, Mm--”
“Now!”
Mahdakis placed his hand over her mouth as they began trotting together. He
whispered to her as they picked up the pace from trot to jog, “On three, you run
with me as fast as you can. Got it?”
“They’re going to rape her! We have to do something.”
“We are,” he assured. “Three!”

After The Fire

T

ony and Snowy had stayed at Moss Island just long enough to repack and
smoke the bowl. There was not much talking amongst the two except for

occasional grunts and groans of acknowledgement for the others’ presence.
Snowy took a big hit off the small bowl. “I’m really sorry about this, man. If
you need some money, I’ll see what I can do about paying some of it off.”
(exhale)
“Yeah, well, depending what happens tomorrow, we’ll see. I might just have
to take you up on that.” Tony took the bowl from Snowy and inhaled the last hit.
“But, that’s cool of you to offer. Thanks.”
“Sure.” Snowy had no money at all and even if he did, he had no intentions of
ever paying him back. He just wanted to smooth things out for the duration of
the night.
“Besides,” Tony said, starting the car, “you got some problems of your own
now.”
“Like what?”
“Like what? Have you seen a mirror lately?” Tony smirked as he pulled out of
the boat yard. “That mop that was sticking out from the middle of your head, I
think you called it - hair? Well, it’s gone now buddy! Ha-ha!”
Snowy grabbed the rearview and pointed it at himself. “Shit.” Indeed, the mid
section that he had sprayed to stay in place was, ironically, now the only part
missing. He was bald right down the middle of his head. “I got a reverse
Mohawk.” Snowy marveled at it. “What do ya think? Kind of cool, huh?”
“Cool?”
“Yeah. Who would’ve ever thought of this? I think I’ll shave it down nice
tomorrow and make it look intentional. Yes? No? What’s your opinion?”
“My opinion? Do you like it?”
(inhale-exhale) “Yeah. Yes, I think it’ll look cool with a little touching up.”
Snowy said still marveling in the mirror, this way and that way.
“Fine. Then my opinion is that you’re fuckin’ crazy.”
“Nice to have opinions, isn’t it?” Snowy put the mirror back in its place. “So
how about that pizza now?”
“Yeah, that sounds like a great idea. I’m fuckin’ starved.” Bobble-bobblebobble “Where’s good to go around here at this time?”
“There’s a good place near the Toyota/Mazda dealership on Delaware. Let’s
try that.”
“Okay, just point the way.”
“Do you not know your way around here or what?”
“I’m kind of new around these parts, if that’s okay with you!”
“Calm your oats there, Wild Bill. Just asking.” (inhale-exhale) “So where are
you from then?”
“Jersey.”
“New Jersey?”

God Is Everywhere

R

izzo and Mahdakis flew down sleepy backstreets; cutting through
backyards and covering a good two miles in no time. After ten minutes,
they were well out of harm’s way and slowed to catch their breath. Rizzo was
still in a state of shock. She was bent over with her hands on her upper thighs,
catching her breath; Mahdakis sat her down under a tree and held her.
“That proves it.”
“Proves what?
She turned and looked in his eyes. “There’s no God, Mahdakis. There’s no
God,” she repeated. “God wouldn’t let innocent people get hurt like that.”
“Sure he would. He does it all the time.”
Rizzo fumbled with her lighter and gave Mahdakis a look of disgust. “Huh?
What are you talking about?”
“Didn’t you ever get hurt when you were a kid? You know, a bruise from a
fight or fall down real hard on your head?”
“That’s a bit different from getting the shit raped out of you by four strangers.”
“Not really.” Mahdakis said confidently. “Do you remember what went
through your head the first time you got hurt or experienced pain? Remember? It
was absolutely devastating. We don’t know from pain yet and that first
experience is really quite a scary eye opener. Most little kids think they’re gonna
die right then and there.”
“And? You are making a point, I hope.”
“Just because we’re older in form, doesn’t mean we are all knowing and wise
yet. We still got a long way to go. We are just bigger children in a bigger
classroom with more advanced lessons to learn. Maybe someday we, or she, will
look back at this rape with the same reflection that we now look back at the
painful lessons of childhood with, and nothing more.”
“That’s sick. Maybe you fell on your head one too many times.”
“No it’s not sick. It’s real. It’s God’s way. You have to believe it, accept it,
and embrace it if you believe in God. God wants us all to get a good ass fucking
from time to time. It’s just the way he is. I think maybe he likes to watch too.”
“You got problems,” Rizzo huffed, stomping away.

“It sounds like you got problems,” Mahdakis said, catching up to her. “Not the
least of which being, your subconscious struggles with faith.” He puffed on a
Tijuana and continued, “You know, I just love how when something goes well,
you fuckin’ people thank God for everything. Thank yourselves. You’re the
ones who pulled through. It makes me laugh when people pray aloud; thanking
God for all they have and exclaiming how God has shined his light down upon
them for their self-righteous efforts. Well, by saying that, you’re inadvertently
saying that God hates all the other unlucky motherfuckers in this world. The
ones who live in backwards countries and are starving to death, or the ones who
lose their homes to a fire. It must be because God hates those particular families
and races of people. What about natural disasters? Were the victims of those
disasters all heathens? That’s what people who thank God for all the joy in their
lives are saying. Otherwise, why wouldn’t God give joy and happiness to
everyone? He has the capacity to do so, right? I mean, he is the Almighty.
Right?”
“That’s a good question.”
“You want the answer?”
“Probably not.”
“It’s because, number one, there is no God and this is all one blind crap shoot
or, number two, there is a God but he’s dumb as a wall, which means that our
creation was probably nothing more than a freak accident he had while making a
pot of coffee or, number three, there is a God and he works in partnership with
Satan to preserve the balance of good and evil. I mean, what would God mean
without Satan?”
“I really don’t wanna believe that God is evil, if there is one.”
“Okay then. Believe this, God knows more than we do and can foresee the
future and past. How do we know those two people back there were not sinners
of a more severe nature, themselves? Perhaps they have had people killed before
or killed someone by accident? A hit and run, perhaps. Maybe they abuse their
children. Or maybe God knows they will do something severe one day to
someone else and decided to put a stop to it right now.”
“And Captain H and those guys are some sort of unbeknown saints?”
“More like martyrs for the preservation of good and evil.” He took another
drag and continued, “You know in a community fish tank, when one fish gets
really sick, it is best to take it out of the water and let it die slowly, rather than
spread the disease. That fish didn’t do anything wrong. He was just minding his
own business when he got sick but it is for the good of the whole community
that he expires. It’s just a responsibility that the owner of the tank, or in this
case, God, must take care of whether we like it or not.” Mahdakis held her hand
lovingly.
“Should we at least call the cops or something?” asked Rizzo.

“If it’s discovered that we had something to do with landing Captain H and
the gang in jail, for even a night, or foiled his fun, then the consequences for us
will be worse. Sorry. Don’t screw around here, Myra. It’s fucked up, what’s
going on back there. But you and I got to try and forget it ever happened and
move on with our lives or that’ll be you and me one day.” Mahdakis took a puff
from his cigar and passed it to her. “What the fuck is Floyd doing with them,
anyway, I wonder.”
“Yeah, that was weird.” Rizzo eyed Mahdakis sheepishly and inhaled the
cheap cigar. “You really know how to show a girl a good time,” she giggled.
“And to think my female-birth-giver told me to steer clear of you.”
“Really?”
“Yeah, she said you were a bum.”
“Ouch.”
“And that you were a worthless, fool headed, daydreaming degenerate.”
“Sounds like something my own birth-givers would say. And have.”
“So,” continued Rizzo nervously, “you…wanna go out with me? Or
something?”
Mahdakis eyed her up and down “What better way to prove your female-birthgiver wrong?”
“Actually, I was hoping you’d prove her right.”
“Hmm?”
Rizzo exhaled exhaustedly. “Never mind.”
They embraced, kissed and walked along the quiet street arm in arm for a little
while.
“You know you’re my first real boyfriend,” said Rizzo, squeezing his hand in
search of assurance.
Mahdakis gave her a squeeze back and shined on her, a nice confident smile,
brushed the purplish-black hair out of her eyes and kissed her pale, round, Asian
face. “And proud of it, Myra.”
Rizzo was silent as she walked; proud of her catch. Mahdakis walked with her
in respecting silence with regard to her newfound feelings of love and made a
mental note to himself of her possible emotional vulnerability. He promised
himself not to hurt her and always do right by her while slowly guiding her into
rich woman-hood. These, too, were things that he would fail miserably at.

Plan B

“W

hat – the – fuck?”
“Shit.” (exhale) “I don’t like the looks of this. Let’s get the fuck out of
here.” Tony Ravioli and Snowy McPeet had come upon the Pizza Pole
Restaurant where swarms of police and reporters were convened outside
interviewing patrons and potential witnesses.
Tony slowed to a crawl, as a traffic cop was rerouting traffic around the grass
barrier in the road. “Snowy, roll down your window and see what’s going on.”
Snowy rolled down his window as they passed a channel 12 news reporter
interviewing someone who had obviously been inside when everything
happened. “—and they just got up and ran out the door without paying.—” was
all Snowy caught as they drove past.
“Man, these Norford cops live sad lives. They really got nothing better to do?
Did you hear that?”
“No. what was that person saying?”
(inhale) “Basically, that some jokers left without paying.” (exhale) “That’s
it. And now it’s all over the Norford County News. Can you believe it? Tax
payers are footing the bill for this mess too, you know. Good thing I’m not a tax
payer.”
“Pretty fuckin’ pathetic. You wouldn’t see something like that in Jersey. Nope.
We got bigger things to worry about than some assholes not paying for food.”
Snowy shook his head in disbelief. “They’ll probably put an APB out on
them.”
“Leonardo’s Pizza is right down here, isn’t it? We can go there instead, aye?”
“Are you really comfortable being in this atmosphere with cops and reporters,
all out on the warpath?”
“No, no I’m not. I see your point. What should we do?”
“We can eat later, if you want. There’s supposed to be a big keg party over at
Twisty Turn Trails. You wanna check it out? It beats hanging around here.”
“Sure,” Tony said, looking at Snowy for directions. “What the fuck’s a Twisty
Turn, anyway?”
“Jesus Christ.” Shake, shake, shake. “Just take that left by the gas station.”
“Valley Road?”
(inhale) “That would be the one.” (exhale)

*Floyd Baxter*
Death Of A Salesman

“S

mells like love on her breath,” Rad said, kissing her. The woman began to
scream and Muffin Man gagged her with her own panties and bungeecorded her wrists and ankles to either side doors. Paralyzed with confusion and
panic, the woman ceased feeling human anymore. She was a caged animal and
the most horrific moment of her life was about to begin with the grim realization
that she was no more significant than a slice of holiday ham.
“I got her ass,” exclaimed Muffin Man.
“I want that nice little mouth of hers!”
“I’ll take care of the dude.”
“Wait, I changed my mind. I want her mouth,” Muffin Man reneged.
“Well, big boys go first. So, take a back seat,” Rad barked.
“Fine. I’ll get to that when I’m done.”
“Whoa, whoa, whoa! Wait a minute! Hold everything.” Captain H interrupted.
“Done with what? You still plan on fucking her up the ass?”
“Yeah.”
The woman tried to scream.
“And then coming in her mouth?”
“What’s wrong with that?”
“You can’t do that! You understand, Irish man? There’s an order ya gotta to
do these things in, and you’re in reverse. I mean, sweet Mary of Jesus, we don’t
go sticking things in people’s mouths that have been up their own ass. That’s
just not ethical.”
“Who gives a shit?”
“I do.” Captain H began slapping Muffin Man’s face to the rhythm of his
pronunciation, “Just-be-cause this is-a-rape, doesn’t mean-we-can’t-be civilized.”
“And remember,” noted Rad, “good oral hygiene is essential to the
development of healthy teeth and gums.”
“You wouldn’t do this sort of thing at home, would you?”
“I live with my mother!”
“Just answer the question.”
The woman was starting to get antsy and impatient. Whatever they were going
to do, she wished they’d do it and get it over with so she could begin the healing
process more sooner than later.
While everyone was arguing over their piece of the pie, Floyd had inched his
way to the end of the street where it tee’d off with Sunset. He looked in both

directions of the cross street once, then twice, then again. He was making sure
they were in the clear. Floyd hadn’t planned on this happening. He liked to make
an extra buck or two helping Captain H hot wire cars, steal radios or crack safes
and whatnot. Whatever. It was fun work. It was money and replaceable goods.
Insured goods. The woman in the truck was irreplaceable. Floyd knew this.
What bothered him more was that, he knew the other three knew this, too. That
made them even worse. Worse than the idiots who don’t know any better. They
knew they were doing harm. They just didn’t care. The naked woman reminded
him of his own female-birth-giver, who was also in her thirties and very sexy. At
least all of his male friends thought so. Oh Hell, so did he. Who was he kidding?
He had ‘pounded a few out’ to her image, over the years. Freud and Shakespeare
would’ve been proud. He wondered if the woman in the truck had family or
maybe even kids his own age that he knew in school.
“Okay, how ‘bout I fuck her in the ass and then cum in his mouth. Is that
okay?”
“Now that would be a chuckle.”
“It would, now wouldn’t it,” agreed Captain H. “Shit, why don’t we just work
the dude over. To hell with her.”
“What are we, a bunch of queers here or something?”
“If you have to ask – ”
“She’s hot! You know…for her age. Let’s fuck her, man.”
“Nah.”
“Why not?”
“Because,” explained Rad, “it wouldn’t have the same comedic impact as
violating this semi-unconscious dude every which way, now, would it?”
“When did we become the three stooges of sexual assault?”
“Just shut up and stick it to him.”
The woman was growing more offended with each passing moment. It was
demoralizing enough to be the rape victim of three young men. It was another
altogether to, then, be denied any sort of attention from those three young men
and passed over for an ugly forty-five-year-old man. And, all of this coming
after they had thoroughly inspected her goods. The ‘for her age’ remark wasn’t
sitting well with her either. She was almost pouting, but still relieved, as she
stared down admiring her own breast and flat stomach. She watched on with a
perverse jealousy as the twisted event unfolded for the salesman.
“Five-O, Five-O! Run! Run!” Floyd shouted running towards them. He was
flailing his arms all over to get their attention and then ducked out of sight,
running like mad through backyards and hopping fences, over and onto other
blocks. He was gone.
While he was doing that, the others wasted no time in getting their asses out of
there. “Shit! The cops! Move it! Move it!” Captain H ordered. Muffin Man and

Rad kicked the man’s naked bleeding ass under the truck and made their way
back to the Benz. Fun was fun, but Grand Larceny and Rape were another
matter. And if they didn’t get the car to where it had to be, for whatever reason,
well that was another form of Hell they’d rather not think about either. They
sped out like lightning and never looked back.
The woman, still naked, was too gripped with fear to cover herself before the
cops came. She just sat in the front seat crying; stripped of dignity,
independence, and self-worth. Another minute passed and she found strength to
put some clothes on. A minute after that, she stood up and looked around the
street bewildered.
Except for the sobs of the injured salesman under the truck, it was quiet. Very
quiet. And, she was not hurt. Not really.
There were no police.
She puzzled a moment and suddenly remembered the odd look Floyd shot at
her and started crying tears of joy. She closed her eyes and gripped her
customized vanity diamond crucifix against her bare chest, and uttered, “Thankyou, God, thank-you. I’ll never be a bad girl again. I promise.”
She was lying.

Insert Extraneous Footnote Here:
Overtime, the head salesman began frequenting gay bars and S & M clubs as
he now found difficulty maintaining an erection without the aid of some bizarre
roll play or the presence of another penis. Alone, defeated, ashamed and unable
to come to grips with what the whole experience had made of him, he murdered
himself.
The authorities found him in his garage with the car running. He was naked
except for one of those black and orange ‘FOR SALE’ signs hanging around his
neck. Written in the rectangular white space of the sign, in ruby red lipstick,
were the words ‘Refer all inquiries to God’.

Three’s Company

F

loyd Baxter had been lying in a grassy crevice between the Brandywine
River and Sunset Lane for the better part of thirty minutes. He wanted to
avoid any contact with Captain H until the morning came, as he would have a
better story once his head was clear. Right now, he just wanted to get up and
start walking home. It had been long enough, he thought. Captain H and the
crew had to get the Mercedes to Bridgeport by ten o’clock. It was about that
right now and Bridgeport was a city twenty to thirty minutes away so, the coast
should be clear.
He started hitchhiking along the dark road. Three cars zoomed past him within
five minutes. A fourth car came to a stop and a familiar voice came bellowing
from the driver, “Yo, man. What the Hell ya doin’? Get in.”
“Hey Frank,” said Floyd, getting in and turning his head to acknowledge the
person in the back. “Hey,” Floyd said nonchalantly to the unclothed man. Then,
leaning over to whisper in Frank’s ear, said, “You know there’s a naked man in
the back of your car, Frank?”
“Yeah,” Frank chuckled, “crazy, isn’t it?”
“You know what’s crazier?” Floyd set lighting a cigarette. “That’s the second
naked man I’ve seen in the past hour.”
Frank didn’t ask. He’d known Floyd since the second grade. He liked him but
he knew there were things about him that he didn’t want to be privy to. Frank
explained how he had to take Moon home and then afterwards he’d take Floyd
back home. He and Floyd both lived in the same neighborhood. No sooner had
they pulled out from the side of the road when the front left tire blew out.
“Jesus Christ!” said Moon, holding his face in his hands “What next?”
Frank and Floyd got out surveying the damage. “What the fuck did you hit,
man?” Floyd knelt down, “Look. There’s like a bar or something stuck in your
tire,” he said, as if never seeing the object before.
“No shit. Let me see,” Frank said, walking around the front of the car to the
other side. He crouched down and studied the metal bar that was stuck in his
tire. “It’s a fuckin’ tire iron,” he concluded and wiggled it a little, as he pulled it
out. “Ew! There’s blood on this fuckin’ thing or something.”
“Ironic, don’t you think?” Floyd chuckled. “A tire iron in your tire? Hee-heehee!” Floyd had a Witchy-Poo type laugh that could really grate under ones
skin.
“You think it’s so funny, why don’t you change the fuckin’ thing then,
asshole,” said Frank, throwing the iron at his feet.
“Fine,” said Floyd, and walked to the back of the car, pulled out the jack and
began changing the tire while Frank watched on, getting a second wind of the
LSD. Floyd put the spare tire on not realizing that it was completely flat until he
lowered the jack.

“What the fuck is that?”
“I don’t know, it’s your tire.”
“It’s fuckin’ flat. Didn’t you realize that before you wasted all that time
putting it on?”
“Nope.”
“Oh, God,” cried Moon.
“Shut up man,” Frank yelled pointing a finger in the window. “I’m tired of
your shit too. You wouldn’t be in this predicament if you weren’t running
around swimming naked everywhere. And I wouldn’t be here with a flat tire!
Now c’mon. We gotta start walking. All of us!”

Happy Trails

“H

ey! Why don’t you two dirt-bags get a job and stay the hell off the
streets?” the voice came from a beat up primer gray Camaro.
“Tony!” yelled Rizzo. “How ‘bout a ride?”
Tony bobbled his head affirmatively. Mahdakis gave Rizzo the front seat and
wrestled with the seatbelt as he fought his way towards the back. “Fuckin’
thing.” He said, then surprised to see someone in the back.
“Walking arm in arm, huh? Isn’t that just--” Cough-cough, shake-shake,
cough-shake. “fuckin’ cute.”
“Yeah, what’s up with that?” asked Tony, pleasantly surprised.
“Really,” (exhale) “what happened with you and Lizzy Borden?”
“Her name was Jezebel,” Mahdakis said firmly. “And it’s over. Nice haircut.”
“My birth-givers think Mahdakis is a worthless piece of crap.”
“You should listen to your parents.” Bobble
(inhale-exhale) “They could be on to something.”
“So, I thought, what better way to get back at them, then to date him.”
“Great,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble, “sounds like a match made in Heaven. Where
we off to?”
“You’re the one driving the car. Where were you guys going in the first
place?”
“Out looking for you. There’s a keg party up at the trails. You wanna go?”
“Sure. Rizzy?” Mahdakis sniffed.

“Yeah, that’s fine,” she said, cutting him an evil glare.
“What’s that smell? Is your car overheating?”
“Long story. What are you two doing walking on this side of the river?”
“Long story. Why are there dead fish on your floor mats?”
*****
They made their way to Twisty Turn Trails, a hiking park set in the midst of a
residential neighborhood, and exited the car in the front, and only lot.
Tony stood in the middle of the empty lot with his hands in his back pocket,
circling around on his heels. “Big keg party, huh?” Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Maybe they’re up one of the trails already. Let’s take a look,” said Snowy,
snuffing out a cigarette.
“And where are the cars that would’ve brought them, and a keg, this far? How
the hell did they get here in the first place, Snowman? Fly?”
“Don’t laugh; I’m building a flying jet-pack at home in my garage that runs on
Jolt Soda.” This was true.
“Good. When you’re done maybe you can use it to fly the fuck out of or
lives!”
“Why do you think I’m building it in the first place, dick-wipe?”
While Snowy McPeet and Tony Ravioli argued over nonsense, Mahdakis and
Rizzo were having it out in their corner of the ring. They were establishing a few
do’s and don’ts. Mahdakis was lying on the hood of the Camaro with his back
against the windshield. Rizzo was standing next to him. “Do not ever call me
Rizzy again. Are we clear on that?”
Mahdakis was taken back a little. “Sure. But, I’ve heard other people call you
that before.”
“And that’s for certain other people. Like my birth-givers, Nicki and Boodles.
That’s it. It sounds girly and cutsie and I am not either of those.”
“Okay, fine.”
“I let you call me Myra and no one else. I actually like when you call me that.
But I hate it when anyone else but my birth-givers call me that.”
“Hey Yo! Be careful!” Tony’s voice came bellowing from across the lot.
“There’s a small crack in the windshield right where your—” But it was too late.
Mahdakis felt the windshield give way under his back and the small crack
became a gigantic web of glass that would surely shatter with the force of the
slightest bump in the road.
“Shit! You dumb motherfucker! What the fuck is wrong with you? Get the
fuck off my car! All of you! Just stay the fuck away from me!”
“Is he having a moment, or something?” asked Rizzo
“Shut up!”

Mahdakis took very stern offensive steps towards Tony and put his nose
against his forehead and whispered, “You got a fuckin’ problem? Sorry about
your windshield, but that ain’t my problem. What is, is your fuckin’ mouth and,
friends or not, I’ll take you down right here and now, little man.”
“Sorry!” Tony said as Mahdakis stood nose to nose with him. “It’s been a
fucked up night and I gotta try to sell that thing tomorrow morning and it’s all
fucked up. Shit! It’s burnt! Christ, it’s still smoldering! It smells like The
Delaware, and now you can’t see out of the passenger’s side! That thing’s gonna
break soon. Look at it!”
“Yep,” (inhale) “it doesn’t look good there smooth.” (exhale), Shake, shake,
shake.
Tony grabbed Snowy’s collar and started shaking him down. “My fuckin’
name’s Tony! Not Smooth or David Banner or Harry or whoever the fuck
you’ve been calling me all night. It’s fuckin’ Tony! Got it?”
“Got it. Fuckin’ Tony.”
“Hey, Fuckin’ Tony,” said Rizzo, adding fuel to the fire, “what do you say we
get out of here?”
“Fine!”
As they made their way down Sunset Lane, no one talking to one another and
Tony trying to avoid every bump in the road that he could, their attentions were
directed towards a gigantic bare ass walking with two other figures along side of
the road just up ahead. Tony got Snowy’s attention in the rearview mirror and
they smiled a little.
“Jesus Christ, don’t even tell me.” Snowy said, shake-shake-shaking his head.
“Hey, wait,” pleaded Rizzo.
“No, we’re not stoppin’,” insisted Tony.
“Rizzo leaned out the window and yelled, “Hey, Frank! Frank! Tony, stop the
car!”
“Shit.”
Frank ran over to the window. “Hey man, is it good to see you guys. Listen we
got a problem here.”
“No shit.”
“Yeah, my car’s got a flat back up the road and Moon’s here with no clothes
on. Someone stole them. So we we’re trying to get him home.”
Mahdakis got out, as did Rizzo, and caught Floyd’s eye. “Twice in one night.
Isn’t this something.”
Moon caught a glimpse of Tony and started barking, “That’s one of the pricks
that stole my clothes!” Then he looked in the back. “That’s the other one!
Gimme my clothes. Where are they?”
“They caught fire.”

“What? You owe me some clothes, you little pricks! Who the fuck do you
think you are, anyway?”
“He’s one to talk about little pricks,” Rizzo snickered.
“Well, get in,” Tony relented, “the least I can do is drop you off at home.”
“The very least.” as Moon began to slide in.
“Hey man, I didn’t even take the fuckin’ things, alright? He did!”
Snowy rebutted, “Yeah, but he set them on fire. Whoa, Jack. Not so close,”
Snowy said, trying not to stare at his balls. “Open the door, Tony. I’m gonna
wait here with everyone else.”
“You gonna leave me alone with a strange, naked man?”
“It’s just Moon. We know who he is,” said Rizzo.
“Great.”
(exhale) “I mean, unless you think we can all fit in here?” Shake, shake, shake.
“No. Definitely not with a naked fat man.”
“That’s a good idea,” Frank interjected. “Moon will show you where he lives
and then you can come back here and pick up the rest of us. Is that cool?”
Tony was helpless and confused. “Fine,” Bobble-bobble-bobble “I’ll be right
back.” He spun the car around and went back the other way.

O

nce again, Moon was less than a half a mile from home when the police lights made their
presence in Tony’s rearview. They were pulling suspicious looking cars over of which, his was
definitely one. There had been a rape and some beatings earlier in the area. As a result of the stop,
Tony was issued a citation for driving with a dangerous windshield. The officer who issued the
citation also gave him a firm verbal warning about the unhealthy condition of his car and told him
to attend a lecture at the Norford Fire Department later in the week. The lecture was about
smoke inhalation and the dangers of high-level exposure to carbon monoxide. The car was declared
unsafe for the road and ordered impounded. By this time, three more squad cars took their place
surrounding Tony’s car. Tony lied to the cop when asked why he had some dead fish on the floor of
his car. He told the cop he was fishing a little earlier and accidentally dropped the fish bucket into
the harbor. Because of this, he was issued a one-hundred dollar fine on behalf of the fish and game
board for removing live fish from the waters that were under the size limit. When the officer
learned why Moon was naked, they wrapped him in a police blanket and took him down town for
processing. Moon was issued a ‘Summons to Appear’ for public indecency, soliciting sex, and
endangering the welfare of a minor. The police were very interested in meeting some of those minors
Tony had mentioned; the friends he had waiting for him back on Sunset with the flat tire. Tony
told the cops their first names (that was really all he knew) but did not know who Floyd Baxter
was, so he could not give a name. His description of him, however, interested the police. As well,
none of the cops believed Tony’s story. They were sure he was lying about everything and that he
was nothing more than some faggot-ass male prostitute. Tony assured the cops that wasn’t the case
and that his friends’ presence, down the road a bit, would validate everything.
While all of this was going on, the tow truck that was on its way to impound Tony’s Camaro,
was flagged down by Frank Slate and Floyd Baxter. The driver turned out to be a friend of

Frank’s male-birth-giver and was more than happy to fill Frank’s tire up with air using the
portable air tank. It was getting late and Rizzo had to get home. So, the gang took her home first
and double-backed. During that time, the cops and Tony arrived at the spot where the rest of the
gang should have been. After finding no signs of a broken down car or ‘other people of interest’,
they gave Tony Ravioli a routine booking at the station with a ‘Promise To Appear’. He was
issued another citation for prostitution and was charged with disrupting a police investigation

Touch
The
Sun…

Stone Cold
had quietly checked herself into a mental rehabilitation center. She was
J ezebel
depressed, angry, and disappointed with herself for failing to communicate
with her own peers about matters important to her on what she considered to be,
a higher level of spiritual capacity; never once loaning thought to the fact that,
perhaps the people she was trying so hard to reach were unimpressionable baked
half-wits who only gave thought to tomorrow if it pertained to a court date or a
rock concert.
Upon learning this information from Violet-Basia, Mahdakis did what any exlover would do for another who had hit rock bottom. He pissed on her.
After a long night of stoning and boozing with Tony, Pumpkinhead, and new
love, Rizzo, he took it upon himself to write Jez a scathing letter of discontent in
which he condemned her from all humanity for as long as he should have to
walk the same Earth as her. They were never to speak to each other again. He
had found greener pastures. ‘P.S…I want my Bowie albums back.”
Over time, jarring moments of hatred and feelings of betrayal were replaced
with aspirations of witchery; as menacing confidence once again began to
pepper her soul with vigor and self-esteem. She checked herself out after a
month and with the exception of Violet-Basia and Yogi McNugget, began a new
life with new friends, elsewhere.
In the meantime, Mahdakis was discovering that while the grass was greener
with Rizzo, he wasn’t allowed to play on it. It seemed that after losing the bet to
Boodles DiNero, and finally bagging a boyfriend cool enough to walk around
with, Rizzo was deflated of all natural curiosities and any various pleasurable
functional possibilities with this vagina thing of hers. Even the most basic
displays of affection, hugs and kisses, were hard to come by with Rizzo; and
cold and awkward when they did.
For all of his rough edges and outlandish behavior, Mahdakis was a romantic
and a lover deep down inside, although he’d never admit it, even to himself.
Despite his bizarre sexual encounters with women of older generations, or
maybe because of his encounters with them, he held belief in the wine-anddine/dinner-and-a-movie mentality. Chivalry had been instilled in him as far
back as fourth grade, when he and Violet-Basia would double date with another
boy and girl. It was pizza and soda then, usually followed by a little show-andtell in the ravine behind the elementary school. Even Charlotte demonstrated
basic common-dating-decency before opening up every orifice of her body for
abuse. It was just how normal people were brought up to behave. This lack of
Normal Behavior really perplexed Mahdakis. To this point, Mahdakis had
always been the one in the group who was slightly off kilter; but lately it was
starting to feel like every weirdo, recluse, outcast and scum-bag degenerate

within throwing distance of a blackened crack pipe were following him around
like befuddled shadows, trying to emulate or ingest assorted parts of his brain.
While it fed his hidden vanity, it was odd. Very odd.
Even odder, Rizzo and he were never alone anymore. This, after two years in
the making of getting to a point such as this; boyfriend and girlfriend. Mahdakis
would have liked to have been alone with Rizzo, but every time they hooked up,
she managed to be with someone else, too. If they were alone, it was always for
but a brief moment, as she would most likely be heading somewhere else very
soon.
Rizzo had just gotten her license and purchased an old beat up Chevy Nova
that she had been saving for. Perhaps her mind was simply more on her newly
found freedom of the road. Perhaps Mahdakis was just an ass, too. It wasn’t as
though he were trying all that hard to express his affections. His level of
compassion with her wasn’t all that commendable, either. She wasn’t putting out
so he was pissed and turned off. As sensitive as he was towards girls (at least for
a seventeen-year-old male) he never once considered the possibility that maybe
Rizzo had never had a Real boyfriend before or, perhaps Rizzo was the type of
person who had trouble with intimacy. And such was the case in both instances.
However, on the other hand, Rizzo never shared intimate details with him, like
the fact that she was a virgin, or let him know how she was truly feeling on the
inside; scared, insecure and a little unsure of how a cool girlfriend was supposed
to behave. The fact that she held Mahdakis on an undeserving pedestal and
concealed all of these fears with a cold demeanor and a flippant attitude towards
his presence, only made matters worse. She truly felt him to be God-like. She
was very much in love with him, more than she had ever been with anyone, but
didn’t know how to show it without appearing weak. She loathed the girls at
High School who behaved subservient towards their boyfriends. The last thing
she wanted was for him to think of her as some sort of a joke, or an airhead who
hadn’t a thought of her own, so she went out of her way to appear tough and
cool to him. The problem was, her act was so good, that she was downright
frigid. If he had known, he would have been more patient and accommodating
for her. But he didn’t, so he wasn’t.
Rizzo lived in a time when there wasn’t very much inter-racial dating at all,
and very few Japanese or Asian people of any kind, around the Norford,
Delaware area. Yes, it was true she was half-Irish but except for her oddly
colored white skin, she looked one hundred percent Japanese, and looks were
what counted. That being said, looks were in fact a hindrance for Rizzo. She’d
be the first to tell you about the hair that wouldn’t grow past her shoulders and
the tiny B cups she possessed “But that’s okay,” she’d say of her underachieving breasts, “God balanced it out by giving me chubby thighs and an ass
to match.”

She eventually subscribed to the adage of ‘If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em’,
and going full throttle with the bizarre look. As full throttle, anyway, as her
birth-givers would let her. She streaked her hair black and purple, wore feather
earrings, threaded a rolled bandanna through her denim belt loops, wore dark
eyeliner and black mascara with no blush, and sported studded black leather
wristbands. Skirts and blouses were not in her vocabulary, let alone wardrobe.
Mahdakis could not have drawn a more perfect vision of what he had wanted
for a girlfriend all his life. He was head over heels for her from the first moment
he saw her, eighteen months ago.
But her attire and love for heavy metal thrash was simply an escape and, up
until now, an effective method of avoiding the inevitable reality of intimacy, and
Mahdakis, having lived through perverted seductions and statutory rapes from
the many fag-hags and wives of his male-birth-giver’s, was probably the wrong
person to take charge of their stagnating sexual relationship.
Eighteen months of build-up and anticipation; Eighteen months of waiting for
the precise moment to pounce on one another like demons possessed; Eighteen
months never once relinquishing their mutual robust yearning of each other’s
love, no matter how far apart they were. Eighteen months of yearning shot to
Hell and unraveled at light speed after one month of dating without so much as
hand-job from this girl who secretly wanted to have his children.
This sort of sexual vacancy tended to bother a horny seventeen-year-old.
Especially one that had just come off riding one of the most exhilarating sexcoasters any man could ever imagine. Say what he may about Jezebel Crowley,
but nobody could fix him the way she did, and she fixed him often.
But that was then…..and this was now. And now, all Mahdakis could do to
keep his mind off the ever-elusive vagina, when he wasn’t busy working cutting
grass for Cannoli Spitzer’s dad, was to absorb himself in his music, and his
newly found garage band…

Toys In The Attic

“A

h one, - ah two, - ah one-two-three__” ………..and with one ugly
clamorous bang, the atmosphere in the room filled instantaneously with
mutinous intentions, sustained only by the revolutionary cheers of an
apocalyptic, ear shattering, mind warping noise that only desperate, rebellious,

teenage angst could be held accountable. It was a lawn mower plowing through
gravel. It was a thousand baking sheets smacking the concrete in unison. It was a
sodomy fiesta of rabid dogs and mangy alley cats. It was the aforementioned and
more, woven together in unrelenting cataclysmic resonance providing an audible
kaleidoscope of impossible concentration.
The beauty of it was that none of the four adolescents responsible for the
deafening atrocity heard it that way………..

*Pock*
Low Rider
the first adolescent responsible for the atrocity, was a good drummer,
P ock,
and while his drums were new, he had yet to afford new cymbals. The ones
he had were ten years old and rusty. They made the sound of broken glass.
Like Mahdakis, Pock was not getting laid either. But, nor would he ever. He
was hideous from head to toe. A person could lose a small item in just one of his
many face holes. That is, if they weren’t filled with grease from the curls of his
dirty black hair. Pock was the victim of Severe Crater Face Syndrome. His real
name hadn’t mattered since he was twelve and that was a good thing because
most never knew it in the first place, and the others had long since forgotten.
Most likely, he had never been laid before either. All the better for him, thought
Mahdakis, at least the poor bastard didn’t know what he was missing.
It wasn’t as though he didn’t have his chances, however. Amazingly enough,
Pock was just downright picky; and that along with being shockingly gruesome,
greatly narrowed the chances of fornication. White Tom witnessed this ‘pickyness’ first-hand over a year ago when he and Pock worked at a local carwash on
weekends in order to make extra drug money.
She was a tall, thin, brunette in her late teens, with model like features and a
brilliant smile. She was driving a purple Lincoln Town Car and eyeballing Pock
as she bent over in front of him to show off her perfectly shaped ass and her
humongous nicely tanned breasts, which were popping out of her tight shirt.
“I think she’s smitten.”
“She’s who?”

“This one, right here. The one who’s car we’re drying.”
“Oh yeah? What the fuck kind of name is Mitten?”
“I don’t know. Why?”
“Dam. What the fuck you talkin’ ‘bout?”
“The hot piece of ass driving this Town Car,” whispered White Tom.
“You tank she wonz sunin’ ta do wit me? Sheet.” Pock slapped the wet towel
against the fender of the car. “I don’t thinks so, mane. And if she do, den what
kind ah person is she? Look at me, ya’all. I’ms ugly’s day come. What kinda
self-respectin person would have anyten ta do wit da likes a me, huh?”
“I don’t know. I guess one that wants to do you.”
“Well any bitch who wants ta fuck me gotta have her fuckin’ head zamined.
Sheet mane, how easy ya’ll tink I am, n’ways? And stupid! Ya’all gotta watch
out fer a momma like dat, cuz if she’s crazy-nuff tuh fuck me, den she’s crazynuff tuh keel ya too, or rob ya blind,” Pock said while examining a booger he
had just yanked from his nose. “Gots my pride, ya know. I mean, why duh fuck
would I wants tuh submit myself to an unrespect’ble, self-loathen woman like
dat?”
“What kind of woman do you want?”
“Duh woman I wants is one who’s gots better taste in men and a bit more class
den duh likes uh dis twisted piece a sheet, here. And ya knows what? Doze
women ain’t havin’ nuttin’ ta do wit me! And dat dare is my cry’terya. Ya’all
just seened me ex-cise it, now.”
White Tom stood dumbfounded, “So, if a woman desires you then she isn’t
good enough for you because she has bad taste in men, but the women you
desire think you’re a scum-bag piece of shit, right?”
“No needs tuh get all personal like dat, but yeah.”
“So how do you ever expect to hook up with someone?”
“Money, mane.”
“Yeah, well if you had money, you could pick whoever you wanted.”
“And I sure as hell wouldn’t pick someone who liked me!”
“But the one’s that you would pick would hate you and only be after your
money.”
“Dats right. And dat dare is suntin’ dat I can respect. I can’t ’spect no woman
who’s all keen on me and whatnot,” Pock said, swallowing something. “Could
you?”
“Keen on you, or keen on me?”
‘Me, Azhoe! Who duh fuck ya’ll think I’m talkin’ bout, n’wayz?”
“Yeah, well okay, you got a valid point there.”
“Dang straight.”
“AAHHH!!” White Tom yelled as the woman in the Town Car drove over his
foot and out onto the main road. “CUNT!” he yelled, and threw a tub of Turtle

Wax at the back of her car, which, by now was speeding up the main road.
“Damn man, now my foot’s gonna swell up and turn purple!”
“Ain’t nuttin’. Be better in few days.”
“I had a date tonight, dude. You know, some of us go on those things…..you
remember them? Dates?”
“So? What’s duh problem? Ya can’t go cuz ya hurt yer feetzies?”
“I can, but I was really looking forward to wearing my open-end clogs
tonight.”
“Mane, what duh fuck is wrong wit you?”
“There Ugglebos!”
“Whogaboo’s?”
“Classics, made in Sweden! Don’t you know anything?”
“Sorry mane, I ain’t up on the art of bein a faig, n’all.”
“Well from the sounds of things, you might want to start looking into it.”
“Sheet,” Pock chuckled as he pulled another something out of his other nostril.
Another car pulled up to be hand dried. White Tom looked at Pock, still
rubbing his foot “Ya think rich girls take it up the ass?”
“Oh mane, do they! Dat’s all day do. Up dee ass all duh time. Day have to.
Dats why dare rich.” Pock snapped the wet towel against the fender,
“Specially’s if day nose wats good for ’em.”
“Excuse me, where can I put this,” said the owner of the car, showing three
dollars.
“Oh, the tip box is right over there, sir.” White Tom pointed to an empty space
where there once was a wooden box with money in it. “Oh my God,” White
Tom exclaimed, “the tip box is gone!”
“Here I’ll takes dat fer ya, sir,” Pock offered, and took the burden off the
man’s hands.
“It was there a minute ago.”
“Tommy, are you sure?” yelled the owner of the car wash, running out of the
office.
“Yes sir. I even made a note in my head, as it’s the end of the day, and we’re
getting ready to split the tips soon.”
“So it was there for the last customer?”
“Yes sir. That is why I was looking at it because there was this really hot babe
next to it in a…..ah, shit.”
“In what, Tommy, what was she driving?”
Pock shook his head from side to side and chuckled, “Told ya so, mane. Told
ya so.”

*Copper Tom*
Secret Loser

C

opper Tom was a terrible bass player and had no right to own an
instrument, let alone touch one. Nevertheless, he was all they had for the
moment. The other bass players in town were mainstream rock and had
aversions to individuality, or they were too good, or both. Copper Tom was
somebody they knew who owned a bass. He might have bettered himself had he
actually picked the damn thing up more than twice a week and spent more time
concentrating at band rehearsal as opposed to wondering around the room
smoking cigarettes, and chatting to friends with his bass guitar dangling off his
shoulder indifferently as the other three band mates played on.
At least Copper Tom was getting laid. Not only did he have a steady girl, but
lately on occasion he would sneak into the second floor bedroom window of his
next-door neighbor and give her the high-hard-one in exchange for a line or two.
Always upon her request, and in the wee hours of the nights so nobody would
find out. He was her dirty little secret. Copper Tom’s neighbor was Jezebel
Crowley.
Not that it was much consolation, but the girl that Copper Tom was currently
heavily involved with, just so happened to be a woman who Mahdakis fucked
the hell out of one day recently, after meeting her at a bus stop in front of the
Norford Y-DOG. Her name was Tammy and she was nice to look at, especially
for a twenty-seven-year-old drug addict. They talked for less than two hours
before she led Mahdakis back to her apartment.
The sex was good enough, but Mahdakis thought she must be insane to pick
up a complete stranger at a bus stop, so he never saw her again until she started
coming around to band practice; usually accompanied with a bag of coke that
was meant exclusively for her and Copper Tom. Coke, which Copper Tom
would then give to Jezebel Crowley for admittance to her pussy. He was getting
laid by two different women sometimes and never paying for anything. Not a
bad deal.
Cop (as he was commonly called) had no enemies; that is to say, that besides
reality, there was no one looking to harm him. As well, he didn’t have anything
against most people, and those that he did were safe because he hadn’t the
motivation to do much about it. However, he also had no real friends; that is to
say, no one ever called him up or invited him over for tea and crumpets, but if
he was somewhere, everyone loved to talk to him, and he them.
Copper Tom had straight, greasy looking, shoulder length hair that was the
same color of his ape-like copper face and he wore the same thing everyday yet

it, and he, were always clean; slightly torn denim jeans with bandanas tied all
over them, studded wrist bands and belts, and a heavy metal concert t-shirt
covered by a black leather flyer jacket. On any given day you could see him
strutting down the streets like this, carrying a gigantic size boom-box and singlehandedly plummeting the property values with each step he took.
He was always up on the latest Heavy Metal and insisted on playing it through
his giant boom-box for everyone, whether it was good or not. Even by the
B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. standards, this was considered immature and annoying.
Ironically, it was the very thing that drew the crowd to him back in Junior High
School when people like, Boodles, Rizzo, and Nicki Tater were looking for
ways to be cool and fit in somewhere, he seemed like, and was, the coolest of
his time. He was also good to have around for protection.
But Copper Tom seemed to stay right there in Junior High School as everyone
else moved on, and to accentuate this, when everyone got their licenses and
eventual cars, he was never in them with them, but always seen walking around
town. Mahdakis and White Tom also, did not have cars. Mahdakis hadn’t even a
license yet, but they had friends with cars who enjoyed their company. Because
unlike Mahdakis, or even White Tom, Copper Tom’s one-dimensional view of
the world bored people and there was nothing, and no one, that Copper Tom
took seriously. He would never be there if you needed him, and most likely there
when you had no use for him. The world was a big joke to him, and while it
wasn’t much more for Mahdakis, he at least was aiming for change of some sort.
If Cop had serious aspirations, he kept them well hidden, perhaps in one of the
twenty pockets of his leather jacket, along with the little bags of cocaine that he
called life.

And the Rest…….

W

hite Tom was a decent guitarist but his solos ran on without any direction
or musical distinction and tended to confuse the others in the band. His
overuse of the whammy bar, constantly knocking him out of tune, didn’t help
matters either. The band fought to understand where he was, where he was
going, and where he had come from, and not just in the musical sense. White
Tom’s sexual expeditions were a mystery, as well. No one knew what he was up
to once he left for the evening, or where he was headed. He never said and no

one cared enough to ask. He never had a girlfriend that anyone had met.
Chances are, if White Tom was getting laid, the woman most likely had a penis,
or a strap-on, or both.
Mahdakis, who had been one of the better-known guitarists in his region of
The Mountains, was not prepared for the guitar wizards who populated the
Philadelphia Tri-State area and, subsequently, felt a little inadequate playing
solos. He felt it best to take a back seat and play rhythm guitar with some
occasional keys. The keyboard unit he used was a 1978 Casio replica designed
to teach toddlers music back in the seventies. It had a built in speaker and no
audio outputs. So in order to amplify the child’s toy, he duct taped a microphone
on top of the keyboard near the speaker and ran that into the same amp that he
used for his guitar, which was the same amp that Copper Tom used for the bass
guitar that he played in forty-five second spurts every few minutes or so. After
two or three numbers, the band sounded like a radio dial stuck between different
stations.
Pock slammed the crash cymbal. “Mane, where duh fuck is dat dude?” he said
with his illiterate sounding, Texas accent. He was referring to Copper Tom. “I
mean what duh… fuckin’ azhoe. Don’t wanna play, mane? Den shit mother
fuck, you know? Ain’t rice,…Lime ass deck smoker.”
“You said it, Pock,” said White Tom with no expression.
“Fuck him,” insisted Mahdakis. “We have to learn these tunes for the
Happyfunland gig next week; and it would be nice to have one or two ready for
tonight’s party so we don’t have to play the same song over and over again.
Let’s do ‘Dazed’ one more time.”
“Awe mane, whuhduh fuck? Just played it hun’red Goddamn times. Fuckin’
tings twenty min’s long, mane.”
“It really is getting old,” agreed White Tom. “How about--”
“How about we play that one over and over until we get it right,” ordered
Mahdakis. “It sounds like crap and besides, we only know five other songs!”
“Alright,” said White Tom. “What part do you wanna play?”
“The part that goes from the beginning to the end, that part.”
(Cough-shake, Cough-shake) “What a bunch of fuckin’ jokers,” said Snowy
from a dark corner of the attic.
“Awe mane. Suh-hundred-n-ten ’greez up in dis fuckin’ a’ick. Let’s take a
bone break, mane.”
“I’m down with that,” said White Tom, throwing his guitar in its stand as if it
were on fire.
“I thought you were from the south or some shit,” Mahdakis said, snuffing out
a cigar in disgust as they walked away from him.
“San-‘Tone.”

“You comin’, Snow?” said White Tom
“Way ahead of you, Slim,” said Snowy, lighting up a joint.
Mahdakis watched disgustingly as they walked down the attic stairs and then
took a huge gulp of Dewar’s White Label Scotch. “Fuckin’ drug addicts.”
Mahdakis pondered the situation and concluded that they would need
something close to a miracle in order to be ready for the Happyfunland gig the
following Saturday. Tonight didn’t matter so much as it was just an extension of
rehearsal. He rubbed his beard and took another sip of scotch. He would have to
sit down with Copper Tom for most of the week and really go over this shit with
him. ‘Fuck!’ Come to think of it, Pock’s laid-back attitude was starting to get
under his skin, too. Don’t these guys give a fuck about how they sound? This is
NOT what I had in mind when I ran away from home…He took another swig
and paused to think before swallowing. He looked around, no one. He
swallowed and quietly made his way down towards the telephone. No need for a
directory, he knew the number by heart.

*Jason Miller*
Come To This House
party at Jason Miller’s; Boodles new boy toy. Some Old Dude
I twaswasouta house
of the picture. He had overstayed his welcome.

Jason Miller was a tall thin Norwegian with long scraggly blonde hair and
piercing blue eyes. He was from the other side of town, meaning that he had
lived amongst them his whole life and nobody knew who the hell he was.
He was a nice, very open, friendly sort who felt comfortable around Boodles’
friends and, in an attempt to win them over, he decided to throw a party on a
weekend that his birth-givers would be away at their time-share down in Florida.
He focused on Mahdakis who, in Jason’s mind, was the one to befriend if you
were going to be anyone in this group, as people seemed to gravitate around
Mahdakis and what he was doing. So Jason asked him, on the day of the party,
to invite people he knew, not taking into consideration just how many people

Mahdakis did know and just how many people they knew, and so on. Once
again exercising poor judgment, Jason thought it would be a cool idea to have
the band play at the house; of course, not knowing how bad his particular band
was.
“Hello?”
“Hey dude, What-is-hap-pen-ing?”
“Not much Jason. What’s up with you?” said Mahdakis holding the phone
under his chin and absent-mindedly plucking away at an un-plugged guitar.
“What’s up with me? A killer party is up with me. That-is-what…….We are
gonna SLAM tonight, baby!”
“We’re gonna what?” What the fuck was this guy saying?
“We’re going to the moon! Yowza!”
“Um.” Mahdakis was barely paying attention.
The twenty-second pause that followed was finally broken up by Mahdakis
saying, “Where’s the launching pad?”
“My place. My parents are in Florida. I got it all to myself.”
“No shit. Who’s going?”
“An-y-one and ev-ry-one,” stated a highly confidant Jason. “I’m counting on
you to tell a few people.”
“Uh-huh.”
“You’re not busy tonight, are you?”
“I have band practice till eight o’clock. But I can make it after that.”
“Screw it! Bring the band over here and play!”
“Uh,…..are you sure?”
“Positive! My neighbors are cool and won’t say anything about a little noise.”
“Okay, then. I’ll call Pock and tell him to prep the van.”
By nine O’clock, there were two-hundred, forty-four-and-a-half people in, and
around, the house of Jason Miller. The cops were soon to show up for sure, as
the neighboring homes had people pouring onto their lawns. Mahdakis thought it
best to start playing immediately after having arrived.
“Dude,” said Copper Tom, “let’s just mingle for a while, twist one up, and see
where the night takes us. Why do you have to be so tense all the time? Let’s just
chill out for a moment?”
“Yay, mane,” snickered Pock, “I’m wheat Azhoe.”
“Then just go the fuck home! Both of you! I don’t know about you fuck-heads,
but I didn’t load up all of my shit just to unload it, then load it back up and then
drive it back again without playing anything. You see that?” Mahdakis was
pointing to a couple of carloads of people. “There’s more where that came from,
dickheads! And not only are those living, breathing people that I would like to
share my talent and poetry with, instead of circle jerkin’ with you idiots in a
fuckin’ attic all day, but it also means that this stupid party of Jason’s is gonna

get broken up before much longer. Now if you and Pock just wanna mossy on
yonder and check out the local tail, then go ahead, but Tommy and I have a
career and a future to think about so either play now or get the fuck out of this
band now! Your choice.”
There was a brief pause and some hesitant eye contact as Copper Tom took a
step towards Mahdakis with his hand up in the ‘stop’ position. “Fine, dude. Just
chill out a bit and we’ll get tuned up. I don’t appreciate this name-calling thing,
either.”
“Tough shit Cop! You want to be in a band, or not?” Mahdakis was pointing in
his face. “If you don’t, then get out because you’re wasting my time, and if you
do, then learn the fuckin’ songs because you’re wasting everyone’s time! Christ,
do you know how bad you look and sound up there in front of people?!”
“Hey man, what is this shit?”
“This shit is frustration! Frustration because Tommy and I sat in my room for
two months and wrote a lot of cool songs that you and Pock refuse to learn.
Frustration because the three of us practice our instruments everyday for hours.
Even if I don’t always agree with what Pock wants to do, at least I know he is
well versed at his craft. Man, it boggles my mind how you two dudes can be so
cozy playing these lame cover songs….and playing them poorly, I might add.
And, to top it all off, you seem to feel like you’ve really done something! Dude,
you ain’t done shit but copy something. Pock, you haven’t said shit. I thought
you wanted to get out there and tour. Maybe I’m wrong, I never know what the
fuck you’re thinking, but now would be a great time to express any displeasure
before we go any further.”
“Hey mane, ya kow. I’m cool. Yeah. Let’s tour.”
“Well we need a product first, dick-wipes!”
“Mahdakis is right about something, man,” White Tom spoke. “I say, after
tonight, we start learning the original material and move forward in that
direction. We could always throw a cover in once in a while, but that’s it. Sorry
Cop, I like to bang my head once in a while, but I really like the material
Mahdakis and I worked on. It’s unique if nothing else. I mean, it really is stupid
to play these covers...poorly, when we have our own songs that we could play
poorly, just as well.”

Falling Off The Edge Of The World
Pumpkinhead.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“G et in,“Wow,
man. Nice car, dude.” Pumpkinhead adjusted the passenger seat

accordingly. “What is it?”
“A Firebird,” Tony said, staring in disbelief. “It’s a Firebird, man.” -Bobblebobble-bobble “Seventy-seven.”
“Seventy-seven? Horsepower?”
“What! The year, man! Nineteen! Nineteen-seventy-seven!”
“Mm. Yeah, far out.”
“Damn straight it is. And a lot better than the old grey Camaro I was driving
around in, huh?”
“Which one was that? You had a Camaro? My female-birth-giver had a
Camaro.”
“Yeah! I had a Camaro! The one you were in just the other night!”
Pumpkinhead gave pensive consideration and said, “Ah yeah….I remember
that car, dude.”
“Ya think?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble. Tony put the car in gear and started
driving off.
“Yeah man. That ride was all fucked-up though, bro. It had a broken
windshield and smelled like dead fish.” Pumpkinhead took out a large bag of
weed. “Wasn’t the ceiling always on fire too, or did I dream that?”
Tony looked over at him with astounding disgust. “It was a fine fuckin’ ride
until your brother and all his junkie friends started riding around in it!
Furthermore, I was supposed to get money back on a trade-in for it but, because
of your brother and Snowy, I ended up having to pay three-hundred dollars in
fines to get it towed out of the police depot and then to a junkyard that didn’t
want it unless I paid them a hundred bucks!”
“That’s a rash, man.”
Reading the blank expression on Pumpkinhead’s face, Tony decided to change
the subject. “So,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble, “what kind of summer job you
chippin’ away at?”
“Oh, um…diggin’ holes in the road.”
“Ah, so you’re the guy. I wondered how those holes all got there.”
“Nah, man,” said Pumpkinhead, completely missing the joke, “I work for my
female-birth-giver’s boyfriend. He runs a construction company, and right now,
we’re doing a paving job. I’m one of the guys who stands there with a shovel
and smoothes it out before the steamroller hits it. But before all that, there is
some digging and shit, man.”
“Grunt work.”
“Yeah, but the pay’s good.”

“Well that’s all that matters then.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “Hey, I’d like it if
you didn’t roll that up while I’m driving. I don’t want to get any weed on the
new seat, ya know?”
Pumpkinhead looked up in mild but understanding disappointment. “Oh Yeah.
Sure man. No problem. I just thought it’d be cool to get on a nice bake before
we got to Jason’s party, you know?”
“Yeah, I do. It’s not a bad idea, either. I can’t wait to see Tommy and your
brother jam tonight. Let’s just pull over and park though,” said Tony. “You
know of somewhere?”
Pumpkinhead thought for a moment and then said, “Oh yeah. You know where
Jezebel lives?”
“Yeah. We’re not going to her fuckin’ place, are we?”
“No. No, right across the street from her driveway is this cool secluded dead
end parking lot-pier type thing. It’s quiet. No one will see us.”
“Alright.”
They made their way to the empty parking lot that over looked the Delaware
River. It was a mystery as to the lots purpose. It was tucked away, yet amidst
very nice residential housing. Perhaps at one time it was used as a launching
spot for small boats and such but that would be impossible nowadays as, not
only was it surrounded by a two-foot high stone wall, but the water was fifteen
or twenty feet below. “Yeah this is it,” said Pumpkinhead. “Pull over there to the
right so we’re out of sight.”
“Cool. I’ll back it up against the wall so we can see if anyone’s coming,” said
Tony pointing his thumb behind him.
“Yeah, far out, man.”
As Tony Ravioli cut the engine off, Pumpkinhead promptly began rolling a
joint. “Ah shit, man. I dropped the papers under the seat.”
“Don’t spill the shit in my new fuckin’ car!”
“Okay, okay. Just move it up a bit closer to the street light so I can see what
I’m doin’.”
“Fine,” said Tony, inching the car up a few feet. “Good?”
“Yeah. Yeah, that should work…..wait! Ah fuck man, I still can’t find the
papers.”
“Here. Get out. Let me get over there and look,” Tony said, hastily opening the
door and walking over to the passenger side where Pumpkinhead had already
gotten out and was standing. Tony knelt down in front of him and started
rummaging under the passenger seat and floor mats while Pumpkinhead stood
closely behind. Tony turned his head around a little and said, “Maybe you
should go back into the car; just in case a cop pulls in or something, you know?”
“Yeah, Okay,” said Pumpkinhead, heading around towards the driver’s side. “I
know they’re in there. I just had ‘em.”

“Yeah, okay, I think I found ’em,” said Tony, plopping himself into the
passenger seat and closing the door. “Actually, I got a bowl if you wanna use
that instead.” –Bobble, bobble, bobble.
“I’m hip.”
“Alright, give me the weed…What the………WHAT THE HELL IS THIS
SHIT I’M SITTING ON?!! What...WHAT THE FUCK IS ON MY SEAT?”
Tony yelled, wiping a black substance from the ass of his jeans.
“Oh wow, man. That’s fucked-up looking.”
“It’s FUCKIN’ TAR! You ASSHOLE!!”
“Sorry man. I didn’t have time to tidy up. It’ll come off with soap and water
probably, right? Or a brillo pad?.”
“IT’S A NEW FUCKIN’ CAR! A NEW FUCKIN’ CAR! Oh shit, NOW
YOU’RE SITTING ON THAT SEAT, TOO! FUCK!”
“Hey man! Shhh, Shhh. Be quiet, dude. You’re gonna attract attention. Shh,
someone’s coming!”
Tony sat back in the seat and closed the door. A car pulled in just to turn
around, then headed back out again.
“So we gonna pack it up, or what?” asked Pumpkinhead handing him the bag
of weed.
“Not until you take those fuckin’ pants off! I’m serious. I know it’s a little
fucked up, but I don’t want any more tar on my upholstery.”
“Dude, all I have on is my underwear.”
“Thank God. For a moment I thought you were gonna say you didn’t even
have those.”
“Who do you think I am, my brother?”
Tony couldn’t help but laugh. “Yeah, what’s up with him, anyway? I’m
serious Pumpkinhead. I’ll give you a ride to your house so you can get some
other pants, but unless you want to walk eight miles to Jason’s house, take ‘em
off and throw ’em in the back…….On the floor!”
“Don’t you have like a blanket or something?”
“No! I don’t have a mother-fuckin’ like blanket or something! If I did, don’t
you think I’d be getting it out?”
“Alright, I get it. No problem,” Pumpkinhead said, as he wiggled out of his
pants and turned them inside out.
“Don’t put ’em on the seats either! Put up there,” Tony said, pointing to the
area below the rear window where an old pair of speakers were installed. “The
floor mats are new and I plan to get new speakers installed next week so it won’t
matter if it’s a little messy up there right now.”
“Okay.”
“Brand new fuckin’ car and the upholstery’s ruined,” Tony said while packing
a bowl. “This sucks. Hey, back the car up against the wall again, so we’re not so
conspicuous here under the light.”

“Okay.” But not all was really okay, as Pumpkinhead had never really driven a
car before and was a little confused as to how to maneuver the vehicle properly.
He started it up. No problem so far. With his foot on the brake, he put it in
reverse. Still good. Then, he punched the gas pedal right to the floor and jumped
the ass of the car up and over the two-foot wall. Fortunately, it lost momentum
when it hit the catalytic converter as the wall scraped along the bottom of the
cars’ exhaust system. Unfortunately, it sat right on top of the wall with the front
wheels two feet above the pavement and the back end twenty feet above the
Delaware. The good news was, the car was stuck in place and was in no danger
of falling backwards. The bad news was, the car was stuck in place and was not
going to move forwards.
Pumpkinhead looked over at Tony, whose face was covered with marijuana.
“Ah man. That was really good weed, too……. Shit.”
Tony was at a loss for words. “What……the...fuck?”
“Wow. I’m sorry, dude. I must have given it too much gas or something. This
really has a lot of get-up-and-go, huh?” Pumpkinhead said looking around
surmising the situation. “It’s sort of like being in a Roadrunner cartoon, man. Ya
know?” Tony could only stare back, paralyzed with anger as Pumpkinhead
continued, “You think we can push it? I mean, we gotta try, right?.........You
know you got pot all over your face?”

Bathroom Brummies

A

s the band played and people looted the house and treated the yard like a
football field, Jason Miller remained nervously in the bathroom; hiding
there with Boodles, Rizzo, Nicki Tater and occasionally, Yogi McNugget.
Mahdakis popped in in-between sets, and since most of their songs were longwinded, bothersome jams, a set usually consisted of one song. Now, was one of
those times. “Hey, you guys ever gonna come out of there?”
“It would be nice,” said Nicki Tater, standing in front of the bathroom mirror,
padding on more make up.
“Dude,” said Jason, white as a ghost “what the fuck with all these people?”
“You told me to invite who I knew.”
“But I meant like ten, maybe fifteen people, ya know? Some discretion.”
“Ah.”

“He did, actually,” lied Rizzo playfully. “I guess they all must have invited ten
or fifteen people too.”
“Yeah.” Jason rubbed his temple and did a line of cocaine off the sink.
Pock came staggering in the bathroom. “Hey mane, Ya’ll might wanna check
deez dudes out in your livin’ rum.”
“Why? What’s happening out there?” Jason asked frantically.
“Rad and Squid dun dosed your ’guana wit LSD and Captain H is swingin’ ‘m
by his tail. Can’t be to dang good fer da brain cells, ya know?”
“Tell them to stop, Mahdakis. They’ll listen to you,” Jason said timidly.
“It’s your party, man. I got to piss.” Mahdakis made his way towards Boodles
and Jason and whipped it out with his left leg pressed against Boodles and his
right foot against the tub.
The door was still open where Nicki was now doing her lips. Pock was half in
and half out. Yogi appeared. He looked anxious. “Hey, don’t flush. I gotta go
too.” He plowed through everyone in the quaint bathroom, brushing up
alongside Rizzo, who was squatting on a wicker hamper and directly behind
Mahdakis. Yogi stood in front of Rizzo with his crotch up against Mahdakis’s
ass.
Mahdakis turned his head towards Yogi and smiled. “Wait for the shake.”
As Yogi took his turn, Jason couldn’t help but notice Boodles’ wondering eyes
and mouthed the words, “What the fuck?” to her. She rolled her eyes and looked
away pathetically.
Yogi finished up and closed the lid so he could use it as a seat to pack a bowl.
Pock looked at him desperately then threw his hands up in the air. “Fine, I’ll use
duh fuckin’ tub den, mane!”
“Hey!” Jason started to plead for Pock not to urinate in the tub but quickly
surrendered the thought.
Pock and Mahdakis carried on a conversation with Pock’s neck turned 180
degrees around and the curtain still drawn against his left leg as he peed blindly
into the foot end of the tub. Pock really had been holding it. He couldn’t stop.
“Oh my God,” laughed Boodles. “Should we call a doctor?”
“Sa’ll duh beer,” said Pock, as the steady sound of his urine hitting the
porcelain tub was suddenly muted by a mysterious object of less density.
“Dude, what the fuck are you pissing on?” Jason asked nervously.
“AAAAHHHH!” a voice yelled from behind the curtain. “What the fuck are
you doing, asshole?” Snowy screamed and jumped out of the tub like a lightning
bolt in his bare feet and no shirt on, his pants now soaked with Pock’s urine, he
started swearing incoherently. Pock had fallen over and unintentionally finished
his piss in the soap dispenser and on the wall.
Judging by the rubber hose tied around his arm, Snowy must have passed out
shooting up smack in the tub and subsequently curled up into a ball on the faucet

end. The lack of footwear was a mystery and now Snowy was powerless to get
out of the small bathroom as he stood shaking and yelling at the ceiling.
Cannoli Spitzer found her way in, looking for a hit off Yogi’s Bowl. Nine
people now occupied the small bathroom, toe-to-toe, chest-to-breast, and then
some, as Snowy McPeet, in the midst of his mad, heroin-induced hot flash,
stood in the tub, removed the urine-soaked clothes off his body, and began
scratching incessantly at his exposed private area. Everyone was horror-struck
as it began to bleed. “I gotta get out of here! I gotta get out of here!” Snowy
yelled in a panic and hurled himself outside through the generous sized, second
story bathroom window where he presumably landed amongst the partygoers
down below.
Cannoli took another long hit off Yogi’s bowl, “Oh,” she said, and slowly
exhaled, “the cops are outside.”

Hello Again

“O

kay, we gotta get out of here and get some help. Whatever you do, don’t
open the door. You probably can’t anyway because of the wall, but if you
try, it’ll just scrape the door even more. Just go through the window. Together
and slow, at the same time; so this thing doesn’t fall backwards. Got it?’”
“Hang on,” Pumpkinhead said, making an unsuccessful reach for his pants in
the back window “Dude, I gotta get my pants back there,” he said, making a
motion to move his body towards the rear of the car.
“Stop! What the fuck are you doing?! Don’t move, Pumpkinhead! Don’t
fuckin’ move!”
“Okay, Okay, man. Calm down.”
“Fuck that calm down shit, man. Your shift in weight might slide this thing
right the fuck off the wall if you move back there. Now on the count of three,
let’s both slip through the window nice and slow. Ready?”
“Mm-hm.”
They made their way safely out of their perspective windows without the car
so much as moving an inch, and stood on either side, Pumpkinhead still in only
his underwear and a t-shirt. Tony walked around the front of the car and
proposed an idea. “Maybe Jez is home across the street or something. You stay
here and out of sight.”

“This sucks, man.”
“Tell me about it, asshole. That’s my car teetering up there on that wall. Or did
you forget that?”
“No.”
“I’m sorry to leave you here alone. I mean, you’re welcome to come with me
but you may look a little conspicuous walking down the street.”
“Yeah, I know, and I’m sorry. I’m gonna pay you for this. It may take time,
but I will.”
“Yeah well, right now we need a phone.”
“Hey Copper Tom lives right next door to Jez. Maybe we could use his
phone.”
“Shouldn’t he be with the band, already?”
“Oh yeah. Dude, it’s hard to think when you don’t have any pants on.”
“I disagree. I think a lot better with them off.” Tony smirked.
Pumpkinhead considered for a moment. “Okay, I got an idea. Let’s just make a
mad dash for Jezebel’s house. Shit, it’s right across the street, man. There’s less
chance of someone seeing me in one minute than if I stay here for an hour.”
Tony took a drag of his cigarette. “Makes sense, but what if she ain’t home, or
doesn’t want to help us. You know, her and your bro aren’t exactly on speaking
terms.”
“No, but she’s cool, man. I mean, as weird as she is, she is nice, too. She
wouldn’t turn us away, and if she did, or if she isn’t home, I could always hide
out on her back porch.”
“Cool. That’s an excellent plan.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble. “Let’s go.”
They began to walk and Tony motioned to Pumpkinhead. “Just stay behind
me. We wouldn’t want anyone to see you half naked in your sexy Fruit of the
Looms and take advantage of you or something.”
The smirk on Tony Ravioli’s face however, didn’t last long. It vanished the
second the police car pulled into the lot right in their path, as they were exiting.
The squad car stopped in front of them and the officer driving got out, stood
behind the open door, and rested his right arm on top of the roof as he shone a
flashlight at the two. “Well I’ll be damned. Darryl, look at this,” the cop called
to his partner, who was still on the radio. “You two lovebirds just out for a
leisurely walk?”
“My car is over on the wall, officer. I gotta get a tow truck.”
“Well, I guess that would explain the loud noise that all these fine, law-abiding
residents called ‘bout.”
“Yes, that would be it. I’m sorry. I had an accident. The transmission slipped
or something and I went backwards.”
The other cop, Darryl, recognized the voice and immediately jumped out of
the car in disbelief. “Jiminy Cricket, Roy. That’s that same sausage smuggler
from de udder night, on Sunset Lane.” he was staring at Tony bewilderedly and

shaking his head back and forth. “Ya just can’t leave well enough alone, can ya,
me lad?”

Master And Servant

“S

o what happened after that? Did you guys go home? I wish I had been
there. How did it sound? I’m sure it was spectacular. It all sounds like so
much fun!” Charlotte Cummings sat in a chair across from Mahdakis and
conducted her usual pre-intercourse interview without the hint of any sexual
interest, wearing a well-pressed, formal looking skirt and matching blazer. Her
hands clasped over her bare right knee with her legs crossed, she presented
herself with the aura of a teacher or guidance counselor, or maybe even a
psychiatrist. Although this got Mahdakis extremely aroused, she didn’t do it on
purpose. It was simply the way she was raised and taught to behave, at least
when her clothes were on. However, nobody ever thought to teach her how to
behave when her clothes were off. Nobody had to. When Charlotte was naked,
she was able to connect with her True Self, her own inner being. Not to mention
those around her, who she didn’t connect with well normally because of her
somewhat shy and reserved nature. Sex was her form of a meditative euphoria.
She wasn’t an artist or that good of a musician (she did play the piano a bit), and
she wasn’t an athlete. So, with no other means of expression, she turned to the
adventures of sexual roll play.
Rumor had it that, before Mahdakis, she used to pay another former friend of
theirs for sex. The routine was said to have been that she would ask for sex, he
would say no, she would pout and start to beg for it, then he would say Okay,
how much was it worth to her today. She, of course, would respond by throwing
a wad of cash at his feet and start blowing him. This charade would commence
every time they were to get together. Except for the word of Cannoli Spitzer,
there was never a way to substantiate the story’s integrity, as the boy in question
lost the use of his legs, and then some, while dancing with a train one night as he
stumbled home on the tracks coming back from a party. His family moved out to
California immediately to be near Stanford Hospital, which, at the time,
specialized in paralysis and things of the such.

“After that?…Hmm.” Mahdakis stroked his brown mustache and looked
towards the sky for an answer. “Well, Pock and I drove back to his place with
Yogi and Snow, to unload all our shit. Cop couldn’t find it in him to help out
and disappeared into a crowd of ugly fat girls. White Tom also took off
somewhere without saying anything. The last I saw of him, he was putting on
some lipstick and doing his face in Jason’s car rearview mirror.”
“Is he like, gay...or something.”
“I think it’s more like something. Anyway, yeah, so Yogi and Snow helped us
unload and then Yogi whipped out a sheet of low-grade blotter acid. We each
took a couple hits and just sat in Pock’s basement all night debating on how to
solve the world’s ills - and eating Captain Crunch Berry cereal.”
“Mmm. God, I love that cereal.” Charlotte grinned.
“Dry. Right out of the box.” Mahdakis pondered. “I got a little fucked up off
the scotch however, and ended up having to call Rizzo for a ride.”
“What do you mean, you called her? She wasn’t with you?”
“Nah, she left right after the party got broken up with some other guys,”
Mahdakis shook his head. “She said she had to get up early to work at the
church.”
“Sounds like a load of crap to me.” Charlotte observed her nails.
“Well, the church part was true, if nothing else, because she did pick me up at
Pock’s and Dakota’s before she went there and I was so fucked up that I
couldn’t even walk the rest of the way home.”
“It’s only six blocks.”
“Precisely. So, I slept in her car in the church parking lot while she worked for
a couple hours. I don’t think she was too happy about me throwing up all over
her front seat, though.”
“Ha-ha-ha! Oh that’s awesome, I love it.”
“Not nice.” Mahdakis grinned.
“Yeah, well it serves her right for leaving a hot piece of ass all alone while she
joy rides with other guys. Fuck her. Why are you with her?”
Mahdakis threw his hands up in the air. “I dunno.”
“It sounds eventful if nothing else, anyway. Heck, Alexander and I just sat
around and watched a movie.”
“But you got laid, didn’t you?”
“Of course. You don’t think I’m going to leave empty handed, do you?”
Charlotte giggled.
“That’s the thing, man. I mean, shit. I’d rather sit around and watch a movie
with Myra…..Rizzo, and fuck a little afterwards, as opposed to hanging around a
bunch of psychotic drunks who aren’t even gonna be part of my life in three
years.”
“That’s wild, you know that?”
“Not getting laid?”

“No. The fact that you are so confident that you will not be a part of these
people’s lives down the road, yet you hang out with them every day and act like
their best friend.”
“Whatever. It’s just that, well, sometimes you need certain acquaintances in
order to get other places. You know what I’m saying?”
“Oh, all too well. That’s exactly the type of thinking that my parents and
Alexander subscribe to; and all of their fake bullshit friends. But hearing it from
a rebel flag waving, anti-establishment, poet-musician, well, that speaks
volumes about you. I think there’s more to you than meets the eye,” said
Charlotte Cummings, plopping her chin into the palm of her hand. “So what is it
you need from my acquaintance, hmmm?”
Mahdakis stared into her eyes with discontent, yet just a hint of laughter. “I
need you naked and sucking my dick.”
“Jesus,” said Charlotte, un-buttoning her blouse quickly. “I thought you’d
never ask!”
“Yeah, I know. It’s just that I miss talking to a girl,” Mahdakis said, pulling
his jeans off while still lying on the bed. “Besides, I wasn’t asking.”
“I love when you talk like that,” Charlotte said, jumping onto the bed next to
him and rolling on her side; her brown skin looking very appetizing wrapped in
yellow lingerie. “You guys don’t talk? C’mon” The rest of her clothes were on
the floor and she gripped his cock with both hands and began sucking
passionately. After a minute she continued, “What do you guys do?”
“Definitely not this,” he said, holding his left hand on the back of her bobbing
head. “Shit, Jezebel and I would lie on her bed, get stoned and talk about all
kinds of stuff. Yeah, we had sex but the sex was always enhanced before and
after by our conversations and the connections we were making. I love that. I
miss that. Christ, you and I have more of a relationship than me and Rizzo.”
“And always will,” said Charlotte, looking up into his eyes sternly.
The phone rang. Mahdakis leaned over and with his free hand, answered it.
“Hello?......Oh, HI!” Mahdakis covered up the phone’s mouthpiece and
whispered, “It’s her.”….. “Yeah? Mmm….no. Now is not really that good of a
time.”
Charlotte’s eyes looked up in a frantic state. She stopped and receded back to
halfhearted shaft licks.
“It’s just that I’m getting ready to leave and go meet Copper Tom to show him
how…..”
“Wha?.......Oh no…my female-birth-giver’s gonna take me over. I have to help
her with something anyway. S-s-s-s-sso, how b-‘bout tonight? Are-are-are we
still on?”…….. “I dunno, we’ll find something to do.” ……… “Alright……..
love you!” He hung up the phone.
“So?”

Mahdakis placed his hands re-assuredly on her head. “No worries. Now, what
was it you came here for?”
“Mmm. God, I love white cock.”
Mahdakis blushed. “Oo-kay.”
“What?” Charlotte inquired. “I do!”
“Fine. It’s just a little ……embarrassing when you do the whole white and
black routine. I don’t always know how to respond; it’s a little uncomfortable.”
“Respond? Well you can start by blowing a load all over this black bitch’s
face,” Charlotte said, getting up, laughing and turning her back to him, she
reached for his pants on the floor.
“What are you gonna do with my pants?”
“Taking this off so you can whip me.”
Mahdakis rolled his eyes uncomfortably as he watched Charlotte un-looping
the studded leather belt that Mahdakis wore religiously every day. It was real
black leather with silver, half-inch, diamond shape pointed studs running the
length of the belt. On either side of the studs were quarter-inch smooth round
studs that also ran the entire length.
“C’mon,” said Charlotte, tossing him the belt. “Let’s pretend we’re living in
the nineteenth century and I’m your slave.”
“Dude.” Mahdakis thought for a moment. He didn’t want to ruin the moment;
Charlotte really got off on role-playing, but this bit made him feel a bit more
than inconspicuous. “You got issues, you know that?”
“Fuck it!” Charlotte yelled and, turning away from him, she dropped the
yellow panties to the floor and placed her palms onto the dresser in front of her.
“Beat my black ass, Mahdakis! C’mon, beat this dumb bitch down, boy! Do it,
Master. Do it now! Please! Please, Master! I got to have it!”
Mahdakis stood up behind her and whipped his belt on her back as hard as he
could.
“Ahh…God!”
He whipped her hard again.
“Ahh….MORE, master MORE!”
He whipped her several more times and she began to scream and cry; the
beating leaving her back with genuine impressions of his belt that ran diagonally
from her shoulder to her ass. She was bent over the bureau, convulsing, trying to
catch her breath. “C’mon. Tell me what you think of me. Tell me what you
really think of your stupid brown bitch.”
Reaching around, Mahdakis grabbed her by the chin with his right hand,
pulled her hair back with the other, stuck his cock deep up inside her dark pussy
and began thrusting violently. He then said, to the rhythm of his thrusts, “I think
you’re a cheap fuckin’ whore.” (thrust, thrust, thrust)
“Oh God yes!”

Mahdakis whipped her some more on the back of her shins as he continued to
pound his cock viciously up and inside of her like rapid gunfire. Blood trickled
down her back. “This how you like it?”
“YES!”
“Then Bleed for me, bitch; bleed!” He grunted and wrapped the belt around
the front of her stomach, studs in, and pulled both ends of the belt as hard as he
could around his lower back. There was no getting any deeper.
“Oh God! Oh God, YES!! YES! Oo-oh-oh-oh - love your white dick in me,
Master! Oooh, I love it so much!” Charlotte Cummings really got off on this
particular type of roll playing and well, it was fun for Mahdakis, too. The
beating and the blood freaked him out a little, as he didn’t know he had it in him
to hurt someone like this. He also hadn’t expected her to endure such serious
pain, and enjoy it. This was definitely some hard-core shit. “Don’t come! Don’t
come yet! Here…” Charlotte pulled off him, turned around, then got to her
knees. “I want it in my face! Come all over this black face, master.” It took all of
ten more seconds, but Mahdakis obliged her. After they finished, Charlotte stay
put on her knees and licked her lips. “Mmm…white man cum….mmm.”
“Will you stop that, already? You’re freaking me out.”
“Oh come on! Play with me. Don’t be embarrassed…Mmm…” Charlotte was
wiping the sperm off her face with her hand and then licking her hands clean.
“Good year for cum.” She laughed and walked to the bathroom on the other side
of the bedroom. The entire ordeal lasted only about twenty minutes, but they
both had at least one orgasm. She never faked them and never had to.
When she returned, Mahdakis said, “Um, your back is really fucked up.”
“Yeah, I know. I was just checking it out in the mirror. How long do you think
these impression marks will stay?”
“I don’t know. At least a week. Right?”
“I’m going to have to remember to keep them hidden from Alexander
somehow.”
“Ha…Well, good luck with that.”
Charlotte was fully dressed now. “Right. Well, I’m glad you called me last
night. Give my thanks to Rizzo for ignoring you so much.” Smiling wryly at
him, she said, “Lowlife cheating bitch who likes to wear the white man’s cum
on her face? With all the derogatory terms we have in this country, that was the
best thing you could muster up?”
Mahdakis blushed and shrugged his shoulders with a boyish grin. “Sorry. I’ll
try something much more profane and offensive the next time.”
“I hope so. Mmm,” she kissed him. “Something to look forward to. Now go do
your homework young man.” She let herself out of the house and drove off.
Mahdakis contemplated for a moment. She kissed him. That was different. They
originally had agreed to keep their feelings, if any, out of it, but he noticed over

the past few months that they had begun to find their way into their sessions.
Mahdakis didn’t mind. He really didn’t feel like he was cheating because he
didn’t feel like he was in love with someone anymore; not like he was when he
was with Jez, anyway.
In the few sober moments he had, he often reflected on how he missed Jez’s
talks. How he loved them. He realized that Jez had taught him more than just
how to be a man, she was also a teacher of spirituality and maturity. She was
light years ahead of the rest of the group, which at this point had no further
interest in socializing with her. The problem, if you can call it that, is that, to
look at Jezebel Crowley, you would think her to be a panhandler or a demented
hippie, ready to suck the first cock she saw for a hit of acid. The opposite
couldn’t have been truer. But she wasn’t going to let society dictate to her how
to dress or how to behave in certain situations just so she could be perceived as
decent. She knew who she was and that was all that mattered. Mahdakis thought
he knew who he was, but perhaps he was blinded by his own self-righteous
vanity.
Charlotte Cummings pointed it out; he was making friends that he really didn’t
want to be making but thought he had to in order to get wherever the hell it was
he was trying to get to. Jezebel did no such thing, but also had no real goals or
direction at this point in her life. Who was the better for it? Why was he thinking
about her? Why, indeed? Perhaps these thoughts about Jez wouldn’t have been
such a highlight, or even existed, had Rizzo actually been fulfilling her duties as
a friend and girlfriend by feeding him some good, solid communication and
personal growth on a daily basis, instead of just hanging around him like an
ornament. A fire burned in him.
What Mahdakis never saw, and what Charlotte Cummings failed to see as she
pulled out of his driveway, was Rizzo’s car across the street, and Rizzo inside of
it……crying hysterically.

In Cars

“T

he dude’s bein’ a fuckin’ asshole Cannoli, and you know it!”
“All I know Cop, is he didn’t want to cancel the gig and he didn’t want
to look stupid playing alongside someone who’s no good to the band.”
“What? I am the band. He has no right to tell me I can’t play. I started this
band with White Tom, months ago. Where the hell was he?”
“Probably……….practicing-or……..learning-a-new-song.”
“Why don’t you keep your eyes on the road Yogi, so we don’t crash, eh?”
“I can……chew-gum-and……………walk-at-the-same time…..I’m good that
way.”
“There you go. Maybe if you had spent more time practicing instead of
playing Hide The Salami with White Tom we wouldn’t be having this
conversation right now.”
“Fuck you, Spitzer.”
“Nice. Who writes your material, seventh graders?”
“It fits.”
“Like poking a pencil through a tire hole.”
“I thought you might be pretty loose, but I had no idea.”
“Fuck off.”
“I seriously doubt there’s any ‘Hiding’ of anyone’s salami with White Tom,
either,” chimed Pablo él Dente. “I’ve known the dude for years and if there’s
one thing that he can sniff out, it’s a penis.”
“That’s kind of…fucked up…..…when you…think-about-it.”
“I try not to think about it, actually.”
“Or anything else for that matter.”
“Jesus Christ, Cop. Are you trying to make enemies with everyone in this car?
I love you like a brother, man. But what the fuck is the matter with you? I
caught you guys last week at Jason’s. You didn’t know a damn thing that was
being played.”
“I picked half of those songs out.”
“Well, you weren’t playing them, brother. Even at the practices, all you do is
walk around and sniff coke out of your girlfriend’s lap.”
“Shut-up, man. It’s rock-n-roll. That’s how we’re supposed to behave. What’s
wrong with that?”
“Nothing, but--”
“A lot is wrong with it.”
“Oh Jesus. Here she goes again.”
“That’s right asshole; here I go again because you’re not only a bad bass
player, but you’re stupid as well. You may have started a little group with White
Tom months ago, but he and Mahdakis were already writing material as far back

as last year, and it really is interesting stuff. You ought to listen to Mahdakis’s
lyrics, Cop. He’s a good writer and you could benefit from being around him.”
“He also has a knack for…… picking some of-the-coolest-girls…..to date!”
“And the two of them are serious about making it big someday so they don’t
need hanger-on-er’s that are going to keep them down, like you and Pock.”
“Oh so now Pock’s a stupid asshole too?”
“No. Pock’s just an asshole. He’s not stupid enough to go blabbing to one of
Mahdakis’s best friends about what an asshole you think he is. That is stupid,
my friend.”
“Unless it was stuff he was afraid to tell him to his face but knew you’d go
back and tell him.”
“I’m not afraid of no one, Pablo!”
“Let’s all just……..calm down back there…and get some…..perspective.”
Yogi gave a private, irritating glance over to Cannoli at his right.
“Fine. I wasn’t saying you were, Cop.”
“He was actually trying to come to your defense a little but you’re too stupid
to even recognize that,” Cannoli yelled towards the back seat.
“Shut the fuck up, bitch.”
“Hey! None of that in my car! Cut ….the shit, Tom!……..Seriously.”
“Sorry man.”
“I’m not.”
“Cannoli, stop egging him on.”
“What I was trying to say Cop, was I think this is just a rather ridiculous
conversation to have, given the circumstances. I mean, honestly, did you even
try to learn their original material? And why do you only sort of know the
covers. C’mon man,” chuckled Pablo él Dente. “Shit or get off the pot, brother.”
“Hey, speaking…………of-pot.” ………….

“Jesus Christ Pock,” (exhale) “you ever thought of applying some Windex on
these fuckin’ windows, or something?”
“I can see duh road just fine.”
“That may be, but it still smells like someone just vomited up a dead cat in
here.”
“Ya’ll got a lot a fuckin’ balls talkin’ smack like dat. Sheet mane, dat ’scuse
fer a bedrum a yers done smells like thirty dudes just jacked off all at once.
Damn mane, what’s wrong wit you anywayz?”

“I got a lot of anxiety.”
“We call dat horny, down in Texas.”
“You know there’s a cob web under the dashboard?” (inhale-exhale)
“And?”
“I don’t think Mary Poppins lives here, that’s all I’m sayin’.”
“Who duh fuck cares ’bout Mary fuckin’ Poppins, azzhoe?”
“I’d do Mary Poppins in her asshole,” sounded a voice from the back of the
van.
“I just think you may want to invest in some cleaning products sometime in
the near future.”
“Well, if ya don’t like it, maybe ya’ll’d like to get the fuck out and invest in
some cab fare to get yer sorry ass tuh Happyfunland!”
“Easy there, skipper. Don’t jump overboard.” Shake-shake-shake
“It does make you wonder though,” came the voice from the back of the van
again.
“Wonder ’bout whats, White Tom?”
“If a spider’s making a web, it usually does so because it has good reason to
believe it’s going to catch something in that general area.”
“Ah, shit! I’m probably sitting on roaches or something right now!”
“Ya know, White Tom, ya’ll got a lot a fuckin’ nerve to say anything
’sparagin’ like that, after dis shit you and Mahdakis pulled by not lettin’ Copper
and me play. Puh!….Dat’s a bunch of bullshit, mane.”
“Yeah, I know. It’s a bit drastic Pock, but we have to send a message to
Copper Tom somehow. He has to get with this band or get out.”
“He can’t play even if he wanted to. The dude doesn’t know any of the fuckin’
songs!”
“I hear that, Snowy. I just couldn’t let him be the only one not to play. That
would be too cruel. So I told him that Mahdakis wanted to suddenly do all the
acoustic original material we wrote, with the poetry readings and whatnot, and
that there was no room for the drums or bass.”
“Nice. Throw Mahdakis under the bus. Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha…oop...” Coughcough-cough - Shake-shake-shake.
“And dats a load uh shit mane, because some percussion would enhance the
mood of his crazy-ass lyrics.”
“Absolutely, Pock. And, after this stupid little gig here we’re gonna work on
just that. As a matter of fact, Mahdakis and I just went in together on a bass
guitar so he could play it if Cop doesn’t come around.”
“He plays duh bass, too?”
“Oh yeah. He used to play in the high school jazz band up in The Mountains,”
“Well there you have it.” (exhale) “The Jazz band up in The Mountains.
Doesn’t get any more top-notch than that. He must be a real fuckin’ Jaco
Pastorious.”

“He really is good, Snow. And what’s more, it would give me free range of all
the guitar work.”
“A singer would be nice. You guys ever given that a thought? You know, a
singer?”
“Mahdakis could switch to six-string guitar for live performances if he had to,
or play the keyboards while I play the bass, you know? Are you down with that,
Pock? Maybe try a rehearsal on Monday. Just the three of us and see how it
feels?”
“Yah, dat’s cool ‘en all, but Christ Ize just wants to jam, mane. Sheet, we
spent months up in my steamin’ attic, and fer what? To drive my ‘quipment
around?”
“Have some faith there, slim. (inhale-exhale) There’s bigger and better gigs
than playing Happyfunland on the Fourth of July in broad daylight. Shit, no
one’s gonna really even be paying attention for that matter. Subway street
musicians get more attention, frankly.”
“Well I hope someone watches. Our friends will. Right?”
“I ain’t a bankin’ on dare lowl’ty.”
“Smarten up. It’s a fuckin’ amusement park.” (inhale) “birth-givers with their
whiney-ass screaming children, rides that make you sick, a predictable firework
display, queer-ass clowns, rigged games and cheap prizes, cotton candy that gets
stuck to your face and all kinds of other endless misery.” (exhale) “God I hate
nice families and good times.”

“Alright, so this is the picture. Every Sunday night they lock the money away
in a safe, located in the manager’s office towards the rear of the main office
building, in a room located two doors west of the main boiler room. The bulk
deposit is made first thing on Monday morning when the banks open. Muffin
Man has been working at Happyfunland for the past few months as a bathroom
attendant just to gather this information.”
“Some shitty work, if you get my drift.”
“That’s fuckin’ stupid,” said Rad, as he smacked him on the side of the head.
“Ow! Cut the shit man, pay attention to what Captain H is saying because all
the different vendors make periodical deposits to the safe until the park is
closed, so as not to have too much cash laying around, ya know.”
“Right,” Captain H continued, “and they make those deposits through a slot in
the wall, located in a room one door west of the manager’s office.”

“So the safe is in a room insulated by two rooms to the east and one to the
west,” Rad said, throwing grapes in the air and catching them in his mouth.
“Right Rad. But the trick will be monitoring the offices non-stop, trying to
figure out the pace of the deposits on a busy day like today. Muffin Man will be
around the bathrooms, which are adjacent to the offices. He can see from only
three angles. Rad?”
“Mm-hmm?”
“You’ll be up on the hill above the parking lot with those binoculars right
there on the dashboard in front of you, covering the other angle and a more
aerial view of the others.”
“These? I thought you used these to peep on the old ladies changing at the
YWCA.”
“I’m being serious. After Rob Burry sneaks into the boiler room, he’ll have to
cut into one of the main vents and crawl up and over to the main office. There,
he’ll wait for my okay to jump down into the office. Make sure that walkietalkie is working. Once he jumps into the office, Rob Burry has about a thirteenminute window to crack the safe and get the hell out of there before Mr.
Ticketseller or Mr. Gameman show up to unload some of their cash.”
“What about someone else walking in?”
“I’ll be at the office’s complaint and lost and found department, located right
outside. I’ll be keeping whoever’s inside, distracted. There’s a chance I may
have to do something drastic, like get myself arrested. So, if that happens, I want
you guys to ignore me as if we don’t know each other.”
“It’d be a pleasure.”
“Just take care of business. If anyone suspects we’re together then we’re all
screwed. But a simple attempted-assault charge is well worth the couple a
hundred grand that we’ll probably loot from that safe. Will thirteen minutes be
enough for you, Rob Burry?”
“If the specs of the safe that Muffin Man provided are accurate, then it should
be a piece of cake. I’ve cracked many of these before in less time. The obstacle
here is getting through the crowds unseen and getting into the air vent.”
“We really could’ve used Squid’s help on this one, you know.”
“Yeah I know. But he’s a little busy collecting bets on the horse races up in
Atlantic City. He’ll show up later with the getaway car, and may share some of
his earnings with us.”
“May? Damn well better after the beating I gave that jockey,” said Rad.
“Yeah man,” said Rob Burry, “that dude just did not want to throw the race.
We almost had to kill him.”
“Good thing we know where his wife lives,” said Captain H from the driver’s
seat with a grin. “Nothing like a little friendly haggling.”
“What are the signs?” asked Rob Burry

“We wait until about seven o’clock. The sun will be hitting the hill where Rad
will be. When all is clear near the office, Muffin Man is going to tip the mop
bucket over and make a mess. Once Rad sees that and if he sees nothing else
from his side, he’ll flash some signs with this rearview mirror,” said Captain H,
ripping the rearview mirror off the windshield and handing it to Rad. “Three
times, Rad. Three times. Twice for trouble.”
“Why can’t I have a walkie-talkie too?”
“That’s all we have. I was just lucky to be able to swipe these from an empty
squad car while some pigs were getting coffee. Rob Burry? You will be playing
the games near the bumper cars. Once you see the three flashes, make your way
towards the boiler room where, once again, you will wait for another command.
Rad, I’ll be at the office and not able to see your next signs so Muffin Man, it’s
up to you to catch Rad’s three flashes--”
“Or two.”
“Or two, and signal me by slamming the lid to the dumpster twice for trouble,
once for all clear.”
“Twice for trouble, once for all clear, twice for trouble, once for all clear. Got
it.”
“You’ll be on your own, buddy,” said Captain H, twisting his head around
towards the backseat at Rob Burry. “Except for me stalling whomever in the
front office. Rad and Muffin Man? Once the second sets of signs are given, I
want you to wait thirteen minutes. If something happens in that time, give the
flashes and I’ll alert Rob Burry with the ‘talkie’. If not, then make your way
towards Pock’s van and ditch the spare tire.”
“It’s one of those that are under the floor carpet in the rear of the van?”
“Yeah Rad, I think so. But it will most likely be locked because of the
equipment so you’ll need to pry it open carefully, and with finesse.”
“What’s the big deal?”
“The deal is we don’t want any evidence that it was broken into. Do it cleanly
and quietly”
“What about the equipment? Should we take some of that?”
“What the fuck is wrong with you, Muffin Man?”
“What? What did I say?”
“They’re our fuckin’ friends, douche-bag,” said Rad, turning around slapping
him on the side of his head again.
“While you two are doing that, Rob Burry should have enough time to grab
the cash and get the hell out of there. The getaway car will be at the top of the
entrance, so you’ll have to run and cover a lot of ground quickly.”
“Why can’t he just meet us at the lower gate so we don’t have to go so far on
foot?” Muffin Man asked.

“If the cops come, idiot, they won’t suspect a getaway vehicle at the north end
of the park, away from the crime scene, and we are also in a better position to
disappear into a huge crowd if need be.”
“Either way, the money will still be safe in Pock’s van.”
“So is that why are we gonna leave the money in Pock’s van, and not our own
vehicle?” asked Rob Burry.
“That’s one reason, if something gets discovered before we leave, and they are
on to us, the money won’t be in our possession. Yes.”
“The other reason?”
“We may be running into some ‘unfriendlys’ once the job is over, boys.
Gary’s crew out in Deephole says we cut into some of his coke business last
week.”
“That’s bullshit,” said Muffin Man. “I was in South Norford, well over the
borderline.”
“But the customer was from Deephole, New Jersey Muffin Man, and we don’t
play that way! The word is he wants payback. He knows we’re on our way here
to see some friends play.”
“This car won’t be safe then.”
“Nope. That’s why Squid is gonna meet us here in another vehicle and we’ll
take off in that. If any of his gang sees us showing up in this convertible, they
won’t be looking for Squid’s Jeep wrangler when we leave.”
“A clean getaway, just like in the movies.”
“You’re really getting on my fuckin’ nerves you know that?” – ‘SMACK’

“What makes you think that, Frank?”
“What, that there’s a God?”
“Yeah, that.” Bobble-bobble-bobble “That there’s a God.”
“Because man, it’s what our birth-givers told us when we were young. They
wouldn’t lie to us, you know.”
“Mine would,” Bobble-bobble-bobble “they hate me.”
“What’s not to hate? Hee-hee-hee-hee, hee-hee-hee.”
“Shut-up, Floyd. At least I still have communication of some kind with them.”
“What’s the fuckin’ point if all they’re gonna do is lie to you?” said Frank
Slate.
“Yeah dude. You might as well talk to the animals.”

“Animals, smaminals. You gonna Bogart that fuckin’ joint all day,
Pumpkinhead? Pass it up.”
“Sorry man,” Pumpkinhead said, handing the joint up front to Tony Ravioli.
“Besides, what’s wrong with learning to talk to the animals anyway?”
“Nothing. It’s just not possible, that’s all.”
“Unless you’re Aquaman,” said Floyd.
“Sure it is. I’m learning how to do it now, actually. I’ve been practicing on my
cats and a few of the neighborhood dogs. It works.”
“Aquaman was fuckin’ retarded, dude. What the hell was the point to him,
anyway?”
“It works if you’re stoned on acid.”
“Because you, ah…..you needed to get all the fish and sea creatures together
and ah….you know.”
“Fine. Whatever. I’ll just always be on acid.”
“See, Floyd? You don’t know either do you?” Frank laughed. “There was no
point to his existence as a super-hero. He didn’t do anything constructive.”
“So why are so many people starving if there’s a God, Frank?”
“What do the dogs say to you, dude?” said Floyd.
“Yeah, really Frank. What’s up with that?” Bobble-bobble-bobble
“That’s not God’s fault, that’s our fault.”
“Not much really. Usually stuff about the weather and food and so forth. One
of them asked me to wipe his ass once.”
“How is it our fault if there’s no food?”
“Did you?”
“Because, the people who are starving in poverty-stricken areas of the world,
where food can’t grow, are too stupid to get up and move somewhere else.”
“Hell no. What the fuck is wrong with you?”
“But aren’t we made in God’s image?”
“That’s what the bible says, Tony.”
“Well then God must be pretty fuckin’ retarded. Hee-hee-hee-hee!!”
“And a little ugly to boot.” Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Hey don’t talk about our lord that way, mother fuckers! That’s disrespectful.”
“Who cares, dude?”
“I do, Pumpkinhead. And one more word like that and I’ll punch you right in
the fuckin’ head.”
“Oooh, I’m so scared. Oooh.”
“You better be. What are you going to do, call the animals to get me?”
“You’re not being a very good Samaritan, Frank.”
“Yeah, right,” Bobble-bobble-bobble “turn the other cheek and all that other
happy horse shit.”

“I don’t need the fuckin’ animal’s bro. If you wanna throw down just say the
word mother fuck, I’ll drop your stupid ass right to the God damn ground.
That’s right, GOD DAMN!”
“Stop making fun of the Lord’s word, Tony.”
“Or what? I’ll go to Hell? I think I’m there!”
“Or sensitive for that matter, Frank,” said Floyd. “I mean, most of those
people would get out of the country if they could, but don’t have means of
transportation. Not to mention the fact that some of them are on what they
consider to be holy ground and wouldn’t leave it for the world.”
“Whatever, man. That’s what they get I guess, for not being God-faring
Christians.”
“Weren’t they around before the Christians?”
“Nobody was here before the Christians, just a bunch of dirty heathenistic
kikes and sand-niggers.”
“Say the word, Frank. Let’s go! Let’s do this shit now!”
“Shut the fuck up, Pumpkinhead.”
“Here, have a can of spinach. Hee-hee-hee-hee.”
“What the fuck kind of laugh is that anyway, Floyd?”
“Yeah really. It’s very unnerving to hear that when I drive,” said Tony Ravioli.
“I don’t know. Just a laugh, I guess.”
“I kind a dig it man,” said Pumpkinhead.
“Said the guy who talks to animals.”
“It’s not that he really talks to animals,” said Frank Slate, “it’s just that he’s
always stoned of his ass like you Floyd, and thinks he does.”
“What’s wrong with being stoned?” Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Nothing, if you wanna throw your life away.”
“Fuck off, man.”
“Quiet, Pumpkinhead. Mother Theresa is talking.”
“Mother fuckin’ Theresa with the bottle of Southern Comfort in her hand.”
“It’s better than doin’ drugs all day like you assholes.”
“Dude, pot is much better for you than alcohol. Alcohol is a leading cause of
most physical ailments.”
“And it’s organic,” said Floyd Baxter.
“Spoken like a bunch of brain-washed drug-addicts.”
“Frank, maybe you’d like to walk the rest of the way.” Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Where are you going anyway?”
“Happyfunland, or whatever it’s called, right?”
“Hate to be the one to tell you this bro,” said Pumpkinhead, “but you passed
the exit like ten minutes ago. We’re almost in Baltimore.”
“Hee-hee-hee-hee!”
“Well, when was someone going to fuckin’ tell me! Frank? You’re right here,
up front. What’s up? Isn’t the good Lord guiding us?”

“I guess I just assumed you were heading to Baltimore to waste your hardearned money on some weed.”
“Well, I wasn’t!”
Floyd gave brief consideration and said, “Well we’re here now so who wants
to throw in?”
“Oh I will dude,” said Pumpkinhead. “I hear the shit down here is great.”
“Yeah,” Bobble-bobble-bobble “I hear that, too. Sounds like a plan.”
“Oh really,” said Frank Slate. “What is this, some sort of Baltimore Bombin’
Super Weed?”
“Yeah Frank, it is and we’re gonna waste our hard-earned money on some.
What about it?”
“Nothing,” said Frank Slate, pulling out a ten spot. “Count me in, too.”

“I really don’t understand what your obsession is with these degenerate white
people, anyway.”
“Oh Alex, please. They’re free spirits and individual thinkers……for the most
part, anyway.”
“Am I supposed to be impressed? Lee Harvey Oswald was an individual
thinker, as well. Too many individual thinkers in one place can be detrimental to
a country as young as ours. What a strong country requires is a minimal amount
of free, individualistic thinking, and a conglomerate of faithful, blind followers.”
“That is just ludicrous, Alexander, and you darned well better admit to
recognizing the correlation between that rubbish you just spewed and how our
people were forced into slavery, endured rapes, beatings, and were left with little
provisions and no rights because the blind mass majority thought it justified.
And why? Because the free-thinkers who were leading this country at the time,
were bad free-thinkers who fed the immoral majority so much patriotic
propaganda that no one dare challenge their word for fear of losing local
credibility and or their land because when the Big-Brother-Free-Thinkers would
retaliate, it was never lightly.”
“Oh bother, Charlotte. I know darned-tootin’ well the dreadful past of our
ancestry! Am I not allowed a little space to be facetious?
“I suppose,” Charlotte huffed. “It’s just that…..Well, I like them. They have a
natural uncanny ability to make something out of nothing.”

“Much like this event. No offense to White Tom or Mahdakis, but with all that
will be going on, no one’s going to pay much attention to them. Especially once
the fireworks start.”
“Absolutely, my dear. And therein lies the rub of our existence compared to
theirs, the ability to make something out of nothing. Just look in front of you, we
have six car loads of people going to see a ‘non-event’ because while it may be
nothing to most of us, it is still something to one or two of us and, as friends,
that’s all we should be concerned with; the feelings and sentiments of others.”
“Very true, and very perceptive of you, my love. However, I only count five
car loads of people now.”
“Oh dear; did Tony get lost again?”
“I imagine so.”
“Mm…Don’t get me wrong Alexander, I enjoy the benefits of our wealth and
am very grateful for the fruits of our families’ labors.” Alex turned his head left
from the passenger seat and looked at Charlotte pensively, but with an utter
sense of love in his eyes as she continued, “But is it possible that we’ve
forgotten how to enjoy the simplicities of our Lord’s world?”
“You ever thought about sex with a white man?”
Charlotte Cummings stared at the road ahead, suddenly wearing her best poker
face and remaining conscious of every body movement she made. “Why? Do
you think about white women?”
“I asked you first, muffin.”
Charlotte Cummings wet her thin lips and said, “Sure. I mean they’re all
around us. How can you not at least think about it from time to time?”
“But you haven’t been with one before, have you?”
“No. But since we’re being honest, I would definitely put it on a bucket list of
‘things to do before I die’. Now what about you?”
“Well sure, I’ve thought about it once, maybe twice,” he said, looking out the
window.”
“Once or twice? That’s it? Seriously?”
“Well how often to you think about it?”
“More than once or twice a month, that’s for sure.”
“My heavens, Charlotte, aren’t we the adventurous one. Sorry, but to me it’s a
simple irrelevant curiosity, nothing more.”
“Why is it irrelevant? They’re people we live with day in and day out. Aren’t
you a bit more than curious?”
“No Charlotte. I happen to believe that we should stick with our own kind.
You know that about me by now.”
“Christ, I’m not talking about marriage or procreation, Alex. I’m talking some
simple, dirty, raw sex. You do know what that is, don’t you?”
“And you do?” Alexander gave a long pause and shook his head in disbelief
and finally blurted out, “Fine, Charlotte! Yes! Yes! Nothing would make me

happier than throwing ‘The Man’s’ woman to her cream-colored knees and
blowing a load all over her pretty Caucasian face then bending her over on her
husband’s side of the bed and fucking her so far up her white ass that it comes
out her mouth! There I said it Charlotte! And God, did I mean it! I think about
white women all the time. Happy?”
“Oh God, Yes!” said Charlotte Cummings, unbuttoning her shirt. “Would I be
allowed to watch? Just once? Please.” Charlotte grinned and pulled off to the
side of the highway.
“Charlotte, what’s the matter? Why are we off the highway?”
“What else would you do to the nasty white bitch?” Charlotte had her hand
down her shorts and was fingering herself.
“Have you lost your mind?!”
“Charlotte reached out for his crotch. “I wanna suck that big black cock of
yours before my husband gets home. And I wanna suck it now, boy!”
“Whoa,” Alexander exclaimed, pushing her away. “We’re in broad daylight
and we have somewhere to be soon. My gosh, could you possibly hold that
thought until later tonight? Have a little dignity. If mum knew you were like
this, she’d never allow us to marry.”
“Fine.” Charlotte huffed and, putting the car in gear, said, “Any other man
would’ve taken me right then and there.”
“Precisely why you are not marrying any other man. You need discipline, you
need me.”
“What’s the rush, anyway? I thought you were less than anxious about seeing
our degenerate white trash friends.”
“They will have mescaline you said, right?”
“(sigh)”

Mahdakis studied the bottle of Southern Comfort that Rizzo had just passed
him through the open window of the car. While pissing alongside the road, he
unscrewed the top with his one free hand and took a gigantic chug of its
contents. “That’s CANDY, man!” he said excitedly, and held the bottle up in the
air victoriously.
“And probably a lot better for your stomach than that rock-gut scotch you’ve
been putting away,” said Rizzo, paying no mind to his exposed penis.
“Okay, maybe with this stuff I won’t vomit once a day, out of the blue, and for
no apparent reason.”

“Maybe,” said Boodles DiNero, spying more than a glimpse of his penis in her
driver’s side rearview mirror. “But you should still see a doctor. It’s not normal
for a seventeen-year-old to throw up like that. Something may be wrong with
you.”
“Whatever,” he said, putting his cock away as he walked towards the car,
taking another sip before getting in.
“Hey dude, hurry up and get in the car. We gotta get moving again.”
“Relax Jay. No one’s gonna bust us for pissing on the side of I-95.” Mahdakis
slammed the rear passenger door shut as he squished in next to Rizzo.
“They might.” Jason Miller smiled and turned to face him in the back seat.
“Hey, what’s up with your friend, Tony?”
“Why?”
“Does he bat for the other team once in a while, or something?”
“Seriously?”
“It’s okay if he does, but I just want to know where he stands and I want to
make sure that he knows that I don’t go that way, that’s all.”
Mahdakis rubbed his black sideburns and red beard, and then stroked his
brown mustache as he pondered Jason’s allegations. He looked over at Rizzo
who just shrugged her shoulders, and then over to Nicki Tater who just gave a
blank stare. “Well if he is, he never let me in on it.”
“He never gives you the flirtatious eyebrows, or ever winked at you?”
Boodles and Rizzo busted out laughing as Mahdakis tried to explain, “That’s
just his mannerisms, Jay. It’s a weird Jersey thing, that’s all.”
“You mean like, New Jersey?”
“Yeah, like that.”
“Well it doesn’t matter where he’s from. It’s a gay thing.”
“Maybe people in Jersey are gay,” suggested Nicki.
“He told me I was cool and that he liked me better than all the other people
around here.”
“Trust us, that’s not saying much,” said Rizzo.
“Then he patted me on the back and said ‘I like you. We should get together
some time and do stuff.’ and he gave me that wink with his head nodding yes.”
“Dude, he’s not gay. I’m his best friend, I think I would know.”
“Maybe he only likes dudes with big dicks,” said Jason
“Okay. Well I have a decent size dick.”
“Mine’s bigger.”
“How do you know, Jason?”
“I was checking it out in the rearview mirror a few minutes ago.”
“I lost track,” said Nicki. “Who’s the gay one?”
“Oh my God. Why were you checking out his dick in the rearview?”
“Because I wanted to see what you found so fuckin’ interesting!”

Boodles DiNero looked in the rearview mirror, smiling, with her crooked eyes.
“Maybe he only likes guys with blonde hair and blue eyes.”
“Perhaps that’s it,” said Jason very seriously. “But too bad still, because I’m
not into guys like him.”
“Like what?”
“Short and hairy.”
“What kind of guys are you in to?”
“I’m just sayin’, Nicki, that if I was ever to be with a guy, and I wouldn’t, it
would be one with, I don’t know, ah...”
“A guy with blonde hair and blue eyes?”
“And fair skin with decent subtle muscle tone?”
“Yeah, like that.”
“That’s you.”
“So sue me, I know a good thing when I see it. And I got a bigger dick than
you so Ha!”
“You might not think it’s so great when you feel it going up your own ass,”
snickered Rizzo.
“Maybe Tony isn’t the gay one. I mean, seeing as you have the built in gaydar
and all.”
“Hush up back there, Nicki.”
“You hush up. It’s sad.”
“What’s sad?” inquired Boodles.
“The whole way we go about sex down here is stupid, and sad.”
“Down here?”
“Yeah, down here. Earth. If you go to other planets, it’s a lot different.”
Jason darted a worried look over to Boodles who pursed her lips and stared at
the road ahead
“So go on, tell us more,” Rizzo encouraged.
“On other planets every individual alien has all the parts required for sex.
There are no ‘male’ organs or ‘female’ organs. Everyone has the same organ and
it works just the same on anyone they choose.”
“So it’s a ‘One Size Fits All’ sexual community.”
“Exactly, Mahdakis. You’d really enjoy it too because no one would make fun
of your small pecker.”
“It’s not small!”
“Okay it’s not small,” said Boodles DiNero, playfully. “But there was a lot of
head room.”
Myra Rizaado leaned forward with the look of murder on her face, stared
directly into Boodles’ crossed eyes and whispered so only she could hear, “He’s
a grower, not a shower. And he grows to a very comfy seven inches. If you
don’t believe me, just say the word and I’ll let him give you a serious ass
fucking that’ll have you screaming for weeks. Then you can tell me how small

he is.” Rizzo raised her voice so everyone could hear now, “Seven inches by the
way, is one and a half more than your homophobic boyfriend over here. How do
I know? Because I blew him, bitch, before you ever had him. For that matter, so
has Nicki. And if you know what’s good for you, you’ll keep your eyes and your
mind off my man’s cock, or it’ll be the last thing you ever look at or talk about!”
“I second that motion,” said Jason.
The car filled with such silence that everyone present could hear Nicki Tater
whisper into Rizzo’s ear, “Seven inches, huh. That’s a good find. Even the
aliens would appreciate that.”
“I’m sorry, Rizzy. I was just trying to be funny. I really don’t care either way,
honestly. It’s just that I’m so excited for the two of you. You guys are like the
absolute perfect couple.”
“You really are,” echoed Nicki.
“I third that motion, buddy.”
Mahdakis and Rizzo gave each other quick glances of reassurance, smiled
politely, and looked away; never once touching one another.

Happyfunland

“T

ormented and stabbed by the cold blades of reality, sanity
sleeps……..Trapped in blind society’s wall’s and armored with pretense,
the monster weeps.” Mahdakis sang with little inflection, or tone quality for that
matter, as he and White Tom finished the number with a spacey sounding solo
on the keys by Mahdakis, and White Tom picking away at the twelve-string.
White Tom sat resting his guitar on his leg as Mahdakis made his way to the
stool next to him. He picked up his six-string as a passerby tossed a dollar into
their tip container, formerly a Kleenex box. He started tuning. “I didn’t count on
all these tips. Did you?”
“No. but then again I didn’t count on there not being a PA system, either.”

“Yeah, that’s sort of a drag.” Mahdakis lit a Tijuana Small. “Nobody standing
more than twenty feet away can hear us.”
“I thought for sure it was going to be the sort of gig that was broadcast over
the main PA system for the whole park to hear.”
“Fuck it dude. Maybe it’s better this way. It gives us an opportunity to work
out our originals under some musical duress, you know like not having electric
guitars. Sort of cool like this…..and we’re getting paid! Think of it like that, a
paid practice.”
“Absolutely. You know, with all the tips people are throwing in there, we can
afford to pay Pock and Cop their cuts and still walk away with a boatload of
cash, it’s just the right thing to do, especially since Pock lugged all this shit in
his van for us.”
“Yeah, fine. The original cut was two-hundred dollars split four ways. I say we
give Copper Tom his fifty, just to keep him quiet, and give Pock one hundred.”
“Really? You sure about that?”
“He did drive the vehicle here, gas money and time plus his fifty dollar cut.
Seventy-five would be fair, but I think we should give him a little extra out of
good faith. I mean, he isn’t the problem; it’s Cop. I want him to know that we
know that. Besides, have you calculated how much money we’ll have at the end
of the day if this pace keeps up?”
“Well, a four-hour gig, it’s been over two hours now, and we have,” White
Tom shook the Kleenex box around like a tray of popcorn, “almost a hundred
and twenty-five dollars.”
“Really?”
“Oh yeah; easy.”
“Dude, stuff a bunch in your pockets. Give me some too.”
“You want to count it out?”
“No. Who cares? It’s just you and me.” Mahdakis put the lit cigar in his mouth
and continued talking, “The important thing is that no one comes up and swipes
this with all the cash in it.”
“Also, if Pock and Cop walk by, it’d probably be a bad idea for them to see
how much we’ve really made.”
“Right, and the other factor is, people tend to tip more if the box is emptier.
Someone sees a wad of cash in there, their liable to think we have enough.”
“Gotcha. Here,” White Tom said, and handed Mahdakis two fists fulls of
dollar bills.
“Keep some in there,” he said, with a cheap cigar still dangling out his mouth.
“We want people to know what it is for.”
“Right.”
They played another number, which drew a small crowd but only four dollars
and rested their guitars on their legs for another quick breather.
White Tom lit up a cigarette. “So how are things with you and Rizzo?”

*****
“Truth or dare?” asked Yogi McNugget, handing Rizzo a freshly lit joint.
“Truth,” she said, taking a drag and handing it back to him, in the driver’s seat.
“Okay…..have you ever……..thought-about..me……in a sexual way?”
“No,” Rizzo chuckled.
“No? Seriously?” inquired Yogi, resting his wrists on the steering wheel,
dejectedly. “You sure you…….don’t-want-a-minute to………think about it?”
“Mmm. Nope. What I want is for you to get naked,” said Rizzo giggling and
holding in another hit.
“Naked? Me? Why, I thought……you didn’t think of me in……the-sexualsense.”
“Right. So maybe if I saw you naked, I would have reason to think about you
in that sense.”
“Really?”
“That’s my dare. Would you prefer a truth, instead? I understand if you’re
bashful. Not everyone’s as hot as Mahdakis.”
“Yeah right. He’s SOO hot,” Yogi mimicked. “Fine, but if I get naked, then
you do too. Unless you want a truth, then I’ll take a truth.”
Rizzo took another hit. “You got more pot?”
“Plenty.”
“Okay. Let’s get naked. But it’s your turn, you first.”
Yogi ripped off his shirt and threw it in the back seat. As his arm came around
the passenger’s side seat, he rested his hand on Rizzo’s shoulder and they stared
into each other’s eyes and kissed.
Rizzo was overwhelmed with feelings of guilt as she let Yogi jam his tongue
deep down her throat. Sure, things weren’t the greatest with Mahdakis right now
but she had not been brought up to betray someone else, even if they did deserve
it.
“I’m gonna pull the car over there at the end of the parking lot, by those
woods,” he said, still holding her chin in his hand. “This car is too small for me
to get my pants off comfortably.”
“Okay.”
As he drove, he rested his hand on her thigh and said to her, “You know I’ve
dreamed of getting you naked and banging the heck out of you since the first
day we met.”
“Oh gosh,” she said sarcastically, “I bet you say that to all the girls.”
Yogi smiled and said, “You think so?” He then turned off the car, opened the
door and put his feet outside where he proceeded to take off his sneakers and
socks, which he also threw in the back seat.

“C’mon. Show me what you got. Or not,” Rizzo teased as Yogi stood up
outside the car, the roof of the Volkswagen coming up to his neck, and
continued to remove his pants and underwear. He threw them in the car, hopped
on the driver’s seat, and leaned into Rizzo for another make out session. “Hold
on. No fair,” she cried.
“What do you mean? I’m….butt naked. Now it’s……your turn.”
“You didn’t stand there long enough for me to soak it all in. I wanna see
everything. C’mon, give me a quick show! Don’t you want to see my everything?”
Yogi stood up outside the driver’s side door, facing her with a semi-erect
penis. “Not bad. Not bad at all. Okay, now the ass. Show me your ass. Is it tight?
I like it tight.”
“Tight?” Yogi grinned and turned his half-hearted penis away from her and
towards the wooded area. “Check this out, bitch!” And as the words came out,
he found himself face to face with a nice black family, who had just emerged out
of the picnic area.
As one of the little girls let out an ear-piercing scream, Yogi McNugget turned
around to get in the car, but it was too late. Rizzo had slammed the door and
locked both sides, and the male-birth-giver of the family chased Yogi McNugget
across the vast parking lot while Rizzo remained in the locked Volkswagen,
cackling like a mad witch.

“Not great. I have more physical contact with Tony than I do with her,”
“Be careful what you say. There are those who question his sexuality.”
“You heard that too, huh?” said Mahdakis, tuning his guitar. “And when we do
have contact, it feels forced, you know?”
“Sounds like there’s just no chemistry between you two in that department.
You two are great friends, but maybe the sex thing just wasn’t meant to be for
you guys.”
“You’re tellin’ me, Tommy. You know I took a piss on the side of the road
and purposely left my cock hanging out for an extra minute, just to see her
reaction?”
“And?”
“Nothin’. Boodles was checkin’ it out though.”
White Tom smiled. “I bet Jason appreciated that.”
“Not really.”

“Where is she anyway? I thought she was going to film all of this on her camcorder.”
*****
“Mommy, daddy, I want the pink bunnye-e-e-e-e-e!!” cried a spoiled little girl.
“Sweetie, daddy has tried several times. I just can’t hit the little bell.”
“Plea-ease, daddy! I want it! Try again, Plea-ea-ease!”
“Try it one more time, Stan,” said the mother, crossing her arms and leaning
into his ear. “Just win something to shut her the hell up; anything.”
“Okay, here we go again. Watch daddy!”
“Psst……hey, lady,” said Boodles DiNero, poking her face out from behind
the game shed.
“Me?” said the impatient mother.
“Yeah, you.” Boodles pulled a pink bunny out of a large trash bag and waved
it at her. “You want one of these?”
“How much?”
“Twenty dollars.”
“That’s robbery! It only costs ten at a toy store!”
“Fine. Go to a toy store…..and enjoy the ride on the way there.”
The woman knew that wasn’t an option and resentfully took out a twenty from
her purse and ripped the bunny out of Boodle’s hand. “I hope you go to hell for
this!”
“Your welcome. Nice doing business with you.” Boodles smiled and waved.

“I think they’re over by the games, hawking stuffed animals and toys.”
“They’re up to that bit again?”
“Seems so. It’s a wonder the park officials haven’t caught on and shut them
down.”
“Well it’s a smooth operation you see,” said White Tom putting his cigarette
out and getting his guitar ready.
“Oh yeah?” said Mahdakis, strumming an A minor chord.
“Yeah, because Jason comes here almost every other night and wins prizes.”
“He’s really good at these games then.”
“Seriously good. It doesn’t take him anymore than three tries to win prizes
and, at a buck a piece, that’s not a bad profit”

“No shit.”
“But here’s the thing, he comes with a different buddy each time. They go
fishing over at the pier when they’re done. He’s never with Boodles.”
“Ah, so when Boodles sells the stuff, she’s never with him, either. Right?”
“Right. My guess is he’s on the other side of the park by the pier, with some of
the guys right now.”
*****
“You fish out here, Jason? I didn’t even know you were allowed to.”
“Oh yeah. And let me tell you Frank, it ain’t just bunker in these waters; you
can catch some real nice Striped Bass and Blues right here.”
“No shit. I love to fish. You come here a lot?”
“Three times a week or so. Let me know when you wanna go.”
“Will do.”
“If you’d like to avoid the drive, let me in. We’ll take my boat over, instead.”
“You got a boat Alex?”
“Nothing special really, just a little twenty-seven foot Apollo fishing boat with
twin two-fifty, four-stroke Suzukis.”
“Nice little toy.”
“You betcha, Tony.” Alex grinned and winked.
Jesus H Christ, thought Jason, Are all these guys homos?
“Hey, why don’t we go out this Wednesday after work?”
“I’m free. Tony, Jason?”
“Hell yeah. Just tell me where to meet you.”
“I keep the boat at the River Road Marina. Jason, is that day good for you,
too?”
“Huh? Oh yeah. Yeah, well….let me check and get back to you.”
“Sure.”
“That’s a lot of time to spend fishing all week, Jason.” Bobble-bobble-bobble
“So you must catch something substantial once in a while then, if you keep
comin’ back to the same spot and all.”
“Yeah, right. Just last week I caught a twenty-eight-inch Sand shark.”
“You keep it?”
“Nah, it’s not really good eating, Frank. It’s kind of tough.”
“Wow. Twenty-eight-inch Sand shark; you must have one hell of a big rod,
huh?” Bobble-bobble-bobble

“And rest well integrity’s wayward child, for soon you shall return to the
wretched shores of the lost…and of the wild,” Mahdakis spoke the final line of
his poem/song, ‘One Enchanted Evening’ as White Tom plucked out a few tasty
diminutive harmonics on the acoustic.
The applauses were getting louder and louder as the crowd got drunker and
drunker. “Dude, they love that one,” said White Tom with a sincere smile.
“That’s going to be an awesome song with a real singer and some other
instruments.”
“I’m glad you agree,” Mahdakis grinned. “Speaking of wayward children, I
thought for sure that Captain H and the gang would be here. I saw them come
down, what happened?”
“Mmm, something tells me they may have an ulterior motive for being here.”
“Like what? It’s Happyfunland Amusement Park,” Mahdakis chuckled with
self-righteous wit. “What are they going to do, rob a safe or something?”
*****
“Cutting into the air vent. Over.”
“Over.” Captain H said, standing in the lost and found line as a thunderous
bang was heard seconds later by all, coming from a room adjacent to the Lost
and Found/Customer Service booth outside. “What the hell was that? Over!”
“The fucking air vent hit the ground,” Rob Burry whispered into the device.
“Give me some stall time.”
“Over.” Captain H made his way to the front of the line apologizing profusely
to the other patrons. “I’m sorry, I’m sorry. I’m from out of town and I seemed to
have lost a pair of driving gloves. I wonder….”
“Sir, you’ll have to wait your turn.”
“But I just--”
“Sir I’m sorry! Janey, what was that noise?”
“I don’t know,” said a frail, red-haired, malnourished looking girl of about
eighteen. “It sounds like something banged in there.” She pointed to a room
down the darkened alley behind her.
“Take over here. I’ll radio the grounds police.”
“Yes sir. There’s one!” Janey said, pointing to a police officer twenty feet
behind Captain H.
“Ahh, Lou! Officer Lou!”
“What’s all the commotion, Tom?”
“We heard a loud noise in the office. It’s locked and shouldn’t have anyone in
it.”
“Maybe it’s just an animal.”

“Perhaps. Or maybe something broke.”
“Okay, I’ll check it out. Is the grounds crew working? If so, give one of ‘em a
call.” The officer started to make his way down the darkened alley but froze
suddenly in his tracks as his attention was averted to something in the other
direction. “Well, I’ll be damned.”
“Lou, what is it? The room is this way. What are you looking………..Oh my!”
“What the hell. I’ll be back in a minute!” the policeman yelled, pulling out a
walkie-talkie and running away. “All units: we have an adult black male in
heavy pursuit of a naked white youth; male. They’re running towards the east
end of the parking lot! All units; move in!”

Floyd Baxter sat on an iron bar railing, which separated the kids’ carousel
from the adult carousel, and took a healthy drag off a joint. He held it in as he
made light conversation. “So you like the way I laugh, aye?”
“Sure why not,” Pumpkinhead said, taking the joint. “It’s you, man.”
“I kind of like the way you laugh, too.”
“Jesus Christ, you guys need to get a room?” said Cannoli, ripping the joint
from Pumpkinhead’s Bogarting mouth.
“I’m Floyd. You’re Mahdakis’s brother, right?”
“Yep. I take from my female-birth-giver’s good looking side of the family,
though.”
“If your female-birth-giver was a chimpanzee, then I would understand that
comment.”
“Fuck you, Pablo.”
“Just sayin’, if you were my kid, I’d shave your ass and make you walk
backwards,” said Pablo, taking the joint from Cannoli.
“You didn’t say that right.”
“Huh?”
“That doesn’t even make sense. Most people don’t have that much hair on
their ass in the first place and if they walked backwards, you’d see the back of
their head,” said Cannoli. “And besides, if anyone here is ugly, it’s you.”
“Exactly. Here, Baxter,” said Pablo, handing the joint to Floyd.” So if anyone
is an aficionado on ugly it’s me. Ha-ha-ha.”
“And that’s not the proper use of that word either.”
“Whadda you know, woman?”

“She knows vocabulary,” said Pumpkinhead, taking the joint from Floyd
again. “She used to copy off my brother.”
“I didn’t copy off him, asshole.”
“What do you call staring at his paper and writing down the same answers?”
“Maybe she already knew the answers but really admired his penmanship.”
“You’re an idiot, Pablo; you know that?”
“My mom says that a lot.”
“She sounds like a good woman. Hey Pumpkin, how about handing that joint
over to me one of these days!”
“No problem, Noli. Here.”
“And if you ever saw Mahdakis’s handwriting you’d know how horrible it is.
It’s unreadable, which is how you now know I couldn’t possibly have cheated
off his paper. What the fuck? It’s a fuckin’ roach,” she yelled, accepting the
former joint from Pumpkinhead. “There are other people here besides you, ya
know… and the name’s Cannoli.”
“And the name’s Cannoli,” Pumpkinhead mimicked.
“Hee-hee-heeheee!”
“Hey man, you didn’t even pay for the shit. What the fuck? Floyd and I paid
for it. You’ll take whatever I give you or nothing and shut up and like it.”
“Nice. You always talk to women like that?”
“Sometimes,” Pumpkinhead smiled.
“Hm. And how many girlfriends have you had this past decade?”
“Ouch, that hurt,” observed Pablo.
“Fuck it. You can keep your shit weed to yourselves for the rest of the night.
Just don’t come looking for me when I’m handing out acid tabs,” said Cannoli,
handing the miniscule roach to Pablo.
“Yeah, this is some shitty tasting weed,” Pablo agreed. “Where’d you guys get
it, Southpoint Village?”
“Wait. You’re getting acid tonight?”
“Baltimore.”
“Two whole sheets. Didn’t your brother tell you?”
“Baltimore?”
“No. we hardly ever see each other, ya know?”
“It was Tony’s idea.”
“I thought you guys share a bedroom now that Skeeter moved out.”
“Well it was a bad one.”
“We do. But we’re usually asleep or passed out, ya know.”
“I thought since we were already lost down there, why not pick up some dope
and make it a little worthwhile.”
“What kind of super hero are you going to make, living like that?”
“So it was your idea, not Tony’s.”
“A well rested one!”

“Right, but I’d never have thought of it if he hadn’t driven to Baltimore in the
first place so I have to give him the appropriate credit. Dig?”
“Hey, who wants to go through the Haunted House?” asked Cannoli.
“No, not really. How the fuck do you end up in Baltimore when you’re going
to Edgewood?”
“Awe dude, that’s lame,” said Pumpkinhead.
“I guess he just spaced it.”
“I like it.”
“Like what?” asked Pablo él Dente
“The Haunted House.”
“Hee-hee-hee-hee. That is lame.”
“It is not lame!”
“It wasn’t scary when we were ten, dude. What can it possibly be like now?”
“I don’t know I just thought it’d be fun and nostalgic.”
“I say we go on the Dragon Coaster.”
“Yeah, nothing like a rollercoaster ride when you’re baked,” agreed
Pumpkinhead.
“You know it’s the oldest roller coaster in the United States,” Pablo informed.
“Great,” said Cannoli. “Just what I want, to be hundreds of feet up in the air on
the oldest ride in America. That thing doesn’t look too safe you know.”
“Hey man,” said Floyd, “wouldn’t a cool ride be a rollercoaster through the
haunted house?”
“Yeah, wow man, I can dig it,” said Pumpkinhead. “Hey dude, where’d that
roach go?”
“Now, that I could go for,” said Pablo.
“The Roach was dead Pumpkinhead, I threw it out.”
“Too scary for my blood.”
“Awe, man! I wanted to eat it.”

White Tom laughed and said, “You know there must be a safe here, don’t you
think?”
“Yeah, sure. Why not?”
“Well, if I were gonna rob one; I’d do it on a night like tonight.”
“It’s the Sabbath. You’d be sure to burn in all damnation.”
“It beats living on this fucked-up planet, doesn’t it?”

“Seriously? C’mon, Mr. Tommy Gladbags, cheer up and enjoy. Some day it’s
gonna be gone so let’s get our kicks in!”
“Are you the same guy who just wrote that last song about hanging yourself
from a tree while little children watched?”
“Sure, but that’s just good ‘ol American clean fun right dare,” Mahdakis
laughed slipping into an imitation of Pock.
“It is huh?”
“’Sides, writin’ ’bout bad sheet just makes meez happy.”
“How happy?”
“Makes me wants tuh goze home and beats me pecker wit a pair of 2-B drum
sticks, ya’all!”
“Ha-ha, Oh man.” White Tom observed his guitar neck and prepared his
fingering for the opening chord of the next song. “Do you think he’s talking to
Copper Tom like we asked him to?”
“I hope so. I just wish they were here to listen to some of these songs,
especially Pock. Maybe he could be getting some good ideas to lay down for
tomorrow’s jam session.”
“I wouldn’t get your hopes up for that. I think he’s started tripping already.”
“Already? He’s going to be coming down when we all hit our peak later
tonight.”
“I know. I know, that’s just how he is. He likes to be in a zone all by himself
and really doesn’t enjoy hanging around a lot of people. My guess is he’ll not be
going to the graveyard tonight.”
“Well sheet, mane.”
*****
“Sheet mane, I nose that. But duh dude’s got a pernt, ya know?”
“And what’s that?”
“Ya’ll just walks around like a big jerk and points yer tum at some head shop
bitch and put yer dick in the store.”
“Say what?”
“Hey, can ya’all make change fer dis? Huh-huh-huh….oh, mane.”
“Dude are you tripping?”
“Maybe ya’all should learn a song or two ‘vry now and again. Christ, Copper,
ya are s’posed to play suntin’ wit dat bass.”
“Yeah, well between me and you, it’s on fuckin’ purpose.
“On purpose? Yer wastin’ my time den?”
“I’m not learnin’ any of that crazy shit he and White Tom play. It’s not real
rock-n-roll or metal, man; ya know?”
“Mm.” Pock nodded, drifting off somewhere else.
“That music’s like an acid trip.”

“A bad one too.”
“When I started this band Pock, remember that I started it, right?”
“Yeah, man, Yeah. Dat’s cool. Ain’t nuttin messin’ but bettuh ta do, mane.”
“I started it with the intent to play rock and metal”
“Heavy Metal, baby, whr’es at, ‘n shit. Huh-huh. Heavy, mane, heavy.”
“Not this far out psychedelic, preach-to–the-world and feel-sorry-for-myself
bullshit.”
“Yeah, mane I’m cool with dat. Sheet, who cares none ‘bout no philanthropic
exercisms ‘n stuff, anywayz?”
“Girls don’t want to hear that.”
“Let’s just rock, you know. Jam man, jam.”
“Who cares about saving humanity, or how bad of a life you’ve had? No one
wants to hear that, anymore. People pay to have a good time, not get depressed.”
“Too much self-in’jestion and tear jerkin’ off. But, far one up if you got ’em,
ya know.”
“Exactly my point.”
“Why?”
“Huh?”
“Whatchoo talkin’ ‘bout anyway, man?” Pock asked quizzically while picking
a booger out of his nose.
“That we should just be a metal band and act like one! Bang some chicks and
party. You know?”
“Sheet man, I’m all ‘bout bangin’ some parties,” Pock said, rolling his booger.
“Dats duh teekit.”
“So say something to him when he goes off half cocked. Stick up for me. Stick
up for heavy metal and all it symbolizes.”
“Ya’all wants me tuh symbolize some cock or suntin’? What the fucks dat all
about?”
Copper Tom rubbed his light brownish chin and shook his head in disbelief.
“You may not believe this, but I think deep down inside, Mahdakis is the man,
and the man is what keeps us down, Pock; so the next time he starts giving
orders, stand up and tell him what an asshole he’s being.”
“Far out man. Yer kind of perceptive to think that way.”
“Hey man, I have my moments.”
“Or just fuckin’ stupid,” Pock said, finally flicking his booger.
“Say what?”
Pock watched the booger falling to the ground and suddenly realized he was a
hundred and ten feet in the air. “Shit! What duh fuck, mane?! How duh hell
we’d get up here?”
“We bought tickets, remember?”
“Huh?”

“The Ferris wheel. It’s called a Ferris wheel, Pock. You’ve been on them
before.”
“Ah man. Dats right, that’s right. Okay, I’m cool, I’m cool.” Pock looked
around him, took a couple of deep breaths and gained his composure back.
“Didn’t we all come here wit some girls and shit, man?”
“Nicki and Charlotte. They’re right behind us.”
“Huh!!” Pock turned around in horror expecting to see the girls sitting literally
behind them.
“Dude,” Copper Tom said, pointing his finger up. “Up there.”
“Oh. Okay. In another car?”
“Ha-ha. Yeah, where else would they be, hanging under this one?”
Pock turned his head around and up and observed them. “Man, what the fuck
is goin’ on?”
Copper Tom turned his head the same way to see what Pock was looking at.
The girl’s waved from above and they waved back and smiled. When they
turned around, Copper Tom said, “What’s the problem?”
“It’s a Ferris wheel, azohoe. Why duh fuck is dare two chicks in one seat and
us two dudes in duh udder? Dat’s fuckin’ gay, mane. Two dudes in a fuckin’
wheel chair wit each utter. Sheet, mane.”
*****
“So Nicki, what are your plans now that you’re out of school?”
Nicki looked somewhat offended, as if she had just been asked the square root
of negative thirty-nine while being anally invaded, and gave one of her usual
sarcastic answers, “Well, I thought I’d study law at Harvard, you know because
it’s on the east coast and all, plus they have cool school colors.”
“The same as our high school here.”
“There you go. I won’t have to trash my pom-poms. Anyway, after a year or
two of graduate school, and obtaining my necessary law degrees, I’ll work a
year or two as a DA’s assistant in Philadelphia, just to get a little taste of the
criminal side of things, before opening up my own practice right here in
Norford. However, I think specializing in prominent divorce cases, and bizarre
spousal murders where a hefty insurance claim is involved, would be more up
my alley. But if that falls through, I got a really cool gig lined up at Wendy’s, as
the head cashier, after which, Captain H has promised me a secure future with a
nice home in Long Island if I agree to be his bitch and bear some of his children.
The deal also involves earning my keep in his great domain by sucking off his
football friends on Sundays during halftime. Why do you ask?”
“No reason. Just something to talk about, I suppose. Hmm, well I don’t know
about all that hard studying, but that last part doesn’t sound so bad,” Charlotte
snickered. “Nice easy work if you can get it.”

“Charlotte! My, oh my, where is that coming from, Ms. Prim-and-proper?”
“I guess somewhere deep down inside of me lurks a perverted future house
wife screaming to get out of the kitchen before the oven’s even on,” Charlotte
Cummings grinned. “So, I assume then, that rap of yours was all sarcasm in
overdrive?”
“Except for the part about Captain H. I think he was serious, and the head
cashier part at Wendy’s. Boodles and I may actually do that this summer to
make some extra cash.”
“Summer’s half over. When do you think you’ll decide?”
“A few weeks before school starts up. That way I can still hang out with all
my underclassmen, loser friends and my birth-giver feels good that I’m actively
looking for a job and won’t mind lending me cash if she thinks I’m going to pay
her back soon.”
“See there? You are smart. Maybe not Harvard material, but Rutgers quality
for sure.”
“There’s got to be a better way to make money than flipping burgers,
Charlotte.”
“A shame football season’s only sixteen weeks, huh?”
Nicki laughed with delightful surprise in her eyes. “You’re forgetting the
playoffs!”
“Ah, yes. And don’t forget pre-season!”
“There’s more to you than meets the eye, isn’t there?” Nicki pried.
“I sure hope so.” Charlotte lowered her head shamefully.
“Well don’t feel bad, especially around this group. You’re in a much better
position than the rest of us. I know life sucks and all that, but you are going to
college next fall, aren’t you? And mommy and daddy are paying for it, right?”
“Yes.” No, not really. Your lily-white school is paying for it out of a guilty
conscience for centuries of enslavement upon my estranged ancestors.
“Look at people like Mahdakis, he can’t go because his parents can’t afford it.
Snowy’s smart as a whip but never had the proper direction or guidance, and
most everyone else is just stupid, and will end up with shit labor jobs. You’re
privileged.”
“I’d appreciate it if you didn’t use that word. I know you mean well, and it
sucks that Mahdakis can’t afford school and wants to go, but I don’t want to go
and have to, so what’s better, Nicki?”
“Well, being yourself and being true to yourself is the most important thing
and if those things fall together, then it’s perfect. Sometimes they don’t, but
remember this; you’re going to be taken care of for the rest of your life,
Charlotte. You may not understand what that really means right now but believe
me, you do not want the alternative.”

“The alternative? You mean where I actually get my own say as to what
happens to me and what I do with my life, and where I should go, and whom I
should marry? That alternative?”
“Yeah, that. I…We…..may have those choices but Charlotte, we’re really just
kids and some choices should be made for us.”
“Do you hear yourself?”
“Yes, I do. I wish my birth-giver would’ve made me do stuff that was good for
me, stuff that I didn’t like at the time instead of always feeding into my wants at
that particular moment. We need someone to watch out for our future as well as
our present. You have that, Charlotte. You have both.”
“Yes, but having both requires sacrifices that I’m not so sure I approve of.”
“Don’t forget that years from now, you’ll be a different person and you may
be thankful your parents put you through school and all the other stuff that
seems like bullshit now. When we are all thirty-five or so, you’re going to be
sailing all around the ocean in a yacht contemplating retirement or drinking fine
wine in Italy or eating the premier sushi in Japan, discussing a company merger
with other bigwigs, and you would’ve forgotten all about this by then. You’ll
have a great life. Trust me”
“Fine. But what about now? Why can’t I have a good life now? Why can’t I be
free to express myself the way you guys do all the time?”
“Charlotte?”
“Yep?”
“Look at the car in front of us. You see those two idiots?”
Charlotte looked down as they descended the Ferris wheel and saw the idiots
in question looking up at them. The girls smiled and waved at them. “Pock and
Cop?”
“Pock and Cop, yes. They are currently expressing themselves. Is that who
you want to be, or hang out with?”
“Well, no. But aren’t those two a little on the extreme side, anyway. You
know, Jason, Mahdakis, and Tony seem somewhat normal.”
“Ha. Well, you definitely don’t know Mahdakis that well then, I see.”
“Maybe not. He does scare me a little. I like hanging out with him, as long as
you guys are around, but he’s no one that I’d want to be alone with. I don’t
mean anything bad by that, it’s just the way he comes off, you know…”
“Yeah. Rizzo and him make a good pair because they’re both really odd and
creepy so they get to be odd and creepy together.”
“Mmm.” Charlotte took out a half-smoked joint and handed it to Nicki. “Want
to smoke it up before this ride ends?”
“Sure! The last thing we need is those two down there hogging it all up with
their little booger-infested fingers.”
“My thoughts exactly,” Charlotte said, lighting up the joint for Nicki.
Charlotte stiffened up and became unexpectedly quiet. Her thoughts were

actually on the speculative rumor regarding Copper Tom’s cock and the
humongous nature of it. She knew Nicki knew the truth, but decided she
wouldn’t ask and bring Nicki in any closer to her private curiosities than she
already had. She had given too much of herself away as it was.

“Hey man, what time are we supposed to stop playing anyway?”
“I don’t know. I thought someone would come and tell us it’s over, and pay
us.”
“Well, we’ve played about everything we know. I guess we could start over
again if you want.”
“Nah. It’s getting dark and people seem to be clearing out or something. Let’s
just pack it up.” Mahdakis slugged down some Southern Comfort, then said,
“What happened to all of our really good friends, anyway?”
“What friends?”
“Yeah right? There sure is a lot of commotion over there, past the food stands.
I wonder what the hell happened.”
“Some really bad shit happened, that’s what.” (inhale-exhale)
“Well, now that that’s all cleared up.”
“I’m serious. This is no time for jokes, assholes. You motherfucker’s better
pack your shit up quick. We have to get the hell out of here.” (inhale) “Where
the fuck’s Pock?” (exhale)
“How the fuck do we know, Snowy?” said White Tom, packing up equipment
with a sense of urgency. “We haven’t seen anyone all day. Or should I say, no
one’s seen us all day!”
“Hey, don’t look at me Whitey, it ain’t my fault.”
“Yeah? Well where did you just come from?”
“Don’t ask.” Shake-shake-shake.
Mahdakis was packing his gear into milk crates and getting very annoyed with
Snowy’s lack of information. “Where is everyone else, dude?”
“I don’t fuckin’ know, damn it! I went to use the bathroom a few hours ago,
and when I came out, everyone was gone!”
“How long were you in there?”
“A few minutes, a couple of hours. There’s just no tellin’. What difference
does it make? There’s a riot going on over there. Let’s get the hell out of here,
Jack.”
“What the fuck happened?” Mahdakis asked, coiling up his cords.

“A rape or some shit. I don’t know, I can’t quite make it all out but it sounds
like some black dude was fondling young boys in the woods and one of them
got away. Then the white cops found the motherfucker and beat the shit out of
him. Now there’s all kinds of racial disharmony over there and whatnot.”
“To say the least,” said Mahdakis. “But we still have yet to get paid.”
“I wouldn’t co-sign any loans. The fuckin’ joint got robbed too.”
“You’re kidding?”
“No, I’m not.” (inhale-exhale) “So let’s make like lightning and bolt. Look,
here come some of your joker friends now.”
“And he wonders why they ditched him in the bathroom?” White Tom said to
Mahdakis.
“Hey guys, sorry we missed the show,” said Cannoli, lying through her teeth.
“But we gotta hit the road now. Some bad shit’s about to happen.”
“About to?” said Tony with a sarcastic tone. “The rioting motherfucker’s
smashed my windshield.”
“Well at least this time your deductible has been met,” said Mahdakis, lighting
up another Tijuana.
“Oh, that’s too funny,” Charlotte said with a flirtatious look.
“Yeah, real funny.” Rizzo stared into Charlotte’s eyes with wickedness. “Why
don’t we all go back to the parking lot and get to the cars and head back towards
Norford,” she said, raising her eyebrows. “Mahdakis? Now!”
“I can’t drive my car home,” said Tony. “I’ll have to come back tomorrow or
some shit. Where’s Yogi, maybe I can squeeze in with him.”
“Nope” said Rizzo.
“What? Why?”
“I crashed it into a tree and then it shut off and wouldn’t start. Some green
stuff was leaking all over the ground.”
“That’s anti-freeze, Riz.”
“Why were you driving his car,” asked Pablo él Dente. “You don’t know how
to drive stick.”
“It’s a long story, but I had to move the car out of sight because he was busy
running around the parking lot naked.”
“Oh, My word!” gasped Alexander.
“That was him?” said Snowy. “Christ, I thought I hallucinated that.”
“C’mon, let’s get to the parking lot,” Mahdakis said with authority, and began
walking at a fast pace. “Where is Yogi now? Does he have clothes on?”
“The last time I saw him he didn’t have a damn thing on,” said Rizzo, trying to
conjure up some jealousy from her seemingly unconcerned boyfriend.
“No one knows. He out-ran the cops to the main drag and that was it.”
“Should we look for him?”
“He’s fine” (inhale-exhale) “if I wasn’t hallucinating, I saw him in a car that
Captain H and the gang also got into.”

“Captain H’s convertible is right there in the lot. You can see it from here,”
noted Cannoli Spitzer. “What are you talking about?”
“Hey man, I don’t know. I only know what I saw, okay?” shake-shake-shake
“And what I saw was Captain H, Rad, Muffin Man and Rob running through the
parking lot and then jumping into a purple Lincoln Town Car, driven by some
really hot chick. But I also saw Yogi’s head inside.”
“Purple Lincoln town car?” exclaimed White Tom.
“Rad’s girlfriend, Lori. Lori something,” said Mahdakis.
“DiSalvo,” reminded Cannoli.
“Since when does Captain H have a convertible?” asked Pablo, coming from
out of nowhere.
“Good question, counsel.” (inhale-exhale) “I’ve never seen him in it before
either.”
“Maybe it belongs to Pat and Dan,” said Mahdakis, pointing at the vanity
license plate that read, PATNDAN.
“Way to go, Columbo! Here, have a stick of juicy fruit,”
“So let’s see if I got this straight,” Bobble-bobble-bobble “we came in six cars
but Yogi’s car isn’t available but then again, neither is Yogi; but the three that
came in his car, are. Captain H’s vehicle isn’t available, but neither is he, or his
group of outlaws. And my car isn’t safe to drive, so the four of us need rides.
Whadda we have, three cars?” Bobble-bobble-bobble.
“Yeah that sounds about right,” deduced Cannoli Spitzer. “We’ll figure it out
when we get to the lot. There’s everyone now, waiting for us.”
“Alexander,” Charlotte said in a whisper, as she stopped in her tracks, forcing
him to step away from the rest of the group. “The Peterson’s.”
“Huh?”
“Pat and Dan Peterson. They own a convertible, right?”
Alexander looked around and thought for a moment. “Well……they did.”
“Stop it, Alex. What should we do?”
“Hey what’s going on over there with you love birds,” yelled Frank Slate from
the group of cars.
“We know who owns this convertible.”
“So do I. Captain H.”
“Once again, not the brightest bulb on the tree.”
“What the fucks your problem, Pablo?”
“It’s stolen, idiot! Pay attention.”
“Seriously, what should I do?” Pleaded Charlotte.
“Charlotte, why don’t you use the pay phone at the rest stop on the way back
and make an anonymous call to the police,” suggested Mahdakis. “Disguise
your voice, say where the vehicle is, and hang up immediately.”
“Can’t I do it when we get back to Delaware?”

“Do it here. That way, it becomes Maryland’s problem and the trail back to
you or them, is easier to hide.” Mahdakis started walking away, then stopped,
snapped his fingers and reconsidered. “On second thought, let’s head south and
make the call from the southbound side rest stop, then turn around and head
north, home again. That will throw them off even more.”
“Remind me to never play you at chess,” said Pablo.
“Let’s get going!” shouted Boodles.
“Remember, we’re meeting at the Graveyard, kay?”
“Cool.”
“I’ll go in the van with you,” said Rizzo, warming up to Mahdakis with her
hand on his ass so Charlotte could see. “We can ride in the back together.”
“I’ll take some of that van action,” Yelled Pablo.
“Me too, bro,” said Pumpkinhead.”
“Cannoli, you can come with us,” said Charlotte.
“What about us?” said Nicki standing with Copper Tom.
“Of course.”
“Oh great,” said Cannoli.
“Shaddap,” said Copper Tom, smacking her in the head playfully.
“Okay then, I have room in my car,” Boodles yelled. “Floyd, Tony,
Frank…over here!”
“Not Tony,” whispered Jason to Boodle. “I think he likes me in an unhealthy
manner.”
“Good.”
“Snowy, you comin’?”
“Wouldn’t miss it for the world.” (inhale-exhale)
“Yo, Boodles!” Pablo shouted from the front seat of the van. “We’re gonna
double back with Alex and Charlotte so they’re not alone.”
“Alright, see you there!”
As everyone was pouring into their assigned cars, Mahdakis noticed that
White Tom had managed to vanish again without anyone noticing. He grabbed
both of their guitars and threw them into the back of the van ahead of him and
Rizzo. “What’s up with this back door, Pock?”
“Ah mane, nuttin’.”
“Nothin’ my ass. I can’t keep the fuckin’ thing closed. Did you break this
unloading, or something?”
“Here, bro. Use one of these to keep the doors shut.” Pumpkinhead handed his
brother a guitar cord, which Mahdakis then looped around the inside handles of
the two rear doors in order to try and keep them shut.
Pock looked in the rearview at Mahdakis and shouted, “Prob’ly just needs a
lil’ Colt 45 VD spray.”
“Pock, are you okay to drive?” asked Pablo nervously.

“Ya’all wants tuh drive? Be my guest, goes ahead,” Pock mumbled and then
tossed the keys to Pablo as he proceeded to crawl into the back, next to
Pumpkinhead, and pass out; his head banging on the wheel well as they drove.

Heading Out To The Highway

“S

omeone find him a towel or something, will ya? I mean, Jesus, do we have
to look at his junk for the next hour or so?” Rob Burry yelled from the
back of the speeding Town Car.
“Oh, I don’t know,” said Captain H, turning around. “I think Yogi’s little
buddy is kinda cute.”
Lori DiSalvo was a tall Italian brunette bombshell and while she was a
Norford High Cheerleader, she possessed the persona and guts of Bonnie Parker.
She was driving the purple getaway car with much assurance and wearing a wry
grin. While it would have been welcome, Lori didn’t dress skimpy or slutty. She
didn’t need to. She put the ass in class. One look at her and any man knew what
was going on under however many layers of clothes she was wearing. She was
that good, and confidence was her middle name. Rad, who was the only one
who ever got the better of her, was giving her a scornful look from the middle of
the front seat as she drove. He leaned into her, and away from Captain H, who
was to his right. He whispered, “Why are you here? I don’t like you being
involved with shit like this, you know that.”
“I didn’t know I had a choice,” the aspiring model whispered back. “Squid
called and said you were in a jam, and that he was stuck up in Atlantic City for a
few more hours.”
“Hey! What’s with all the whispering up front? We can’t hear anything back
here.”
“Shut the fuck up, Muffin Man or I will pick you up by your pea-sized head
and throw you out the fuckin’ window!”
Captain H turned around from the front passenger side. “Give them some
space. Let’s just figure this all out.”
“What did you want me to do, leave you guys stranded?” she begged to ask
Rad.

“No. I guess I’ll just have to talk to Squid tomorrow about using better
judgment the next time around.”
“Okay I didn’t see any of Gary’s crew, so I guess we’re off the hook for that
one,” Captain H announced. “What next? Where is the gang headed? The
graveyard?”
“Yeah, but I ran into White Tom in the bathroom and--”
“Did you get any?”
“Maybe that’s why he’s so giddy.”
“Very funny. No, but he said that Pock was real fucked up and would probably
be going straight home. He said the rest of them would unload the shit and hook
up a ride with Boodles or Yogi. Of course, that was before The Streak here
decided to make a statement by running around Happyfunland naked as a
Jaybird; but regardless, Pock’s van should be outside his house in a couple
hours. Dakota won’t be around either. She’s hooking up a ride to go to the
graveyard, too.”
“Excellent. Good work Muffin Man. Lori, drive to Pock’s place and park the
car a couple of blocks away, under a tree somewhere. We’ll wait.”
“What’s……..the-big-deal with……Pock’s van?”
“It’s got money in it…”
“That we’re gonna use to buy you some clothes.”

“Dude, do you have to sit so Goddamn close?”
“Sorry,” said Tony, scooting over more towards the window.
“And why the fuck aren’t you in the back, anyway?”
Tony looked in the back seat at Floyd Baxter, Frank Slate, and Snowy McPeet
who were packed in like sardines. “I don’t know. I thought three in the front and
three in the back was a much better fit.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“It’d be fine if you weren’t one of the three up front!”
“What the fuck’s your problem man?”
“Oh man,” uttered Floyd, putting his forehead in the palm of his hand.
(inhale) “Here we go.”
“Huh…huh-huh.”
“You wouldn’t be laughing if you were in my situation, Frank. How would
you feel sitting next to a flaming queer?”
“Say WHAT???”
“Huh-huh-huh-huh. Not good.”
“Who’s a flaming queer?”

“You! You haven’t been able to keep your fuckin’ eyes off of me since we
met. Winking at me and spewing derogatory remarks in my direction. What the
fuck’s the deal with you? I don’t go that way.”
“Neither do I, you narcissist fuckin’ nut-job!”
“Nut? Job? An interesting choice of words. Not crazy, insane or wrong…but
NUT! And job! You know why? Because you got my nuts on your brain!”
“Jason,” pleaded Boodles.
“Jason, chill the fuck out. You’re completely off base with this one.”
“How do you know, Snowy?
Tony was perplexed. “Is this a joke, man? Did Mahdakis put you up to this? I
don’t put it past him.”
“I was gonna ask you the same thing. Why are you hitting on me like a
prisoner in Sing-Sing. What, you want to sniff my balls, Tony? Is that what you
want? Huh? You wanna give me a nut-job?”
“Jason! Cut the shit, man. He’s not gay!” said Boodles.
“You wanna step out of this fuckin’ car Jason; I’ll show you gay, you fuckin’
jerk-off!”
“Ah-ha!” Jason pointed in his face accusingly. “Another interesting choice of
words!”
“This isn’t gonna be good,” Floyd said softly.
“That’s what you want isn’t it? To smell my ass! You want to smell my ass,
Tony? Huh? Wanna smell it? Here!” Jason squatted up, pulled his pants down,
and bent over the front seat, facing the guys in the back.
“Jesus Christ! Nobody needs to see that!” Shake-shake-shake.
Jason shoved his bare ass towards Tony’s head in the front seat. “Here! Smell
it, fag!!”
“Holy shit,” said Frank Slate, laughing hysterically. “Look at this crazy
mother-fucker.”
Floyd was about to chime in when Jason let out a terrible high pitch scream
that could’ve pierced the ears of the deaf. Boodles pulled off to the side of the
highway. “What the fuck?? Jason, are you alright? Are you alright? What
happened? What did you do, Tony?”
“Nothing.”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha! That’s the funniest Goddamn thing I’ve seen! Ha-ha-ha-haha!” Cough, cough –Shake-shake-shake.
“I’m fine, I’m fine,” said Jason, holding back tears, trying to maintain what
dignity he had left in the presence of his girlfriend, meanwhile trying to pull his
pants his pants up casually without success. “I’m fine.”
“Fine?” said Floyd Baxter form the back seat. “There’s a pack of Marlboro’s
jammed in your anus. How fine is that?”
“Huh-huh-huh…Jason has butts in his butt.”

“Shove your ass in my face again. I’ll do more than that, I swear to fuckin’
Christ, I’ll jam a tire iron in there.”
“And I’m sure you’re just the guy to do it to.”
“It’s always a laugh riot with you guys, that’s for sure.”
“Yeah, Floyd? Real funny. I can’t pull ’em out now. Fuck!”
“Oh my God,” said Boodles visibly horrified. “Turn around Jason.”
“Whoa. I don’t-“
“Just turn around. Let me give it a try.”
“Oh my God, I can’t believe this is happening,” said Snowy, tearing up from
laughter.
Jason turned around putting his elbows on the seat, facing the left side of Tony
meanwhile shoving his ass in the air above the steering wheel. Boodles
attempted, at first to pull with all her might, but couldn’t get enough room
behind her with the driver’s door still closed. So, she opened the door and stood
outside, along the side of I-95, tugging at the stubborn cigarette pack lodged in
Jason’s ass. “These things are really stuck. How the hell did this happen? I
mean, it’s only paper and thin cardboard.”
“I think there was a good amount of will and determination behind it,” Snowy
said, noticing car lights approaching from the road way and slowing down. “We
got company.”
“Shit. The cops?”
“It ain’t the cops,” Tony assured Jason, looking in the passenger rearview.
“Well then wave them away, Boodles. Wave them away!”
Boodles did just that as the car came to a crawl right beside them, she waved
her arms towards the road in front of her and shouted, “We’re okay. No need to
stop. Thanks anyway! See ya!” The car picked up speed and drove off with a
‘honk’.

“Was that Jason with his naked ass up in the air?”
“Yep,” confirmed Cannoli Spitzer to Charlotte. “Sure was.”
“What do you suppose that’s all about?”
Alexander raised his eyebrows and looked at her from the passenger seat.
“Perhaps Tony got his way after all.”
“Perhaps,” sighed Charlotte. “I just figured Jason to be a bit more of a tease
than to just give it all up on the first date, you know?”
“Well, boys will be boys,” Alexander yawned.
“Jesus Christ!” Cannoli yelled from the back seat. “Do you guys have to do
that right here! What the fuck!?”

Charlotte alertly darted her eyes to the rearview mirror and lay witness to
Nicki indulging in the monstrosity that was Copper Tom’s penis. It filled her
mouth like a Yorkshire cucumber.
Charlotte observed long enough for Alexander to notice and look back at the
commotion. “Way to go ‘ol chap. I do say, I believe I detect a little of the
brother in you.”
“Looks like a lot of brother to me,” said Charlotte, humorously, “and it
appears to be in Nicki, not Copper.”
“Stop it you guys!” yelled Cannoli Spitzer again.
“Oh calm down Cannoli,” said Charlotte, still enjoying the show from the
mirror. “It’s harmless fun.”
“It’s gross,” said Cannoli, turning her head towards the window, but unable to
keep her eyes off the action as she did.
As Nicki continued bobbing up and down, Copper Tom rested his left arm
around Cannoli’s shoulder. “There’s plenty to go around.”

Pablo él Dente sniffed the air from behind the wheel of Pock’s van. “Do I
smell gas? Pock? Pock, wake up! Someone roll him over, will ya?”
Pumpkinhead crawled into the back of the van and leaned into Pock. “Yo
dude, Pablo thinks you got a leak.”
“Naw man, I can wait. Dats just sumpin’ I spilled earlier.”
“Dude, you got a gas leak somewhere or something? I smell gas.”
“Oh. Yeah, yeah mane. Fuckin’ drag, too. Mother fuck be fillin’ up every day
or so. Sheet.”
“How long you been drivin’ it this way?” asked Pablo él Dente.
“Couple months now ‘n shit. It’s a bummer, you know smellin’ dat shit olz
duh time, but know it’s n-kay fer dah most part - AAAAHHHHHHH!!!!”
Pock’s scream made Pablo él Dente swerve down towards the embankment
next to the highway. He cut the wheel hard the other way to over compensate
just in the nick of time to save them from a collision with a tree. “WHAT THE
HELL’S THE MATTER WITH YOU!”
“Over dare, mane!” Pock was pointing at the reflection in the bass drum head.
It was his own. “What the fuck’s going on? My face is ’ol meltin’, my cheeks is
becoming my shoulders. Where’s my hair? My hair’s all gone and my nose is
comin out me mouth. This looks bad, Pumpkinhead, it looks bad!”
“He-he-he! He’s trippin’ man,” laughed Pumpkinhead.
“Yeah, no shit,” said the very irritated driver. “Hey, I got news for you Pock, it
always looks like that. Now you know how the rest of us feel when you walk in

a room.” Pablo waited for a response but got none. “What’s the matter, did his
head explode?”
Pumpkinhead crawled back up front at that moment. “Naw, man. He passed
out again,” he said, and took the passenger seat. “Just like that. Like he was
never awake.”
“I don’t think he was ever here on this planet, let alone awake. Hey, I don’t
think you should light that joint in here Pumpkinhead. Can you wait fifteen
minutes or so?”
“Oh yeah, it’s cool,” he said, putting away the joint.
Pablo darted scanning eyes into the dark reflection of the rearview mirror.
“What’s up with your brother and Rizzo? It’s awfully quiet back there.”
“They’re naked almost.”
“Say what?” said Pablo quietly and with a snicker.
“Yeah, I think they’re getting ready to ball right there on top of the spare tire,
dude.”
“Jesus.”

“Just remembered, we have to follow Pock,” said Jason to Boodles. “He has to
drop off the van at his house and then Charlotte and us have to load them into
our cars.”
“Why?”
“They don’t want to take the van to the graveyard for some fucked-up
reason….or can’t. I don’t remember. But either way, just stay behind them and
follow them back to Pock’s and Dakota’s place.”
“You can dump me off there too. I have to meet Andrea,” said Snowy, holding
a cigarette to his mouth. Andrea, as she was referred to by Snowy, was what
everyone was convinced was a make-believe girlfriend. No one saw Snowy with
Andrea ever; or any other woman for that matter. His stories about Andrea also
conveniently never involved another soul who could corroborate her existence.
“Is she coming to the graveyard, too?”
“No. We’re just gonna hang out a bit. She’ll give me a ride there, and I’ll meet
up with you all later.”
“Okay, but it’s gonna be a tight squeeze. Charlotte’s little car is already full. I
hope Pock decides—“
“LOOK OUT!!” Tony yelled ducking his head below the dashboard as the rear
doors of the van in front of them flew open and the left one fell off its hinge,
flying across the hood of their car, narrowly avoiding the windshield. Its
momentum miraculously missing the car as it swept over the hood, up in front of

the windshield and over the roof, then finally off to the side of the road, barely
scratching the hood and roof. While that should have been excitement enough, it
was what was going on behind the doors, now clearly visible to all on I-95
traveling behind the van, which was the real show. “Shit! What the fuck are they
doing?”
“That’s what heterosexual people do, Tony. Maybe you should take notes,”
Jason said, handing him a pen.
“Holy shit!” said Boodles observing Rizzo’s upside down head dangling out
the back of the van. “Oh my God! Rizzy!”
Floyd nudged Frank Slate, who had begun to nod off, and said, “Frank, check
this out, man. Check it out.”
“Wha…..what, man?”
(inhale) “Rizzo’s getting screwed!”
“Who isn’t?”
(exhale) “This is what you call a two-fer.” cough-cough-cough. “Real quality
entertainment for the ride home, brought to you by Jokers R Us.”
“Shut up! Frank, look!”
Frank quickly leaned in towards the center of the car and forward, to get a
good view from the back seat. It was quite the scene. Mahdakis was wearing
only an unbuttoned flannel shirt and his leather cabby hat, as he thrust away on
top of Rizzo’s completely bare, stark white body. She had been lying with her
head leaning against the door, now her head was almost out of the vehicle,
dangling over the bumper, her bare knees still up in the air, and wide apart. The
other back door hadn’t fallen off but was wide open, as it had nothing to latch on
to anymore. Mahdakis held her tight so she wouldn’t fall out. Frank and the
gang watched on as Mahdakis had the presence of mind to turn Rizzo around,
out of harm’s way and away from the crowd of cars that had now begun
following, Charlotte’s and Boodles’ right behind them, beeping their horns and
flashing their lights. Other cars, with strangers, joined in the ensemble of
automotive cheering as well.

“Oh I don’t want to see that,” complained Alexander as Mahdakis turned the
scene around, his bare ass in the air with his pants still on and around his ankles.
“Men look weird from that angle,” said Charlotte.
“Guys! This is completely fucked-up. They could fall out of there and die!”
“Man Cannoli, you’re really a downer, huh?”
“Really,” said Nicki in agreement with Copper Tom, “shut up already.”
“Nicki, don’t you have someone to blow somewhere?”

“Oh C’mon,” Floyd also complained, “where’s Rizzo’s tits. I don’t wanna see
his ass!”
“I do!” said Boodles.
Jason darted and evil glare in her direction and said, “Maybe we should just go
on ahead and meet them at Pock’s.”
“But, what if they fall out?”
“Then we’ll be the ones to run them over,” said Tony. “You don’t want that on
your head, do you?”
“No, I guess not,” sighed Boodles. “Let’s go.”

“Dude, why is it so fuckin’ drafty in hear?”
“I don’t know, man. It’s kinda fucked up, huh?” replied Pumpkinhead,
indifferently.
Pablo él Dente glanced in the rearview. “Holy shit! The fuckin’ doors fell off
the back of the van! Oh my God! You guys alright back there?! You guys still
with us?!”
“Oh wow, man,” Pumpkinhead said, looking in the back. “So that’s what
Rizzo looks like naked, huh? Damn, dude.” Pumpkinhead went into a whisper as
he leaned in to Pablo, “Not for nothin’ man, but my brother really likes his ugly
chicks, dude. You know?”
“So I guess they’re okay then, right?”
“Yeah. Hmm.”
“Hmm, what? What’s so fascinating?”
“What’s fascinating is that Pock is still passed out, but that’s not what I was
thinking about. I don’t know, man. It’s just….they don’t look too happy.
Shouldn’t that feel good right now?”
“Depends,” said Pablo. “Are you serious? That dude hasn’t woken up through
all this?”
“Depends on what?”
“Well, you know. I mean, you’ve been laid before. Right?”
Pumpkinhead motioned uncomfortably and changed the subject, “You think
now that we have all this intense ventilation, it’d be safe to light up a doob?”

“What should we do?” asked Charlotte in a serious tone. “Stay behind them?”
“I don’t think we have to worry,” said Alexander, observing the turn signal. “It
looks like they’ve finally found the sense to pull over. However, I think we
should pull over with them and make sure everything is alright.”

Inside the van, not all was fun and games as it may have seemed to the fifty or
so observers on I-95.
He had a fifth of Southern Comfort in his body; she, just as much, topped off
with a line of cocaine. He was irritated with her for having avoided any form of
intimacy for the past two months and not watching White Tom and him play;
she was pissed of at him for fucking Charlotte and then, not being the least bit
upset that she was with Yogi when he got naked. At this point, the only reason
he had to want to fuck Rizzo was because the offer was there, and like Haley’s
comet, it would probably be a lifetime or more before it ever happened again. At
least he could say he did her.
She was far from horny, but knew she eventually had to get this ugly
deflowering business out of the way at some point, and that she might as well
roll up her sleeves and get it over with while she had some time to kill. She also
did not like the idea of another woman, especially Charlotte or Jezebel Crowley,
getting more out of him than she did. ‘I saw him first for Christ’s sake! That
cock is mine!’ She justified the ensuing act to herself, and was going to take the
cock whether she wanted it or not. If nothing else, she could always say she did
him.
In short, there could not have been any worse time, or less of a reason for these
two to engage in sexual intercourse. Rizzo’s motivation to coax him into the act
was based solely out of anger and hurt. His motivation for accepting was also
stemmed from anger and resentment he felt towards her for taking up valuable
time in his life.
So, needless to say, there was no build up that either of them remembered, no
passionate kissing, no hot and heavy foreplay, no mind-blowing oral, there
wasn’t even the presence of a good old-fashion handshake or friendly dialogue.
In fact, one could argue that there was no dialogue whatsoever, since neither of

them remembered talking to each other that night and no one in the vehicle ever
heard a peep out of them until the door of the van fell off.
She leaned into him and rubbed his hand. “I had a great time tonight.”
“And it’s not even half over, we still have trips to take at the graveyard,” he
reminded her. “It’s gonna be a long ride.” She started rubbing his inner thigh.
“How are we going to pass the time? Are you up…..for any ideas?”
Mahdakis didn’t say a word. He simply put his hand inside her shirt and
grabbed her small smooth boob. They kissed for a brief moment and then
Mahdakis ripped her T-shirt off and pulled her pants down in one ferocious
movement. Rizzo lay naked from head to toe, staring in his eyes, her double
vision not sure what to expect. Mahdakis didn’t know what to expect either as
he mounted her and tried to thrust his soft penis inside her stiff, cold, virgin
vagina walls. This went on for five minutes more before he began to question
the entire act. When the van door flew off, it was then he realized it had
probably been a bad idea indeed. “Holy shit!” she yelled, accompanied by an
embarrassing fart.
“Don’t worry, I got you,” he said, grabbing her thighs and turning her around.
Door or no door, audience or not, he was determined to fuck the bejesus out of
her and make her desire him even more. ‘Why is she so fuckin’ tight and cold?
Why can’t I get in there? Where’s my hard-on?’ He could not figure out what
her problem was. It was like shoving ten pounds of shit in a two-pound bag. ‘No
other girl ever gave me this problem. Maybe it’s a Japanese thing.’ He did not
know she was a virgin, and was not experienced enough himself to know what a
virgin may feel like. Nor had he ever experienced ‘whiskey dick’ before.
Nevertheless, he wasn’t in any mood to help lubricate her poor untouched pussy
or concede to the fact that he was too drunk, so he continued to self-stimulate
and pound away in vain.
Rizzo couldn’t figure out what was going on down there. There was no blood,
or fluids of any kind for that matter, as she had heard there would be; or maybe
there was and she couldn’t feel it. She couldn’t feel anything. ‘Where’s his dick?
What is he trying to do?’ Between the level of alcohol in her body and her lack
of experience in these matters, she succumbed to the idea that this may be what
normal intercourse felt like. The head of his penis finally made its way inside.
‘Almost there.’ But it was too late, it was a very soft head and the thought
occurred to Mahdakis that maybe he should pull it out for fear of it getting stuck
inside this woman, who seemed to have a trap door for a cunt. As he accepted
the fact that this was a bad idea, he was still determined to come on her stomach,
if nothing else. At least he thought he was going to come. He pulled it out,
jerked it a little while, and spilled less than a drop. A fruitless adventure to say
the least. She was almost completely dressed (and very relieved to be out from
under him) by the time he thought about getting dressed.

Up In Smoke
was around eight-thirty when the mini-convoy of cars pulled into the quiet
I tsuburban
neighborhood streets in front of Pock’s and Dakota’s home. It was
more quiet than usual because of the fact that the town of Norford was setting
off fireworks for the Fourth of July celebration at the Norford High School and
most people were there with their families somewhere on the Norford Football
field. The first vehicle to arrive was Pock’s, driven by Pablo él Dente. He started
to back the door-less vehicle into the driveway when Mahdakis suggested
otherwise. “His female-birth-giver might come back later and want to park here.
We’d better park it out on the curb.”
“Gonna be harder to unload,” said Pablo.
“Yeah man, it’s gonna be a drag,” Pumpkinhead agreed.
“It’s another fifty fuckin’ feet! No big deal!”
“Okay man, keep your pants on bro.”
“Too late for that,” quipped Copper Tom, who had just gotten out of
Charlottes vehicle. “Ha-ha that was some funny shit.”
“Here.” Mahdakis dumped a milk crate full of cables and electrical strips in his
arms. “Take these.”
Copper Tom stared at Mahdakis for a moment, in utter contempt. He was
taken aback by the idea of lugging shit for the band when he wasn’t even
allowed to play. Quietly he stirred as he walked the crate inside. When he came
back, he informed Mahdakis, “I’m not a roadie, and since I didn’t play tonight,
or get paid, I don’t unload shit,” he said, throwing his cigarette on the ground
and stomping on it.
Copper Tom started to walk away peacefully but was grabbed on the shoulder
from behind, and spun around. It was Mahdakis up in his face with a lit Tijuana
dangling from his lips. “No, you’re not a roadie, and no, you didn’t get paid. But
neither did we, Tom. And remember, you would’ve played had you known
enough songs to validate your existence amongst us. Right now isn’t about
being a roadie or being in a band or not, it’s about friendships.” Mahdakis
pointed to Cannoli Spitzer and Alexander, who were lugging stuff out of the van
and into the house. “They aren’t either of the above, but that’s not stopping them
from an act of common decency. And what’s more, Tom, we all want to start
tripping soon and get to the graveyard to celebrate the fourth, so the sooner we

get this done, the sooner we can go. Now maybe you’re just not a friend, in
which case that’s just another reason not to have you around. Up until this point,
it has been because of your assumed friendship that we tolerated you and your
antics.” Mahdakis took the cigarette out of his mouth. “Are you gonna help or
not?”
“Fuck you, man. This is bullshit,” Copper Tom said, and turned around and
began walking up the street, out towards the main road.
“What’s wrong with Cop?” asked Pablo.
“He’s having credibility issues,” said Mahdakis in a cryptic tone.
“He has what?” asked Frank.
“He’s being an asshole; I think is what Mahdakis is trying to say.”
“Well then just say it, man. Don’t be all weird and shit and blame it on
cranberry tissues, or whatever the hell it is you said.”
“You’re a real dumb fuck, you know that Frank?”
“And you’re an ugly son of a bitch, Pablo. But I like you anyway.”
“Never mind, it’s just one less lap that we’ll need to sit on.”
“Oh yeah, well we got an issue,” said Frank. “The van is unloaded except for
one thing.”
“Pock.”
Pablo laughed. “Oh man, that’s right I forgot all about him.”
“Yeah, Pock.”
“I say we leave him in there,” suggested Pablo él Dente.
“That’s not nice. We can’t do that,” said Frank with a smile. “You guys wanna
help me carry him inside or some shit?”
Mahdakis was still thinking about Copper Tom and the Rizzo ordeal.
“Hey! You with us?”
“Ah, leave him be, Frank. I’ll help you.”
“Alright then, I say we just grab him by his arms and legs, and throw him on
the couch, no?”
“Sure.”
Frank and Pablo carried Pock into the house and tossed him on the couch as
the gang outside rearranged and packed themselves into the only two available
cars. Pumpkinhead took the seat, vacated by Copper Tom, in Charlotte’s vehicle
as Rizzo squeezed in between Jason and Tony Ravioli, of the front seat of
Boodles’ car. When the guys returned, Frank reclaimed his spot in the back with
Floyd and Pablo, who took over where Snowy left off. “Isn’t Mahdakis riding
with us?” asked Boodles, noticing the dead pan stare Rizzo was giving out the
window.
“I guess not. I saw him squeeze into the front of Charlotte’s car,” informed
Frank.
“Charlotte’s got a two-seater in the front, how did he manage that? Is he sitting
on Alex’s lap?” Rizzo giggled nervously.

“Alex is driving. I think Charlotte’s lap sitting with him,” Pablo said
cautiously, understanding the gravity of the situation.
“Oh,” said Rizzo. looking dejected only for a moment before putting on her
happy face and shouting out. “Well maybe I should be sitting back there with
you guys!” Rizzo climbed into the back seat, and lay across all three of their laps
as both cars drove off.
Meanwhile, on a darkened adjacent street, ten minutes later, under a tree, Rad
held binoculars to his face. “What the fuck’s he doing?”
“Yeah, what the fuck is he doing,” Muffin Man echoed Rad’s words.
Rad turned around to face him in the back. “Hey, do you have a fuckin’
thought of your own, or what?”
“Hey, do you have a fuckin’ thought of your own, or what?”
“I’m gonna fuckin’ smack you!”
“Shut up you two,” Captain H ordered. “Let’s drive by and see what Snowy’s
up to, we’ll just say we came here to meet the gang and we were late. This way
we can figure out what his game plan is. I mean, if he plans to stand there in
front of the van the whole night, chain-smoking, we have to figure a way to get
him to leave.”
“Or we come back later,” suggested Rob Burry.
“Not likely,” Captain H said. “Pull the car up, Lori. Let’s say ‘hi’.”
Indeed, Snowy had been chain-smoking as usual. He was pacing back and
forth in front of the van, running his hand through his hair, smoking cigarette
after cigarette, leaving a circle of butts around his pacing space. He was
finishing one as the purple Lincoln Town Car pulled up. It was still lit as he
flicked it under the van, much further away from the others, and lit another one.
“What’s up Snowman?”
(exhale) “Not much. Waiting for this bitch, Andrea to show up. We gotta make
a quick score before heading up to the graveyard, if you know what I mean.”
(inhale-exhale) “What are you derelicts up to you?”
“The usual,” said Captain H, exchanging the stupid-secret handshake. “The
usual.”
(exhale) “That’s what I thought, sorry I asked.”
“You’re a funny guy, my man.”
Snowy looked in the back of the car. “Hey, motherfucker, what happened to
you and your clothes?” (inhale) I thought I saw you running across the lot, but
assumed it was a hallucination.” (exhale)
“Long…..story-dude, you wouldn’t believe me……..if I told you.”
“Nothing back there looks that long to me, pal.” (exhale)
“Hey….dude! Could I……..borrow-some clothes?”
“Yeah, that’d be really peachy of you if you could let him,” said Rob Burry.
“I’m tired of staring at his cock.”

“Well, no one……….said-you-had to. Just…….some-pants…….is all I need,
Snow.”
“Sure, I’ll just run and--”
“Hey,” interrupted Muffin Man, “if all you’re waiting for is some blow, I got
half an eight right here I’ll sell you.”
“That’d be great. Here.” Snowy handed a Ben Franklin through the window.
“I’ll be back in a moment with those pants.”
Snowy came back and threw a pair of overall shorts through the window.
“Here you go Wrangler Man.”
“What……..the-fuck are these?”
“It’s all I could find that was clean. Take ‘em or leave ‘em.” (inhale) As Yogi
struggled with the buckles on the overalls, Muffin Man handed Snowy a baggie
of cocaine and a wad of cash through the window. “Cool. That saves us a trip.
Are you sure this is half an eight?”
“It was a full eight at one point, but we each did a line on the way up,” said
Rad.
“So you probably got a little more than you think,” said Captain H, lightly
slapping Snowy’s cheek. “Now enjoy. Are you going to the Graveyard?”
“Yeah, as soon as Andrea shows up. What about you guys? I heard there’s
gonna be plenty of acid.”
“I….love acid.”
“We’ll see. Hey, we gotta roll, Snowman. Give our regards to Andrea.”
“Later,” Snowy said, watching the car slowly drive off.
“Who the fuck is Andrea?”
“I don’t know,” admitted Captain H, “I was just being nice.”
“He...…mentions-her-often, I……..think-it’s his…....girlfriend.”
“Snowy’s got a girlfriend?” Muffin Man snickered.
Rad looked back at him. “What are you, like in fifth fuckin’ grade?”
“I just think it’s funny, alright, I mean, when you think of Snowy, you don’t
think of him with a girl. You know what I mean?”
“Yeah, yeah I do. Like when we think of you, we don’t think of you with a
brain.”
“Hey man, what’s your problem tonight?”
“Just shut up everyone! Lori.”
“Yep?”
“Take this left here and drive around to the same spot we were parked at.
We’ll go back and wait until they leave, and dig the money out of the van.”
“Actually….now that……..I have clothes on, I……..think-I’d-like to hook up
with some of that…….acid tonight. So if you don’t mind……I’ll…….get-outhere and…….walk-back-to catch a ride with Snowy and his girlfriend…….or
whatever.”

“Okay. That’s fine. Get out here then.”
“You really should have something on your feet,” said Lori. “If you want, I
have a pair of flip-flops in the trunk that I use for the beach.”
“Well, I don’t …..”
“Take ‘em dude,” insisted Rad. “You’ll be doing some serious walking
tonight. You’ll be glad you had them.”
“Alright then.”
Lori popped the trunk, handed Yogi the pink flip-flops, and reminded him to
return them some day. He thanked her as he put them on and walked back
towards the van. Snowy was still there, smoking away. “Dude, she didn’t
….show…yet?”
“Yogi, what’s up man?” Snowy seemed shocked to see him, as if it had been a
few years. (inhale-exhale) “Where’s Captain H?”
“They bolted. I just thought it…….might be cool to……..go-to-the-graveyard
and….trip a little tonight. That is, if you don’t…mind me bummin’ a ride.”
“I don’t mind at all, but Andrea just left. You know I don’t own any wheels. I
was planning on just crashing for the night.”
“Just left? Where? What do you mean? I just……came-from-that direction.
There were no cars.”
(inhale) “Sure there was. (exhale) “A dark green Vega. You must have missed
it.”
“What do you mean, crashing for the night? It’s only nine o’clock.”
“Time is relative there professor,” Snowy said, flicking another cigarette on
the ground. “I’m beat.”
“How could you be beat? You just bought coke five minutes ago!”
“It catches up to you fast.” (inhale-exhale) “I’ll tell you what there, farmer
Brown,” Snowy said, mimicking his over alls and flip-flops, “if you really want
to go, I’ll go with you, but we’ll have to hitch a ride together.”
“Sounds……like a plan. Let’s go!”
“And we’re off,” said Snowy, now throwing an almost complete cigarette on
the ground.
Rad watched though the binoculars as Snowy and Yogi walked out to the main
road and disappeared out of sight. “Okay, they’re gone. Wait two minutes and
start driving over, Lori.
“Okie-doke.”
The idea to wait two minutes was a better idea than any of them knew because
what Rad’s binoculars couldn’t see was the slightest of breezes blowing the lit
cigarette down the slight incline Snowy had been standing on, and under the
van, into a puddle of gasoline.
As loud as the explosion was, Pock still had not woken up until the firefighters
came and kicked down his door. Snowy and Yogi got lucky right away and were

in a car by the time the van exploded into a million pieces. In the rear window,
they could see the smoke and fire coming up through the trees from that general
direction, as they were heading away from it. The driver remarked about how
people shouldn’t be allowed to have fireworks. Snowy couldn’t have agreed
more. “You’re absolutely right there, Sheriff Dillon. Every year there’s always
some fuckin’ irresponsible joker who’s not watching what he’s doing, probably
shit-faced and on drugs too, and before you know it, shit like that happens.”
(inhale-exhale)

We Watch The Children Play

M

ahdakis took a long puff off his cigar as he studied the grotesque little
mutant with serious disdain. He took a swig of Dewar’s that he had
stashed in his jean jacket before finally nodding in disgusted approval at the
lump of ugliness before him. “The last time I saw the likes of you, you were
making a mad dash down to your bedroom while your sister threw furniture at
you.”
“And the last time I saw you, your face was buried in her lap…Ha-ha-ha!”
Mahdakis extended his hand. “What’s up, Goiter? Looks like you’re one of us
now, huh.”
“And proud,” said Goiter Knight, returning the stupid-secret handshake.
“Time flies. That was over a year ago.”
“Yeah, Yeah, Dakota and I have been friends since the seventh grade. She
invited me.”
“You’re in high school now,” said Mahdakis, rubbing his mustache and
reflecting fondly. “So, your sister must be in her second year of college by now.
How is she?”
“Ask her yourself. She’s home for the week. She’d probably like to see you.
Ha-ha, just between you and me--”
“And all of us,” said a new stranger with very healthy cleavage.
“I don’t think she’s making too many friends up there,” Goiter finished. Goiter
Knight was a lanky teenager, around the age of fifteen or so, with short curly
brown hair and deep vivid brown eyes that had black circles all around them.
His skin was dark, or maybe just dirty; either way, a stark contrast to his sister,
Angelica. He dressed as though he had just jumped out of bed, and that bed was

in the back of a garbage truck. He wore a constant shit-eating grin that proved to
get him in more trouble than not, as people often thought he was laughing at
them or their situation. The fact was, he meant no harm. He just looked stupid.
Goiter had come with Dakota, who was standing quietly next to him in her tight
cut-off jeans and usual loose-fitting tank top. She was with two new strangers; a
tall male, probably around sixteen or seventeen, with long scraggly brown hair,
white skin and black eyes. The female, with the memorable cleavage, was
shorter with shoulder length black hair, but the same exact skin tone and black
eye color. She was stunning, in a very natural way.
Mahdakis looked the strangers over, nodded, and gave a very brief, “Hey.”
“What’s up?” said the standoffish male with scraggly hair.
“I’m Kim,” said the one with tits. “This is my brother, Carl.”
“Not the infamous, Carl Scungilli?” Mahdakis said trying to break the ice.
“I guess,” said Carl, with a cold stare.
Continuing to try to soften the mood, Mahdakis said, “So where can a fella
from out of town buy some good low-grade blotter acid?”
“The cackling witch over there.” Carl pointed towards the sound of demonic
laughter.
Mahdakis didn’t need to look. He needn’t ask to whom Carl was referring.
Even across a football field, Mahdakis would have known that laugh, that
silhouette, her smell; it made sense now. The chills he had felt move up his
spine the moment he set foot in the graveyard. He knew something was amuck
from the get-go. Why was she here? What was her angle? She had to have one,
she always did. She never did anything without a reason, or at least some
twisted, perverse motivation. Maybe it was simply to ruin his night, piss him off,
make him pay for something or another. That had to be it. She didn’t come here
to make a few extra bucks selling LSD, and she definitely hadn’t come here to
enjoy herself amongst friends and possibly try to heal the emotional wounds
inflicted upon her by the stinging reality that comes to us all when we shed our
adolescent skin in the drowning pool of battery acid adulthood. No…..She came
to the graveyard that night with the sole purpose of making him angry and
destroying what could possibly be a great trip for him. That was her goal. ‘Bitch!
You fuckin’ twisted scheming bitch! I hate you as much as the day is long.
Whore! ’ As he approached, and her focus turned slowly towards him, he could
feel her wickedness blanketing him like a cocoon.
She was wearing brown leather fringe boots with a Rastafarian beret and posed
as if waiting for a bellhop to take her bags. ‘Hmm, maybe in her mind she was.
She’s just insane enough.’ “So how much you gonna fuck me for three hits?”
“Nice to see you haven’t lost your charm. They’re for you?”
“They’re for my ailing grandmother. She has anxiety issues and the doctor told
her to stay off her reality awhile.”

Jezebel let out a helpless chuckle and put a light paw on his shoulder. “Oh
dear, you always could make me laugh. Here,” she said, and dropped the blotter
tabs in his hand, “on the house. For old times.”
The touch of her fingers in his hand brought back memories and was driving
him wild. “You don’t have to do this. I made some money tonight….playing
guitar, if you can believe it.”
“I heard. Yogi’s over there blabbing all about it to us.”
Mahdakis looked over. “Nice outfit. How’d he get here, Captain H?”
“No, he said he came with Snowy.”
“Cool, I need to talk to Snow, where is he?”
“Search me, no one’s seen him.” She leaned into him and whispered
humorously, “We think Yogi’s making it up and that he actually had to give
some rapidly aging veteran a hand job to get here.”
Mahdakis looked up at the group of friends she was with; Violet-Basia, Yogi,
Copper Tom ‘that rat bastard’, and Some Other Old Dude. “Who’s that?”
“That’s my boyfriend, and he’s rather the jealous type so we have to make this
quick.”
“Didn’t we always?” Mahdakis felt his love for her waking up. ‘No good, no
good!!’ Quickly he remedied the gruesome thought and said, “I don’t know why
he’s jealous. He must not know what he really has.”
“Jezebel blew a puff of smoke in his face. “Huh……So how’s dizzy Rizzy
over there? You guys tight? I mean what with her arriving in a different car full
of guys and you arriving with………..her.” She pointed a hostel finger towards
Charlotte. “C’mon….Rizzo?”
“Why not?”
“Really? It’s somewhat insulting to me. Did you lose a bet or something?”
“Yeah, well, she may not have your charisma, talent and wit--”
“Or my dog’s for that matter.”
“--and we may end up going our own ways soon--”
“Very.”
“--but unlike the two of us, Rizzo and I will be great friends when it blows
over.”
“I don’t know that you’re right about that.”
“We will, trust me.”
“I meant don’t be so sure that you and I are not.”
He took a drag off his cigarette. “Well, she never hurt me.”
“Good for you. And how did Rizzo make out with that deal? Have you written
her any nasty letters while she was locked up in a psychiatric ward, trying to
heal her mental wounds, yet?” Mahdakis was silent as he stared at her with the
most hateful eyes. “Yeah, I thought so,” she said triumphantly.
Mahdakis looked up at her group. “A motorcycle guy, huh?”
“They’re called Bikers, dearie.”

“They? So basically, he could be anyone in a group of fine, upstanding
individuals who own spiffy little motor bikes. But alas, I see you opted for the
aging thirty-year old. Daddy issues?” Mahdakis said without thinking; and to
which Jezebel replied by punching him square in the eye with all her might.
“Nice. That’s gonna leave a mark. Did he teach you that?”
“I learned it from you.”
“Me? Yeah, okay.”
“My, how conveniently you forget things. Mind your manners, mister! He’s
twenty-five, and has what I need right now in my life; and no, it’s not a big
cock.”
“You sure? It sounds like you could sure use one.” Their eyes locked for a
split second that seemed to last a minute then, coming to their senses in unison,
and remembering that they despised one another, Mahdakis said, “But hey,
there’s always your neighbor.”
“Yeah, true,” Jezebel said, inhaling her cigarette unapologetically, “the idiot
has his uses.”
Mahdakis gave her a grave stare. “Thanks for the acid…..and the black eye.
See you ‘round, Jez.”
“See you around.”
Mahdakis watched her walk back and couldn’t for the life of him, figure out
what he saw in her at one point, or keep his eyes off her twitching ass. Perhaps
he answered his own question. ‘Bitch.’
“I heard that,” she turned and yelled, guessing his thoughts.
Mahdakis headed over towards Rizzo. Aside from Violet-Basia, there was no
one in that group he really wanted to talk to, and he would run into her later in
the evening; for that matter, he’d run into the rest of them at some other point, as
well. Just in case Jezebel was watching his movements, and his vanity assured
him she was, he was going to play ‘nice’ with Rizzo. ‘We’ll see who the jealous
one is.’

But, trying to get affection out of Rizzo was like trying to get a straight answer
out of a politician. When he touched her, she squirmed away like a fish through
wet hands. Every time he said something to her, she either looked away, said

‘What?’, or giggled politely while staring at the ground. The entire desperate
scene resembled more of a kidnapping in progress than it did anything else. He
was the last thing she wanted hanging around her for more reasons than one; the
least of which not being that they were both starting to trip, and love and
affection doesn’t always coincide with a good acid trip for certain cold-hearted
individuals, such as the two of them.
Mahdakis walked away dejected, darting his eyes toward the top of the hill
where Jezebel and her sinister friends stood, laughing away; probably talking
about him at that very moment.
Kim walked over, noticing his gaze, and asked, “What are you bugging out
about?”
“Look at them.” Mahdakis pointed. “You see that? That’s fucked up.”
“Do I see what?”
“THAT! Look closely.”
Kim squinted. “I see Jezebel, Yogi dressed like transvestite farmer, and some
other dudes.”
“Me too, but why are they stirring a humongous cast-iron pot of bubbling
liquid? Probably concocting some sort of evil potion that they will pour all over
my body once they strap me down to the ground; most likely using real human
tendons and veins as rope, a potion that will make me tell the truth……or
worse.”
“How many hits have you taken?”
“Only three.”
“ONLY?”
“I usually take up to five on a good night but I’ve been drinking already, so…”
“So you’re being responsible.”
“That’s right.”
“What’s so horrible about telling the truth?”
“Nothing’s horrible about telling the truth. What’s horrible is hearing it.”
“Unless it was that you won a million dollars,” Carl Scungilli interrupted.
Mahdakis turned towards him. “But that would be a lie, not the truth. No one
like us wins anything unless it’s warm and gushy and wrapped in toilet paper.”
“That doesn’t make any sense,” said Kim.
“Yeah, I’m with her. Why the fuck would someone take the time to wrap a shit
up in toilet paper?”
“Eww. What are you guys talking about over here?” Dakota inquired.
“Maybe it’s your grandma’s apple pie. You’re being rather presumptuous;
don’t you think?”
“No. No, I don’t think.”
“And it shows.”
“Ha-ha. Very funny, but it still doesn’t explain why someone would wrap
apple pie in toilet paper.”

“Because, it’s been eaten already.”
“So, it’s shit.”
“But, Dakota, its origins are of Apple Pie, and that’s what matters, isn’t it?”
“I think what really matters is that you are sober enough to not put it in a
microwave,” she retorted.
Mahdakis said turning to his left, “Kim, what are your origins? Italian?”
“Irish.”
“Okay, but you were born here in this toilet bowl called America. Would you
prefer to be thought of as Irish, or a piece of shit?”
“They usually go hand in hand,” teased Dakota.
“Knock it off.” Carl slapped Dakota on the head, playfully. “Besides, I think I
see where he’s going with this.”
“Really?” said Kim. “I don’t. All I know is that there’s no need to wrap up
shit--”
“Apple pie.”
“-in toilet paper. Regardless of where it came from, isn’t that right, Pablo?”
“Say what? What are you idiots talking about?”
“Wrapping up a piece of shit in toilet paper. Does it make sense to you?”
“Depends. Is it a gift?”
“Hey dudes! Check this out,” Jason yelled, running towards them with a
bucket of green fluorescent fluid. “You know what this is, and what I’m gonna
do with it?”
“It’s a urine sample,” Kim guessed.
“And you’re going to give it to Snowy’s probation officer,” Mahdakis added.
“Now that’s funny,” Carl chuckled.
“And not a bad idea. It’s probably healthier than anything Snowy’s ever given
him,” said Pablo.
“Ha-ha-ha. Right?”
“Wrong, wrong and wrong. It’s the florescent fluid that was in those plastic
rings I got at Happyfunland. I just spent the last hour slicing them all and
draining them into this bucket.”
“It’s nice to have hobbies,” said Mahdakis.
“I just wish he’d have done the same to his wrists,” said Pablo
“What the fuck’s the big deal?”
“The big deal, Carl? I’ll tell you the big deal. See them, over there?” Jason was
pointing to the wire fence at the end of the graveyard where the other people
were hanging out, talking and tripping. “I’m gonna walk around to the west end
of the graveyard and get on the other side of the fence, then I’m gonna get
naked, pour this shit all over me and jump over the fence screaming like a
maniac. Those dudes are so high and dosed right now; they’ll probably toss their
cookies or shit their pants.”
“You think that’s a good idea?”

“Awesome,” Jason exclaimed, as he ran into the darkness with his bucket of
green fluid.
“What a fuckin’ asshole,” said Carl.
“Yeah, but it is kind of funny.”
“You know what would be even funnier, Pablo?” asked Mahdakis.
“Uh-oh, you got that look on our face. What?”
“If we rushed over to everyone and told them exactly what Jason had planned
and told them not to even react, and just stand there talking amongst themselves
like he wasn’t even there.”
“That’s mean,” said Kim. “Let’s do it.”

“So, what’s up with you? Enjoying the insanity of tripping in the Norford
Graveyard?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“I guess,” said Nicki Tater, feeling a little uncomfortable.
“You guess? You mean this isn’t the greatest night of your life? C’mon, we
got to see Mahdakis and White Tom play some horrible music of their own
creation, Yogi running naked through the parking lot, a race riot, a vehicle stolen
by some people who probably have done even worse things tonight, Jason bent
over on the side of the highway with foreign objects in his ass, and the night’s
still young!”
“Jason did what? I missed that. Why are you sitting over here, all alone? Are
you upset?”
“Ha! No more than usual, no. I just need a timeout.” Tony finished his thought
and took a drag. “This isn’t where I want to be, Nick. It kind of sucks, to tell you
the truth.”
“Why? I mean, besides the cliché obvious. What is it you expect right now, at
this point in your life, at this age?”
“More than just hanging out all the time. Purpose. A reason to exist.”
“All your friends are here, that’s something, don’t you think?”
Tony let out a puff of smoke. “No, I don’t! Because these aren’t my friends,
they’re yours! And Mahdakis’s. Mine are still up in Jersey.”
“I’ve heard you say stuff like that for a while now. Maybe you should go
back.”

“I would if I could. Jesus Christ Nicki, I have a girl up there. A girl I’ve been
dating for three years now, but now that I’m here, we’re slowly drifting apart
and it really, really sucks. I would stay up there if I could but I can’t. I have
nowhere to stay!”
“Well, if you needed a place to stay down here, you’d have a place to stay.
Between myself, Mahdakis, and believe it or not, even Jason, would probably
give you a place to stay.”
“What fuckin’ good does that do me? I have a place to stay here. I don’t need
that. Quite frankly it sounds more like entrapment than hospitality coming from
you guys.”
“Because, if you’re really close friends are truly back up in Jersey like you
say, then they should definitely be able to find you a place to stay if we can,
don’t you think so?”
“Well they can’t.”
“Can’t or won’t? There’s a big difference, you know. A difference you need to
decipher. The point I’m trying to make is that maybe, as much as you may
dislike hearing this, you have better friends here than you think.”
“Don’t make me laugh. Besides, I’ve not exactly asked any of them, you
know? Maybe I should when I go up this weekend.”
“Maybe you should because God knows this place and its terrible people are
tearing you apart, and to sit here and do nothing about it shows a lack of strong
character. Unless of course your problems are more deep rooted than that and
you aren’t being honest with yourself.”
“Where is this coming from, anyway?”
Nicki sighed, “Okay, Jason sent me over here to see if you’d accept a blowjob
from me to see if you’re gay or not. I agreed to be the bait because I’m looking
for someone special, and I think…well, you might be him. Either way, you’re
pretty fuckin’ cute.”
“So, blow me then. What’s all this talking shit about?”
“Fine,” said Nicki, leaning her head down into his crotch, “I just thought you
might like some conversation first.”
“Nope.”
“What a dick.”
“Isn’t it?”

“I don’t know about this acid stuff, man. It’s starting to freak me out.”
“What’s the problem, Frank?” said Floyd.
“I keep seeing demons and goblins. They keep coming at me from all
directions. I can’t take much more of this shit.”
“That’s good,” said Pumpkinhead. “Your sub-conscience is making you aware
of the demons in your life and wants you to fight them. Kill them off, once and
for all.”
“That’s all it is?”
“That’s all?’ said Floyd. “Realizing you have demons to kill is one thing,
killing them is another.”
“We’ll see,” said Frank unzipping his pants.
“Dude, don’t piss there, that’s a marker!”
“Yeah man, go….go over there by the fence or something,” said Floyd.
“Geez.”
“Guys! Listen up!” Mahdakis yelled in a whispering tone. “Cannoli, Boodles!
Alex! Listen up, everyone; Jason is gonna be hoping over that fence in a
moment covered in green shit. He wants to scare you all.”
“Oh how silly,” said Charlotte.
“Just don’t do or say anything. Act like he’s not even there. I’m gonna go back
over with the other dudes so he doesn’t know that I let you all in on it.”
Mahdakis started to walk away when a scream came from the woods.
Indeed, it was Jason, but not the sort of yell one might expect. There was real
pain in his inflection. Everyone ran to the fence and watched in horror as Frank
Slate body slammed Jason’s glowing green body and threw a few punches at his
face and stomach. “Take that, you demon- son of a bitch goblin bastard! I’m not
afraid of you anymore! Die! Die!”
Boodles let out a terrible shriek, “FRANK, WHAT ARE YOU DOING?!”
“I’m killing my demons!”
“That’s Jason, Frank! Leave him alone!” Pablo ran with Floyd and grabbed
him by the arms. “Stop it, dude! Stop it!”
“Get a hold of yourself! That’s Jason you just kicked the shit out of.”
Frank looked down at the glowing man. “Well, what the fuck are you doing
running around like that for, scaring people and shit?”
Carl turned and mumbled in Mahdakis’s ear, “This is even funnier than your
idea. You know that, right?”
Mahdakis couldn’t control himself. He let out a burst of uncontrollable, nonstop laughter, to which Carl joined in chorus, as Jason lie on the ground,
bleeding and writhing in pain.
Rizzo saw the laughter and ran over to discipline Mahdakis. “What the hell’s
wrong with you? This isn’t funny. He’s hurt.”

“That’s the least of his problems. Hee-hee-hee,” chuckled Floyd. “He has that
green shit all over his skin. Hee-hee-hee!”
“Yeah, bro that’s not cool,” concurred Pumpkinhead. “Glow stick stuff
contains hydrogen peroxide and phenol. Contact with your skin will most likely
cause irritation, swelling, or, in extreme circumstances, vomiting and nausea.
Dude, you’re fucked.”
“I’m sorry, dude,” Frank said, helping Jason get up. “I was just trying to
exercise my demons, or whatever.”
“Hey Dude, check this huge cross out’” Mahdakis waved Carl over to a solid
five-foot tall crucifix headstone that weighed easily 500 pounds or more. “Look
near the base of it.”
“Well exercise your demons somewhere else you freak!” Jason pushed Frank’s
hand away.
“Hmm. Yeah, it looks cracked.”
“Freak?” said Charlotte Cummings. “You’re the one who’s been naked twice
tonight, for whatever reason, and now you’re glowing in the dark.”
“What the fuck, man? I mean, what’s stopping this thing from falling over?”
“Piss off, Charlotte!”
“Nothing, I guess. Just its own weight.”
“Whoa boy, you best be watchin’ yoself!” Alex said, shifting into a black
ghetto accent, suddenly.”
“Maybe it’s not really a crack. Maybe we’re just tripping and it looks like
one.”
“Sorry, Alex. I’m just pissed.”
“Uh, I don’t know about that,” said Carl.
“Hey, you’re the one running around naked in the woods and scaring people.
What did you expect?”
Mahdakis lifted his foot up to it. “Let’s see.”
“I don’t know I just--” Jason’s thoughts were interrupted by a thundering
BOOM, as the sacred tombstone fell to the ground almost crushing Carls’ foot.
“Dude! What the fuck?” Pablo él Dente hollered. “Knockin’ over tombstones
is NOT cool!”
“No shit, dick-wad. It was an accident.”
“Yeah, it could have happened to anyone who put their foot against it and
pushed with all their might,” said Carl, laughing.
“Oh my God. Pumpkinhead, should we get him to a hospital?”
“It’s not funny, Carl! This is a resting place for the dead, not to be disturbed!
It’s one thing to hang out with them and celebrate, but another to desecrate their
burial grounds.”
“Maybe just wait and see what happens to him, first.”
“What the fuck?” Dakota looked at Carl with disgust.
“You don’t think I need a doctor?”

“Uh…don’t look at me. It was him.” Carl was pointing to Mahdakis, who was
pissing. “He did it, what’s his name.”
“Not yet, but if you start vomiting, let us know.”
“Mahdakis.”
“Yeah, him,” Carl grinned.
“Jason, you know I wanted to use those glow-in-the-dark rings to play with
when I started tripping. What the fuck? You didn’t cut them all up, did you?”
“Okay, fuck it,” said Mahdakis. “Let’s put this thing back up in its proper
place.”
“Yeah, I’m afraid so.” Jason said sheepishly.
“Fine,” agreed Pablo él Dente.
“Asshole,” Boodles scorned.
“Frank, Pumpkin, how about putting your super hero strengths to some good
use? Help us with this.”
“Easy baby, I may be dying over here.”
“Yeah, because you’re an asshole,” said Boodles.
The attempt to lift the monstrosity proved fruitless even with the help of
Goiter, Floyd, Alex and others, as the weight of the structure was not the only
obstacle, but the awkward shape of it and lifting it up and back down to its place
was going to require a crane or an engine lift of some kind.
“C’mon. Let’s go home, Charlotte. This party’s getting a little low-rent for the
likes of us.”
“Good-bye everyone,” Charlotte Cummings looked at Mahdakis wanting to
give him a kiss good-bye but knew better than to approach him. He walked over,
instead, and hugged her goodbye. “Thanks for the trips. It was a great time.”
“Tootles,” said Rizzo under her breath. “Cunt.”

“Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!.......Oh, that tickles! Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!”
“Are you gonna come, or just stand there and laugh?”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha! I can’t believe you’re doing that! Do you know where that’s
been? Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha! What a stupid ass bitch. Ha-ha-ha-OUCH!! CUT THE
SHIT!”
“Then, be nice or I’ll bite the fuckin’ thing off next time.”

“He-he-he. I’m sorry. This stuff’s really gone to my head.”
“I wish your stuff would go to mine so I could get on with life. Fuckin’ aye, I
feel like I’m blowing a circus clown.”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-he-he-he-he-he-he!!!! Holy shit, can you imagine that? I
wish I had a bicycle horn to blow in your ear while you suck that nasty thing.”
As Tony laughed, his penis fell out of Nicki’s mouth and he fell backwards to
the ground. Lying on a row of grave markers and staring up at the night sky, he
managed to bark another order in between chuckles, “Hey, where’d you go?
You’re not done. Get over here! Ha-ha-ha!”
“Fine,” said Nicki, crawling on all fours over the top of him with her breasts
hanging above his stomach. “But you’d better finish soon.”
“Oh my God! Look at those tits! They’re huge! Like my mom’s!”
“Alright, I can’t do this anymore. You’re tripping too bad.”
“No, no, no,” Tony half-heartedly pleaded. “Please, just a little
more….Please?”
“Okay.”
“Thanks, Mommy.”
As Nicki went back to work, Tony stared down at her mouth with
hallucinogenic fascination. “Holy shit! There’s a gigantic sandworm coming out
of your mouth! No, wait. Aaghh!! It’s going down your esophagus! It’s gonna
impregnate you and you’re going to give birth to an alien next month. AHHHA-HA-HA!!!!”
“Well then I guess I’d better stop then,” said Nicki already sitting upright.
“And gigantic is not the correct adjective.”
“No, no. wait, wait…” but Tony’s pleas were too late……he ejaculated all
over himself.

“What’s going on down there?” Violet-Basia asked quizzically.
“I don’t….know.-It……looks-like……something-got-destroyed and…hm, I
think there’s a body glowing …….in-the-dark. Maybe…… I’m-just tripping,
though.”
“No,” said Violet-Basia, “I see him, too. It looks like Jason. He’s
naked…Almost. Oh my God, I think they were fighting.”

Jezebel blew out a puff of smoke and raised her eyebrows at Some Other Old
Dude. He replied, “You ready to get out of here, babe?”
“Yeah, I think I’ve out grown the sandbox.”
“Okay, Hey, ya’ll wanna head up to a friend of mine’s house? He’s having a
party right now, should be lots of nose candy, although if you have your own,
he’d be much obliged if you brought it,” Some Other Old Dude said, trying to
catch the eye of Copper Tom.
“Sure, let’s get out of here.”
“I’m in,” said Yogi.
“Oh.” Violet-Basia was despondent. “I kind of wanted to spend some time
with these people. I haven’t talked to them all night.”
“Well the problem is, my dear, you have the only car. We’re going by bike,
but the rest of these guys need a ride,” Jezebel condescended to her.
“Okay, well, you guys could borrow my car and I could hop a ride with these
guys when they leave. Yogi, do you want to drive?”
“Sure…Cop, you comin’?”
“Yeah man, this scene’s beat.”

“If you find a place to stay in Jersey this weekend, will you come back?”
“After the treatment you gave me, I have to. I feel I owe you one. I’m sorry,
Nick. I’m just too dosed right now to enjoy anything, but I’ll make it up to you.”
“You enjoyed something, your shirts all messy,” Nicki observed. “Okay fine,
but if you don’t find anyone up in Jersey to take you in, you may want to do
some soul searching and may have to face the ugly truth that these weirdo’s here
are better friends for you right now than the one’s you left behind. Sometimes
we just have to let go of the past, Tony. Even if it was a better part of our life
than what we have currently. Sometimes where we are now is merely a bridge to
our next, and better, phase in life.”
“God, I hope so. I have to come back anyway,” he confessed. “I’m bringing
Mahdakis with me so…”
“Well, there you go. You guys seem pretty tight.”
“Tight? We’re together almost every day!”
“Don’t knock it. He seems like a good friend.”

“Yeah, I know. I don’t think I’d have one shred of sanity left if it weren’t for
him keeping a perspective on things for me.”
Tony looked at Nicki and thought for a moment. She was right. Right about
leaving the past behind. That’s exactly where his anger lied. His anger lied in the
fact that he had a true love back there in Jersey and his birth-givers ripped it
away from him. He wasn’t as disgusted with the people of Norford as he was
resentful of the fact that deep inside, he knew he’d never get back to the place he
and Terry Cloth used to be. She was the world to him, and now he faced the
inevitable breakup and growing up thing, as it were called. She was his stability
and reason for waking up the next day. Now she was left to go her own way, but
not because of any of his doing. He just couldn’t be there, unlike his best friend
Mahdakis, who chose to leave a great thing behind.
He drove up a lot. Sometimes he even brought her back for the weekend.
Mahdakis knew her and liked her a lot. She was sensible as well as pretty. She
was the one who remembered Tony had to wake up one Saturday morning to
pick Mahdakis up at the train station when he returned from The Mountains.
While her efforts were futile, and Mahdakis ended up walking six miles home
with a guitar and a suitcase in his hand, he still appreciated her remembering and
trying to wake the lazy bastard up.
Terry Cloth was the girl next door, the hometown girl you would marry, and
no matter how fat she got later, you would always love her. She was a partier
and a real fun time. Tony reflected on the last time he saw her. Mahdakis was in
the back seat, yet she had no apprehensions about giving him a blowjob in the
front. Mahdakis didn’t watch nor was he disgusted. If anything, he was pretty
much in awe of her. She was either dedicated to her man, or trusted the two of
them. Sometimes these things tend to get out of hand. Mahdakis did seem to
recall some sort of comment like, “give him some too, baby.” Mahdakis
indulged in nothing more than some down-home, naked from the waste up
touchy-feely exploration, and was quite content with its loveliness.
Someone else would love her, now. Yes, it would be some other man; some
other man would take care of her for the rest of her life. Nicki was right. He had
to face this like a man and move on to the next phase of his life - these folks in
Norford. He was grateful for the companionship of Mahdakis. He was weird,
abrasive, and sometimes over the top, but a good Joe when all was said and
done. “I’ll tell you what,” he finally said to Nicki, “if I come back, I will come
back a single man this time and, if you want to, we could start dating.”
“And if you don’t come back?”
“It’ll mean a miracle has happened.”

The night seemed to fly by like a fifteen-minute recess. Dawn was rapidly
approaching and everyone was winding down, finding a spot on the paved
driveway that circled a flagpole, to sit on. They were finding their spots next to
one another, and sitting cross-legged as if about to take roll call in phys-ed class.
“Where’s Carl?” Mahdakis asked rubbing his palm on his eye.
“He and Dakota left hours ago, man,” Goiter informed him. “Don’t you
remember? You asked if you could tag along and join in the fun? Ha-ha-ha.”
“Say what?”
“Yeah! I think Carl was getting a little aggravated because the two of you were
up in a tree together, tripping your brains out, listening to music.”
“Oh yeah, I remember that.”
“That’s good,” said Cannoli Spitzer. “So maybe you remember the twentydollar bet we made…..that you lost!”
“Mahdakis called her bluff. “I remember it. But I won, so what the hell are you
talking about? And where were you all night?”
“With me,” said Rizzo, “thanks for asking.”
Mahdakis was too tired for a fight of any magnitude. “So is this everyone?”
“Looks that way,” said Kim.
“Yep,” Cannoli confirmed. “Charlotte and Alex left early, then Jez and the
other weirdo’s left.”
“Hey,” Violet-Basia cut in, “I don’t think they cared much for crashing
tombstones and green people getting the shit kicked out of them.”
“Because green people have feeling too, you know.”
“Seriously, you guys were the ones being jerks.”
“Who invited her anyway?” Mahdakis looked around accusingly.
“I did,” Violet-Basia confessed. “You guys said you wanted acid, and she had
it. So there. Jason, are you okay? How do you feel?”
“I feel fine; I just hope this shit comes off after a shower or two.”
“No, wait. Where’s Tony?”
“And Nicki.” Boodles noticed.
“Right here,” yelled Tony, as the two came running like mad, out of the
woods.”
“What are you guys running from,” asked Pablo.
“From? Not from….to!”

“Okay…..to!” mimicked Cannoli. “Where are you idiots running…to?”
“It’s getting light out,” said Nicki. “Pretty soon it will be about five o’clock.
We have to get out of here before The Flagman gets here.”
“The what?”
“The flagman,” repeated Nicki tater. “He comes in the morning when no one
can see him, because he’s hideous looking, and leaves before anyone ever
arrives. No one knows what he looks like, and that’s the way he likes it. If
someone sees his face, he will grow angry and kill them. I don’t want to die!”
After she spoke, everyone froze, even Mahdakis and Pablo, and sat in complete
angst, with eyes the size of saucers. Typically, a comment like this would
generate a slew of sarcastic remarks from the peanut gallery but for whatever
reason, maybe because they were still a little trippy, or tired, or maybe it was
Nicki’s outstanding acting skills, or perhaps it was just the fact that she really
believed it herself, but, for whatever reason, everyone was suddenly scared to
death.
“Shit. I don’t want to die,” said Frank, in a complete panic.
“Wow, dude, I never thought about the flagman before,” Pumpkinhead
pondered, “but it makes total sense.”
“Who does put the flag up every day, anyway?” Jason asked.
“The FLAGMAN! Aren’t you paying attention? And he’s evil and angry. His
adopted parents used to make him sit in a closet with a paper bag over his head,
and sleep with his naked, seventy-year-old grandmother at night!”
“I’d be pissed too. It’s understandable,” said Pablo.
“Why did they cover up his face?”
“Legend has it that one night he wouldn’t eat his Brussel sprouts, so his
adopted mother threw hot oil at his face, scarring him for life.”
“A Hockey mask……I’ve seen that guy before,” said Rizzo, clutching
Mahdakis’s arm, her eyes still as wide as pancakes. “He probably lives
somewhere around here, that’s why. He has to, to get here this early.”
“And unless you want him to find out where we live”
“I don’t! I don’t want him to find out where I live!”
“Well then, we better get going, Rizzo….and NOW!!! NOW EVERYONE
LET’S MOVE IT! THE FLAGMAN’S ON HIS WAY!!!!”
The only one with her senses, and not running and screaming towards the car
was Cannoli Spitzer. She stood motionless, watching the Flagman freak show.
She was surprised at Mahdakis, and walked over to him and whispered in his
ear, “Are you for real, dude? You’re buying this?”
He whispered back while admiring her brownish chest and its seemingly
endless cleavage, “No, man. But I’ve been dying to get home and get some
fuckin’ sleep. I’m tired, and have been for an hour or more. I need sleep. You?”
“Heck, yeah,” she admitted.

“Well then, join in the party so we can get the hell out of here. Besides, there
really must be someone coming to raise the flag sooner or later, ya know? Now
come on…play ball………AGHHHH!!!!! THE FLAGMAN! THE FLAGMAN
IS COMING!”
The other’s yelled in echoing unison as they all ran towards Boodles car.
“AGGHHHHHHHH! THE FLAGMAN IS COMING, THE FLAGMAN IS
COMING!”
Even Cannoli joined in the fun and was screaming when she caught up to
Mahdakis. “You’re right this is fun,” she whispered to him.
The screaming, yelling, and fun came to an abrupt halt as the fourteen of them
found themselves around one lonely car with a capacity of five or six.
“Uh-oh,” said Violet-Basia.
“Ah, guys. How the hell are we all getting out of here?” Cannoli asked.
“I guess I’ll have to make two trips,” confessed Boodles, unenthusiastically.
“We can’t!” Tony yelled. “There’s s no time! We have to go now!”
“The Flagman will be here any minute! Tony’s right. Let’s just pile on this
thing!” Mahdakis yelled in agreement.
“Don’t encourage these people. They’re fucked up enough,” whispered
Cannoli to him.
“We’re not going anywhere until I get gas money. I’ve been driving all night.
I’m almost on E.”
Everyone stared at Boodles in disbelief. Frank Slate finally broke the silence.
“Gas money? We’re all about to die, Boodles! Can’t this wait ’till tomorrow?”
“No, Frank because we’ll all be dead tomorrow. Don’t you get it? I get gas
money or we don’t get out of here.”
Floyd dug deep in his pocket and dug out a five. “Fine, here. Now let’s go.”
“Okay, there’s one,” said Boodles, scamming for more. “Anyone else? This
isn’t much.” Boodles made the rounds of the remaining eleven people (Jason
excluded of course) and collected a five-dollar bill from each person. As she did,
kept saying ‘okay, there’s another one.’ leaving everyone else to believe that the
person only gave her a dollar. If someone had called her on it, she planned to
say, ‘no I meant one PERSON.’
Boodles stuffed the sixty dollars of cash into her bra, popped the trunk, and
hopped behind the wheel as everyone piled into and onto the car. Five in the
front, six in the back, all on each others’ laps, and the remaining three sat in the
trunk with their legs dangling out of the over the sides.
“C’mon! Let’s go!” Jason hollered at her. Boodles drove towards the exit of
the cemetery gates and just as they were exiting, a work truck entered the very
same gates with one lowly man driving it. He indeed had a bandana over his
lower face, a straw hat and sunglasses. They yelled as Boodles peeled out of the
entrance.

The
Mourning
After…

Yogi & The Bear
sat up on the edge of the bed, staring back at his one-night-stand in
Y ogi
horrified disbelief. ‘How could this be? What happened? Why don’t I
remember coming here? What exactly did I do with her? Was it………good?’
The truth was, she had given him the ride of his life and he didn’t remember a
thing about it. He didn’t remember the howling and the scratching, he didn’t
remember how she squeezed his balls so he wouldn’t come until she was ready,
and when she finally was, let him ejaculate all over her face. He also didn’t
remember how she wore it on her face the rest of the night in utter devotion to
his young hard cock as she continued to suck and fuck all through the night. He
didn’t remember, so he walked out the bedroom door and went down the hall to
the bathroom, trying to shake out the cobwebs; he put his hand flat to the wall in
order to hold himself up while he urinated and tried again to remember. ‘Try
damn it, try. Where……was-I-last? Violet’s car…that’s it! I dropped off Copper
then……went-down-the stree… to Violets and………left-the-car-and-the keys in
the driveway. How’d I get home? I must have….Yes, I did! I hitched a
ride…and…………then……’
“Oh it’s……you. Hello.”
“Get in, Yogi. I’ll give you a lift.”
“Great,” said Yogi a little embarrassed to be so messed up.
“You really should be careful hitchhiking this late. You know the only people
out here this time of night……morning, are predators and other messed up sons
of bitches. You could get hurt.”
“Oh I don’t know. I like to think people are good, overall. And besides, I can
hold my own.”
“Doesn’t that get a little boring after a while?”
“What’s that?”
“Holding your own. Wouldn’t you prefer someone else hold it?” She didn’t
even finish the sentence before her fingers slid over his bare oblique muscle,
through the cutout of the overall shorts, and right down to his crotch, where she
promptly cupped his balls in her leathery hand.
“Holy shit! What are you doing?”
She smiled. “It’s called child molestation. I told you, you have to be careful at
night. You should listen to your elders. Would you prefer to walk?”
“No,” he said defiantly.
“Then play ball, Yogi, and don’t ever say a word about this.”
“About what? Nothing’s happened.”
“Oh, something’s happening. I can feel it.”
“It’s an involuntary reaction, I assure you.”

“Involuntary, my ass. You’re diggin’ it right now, and you know it.” She
squeezed a few more times to make sure he knew who was supposed to be in
charge. ”Do you ever think about my ass?” she asked him, her voice slurring
from too much drink.
Of course, he had, many times. All the boys did. So why wasn’t he was
enjoying the hand job? She was pretty enough; nothing spectacular but
definitely far from ugly. She had dirty blonde hair, nicely tanned skin and a nice
chest, which she always showed off by wearing very little around the house, and
keeping her bedroom door opened when she changed. There were very few boys
who hadn’t, at least once, helped her ‘zip up’ her dress behind closed doors, and
the rumors were out there to prove it. But this was different and weird, and not
entirely fun. Not so much because she was in her late thirties (although that
could’ve had something to do with it), but because she wasn’t asking or even
taking into consideration, his young inexperienced feelings. He really was being
molested. “We should have turned off over there,” he noted.
“You’re not going home yet, son. I got something for you to fix at my house
first, then I’ll give you a ride home. Promise.”
“But my parents--”
“I’ll tell your folks you were with me. They’ll be fine with that. Or, would you
rather I tell them that you were out until three in the morning hitchhiking and
wearing pink flip-flops, probably high as a kite.”
“No don’t tell them that.”
“Then you’ll do what I ask.”
“Fine.”
“First off, do you have any weed left?”
“Um….a little cocaine.”
“Even better.”
“But it’s only a little.”
“That’s all I need,” she said, pulling into the driveway where she proceeded to
shut off the car and then lean her drunken face into Yogi’s, trying to give him a
kiss, which he abruptly batted away. “C’mon big boy, let’s go inside and get
you out of those ridiculous clothes.”
‘Oh my God…...that’s right. That’s how it happened.’ Yogi flushed the toilet
and walked out into the hall.
“Jesus Christ, what the fuck are you doing in my house…naked?! Didn’t we
see enough of that thing yesterday? Are you fucked up, or something?!!”
“Oh…..hey, Nicki. I was……….just taking care of……some things for
your….. birth-giver.”

Woke Up This Morning, Found Myself Dead
was five-thirty by the time Pumpkinhead and Mahdakis lay their drugI tstuffed
brains on their pillows. Sleep was in order, and lots of it. That

wouldn’t be the case, however. The phone rang at nine o’clock that morning.
The voice on the other end was something out of a dream. Mahdakis thought for
sure he was still tripping, or in fact dreaming. The voice on the other end
sounded just like the voice of one of his old best friends from The Mountains.
‘The Mountains, I thought I dreamed all that.’ The chilling familiar voice was
inquiring as to his address and exact location. Mahdakis told the voice on the
other end his address and promptly went back to bed.
But Mahdakis’s somber sleep and pleasant dreams were interrupted ten
minutes later by the sounds of pebbles hitting his bedroom window, then a
thunderous boom on the front door. He got up in his LSD hangover and looked
out the window down below. Indeed, it was Crazy Davy on a motorcycle. “Hey
man! Betcha didn’t think you’d see me today….Ha-ha-ha! You gonna let me in,
you bastard, or what?”
Mahdakis ran down the stairs to open the door. While he was pleasantly
surprised, he was also completely freaked out. The Mountains were something
that, in his mind, did not exist anymore, nor the people. He had buried it all with
Roger. He had put it so far out of his mind that he forgot they existed still. His
two separate worlds were colliding; and that combined with the lack of sleep,
forgetting his medicine, and the drugs and alcohol, finally hit him as he opened
the door to greet Crazy Davy……
……One never remembers a grand mal seizure because they are unconscious
the entire time and when they awake from the inevitable deep sleep that follows,
they often need an update as to the when’s and where’s they are, the time, and
various other facts, so as to gather their senses and memory. Mahdakis knew he
had a seizure, one can usually figure that out. He also knew of his surroundings
and felt terrible that Crazy Davy had to witness this and moreover, ruin his
grand entrance and surprise. The fact is, a person will often need a full day of
rest after a grand mal seizure.
Luckily for both of them Pumpkinhead was ready and willing to take Crazy
Davy around the town and introduce him to their friends. As Pumpkinhead
exited to take a shower and ready himself, Crazy Davy and Mahdakis caught up
with each other as best they could with Mahdakis being in his groggy, semi-state
of unconsciousness condition.

A Brief Encounter

A

fter leaving the graveyard earlier, Carl and Dakota spent the few hours
they had left making love behind the backstop of a nearby vacant baseball
field, then falling asleep in each others’ arms for a couple more hours of
serenity. They were now a block away from her house as they kissed and said
their goodbyes; they knew what would be awaiting them at the doorstep. Carl
had escaped from the juvey center the night before and the authorities knew that
if he hadn’t gone home, he’d most likely be with Dakota.
What the lovebirds hadn’t counted on was the police tape across the driveway
and a smoldering charcoal frame of what was once a van. The fire department
crew, which had long since left, was also forced to cut down some trees in the
front lawn, near the street, that had caught fire when the van exploded. All that
remained was a squad car waiting for Carl Scungilli.
Dakota and Carl walked down the slight hill of her street, now only a couple of
hundred yards away from the scene. They slowed their pace and stared in dismal
disbelief. “What the fuck?” Dakota pleaded to know. A police officer got out of
the car and nonchalantly opened the back passenger door expectantly. Dakota
asked, “Officer? What’s going on?”
“Seems your brother’s van caught fire and exploded last night. The fire crew
seems to think it was started intentionally, with a cigarette.” The cop pointed
while nodding to Carl, “Neighbors identified a vehicle that was parked over
there beneath that tree, right before the explosion, and left immediately
afterward. The description of the people inside coincides with some folks we
have on our Watch List. We’re calling it suspicious, at this point, but not a
priority.”
“Where’s Pock is he--”
“Your brother’s inside with your neighbor, and some queer in a dress. No one
was hurt…..Carl? You ready?”
Carl turned his neck around and kissed Dakota one last time. He was due to be
released from the correctional center at the end of September, but if you didn’t
know better, you’d think they were never going to see each other again. “Love
you, I’ll be out soon.”
“Not if you keep these hi-jinks up. They’re most likely gonna add some time
on to this; you know that, Carl,” said the cop, now finally getting a little
impatient. As Carl Scungilli lowered his head and got into the back of the squad
car, the cop said in closing, “I hope it was worth it.”
“Look at her,” said the other officer, who was behind the wheel spilling coffee
on his fat belly. “It sure does look like it would be.” He turned his creepy head
around and gave Carl a perverted wink and an unwanted nod. Carl wanted to
choke the fat bastard right there, but bit his tongue. ‘Two more months, that’s it.
Just be cool.’

The nicer of the two cops got in the car. “Cut the shit, will you Jim. Jesus
Christ, my daughter’s her age’”
“Sorry……geez,” said the fat cop, glancing at Carl’s smirk in the mirror.
“Who pissed in your Cheerios, Sal?”
“No one, Jim, but we’re supposed to set an example for stupid-ass douchebags like him.”

*Crazy Davy*
Blood Brothers

T

here was no way this could be him, impossible. Mahdakis just couldn’t
fathom the reality of it. Crazy Davy had been one of the three musketeers
that were made up of himself, Crazy Davy, and Chuckles. Crazy Davy had
dropped out of school in the ninth grade. His female-birth-giver died and he
needed to help his male-birth-giver take care of the house. He had no problem
with the idea of quitting school and getting a full time job, since education was
more or less a foreign language to him. The only thing he got out of high school
besides detentions, suspensions, girl rejections, and failing report cards were the
skills of carpentry, welding, automotive repairs, and other shop classes. Shop
class was a foreign word to Mahdakis.
Mahdakis and Crazy Davy stayed close even after he dropped out, which was
no easy feat, since they lived ten miles from each other with no vehicle. But they
did. They did until the very last few months, when Mahdakis started to hang
around Gigi and some of the uppity-who’s. The same could be said for
Mahdakis and Chuckles’ relationship, although since the two of them lived in
the same town, they had better chances of seeing one another. That last summer
was also the summer that Mahdakis would devote all of his spare time to seeing
Heather Baker, whom he had spent so much time with at the Mountain State
School of Arts immediately following tenth grade graduation. The program
lasted a month and was sixty miles away. So, Mahdakis had indeed begun to
drift from his more primal friends. Yet, while Mahdakis may have outgrown his
need for these types of friends, they were nonetheless blood brothers and best

friends for life. Chuckles and Crazy Davy never tied the blood knot, but
Mahdakis did with each of them on two separate occasions. It was nothing to be
taken lightly. In his dreams, Mahdakis was recalling the incident with Crazy
Davy.
“A rock star, huh?”
“Somethin’ like that.”
Crazy Davy contemplated. “Well I think that’s a damn fine idea. Not many
folks ‘round these parts that got big dreams like that….Don’t forget ‘bout me
after you become rich and famous ‘n all……Hey, I got it! I’ll be your roadie.
That way we won’t have to ever go our own ways!”
“Okay,” Mahdakis agreed, taking a World War I style knife out of its sheath,
from the side of his leg, where he always kept it strapped. “But just in case, let’s
tie our friendship forever, man.”
“Uh-huh…Whadayou got in mind there, a queer version of Romeo and Juliet
or something?”
“Blood brothers,” said Mahdakis, cutting his forearm with the blade, “forever;
no matter how far apart.”
“You sure you know what da hell yer doin, there?”
“Yeah, I did this once down in Delaware.”
“Oh yeah? With who?”
“A good friend.”
“Is he still in Delaware?”
“No fuckin’ idea.”
“Alright.”
“Here, take the knife and do what I just did. Just be careful you don’t hit a vein
or something.”
“Yeah, I hear you….that could be bad,” Crazy Davy said in a jovial tone. He
always spoke with a jovial or humorous inflection in his voice. Very rarely did
he ever speak solemnly or seriously about anything, but he did; and when he did,
he chose Mahdakis to talk with about those issues. When Mahdakis left, he
would be forced to find a new ear to bend, and without trouble, but Mahdakis
was the first. They knew things about each other that no one else did, things they
would not like anyone else to ever know.
Except for his face, Crazy Davy was a hairy motherfucker with short wavy
hair that was naturally greasy. The other part of him that was as black as his hair
was his eyes, which were set deep, and in contrast with his bright white skin.
The only saving grace, if you want to call it that, was that he was rather unkempt
and dirty, so his skin wasn’t as white as it could’ve been. “Alright, I’m bleedin’.
Now tie it with this thing?” He said picking up a bandana off Mahdakis’s
bedroom floor.
“Yep. Now we put our wrists together and tie this thing tight so our blood
mixes with each other.” They tied the bandana as tight as possible and stayed

that way for five minutes or less. The ceremony was not as dramatic as the
Örvar-Oddr's saga, nor did they mix the blood with wine, drink it, and celebrate
by indulging in anal sex like the ancient Greeks, but Mahdakis and Crazy Davy
believed that this was something special nonetheless, and always would be.
Therefore, it was.

Vengeance (The Pact)

"S

o, now what?” Rad asked, gnawing on a pear; his piercing blue eyes staring
into Captain H.
“I don’t know,” confessed Captain H. “I do think it’s rather strange that
Snowy wanted to bolt inside so quickly after seeing us. I mean, who buys a
handful of coke and goes to bed?”
“Maybe it was for another time.”
“Or, maybe it was for that girl of his and not for him at all.”
Captain H rubbed his dark chin and ran his thick fingers through his curly
black hair. “But he says he planned to go to the graveyard the entire time, then
suddenly wants to go to bed when Yogi shows up? But he goes to the graveyard
anyway.”
“And disappears.”
“He didn’t come back home, either. Where the fuck did he go?”
“Maybe he hooked up with that Andrea chick.”
“Maybe, but I just called Yogi a while ago,” Captain H confirmed. “He said
the Andrea chick showed up and left real quick, between the time we left
Snowy, and the time we dropped Yogi off on the side of he road.”
“That’s not even a minute and a half,” calculated Muffin Man.
“I know. Odd, don’t you think…….gentlemen?”
“Yeah, it’s odd,” said Rob Burry, inhaling a cigarette. “But so is Snowy. I
mean, we got to consider the source first, don’t we? The guy’s a freak, don’t get
me wrong, but I don’t think he intended any malice on us.”
“Or is even that smart to do so,” said Rad, now peeling an apple with a
switchblade.
“Gary’s the guy we want.”
“No shit, Rob,” said Muffin Man from across the room. “But Gary wouldn’t
do this himself.”

“Or any of his guys,” Rad interjected.
“Being that he’s from across the water, he’d most likely want to use an inside
guy to do the work, and whatnot.”
“Sure,” agreed Rob Burry, “he’d stick out too much with Jersey plates, to get
away with anything.”
“That’s exactly right,” concurred Captain H. “And what’s more, Snowy buys
dope off him when he’s out of town sometimes, so they know each other and
have the opportunity to communicate….hmm.”
“Okay, let’s just assume you’re right for a minute,” said Rad. “Snowy was
paid off by Gary’s Crew to keep a tail on Pock’s van, and when no one is
around, blow it up? It doesn’t make sense. Why wouldn’t Gary want the money
for himself?”
“For that matter, why wouldn’t Snowy dip a little?”
“Snowy didn’t ride back in the van either so if he was supposed to keep an eye
on things, he didn’t do a great job.”
“No, he didn’t, did he? Perhaps he never knew the levity of the situation; that
it was near half a million dollars in cash. Maybe Gary told him simply to blow
the van up, and I’ll give you free drugs. Yes?”
“Hmm. That’s still a stretch, Captain. Why would Gary want to burn the
money?”
“Because he didn’t know we were heisting money! Maybe he thought it was
drugs--.”
“Or a valuable art collection.”
“Is that a joke, Muffin Man?” Captain H said, waving spaghetti tongs at him.
“It better be a stupid fuckin’ joke because I’m in no mood to deal with stupid
fuckin’ people.”
Muffin Man turned red and shuffled his feet. “Of course it’s a joke…what else
would it be?”
“Okay,” said Rob Burry, getting back to matters at hand, “So why doesn’t he
steal the drugs, or have Snowy steal them?”
“Would you trust Snowy with drugs?”
“Ahh, but he knows we’re watching out for him” said Captain H, “and therein
lies the diabolicalness of the situation….he doesn’t care about destroying the
drugs because it takes them off our streets and, for a short time, forces our loyal
customers to go across the bridge if they want the good stuff.”
“Thereby transporting the would-be profits to him, anyway.”
“Exactly! And, getting back to what happened to Squid last night, this scenario
would also enable him to seemingly be in two places at the same time.”
“Okay, fine,” agreed Rob Burry. “But can we all agree that Snowy had little
idea of what was going on? I don’t think he would do anything to us, if he knew
better.”

“That’s my point. I think it’s time to teach Snowy a lesson in learning how to
better detect what is going on, so this doesn’t ever happen again.”
“We’re gonna whack him?”
“No, you idiot! Think! If Gary can use him, so can we….and better….to get to
Gary.”
“Ahh.”
“We’ve known the Snowman all our lives.”
“Yes we have, Rad but I’ve never trusted him as far as I could throw, from day
one.”
“Me neither…ha,” said Muffin Man, as he got hit in the side of the head with
an apple core.
Captain H continued, ignoring the obvious ass kissing. “And since Snowy’s
done Gary a solid, I think Gary will be open to welcome Snowy into more
complex situations.”
“Good idea.”
“That’s why I’m the boss.” Captain H looked at his stolen Cartier wristwatch.
“Where the hell is Squid, already?”
“They released him from the hospital an hour ago. He should be here soon.”
The gang had other, more pressing issues with Gary’s Crew as well. It seems
that after collecting the earnings from the track, Squid was ambushed, tied up,
beaten with and a baseball bat, and knocked unconscious with the butt of a pistol
then thrown in the woods and left for dead. The cool one hundred grand he made
was stolen, and Gary’s Crew was the number one suspect.
Captain H was beyond livid. Using the unsuspecting Snowy McPeet, Gary had
devised a way to be in two places at the same time, giving Captain H the fucking
of his life from both ends. In total, Captain H and the gang were out about sixhundred thousand. But that was not the issue. The issue was that Gary had outsmarted Captain H by a long shot (or so he thought).
The hot Italian blood was percolating inside his veins as Captain H continued
to speak. “Okay, gather ‘round. This is the plan…..”

A Joint Meeting

C

razy Davy followed Pumpkinhead down the dirt footpath which lead to The
Rock. Cannoli Spitzer and Boodles DiNero were already there with White
Tom, discussing the previous night’s events. “My birth-givers are none too
pleased with the nicks and scratches on my car,” Boodle was saying.
“Yeah? Did you tell them it could’ve been a whole lot worse? Did you tell
them that it was from the doors falling off the van in front of you? Did you tell
them that Rizzo and Mahdakis were in the back of that van fucking away?”
“No, but I did tell them a van in front of us lost its doors and almost hit us, and
that it was moving too fast to get a plate number. They’re still pissed.”
“Wow, sounds like I missed a good time,” said White Tom, glancing up
towards the footpath. “Hey, if it isn’t Captain Pumpkinhead and friend.”
“That’s Mr. Captain Pumpkinhead to you, dude,” he said, exchanging the
stupid-secret handshake.
“Sounds like you all had an eventful night. Who’s your sidekick?”
“Crazy Davy’s the name,” said Crazy Davy extending his hand. “Anything out
of the ordinary’s my game.”
“Well then you came to the right place. Hi, I’m Tommy Gladbags, they call
me White Tom.” He said, extending his hand and turning his head around
towards the girls. “That’s Cannoli, the shorter one, and that one there with the
nice chest is Boodles.”
“Well I think they both have a nice chest. I’d be honored to do either one of
them!”
Cannoli stare in disgust. “And you are?”
“Crazy Davy’s his name!” White Tom scolded. “And anything out of the
ordinary’s his game! Aren’t you paying attention?”
“Dudes, this is my brother’s best friend, from The Mountains,” Pumpkinhead
clarified. “He showed up unexpectedly this morning on his motorcycle.”
“Ah. Mahdakis’s friend; that explains a bunch.”
“Who?”
Pumpkinhead leaned in to Crazy Davy and whispered, “That’s a sort of
nickname that everyone gave him down here.”
“Really? Huh. Okay whatever.” Crazy Davy smiled and sat to the left of
Cannoli Spitzer, who had her back to the water. “So this is where you guys hang
out, huh? It’s alright.”
“You don’t have to be nice, you now. We know this place sucks, and that
we’re losers for being here.”
Boodles leaned in and smiled. “Thanks for the compliment, but she really has
the bigger chest, you know.”
“Oh yeah, by a long shot. But you do have a prettier face.”

“Hey! How’d you like me to throw your ugly hick-ass in the water?”
Cannoli shouted.
Crazy Davy laughed warmly. “Let’s see, you’re sarcastic, bitter and have
violent tendencies. My guess is you’re the girlfriend….or at least a best friend.”
“Mahdakis?”
“Yeah, whatever you guys call him.”
“He wishes I was his girlfriend.”
“I’ll bet he does. Ya know he always had a thing for smooth skin and a bigger
ass.”
“Uh-oh,” said White Tom as Pumpkinhead and Boodles broke into hysterical
laughter. Cannoli got up and chased Crazy Davy half way up the path, where he
voluntarily fell to the ground and held his arms over his face laughing like a
tickle victim, as Cannoli took deserving punches at him. Finally, Cannoli
retreated and he got up, wiping the dirt off himself.
“Fat ass?”
“I didn’t say that. I said bigger….and it is….but it’s a beautiful one, at that.”
“Says you,” White Tom said, earning a laugh from the group.
“All that means is there’s just so much more to kiss when the lights go out.”
“You need the lights out? Why can’t you kiss it with the lights on, huh? Afraid
of what you might see?”
White Tom whispered to Pumpkinhead, “You wouldn’t see a damn thing with
that in your way.”
Crazy Davy giggled, sat back down on The Rock next to Cannoli and offered a
hug, which she accepted. “You’re alright, you know that.”
“Yeah, well if you weren’t Mahdakis’s best friend, or whatever, I’d rip your
dick off and stick it in your mouth.”
“What a waste that would be.”
“Say, are you queer, or something?”
“Not all the time,” said Pumpkinhead. “He just likes to pretend he is.”
“I sure hope now is one of those times he ain’t. How long you known
Mm…what do you call him, again? Mahdakis?”
“Yeah. Longer than you. Shit, he used to beat me up after school when we
were in the fourth grade.”
“Well you guys sound like best buddies then,” Crazy Davy laughed. “Even so,
that ain’t right. I hope you plan on gettin’ him back for all that. If not, I got all
sorts of ideas. We loved bustin’ each other’s balls back up in The Mountains.”
“Where is he, anyway?” asked Boodles.
“He had an epileptic seizure when Crazy Davy showed up.”
“You’re kidding.”
“I feel terrible,” said Crazy Davy. “I think my showing up triggered it.”

“Don’t feel bad. He forgot his medicine, too, and really shouldn’t be drinking
at all according to the doctors, let alone every day. He needs to rest now. Our
female-birth-giver has the same condition, only worse.”
“It’s hereditary?”
“From female to male, only.”
“Where is everybody else?” Cannoli Spitzer inquired.
“Well, Jason’s sister is in town, and he’s hanging with her tonight. Dinner or
something,” said Boodles.
“I didn’t know he had a sister,” said Cannoli.
“Yeah. She’s older than him and moved to Florida when he was in junior
high.”
“Oh, so what about everyone else? You think Pock’s awake yet?”
“I don’t know, dude. This is kind of lame,” observed Pumpkinhead. “Anyone
wanna smoke a doob with me?”
“Thought you’d never ask,” (inhale-exhale) Snowy McPeet said, appearing
out of nowhere. “What the fuck are you lame-ass jokers talking about down
here?”
“Hey man, where the fuck did you just come from?” said Cannoli.
(inhale) “Don’t ask.” (exhale) Shake-shake-shake
“Too late, I already did.”
“Fine.” Shake-shake-shake “I’m working on a time-travel device that runs on
corn syrup. It’s top secret though, so don’t tell anyone.” (inhale-exhale) “If the
Eskimos get a hold of this, we’ll all be ruined, and the planet as you know it,
will cease to exist.”
“He-he-he-he. Say, who’s this colorful character?”
“I’m the Snowman, and you are?”
“His name is Dave. He’s Mahdakis’s best friend from The Mountains.
“Well that’s his fuckin’ problem then, now isn’t it.?”
“It sure the hell is,.” Crazy Davy extended his hand. “But my name’s Crazy,
not David.”
Cough-cough “Say what?” cough-cough-cough.
Boodles squinted. “I thought you said your name was Davy?”
“Here,” said Pumpkinhead, about to hand Snowy the joint.
“What Pumpkinhead told you, was that my name was Crazy Davy, and it is;
son of Eugene and Mary Davy. Davy’s my last name.”
“Hey! No way, man! We were here first! Pass it over here!” Cannoli
screamed.
“You’re first name’s really, Crazy?”
“Okay, Jesus Christ. Calm the fuck down, Cannoli. Here.”
“Sure is. But it beats he hell out of Pumpkinhead, don’t you think?”
“You got a lot a balls calling me colorful, pal.”

Boodles took the joint from Cannoli. “Are you an only child, or do you have
siblings?”
“A brother and a sister; Lazy and Hazy.”
“Wow, you’re a regular Smothers Brothers routine, aren’t ya?” Snowy took a
hit off the joint and handed it to Crazy Davy, who passed it over to
Pumpkinhead.
“None for me thanks.”
“Snowy, what happened down at the Well’s place last night?”
“Yeah, man, I heard Pock’s van blew up and shit…..wow man, what a rash,”
Pumpkinhead took a hit and passed it on to Cannoli again.
“Yep. That’s exactly it. The cop’s suspect foul play. But, get this…..aren’t
going to look into it. Can you believe those fuck-nuts?”
“Seriously?” Cannoli was surprised.
“Yeah, seriously. (inhale-exhale) I guess because people like us don’t matter. I
guarantee you if it were one of these rich kids, they’d have detectives and all
kinds of forensic teams combing the streets.” (inhale)
“What teams?” Boodles asked.
“No,” Cannoli reiterated. “I mean - seriously that it was foul play. Who would
want to kill Pock?”
“You mean besides an English professor? I don’t know. But that’s a good
question, Mama Cass.” (exhale)
“Dude,” Pumpkinhead said very slowly, “maybe it was like a rival band, man.
Ya know? And like they really wanted to kill the whole band…..for taking what
they perceive as their rightful gig at Happyfunland…..wow dude.”
“You guys really take your amusement park entertainment seriously down
here don’t you?”
“You know what the fucked up thing was? Shake-shake-shake. “Pock didn’t
even wake up ‘till the firemen busted down his door.”
“Oh my God,” Boodles DiNero said, getting up from The Rock. “I have a great
idea. It’s awesome.”
“What?”
“Look out everyone, she’s having an epiphany.” (inhale)
“Cannoli, I will tell you tomorrow. First I have to talk to Mahdakis. I’m gonna
make his band, the band that everyone wants to see.”
(exhale) “Good luck with that.” (inhale)
“How?”
“In due time, my dear.”
“Why, what’s in it for you?” asked Pumkinhead, reaching for the last of the
joint. “Anyone want the roach?”
“Is your brother still home?”
“Sure, he’s probably a lot better now. If you’re going over, you can take Crazy
Davy with you. He’s gotta get his bike and his tent. We found him a spot to

camp for the night over by the trails. I’m gonna head on down to see Dakota and
Goiter.”
“Sure. Let’s go, Mountain Man!”
As the two exited, Snowy took a few drags off his cigarette and looked at
Cannoli. “Why don’t I trust her? Is it just me?”
Cannoli looked perplexed. “Where the fuck is White Tom?”

Hyperspace Rewind

M

ahdakis was awoken by the sound of the telephone ringing and someone
leaving a message. It was dark already; Pumpkinhead and Crazy Davy
were still out and about somewhere, but would probably be returning soon.
Might as well get up and get the blood flowing; something to eat would be a
novel idea as well. Mahdakis got up and sat on the edge of the bed, gazing out
the window with that faraway look he often got when he was thinking about
some other time or place. The time of course being his time in The Mountains.
Time not well understood. Why did he leave South Norford in his fifth grade
year, to go live with his male-birth-giver, in The Mountains? Why did his birthgivers agree to let him leave so abruptly, towards the end of the school year?
Why not wait until summer? Perhaps he was simply in need of a male role
model, which he did not have at the time in Delaware. Perhaps it was instinctive.
Sometimes we do, or don’t do things because our psyche warns us of things off
in the distance, yet to come and unforeseen.
Whatever the reason, it was six years of dismal existence, or so it seemed.
Maybe someday it would make sense to him, but right now it just seemed like an
unnecessary detour in his life because here he was, back in Norford, Delaware,
yet with none of the same friends that he had when he left. Except for VioletBasia, Squid and Captain H. the friends he had when he left were now all
athletic jocks, academic know-it-alls, or just quiet family-type, Sunday
churchgoers, a far cry from the life he was leading now……..or the life that was
leading him now. Would he have been here, with these particular friends in this
particular situation, if not for the six-year layover in The Mountains? Would he
have been playing varsity baseball with a well-to-do girlfriend, while
maintaining a B average in all of his classes? Would he even know how to fret a

C chord on a guitar? Who cares? It was all too many extraneous hypothetical
scenarios. The fact was, he was here in the now, and suddenly he resented Crazy
Davy’s presence. This wasn’t his world. What right did he have to come blasting
through the thin walls of Mahdakis’s reality and create a black hole vacuum
between the two? Mahdakis wasn’t ready for this, nor did it serve any sort of
purpose at the moment but to torment him with the stabbing reminders of
whence he came – and why……but he came from here, first –
Norford……..well yes, but he was born in The Mountains, and lived there with
his birth-givers until the termination of their marital union, at the age of five. So
where was home? Home was where the heart is. Norford….right? But wait, he
hadn’t heard his heart beat since the beginning of spring when he last saw Jez.
‘Christ, not her again!’ His time was here, he was here, his friends were here
and here would be the place that he would springboard from and onto the next
stage; and wherever that was, it would most assuredly not be backwards. They
were his friends, right? He remembered saying, on several different occasions,
how he was positive that they were just people he needed to get from one place
to another. Perhaps his real friends were back in The Mountains….or not.
Perhaps he had just used them to get from one place to another – here - and they
were not really friends, but nostalgic acquaintances. In that case, maybe all
friends, regardless of time or place, are just stepping-stones to help get you
across the river. Or maybe he was just an insensitive prick who only thought of
himself. Either way, there was definitely no turning back, and it wasn’t as
though Crazy Davy had any intention to stay here. This city life was not for him,
and he had just hooked up with a girlfriend. So why? ‘Jesus, I’m thirsty.’
He walked down the carpeted stairs to play the message back, and get a drink
of water. Why the fuck couldn’t he just accept a friendly visit from his best
friend, and have a good time with him? Sure, the seizure was no one’s fault, but
why was he being so standoffish with this man, who drove over three-hundred
miles one way, to see him, and only for a day?
The fact was, Mahdakis had still never gotten full closure over the murder of
Roger Daniels, and there was no closure over the abandonment of his first true
love, Heather Baker. There was still no communication between himself and his
male-birth-giver, who he resented for choosing his friends over him in a time of
need. There had been nothing accomplished or achieved in those Mountain
years, at least nothing tangible to Mahdakis. Yet the fact was, those six years
created him more than he wanted to admit. Those were important years and
extremely important experiences. The people who despised him, the education
system that insisted he could do better if he stopped screwing around, the early
darkness of the cold long winters. The isolation of Friday and Saturday nights
while his birth-giver was out with his friends, and the few friends he had, too far
away to be with, without a vehicle. It forced him to be alone with only two
friends, his guitar and his pen.

He hit the play button…..It was Jason. Mahdakis was being a bit more than
selfish. He thought too much of himself and too little of the few friends he had
made. He wasn’t resentful so much at Crazy Davy being here, as he was being
reminded of his own failures and misadventures, failures and misadventures
that, at the end of the day, he could blame on nobody but himself. As vain as
Mahdakis could be at times, he rarely liked what he saw in the mirror….
Jason, always wanting something, Mahdakis laughed to himself and recalled
the small stash of weed up in Pumpkinhead’s top drawer. Why not, it’d be an
excuse to get out of the house. How was Pock doing? Maybe take a walk over
there since he was close by. Snowy must not be around if Jason was calling all
the way up here for a bone. The front door opened. He heard voices. Crazy
Davy…Ugh…get out of my reality, already……or was it his escape from
reality, and Crazy Davy was there to try and snap him out of it. There was
another voice, too.
“Hey man! I met a bunch of your crazy friends up at a place called The Rock.
Let’s see, there was this nice gal here, who gave me the ride,”
“That’s Boodles.”
“Yep, Boodles, a guy who I think wanted to suck my balls,”
“My guitarist, White Tom,”
“Yep…and he’s gonna get you back for beating him up, too. Let’s see..oh
yeah, some other very angry bitchy girl….Canny, or something,”
“Cannoli Spitzer. She’s very sweet, she just likes to pretend she’s angry.
That’s her shtick.”
“Okay, whatever, then oh yeah…some other dude who couldn’t stop smoking.
Lord Almighty, I thought he was gonna cough up a lung, or something. You feel
better now?”
“Yeah. Hey listen, I have to get to the other side of town. Do you wanna take a
ride before you head off to the camping spot?”
“Sure. If you don’t mind riding on the back of my motorcycle.”
“Not a problem.”
“I have a great idea for the band,” Boodles blurted out insensitively.
“What’s that?”
“A rivalry with a fake band! We can blame the explosion on them and really
create a stir!”
Mahdakis’s head was spinning. He hated it when Boodles got an idea in her
head. “What explosion?”
“Well Jesus Christ, even I know about that; he-he-he. Seems your buddy…”
“Pock’s van! It blew up last night!”
“Yeah…that guy.”
“Shit…is he alright?”
“Well, they’re calling it suspicious.”

“Suspicious? Bullshit. That thing’s been leaking gasoline for month’s now; it
was only a matter of time.”
Crazy Davy laughed, “Oh Jesus Christ.”
“Well…shhh…Keep all that to yourself,” Boodles said frantically. “We want
people to think it’s a rival band.” Boodles opened the door letting herself out.
“I’m gonna have a story printed up about it in the paper this week….and it won’t
even cost you that much!” she informed him as she slammed the door and left.
Crazy Davy looked at him. “A real capitalist, that one, huh?”
“Yeah, a real sweetheart…You ready to bolt, Crazy Davy?”
“Let’s go, Mad Mahdakis.”

The Ninth Commandment
and his female dinner companion decided to dine at home that night and
J ason
exchange pleasantries over a home cooked meal. After dinner, they sat on the
couch, side by side, watching television. She stirred her squat little body quietly
and rested her arm on the couch. “Do you have any pot, or what?”
Jason stared a moment as he thought. “No, but I can get some. Let me make a
call or two,” he said, then excused himself from the room. When he came back,
she was sitting crossed legged on the couch barefoot. “Make yourself at home.”
“Don’t mind if I do.” She smiled seductively.
“Okay so……The guy I usually buy from, I can’t get a hold of, but I was able
to leave a message with another friend, who’s brother always has a stash
somewhere for emergencies. Hopefully he’ll get the message soon and call.”
“Dinner was good. Where’d you learn to cook?”
“Believe it or not, that was a recipe given to me by my friend, Snowy. He’s the
guy who usually has the drugs, and only lives a mile or so away.”
“Where does this other dude live? And don’t say far away because I’m
jonesin’ over here.”
“Don’t you get it on campus? I would think those colleges have their own
built-in drug clinics.”
“Yeah well, I’m not getting anything on campus,” she said, looking down
sheepishly. “If you get my drift?”

“Oh I do…and I think I can help with at least one vacant hole in your life--”
Jason’s thoughts were interrupted by the telephone ringing. “Hello?......Hey
man!......Yeah what a night, huh? Listen I need…….yeah……uh-huh…..You
had a what? A seizure. What’s that?”
Her eyes got wide and darted towards the phone. “Who had a seizure?”
Jason was waving her away, to shut-up. “Um….no one…..yeah, that’s right,
my sister…..yeah the one from Florida. I guess you spoke with Boodles
today?...She was??? Really?” His eyes looked fearfully at his female guest. “Is
she still there….she’s not coming down here is she? Did she say where she
was?.......No, no, no…it’s no big deal. Tell her to give me a call in the
morning….I miss her already….yeah that’s cool. So, I’ll see you in a bit?...Wait,
hold on….my sister’s saying something.” he held his hand over the mouth piece
and whispered at her, “What? What is it?”
“Tell him we can go to him, if you want, and pick it up.”
“Oh hey, dude, my sister was just saying that we could come pick it up if
you…..Really? Oh, perfect then….I heard terrorists blew up his van or some
shit.”
“Say what? Who is this guy we’re meeting?”
“Sshhh….Okay bro, see you in a few.”
It was a ten-minute ride from Little Italy to Jason’s in South Norford.
Mahdakis got off the back of the bike and felt deep remorse for having to send
Crazy Davy on his way. His birth-givers were on the brink of throwing him out
of the house and didn’t want to hear about any guests spending the night. As
well, he knew that his coming inside Jason’s wasn’t an option as he himself did
not know his sister and what she was all about. Mahdakis was going to walk
over to Pock’s immediately afterwards, but Crazy Davy needed some sleep for
the long ride back in the morning. He knew the way back to the tent site they
found for him, and he was happy to have it. He didn’t mind, he just wanted to
see his long lost buddy. Unfortunately, Mahdakis did not feel the same way, at
least on the outside. Mahdakis had become cold and determined. His mind was
set on making it in Philly and becoming a rock star. His mind could not handle
the balance between two different worlds, so greatly apart, so different, and he, a
different character in each one of them…even his name for God’s sake. Not to
mention a horrible, regretful past in one, and tomorrow’s hope in the other.
Secretly, he couldn’t wait for Crazy Davy to get back on that bike and disappear
off into The Mountains. ‘Here, take my memories with you too, will ya?’
Mahdakis embraced in a hug with him. On the inside, he cried. He longed for
more days with his best friend, he longed to go back in time and change
everything, he longed to be his best friend forever and see him every day, but
they were now in two different movies, playing at the same time, and each a
main character with very little time left to themselves, let alone left to dwell in

the past. Crazy Davy knew this, too. That was the only sliver of consolation that
Mahdakis had; that he too, knew the score and would never hold it against him.
Finally, they let go, and the last thing Crazy Davy said to Mahdakis as he kick
started his bike was, “Well, I learned one thing.”
“What’s that?” Mahdakis yelled over the motor.
“When you’re having a bad time, it’s ‘Lame’; and when something’s’ bad, it’s
‘A Rash’. He-he-he-he,” he laughed and drove off into the darkness.
Mahdakis didn’t know what kind of a person Jason’s sister was, so he was
prepared to be on his best behavior. “Are you alone?” said Jason through the
slight opening of the door with the chain lock still on.
“Yeah, just me. Everything alright?”
Jason closed the door and un-did the chain lock then re-opened it again.
“Yeah, everything is cool,” he said, leading Mahdakis through the kitchen and
towards the living room, where Mahdakis smelt a familiar presence. “The only
thing is, I don’t have any cash until Thursday. Is it okay if I pay you back then?”
Mahdakis looked upset. “It isn’t the cash. This is Pumpkinhead’s last bit of
stash. I need to get this replaced before tomorrow’s end.”
“Pumpkinhead?” came a voice from the bathroom.
Jason looked nervous. “Don’t worry…just my sister.”
“Who’s out there, Jason?”
“No one. Do you have any money on you?”
“Jesus Christ, can’t you pay for anything?”
“I made dinner….Sis!” said Jason reminding her of who she was, or who she
was supposed to be, or who Mahdakis was supposed to think she was.
“Fine! Here!” said Angelia Knight, coming out of the bathroom and tossing a
wad of cash on the couch. Her eyes locking on Mahdakis as soon as her foot hit
the carpeted floor in the living room. “Oh, shit.”
Jason watched the two of them lock eyes. “What’s going on? Do you guys
know each other?”
Mahdakis gave thought. Everyone cheated on everyone. He was in no position
to be angry about the fact that Jason wanted some other love besides Boodles
DiNero. But why her? ‘She was my girl. Did I not mean that much to her in the
first place? Damn. What the fuck?’ “Well we know each other now,” Mahdakis
said, calmly extending a gentle hand. “Hi, I’m Mahdakis. You must be Jason’s
long lost sister.”
Angelica played along ‘Thank You, Buddy.’ “Yes, my name’s …Elise.”
“Pleasure to have met you.....Elise. I’ll be going now though because my
drummer fell asleep and someone blew up the band’s travel van.”
“You’re in a band now?”
“What do you mean…now? Jason pleaded to know.

“Just starting out, but yes. I must get over there now and help him locate a new
vehicle in which to lug our equipment around,” Mahdakis said, finally letting go
of her hand and as Jason turned around to make a drink, he threw the cash back
to her and whispered, “for old time’s…..is it still 0103?” he was referring to her
male-birth-giver’s phone number. She nodded quickly.
“Okay dude, I’m out of here”
“Alright. Thank your brother for me.”
Mahdakis walked out onto the porch and turned around. “Thank him yourself.
Call him tomorrow and arrange a swap of money or weed, or something, okay?
He’s not gonna want to wait until Thursday.”
“Will do,” Jason agreed, and slammed the door shut.

*****

came and went that summer like a carefree, sunny day at the beach; a summer void of any
S osignificance
or constructive merit and lacking the desire, motivation and presence of mind to
accomplish anything beyond cerebral demolition and genital daredevil maneuvers, should the mood
to attain a higher calling of existence have ever struck. But luck was on the B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S.
side, as the ugly concept of discipline, career achievement, or positive self-fulfillment never did rear
its ugly head. What did pursue that summer, however, were psychedelic menageries of mind
numbingly, senseless escapades and fruitless attempts at grandeur, which prismed into continuous
sporadic sojourns deep inside the absurd.

Tripping
Into
The
Fall…

Still Loving You

S

he answered the door wearing only a robe, tied loosely at the waist and a
towel on her head.
If it weren’t for White Tom being there, Mahdakis would have made lunch out
of her right then on the spot, in the doorway, for all the neighbors to witness. “I
thought you guys were coming around five. It’s quarter to four.”
“Well you know what they say, Jez. The early bird gets the worm.”
Jezebel tapped her finger on White Tom’s nose playfully. “I’d suggest you lay
off the worms. It’ll ruin your posture someday.” There was a slightly
uncomfortable silence as she and Mahdakis made eye contact. She motioned for
them to come inside and waved her hand towards the staircase like a game show
host unveiling the prize behind the chosen door. The Stairs led up to her
bedroom. “You remember the way, don’t you?”
“I should, I’ve been up there enough times.”
“Not recently,” she said under her breath with a grimace.
“What was that,” has asked, turning around on the staircase.
“Make yourselves at home.”
It had only been five months since he stood in her bedroom, but five months in
B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. time seemed like a year or more. His presence filled her with
a warm anxiety that made her yearn to relent every ounce of stubborn pride she
possessed and love him once again on bended knee. Little did she know, as she
struggled to conceal her feelings, his thoughts were not so different. “This is
good stuff. Don’t do your usual three or more hits…..hear me?” She raised his
chin with the underside of her fingers, forcing his eyes to make contact. “One or
two…tops. Understand?”
“Yep,” he replied, as he stuffed folded bills down the top of her bra with two
fingers.
“Uh….you don’t get to touch me like that anymore.”
“Sorry,” he said with embarrassment, then taking the money back out, cupping
her bare breast with his entire hand as he did. “It won’t happen again.”
“That’s better,” she smiled licentiously.
“Hey, you two want to be alone?”
“What?” Jezebel was aghast.
“What are you talking about, dude?” Mahdakis seemed appalled at the
thought. “No, we got to get going…so, uh….maybe I’ll see you later?” he said
to Jezebel, leaving her room.
“Is that an invitation?”
“Whatever. It’s just going to be a few of us later, if you’re not doing
anything.”
“We’ll see. I have plans with Violet-Basia and my other new girlfriend. We’ll
see.”

“Well, you know where to find us.”
“The Rock? You guys are still hanging out at that place?”
“Well, for the meantime.” Mahdakis felt himself blush.
Jezebel Crowley felt a pure excitement and happiness she had not felt in a long
while. She gave Mahdakis a sincere and hopeful smile, like that of one from
years ago when they first met.
“See ya later, Jez.” White Tom gave her a kiss on the cheek as he and
Mahdakis exited the home.

Only Women Bleed
was a week before the first day of school and seniors were getting their
I tpictures
taken in the auditorium for the yearbook that would be printed later

that year. It had been over a month since Rizzo had Mahdakis’s lame dick
squished up inside her.
“Smile,” yelled an insincere voice from behind the blinding flash.
It had also been well over a month since she last bled. What’s a girl who’s
never been late, to think? A seemingly insurmountable anxiety filled her, as the
idea of an abortion was out of the question if she were to let her birth-givers
know, and she’d have to let them know because she couldn’t afford it herself.
While her birth-givers each held separate religious beliefs, they were both prolifers. Having a child was not in Mahdakis plans, he would never want to raise
it, at least not now, nor would she want to raise a child, at least not now. The
only choice was to go find one of those clinics where girls sixteen and over were
allowed to get abortions without parental consent. But where were those things?
Were they in the yellow pages? Under what listing? She didn’t know. She
couldn’t tell Boodles because of how close Boodles was with her birth-givers,
and they with Rizzo’s, not to mention the fact that Boodles came from a
Catholic family, firm opponents of abortion. She didn’t want Mahdakis to know
either, so it couldn’t be a close mutual friend because no matter how much one
swears to keep a secret, eventually it gets out. She needed not only someone
who was sympathetic to the abortion idea, but also someone who was mature
enough to understand, maybe even have gone through it themselves, and
furthermore, know how to keep a secret amongst the rest of the group, maybe
for life. She didn’t know people like that….. ‘Or do I?’ she wondered as the

high noon sun crept behind the silhouette of just that person, who was
approaching her now. ‘Oh my God, of course!’ Not only was there a person
within the group who was that deceptive, but also far from religious or
judgmental, and she came upon Rizzo like a Godsend.
“Rizzo, what’s up?”
“Well, Charlotte, I’m pregnant and I need to know how to get an abortion,”
Rizzo said, trying to shock her.
But Charlotte replied calm and indifferently as if she had merely been asked
her middle name. “Without your folks knowing, I assume.”
“R-Right.”
“Sure, I know of a place. I won’t ask whose it is, that’s your business. But,
how far along are you?”
“I’m not sure, but it’s been over a month now, almost two.”
“So you don’t know if you’re pregnant? You’re just guessing?”
“Well, I figured it to be a good guess, though.”
“Oh, I don’t know. I’ve been late a few times. It’s normal once in a while.
Don’t you have a gynecologist you could make an appointment with? Ask him.”
“Yeah, but he’s close to the family, and my female-birth-giver always makes
these appointments.”
“Okay, well, you’re a big girl now, so from here on out, you’ll have to start
making your own appointments.”
Rizzo blushed. “Yeah, I know I just…..never thought it would be this soon
since…well, I’ve never been this active before.”
Charlotte remembered how Mahdakis complained that they never had sex, so
she surmised that either, Rizzo was seeing someone else on the side ‘Good for
you!’ Or she was lying about something…. “Oh, I see. Well, do you wanna take
a ride and see if mine has any availability for today. He’s cute!””
“We can just walk in?”
“Maybe. He owes me a favor or two, so I don’t think a simple pregnancy test
will put him out too much. Do you have some cash for the visit?”
“Um…well, no. I didn’t plan on doing this just now.”
“I’m sorry. Do you want to wait?”
‘Wait?’ Rizzo thought. ‘Hell no.’ “No! I don’t. Can we stop at a bank on the
way?”
“On the way back. I’ll take care of it when we’re there. You can owe me
whatever it comes to, later.”
“Okay, let’s go if you’re up for it.”
“God, yes, anything for a friend,”
As they walked to Charlotte’s car, Rizzo was torn with contradicting thoughts.
‘Why was she being so nice? Feeling guilty, bitch?’ Even so, there was a
calmness about her that made other people feel at ease. Rizzo was starting to
understand what Mahdakis may see in her. But she was still a no-good

whore….. ‘a no-good whore who was going out of her way to help me with a
problem that my own best friend would not help with….probably. A no-good
whore who would most likely never tell anyone…a no-good whore whose
gynecologist owed her a favor?? Wow, perhaps she wasn’t so much a no-good
whore, as she was a good whore.’ Rizzo suddenly felt minuscule next to the
ever so worldly Charlotte, she felt even worse when she thought about how she
was giving great things to Mahdakis that she could only dream of, fucking the
be-Jesus out of him and who knows what else they did. She wanted to know so
badly, what they did together….No she didn’t….Now, Rizzo was forced to sit
next to, and rely on...this …very nice …whore…sitting in the driver’s seat, who
was doing all the work she didn’t know how to do.
“Don’t be nervous,” Charlotte said, pulling onto the highway. “It may be
nothing and if it is, we’ll deal with it then.”
“Easy for you to say, you don’t have to worry about the money for one of
these abortion things. Have you ever had one?”
“No. I don’t think I ever would either, but if someone wants one, I don’t have
a problem with that. I guess I’ve just been lucky.”
“Yeah well, Mahdakis has an aversion to rubbers.”
Charlotte Cummings nodded in agreement. “So, you’re not on the pill, I
guess.”
“N-no. Is it expensive?”
“Not at all. We’ll talk to the doctor about it when we get there.”
They made their way to a nearby Planned Parenthood. ‘There’s some irony to
that name’, Rizzo thought to herself as they made their way to the double-glass
doors and past a handful of male protestors. They went down the hall and into
the doctor’s office upon where, Charlotte immediately went up to the
receptionist and started whispering in a stern tone. After a minute of that,
Charlotte turned around and sat next to Rizzo. “They’ll see you in twenty
minutes.”
“Wow. That was easy, Charlotte…Thank-you, thank you very much.”
“No, thank you.”
‘For letting you fuck my boyfriend?’
“This means a lot to me. As you may have figured out, I’m not quite as
popular as you and the rest of the gang….”
‘Oh, I don’t know…there’s at least one person in our gang who likes you a
lot.’
“…….so it’s kind of special that you’ve entrusted so much with me. I mean it.
You do want this to stay between the two of us, right?”
“Uh, yeah….Most definitely. That was my next request, as if I haven’t asked
enough of you.”
“No problem,” Charlotte said, patting her on the knee and smiling.

Rizzo was beet red and livid when she came into the waiting room, out of the
doctor’s office. She went to the receptionists’ window and Charlotte met her
there. “Hey, I’ve taken care of the co-pay.”
“Great!” Rizzo snapped. “Let’s get the hell out of here then.”
There was deathly silence on the walk out to the car. When they got in,
Charlotte started the engine, put her seatbelt on, and said, “So when will they
know something?”
“Just drive……..Please!” They drove half the way back when Rizzo decided
she wanted to get out and walk the rest of the way. “Just get off the next exit and
drop me off. I can walk the rest of the way.”
“No can do.”
“What the hell does that mean? I can do whatever the fuck I want. Now, let me
out of here, Charlotte!” Charlotte Cummings cut across three lanes of I-95
traffic, doing seventy-five miles an hour and slammed the brakes as the car slid
into the breakdown lane, with the passenger door too close to the guardrail for
Rizzo to open, should she have tried. “Holy shit! You’re a nutty fuckin’ driver!”
“I’ve been known to do some crazy things on the highway. But one thing I
won’t do is let a distraught person out on the side of the road without knowing
what the deal is, and even then it’s a judgment call. Now either tell me what
happened in there, or I’m driving you to your doorstep.”
Rizzo started crying. She was so humiliated, and to be in this condition in front
of her nemesis, this had to be the worst day of her life. She started shaking and
sobbing with her head in her hands, trying to hide the tears. “That fuckin’
asshole! He didn’t do anything!”
“Doctor Shapiro?”
“No……Mahdakis…..He didn’t fuck me!” Her tears rolled like rivers now as
she continued, “I’m still a virgin! Oh my God, I didn’t want to tell you that. I
didn’t want to tell anyone! You must think I’m an ass. Oh I feel so stupid!”
“That night we saw you in the van; that was the first time?”
“Yes.”
“Was….was there any blood, or anything…….something?”
“No…I thought there should be, but I have no idea how this works, I really
don’t. I was counting on Mahdakis to let me know if something was wrong or
not, but he just kept pumping away. His dick wasn’t even hard. I think he may
have a problem.”
‘Not that I know of.’ Charlotte thought, as she held the sex-fraud victim in her
arms and let her pour the humiliation out of her eye sockets.
Rizzo finally sat up and Charlotte relinquished her hug and sat quietly as
Rizzo collected herself. Rizzo gained her composure, looked to Charlotte and
smiled. Charlotte smiled back assuredly. “Ya know, Charlotte,” Rizzo said,

thinking about her words very carefully. “I know…..you and Mahdakis are
close--”
“Well we hang out sometimes--”
Rizzo pounded her fist on the dashboard and caught Charlotte square in the
eye. “Don’t…..insult me. Or so help me God, I’ll let Alexander and all the rest
of your nice tidy little family in on it. Just shut-up and listen….Are you
listening?”
“Yes.”
“Oh….No more denials?”
“No.”
“You really came through for me today, Charlotte. It may be really ‘neat’ for
you, but for me, you were a Godsend this afternoon. I will never forget this. I’d
say I owe you one, but I don’t, do I?” Charlotte sat tight-lipped, still listening.
“Mahdakis and I were really great friends for a year or two, before we started
dating, and somewhere after that time, it all just fell apart. Maybe I just don’t
measure up to the almighty Jezebel Crowley.
“Oh she’s such a skank.”
“But, the reason I bring your…….relationship up, is because I know you guys
must talk. That being said, I do not want Mahdakis to know about this. I don’t
want him to know any of it. It’s for the good of us both, I think. I don’t know
how much longer we’re going to continue this relationship, but if it ends, we
won’t. He and I will be friends forever. That’s just something I feel in my heart.
That’s one thing you, or anyone else, cannot take away from me. So, if you
know what’s good for you, and unless you want your secret little love affair
yelled about from the rooftops, you’ll keep this to yourself.”
“And…um...”
“I’ll keep hush about you fucking my boyfriend….and God knows who else.”
To that, Charlotte rolled her eyes to the side. “So….where does this put you
and I? Are we…good now?”
“I don’t know. How much longer are you going to keep fucking my
boyfriend?”
“I don’t know…How much longer will he be your boyfriend?”
Rizzo wanted to laugh and smack her all at the same time. “I will tell you this,
since we’ve come this far; I really don’t care about him in a romantic way
anymore, but I think for some weird reason, he still feels for me that way. So
nothing he…or you….do, is going to hurt me, I’m moving on, at least in my
heart. Maybe he’ll see the light eventually. But you can’t tell him any of this.”
“Too bad. Because I really want to give him a good pounding. How could he
be so insensitive to you, screwing you for your first time in the back of a van
with other people when you’re both wasted and then not stopping once he got an
audience….it was your first time! My God, I know it isn’t going to be special,

but Jesus H Christ, how about treating you with a little respect and dignity. I
can’t believe him. You don’t deserve to be made a fool of.”
“Charlotte, do you hear yourself?” Rizzo couldn’t help but start laughing. One
thing she dug more than anything was the ironies and hypocrisies and the
absurdity of the world. Rizzo shook her head. She knew it was wrong, but had to
ask, “So is he any good? Am I missing something?”
Charlotte suddenly got uncomfortable and posed herself ready to drive on.
“Yes…and no.”
“Yes and no? That doesn’t make sense. If he’s good, then I’m missing
something.”
“Ask me about Alexander.”
“Okay….good, right?”
“He’s okay, but nothing to write about.”
“And Mahdakis is?”
“The reason I started dating Alexander in the first place was because a mutual
friend of ours had dated him first and raved about their sex. I think she still tries
to get him in bed on occasion…or does…...cunt.”
“You’re not one to--”
“I know. I know,” Charlotte held up her hand to stop.
“So, what’s good for one person isn’t necessarily the same thing at all for
another; is what you’re saying.”
“That’s been my experience.”
“Well as you’ve just learned, I have none of my own to base it on, so whatever
you tell me is helpful.”
“I’m sorry. But it’s nothing to be ashamed of or embarrassed about. I mean, I
comprehend the gravity of our situation right now and can appreciate how you
must feel. You trusted me, even when you knew I had already betrayed you.”
“I’m not dating you. I’m dating him. He owes me the explanation but….like I
said. I will tell him of all of this when I am good and ready. And I don’t mean
tomorrow, I mean years down the road, when you and him are just a memory of
each other, and he and I are at the bar with our significant others’,” Rizzo
giggled a naughty laugh, “or not….and I will tell him then.”
“I didn’t take him to be such a shitty person; to treat a virgin like that is sinful.
Seriously! I really want to give him a piece of my mind!” Charlotte started the
car. They drove off in silence for a minute and then Charlotte continued, “I want
to smack him silly for treating you in such a manner, or should I say, for not
treating you in a manner. Ugh!”
“Go easy on him. There is a chance that he may not have known I was a
virgin.”
“Huh? How would he not know that, Rizzo? Didn’t you ever tell him?”
“It might have slipped my mind.”
“Oh my God, Rizzo. You really should let a guy know these things.”

“Yeah….I see that now. But hey, live and learn right?
“Right.”
“You know if you wanna hurt him, just smack his ass silly the next time
you’re together,” Rizzo giggled through her teeth, sorry she had said that.
“Oh, I would if I didn’t know that he’d enjoy it so much!” Charlotte came to
her senses and stopped talking. She could see Rizzo looking down, trying to
piece this all together. This couldn’t be easy for her, but there she was taking it
all like a trooper. “You’re a strong woman, Rizzo.”
“Right. And if we don’t end this conversation you’re going to find out just
how.”
“Gotcha.”
“Hey look! Pablo’s home! Drop me off here.”
“Sure. Say hi for me,” Charlotte said, watching Rizzo get out of the car. “I
didn’t know you two were even close at all.”
Rizzo closed the door and leaned in the BMW window. “And that’s the way
we’d like it to stay….you understand, I’m sure.”

*Frank Slate*
Summer’s Almost Gone

“H

ow’s your summer been, Cannoli? I haven’t seen you around much the
past month or so.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“I’ve been with Jack, my boyfriend from Nevada. He used to live here and, get
this Mahdakis,” she said, turning around to get his attention as well. “He’s
coming back here to live!”
“Oh yeah?”
“Now that school’s over for him, his parents are gonna let him find a place out
here. As soon as he does, he’s coming out! Isn’t that great?”
“Splendid,” Mahdakis said coolly.
“Ah, so you guys haven’t been around ’cause you’ve been BANGIN, huh?” Bobble-bobble-bobble.

“No, idiot. We haven’t been just …..bangin’. I bought a car over the summer
and it needed a transmission. Jack came out to help my male-birth-giver put one
in. But yeah….we did our share of…..BANGIN’.” Cannoli laughed.
“So, what are your plans for senior year? Got anything lined up?”
“I’m taking all kinds of prep courses for college. It’s going to be a nightmare
combined with working. Do you know my birth-givers are making me work and
study every night?”
“Doesn’t sound fun to me, but then again, nothing in that God forsaken school
does. Where you workin’?”
“Night shift at Barely Bagels. School’s fun, by the way. I like it.”
“What a dumb shit,” Mahdakis barked over at her.
“Oh shut up, you’re just jealous because my birth-givers are supportive, and
yours don’t even want you in the same house as them.”
“Ah-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!! She’s right bro, you’re and angry bastard. Ah-ah-ha-ha!
What are you going to do this year in school, Mahdakis?”
“Shit, does that start this week?”
“Hey, these trips are starting to work already,” Cannoli noted. “Where’d you
get ‘em?”
“Don’t ask.”
“Ah-ha! I know where,” said Tony Ravioli.
“Oh no……not……… the witch? You didn’t have to see ……her….did you?”
“Yeah, I did. Hey Frank, you alright over there,” Mahdakis said, turning
around, looking at Frank Slate keeled over in a fetal position on top of The Rock.
“Yeah. Just leave me alone for a while. I don’t feel well or something’”
“Throw up.”
“Say what?”
“Do you feel queasy in the stomach, is that the problem?” Mahdakis asked.
“Yeah, that’s it.”
“It happens to me all the time before a trip. So I force myself to throw up and
get it out of the way. After you do, you’ll feel great.”
“That’s not normal, Mahdakis. How is that stomach of yours anyway?”
Cannoli asked in a concerned tone.
Mahdakis ignored her and started walking towards Frank, who ordered, “Just
stay there man! I don’t need any help.”
“You sure?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “It looks like you’re about to slide off The
Rock and into the river.”
“I’m not. Just go about your business and your fancy talkin’.”
“Fancy talkin’? What’s that all about?”
“I don’t know,” Cannoli said haplessly, “leave him be awhile. We’re not going
anywhere.”
“Ain’t that the truth.”
“I meant just for the moment Tony, I didn’t mean….”

“FRANK’S FALLING INTO THE WATER! MAHDAKIS, GRAB HIM!”
And indeed Frank had been throwing up while lying stomach side down on
The Rock. The Rock of course, sat on a hill that over looked the river, about
twenty to thirty feet below. While Brandywine River is far from deep in that
section, it had many rocks and various different ways for a person to get hurt;
especially a person who was starting to trip and vomit at the same time. Frank
lost his footing, slid several feet, and started to freefall to the river when he
quickly grabbed hold of a branch poking out from a bush beneath the The Rock.
As Mahdakis made his way over, Frank’s two-hundred-pound body swayed in
mid-air, over the river, held by nothing more than a branch of a one-inch
circumference. The fall wouldn’t hurt a person all that much but if the branch
snapped, Frank could smack his head on a rock or the hard sand down
below…………and sure enough…….that is precisely what happened before
Mahdakis could get there. “Oh my God!” Cannoli screamed. “Get down there!
See if he’s alright! Holy Shit!”
“Ah-ha-ha-ha!” Tony laughed sinisterly.
Mahdakis didn’t bother with the cut out trail that lead to the bottom, instead he
jumped to the river below. Frank was next to the river, laughing his fool head
off. “Huh-huh-huh, oh man, what a trip. Did you see that? Huh-huh-huh-huh.
Mahdakis, what a trip. Huh-huh-huh.”
Mahdakis grabbed Frank and held him for a moment. “You okay, Frank?
Seriously now.”
“Yeah man, you don’t need to hold me like a baby or something.”
“Jesus Christ, asshole! You could’ve smacked your head open and died!”
Cannoli Spitzer yelled from up above.
“Well I didn’t now, did I? So shut your fat trap. Huh-huh-huh-huh.”
“Fuck you. I wish you did die, asshole”
“Nice,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “Nice bunch of people I’m surrounded by.”
“You’re the guy up there laughing when I fell.”
As Mahdakis and Frank made their way up, Tony Ravioli stood up from his
perch and suggested that they all start walking. “Where to?” asked Cannoli.
“I don’t know. Anywhere. Somewhere where Frank can’t hurt himself.”
“Okay,” said Cannoli, leading the way up the dirt footpath, “let’s head towards
the museum.”
They made it out of the woods and to the paved road; they saw Violet-Basia
Sinclair and Jezebel with a new stranger, hanging out by the phone booth in
front of Grandma’s Liquor store, across the street. The group of free-loving
hippies turned and looked expectantly at Mahdakis and the gang. Cannoli
whispered, “What the fuck are they doing here?”
“It’s a free country, I guess,” Mahdakis said. “Should we say hi? I’m really not
in the mood to see her though.” He wasn’t lying. While he may have wanted to

see her earlier, the acid had set in now, and her being was beginning to conjure
up bad memories and feelings for him.
“Yeah, well this acid wasn’t free. So unless she wants to give us our money
back, I don’t want to hang out with her,” Frank insisted.
“No offense man, but I just can’t deal with her and her weird shit right now.
Christ man, it’s the last night of summer vacation. I don’t want to spend it
listening to some gypsy babble on about the ills of the world.”
“Yeah man, I know. I know. I’m sorry.”
“Sorry for what?” Cannoli inquired, as they got closer to the main road. “How
did she know we’d be here?” Cannoli then slapped the side of his head.
“It’s The Rock, everybody comes here…….at least once a night.”
“Well, I’ll tell you what. Frank, Tony, and I are heading down that way,
towards the museum. If you want to come, you come alone. Otherwise, stay here
and play with your twisted little girlfriend and her lesbian-looking pirates!”
“What about Rizzo, dude?” Tony reminded him.
“Who?” Mahdakis said, staring across the street at Jezebel and Violet-Basia,
who were now waving.
“Oh God, we’re out of here.”
“Wait for us!” Frank yelled to her, but a moment too late. Violet had started
her way across Delaware Ave, and Mahdakis, out of respect and kindness, was
making his way across towards Jezebel. Violet-Basia and Mahdakis slapped
hands in the middle of the road as they crossed each other towards opposite
street sides.
“What’s up?”
“Not much. This is my new friend, Sally.”
“Hey, Sally. How are you,” Mahdakis said, attempting to shake her hand
politely but was met with resistance and a very cold stare. Sally was a ginger; a
full figured red head with freckles and a wide white Irish face with shit brown
eyes. There was nothing attractive about her, but nothing all that terrible either.
The shape of her ass said it all, somewhat flat and just there. But nothing was
flat about her chest. She too, was an obsessive fan of the psychedelic band, The
Thankfully Deceased, and wore extreme hippie garments to prove it. “Okay,” he
said dropping her hand and stepping back. “Enough of that. So uh, what brings
you here, Jez?” he asked defensively.
She blew a puff of smoke in his face and stared for a moment. “Oh, I don’t
know….someone invited me?”
“Mmm. I thought it would be cool, but I don’t think they’re all into the idea
of...”
“Yeah, yeah, yeah, honey. Whatever. Go play with your little delinquent
friends.”
“What do you see in this guy? He’s an asshole,” said the red head.

Mahdakis glanced at Sally for a moment then turned to Jezebel. “Jez, I’ sorry
about this. I ….”
“Fuck off, come see me when you’ve out grown your petty peer pressures and
know how to make decisions for yourself” Then she spit in his face, to which he
retaliated by grabbing her under the chin and lifting. her two feet off the ground
with his bare hand. “That hurts! That hurts!”
“Let go of her, you fuckin’ animal. Let go!”
“Just shut the fuck up Sally! Jez, I’m not the one who walks around alienating
people by pointing out their idiosyncrasies, and dressing like a fuckin’
vagabond. You live in Old Norford, for Christ’s sake! Give it a rest. Just be
yourself and stop with this incessant role playing to get attention.”
“Is that what you think this is? Role playing? Maybe it is, but you know what?
I’m my own director, writer, producer, unlike your wayward little friends over
there who always will be slaves to the system. Or don’t you even remember
what you once used to write about, and stand for?”
“Still do.”
“Are you sure you didn’t grow out of it? Hey, I got it, maybe you are part of
the system, and you are the one who’s roll playing, not me……Well, dearie?”
“I just can’t deal with seeing you right now.”
“I thought you said he was good with words…and witty? He talks like an
idiot, if you ask me. A can opener has more to offer than him.”
“What the fuck is your problem, woman? Who the fuck are you, and why are
you on my ass?”
“Because I was there with her in the metal institution when you sent her that
letter breaking up with her. Nice, real fuckin’ sweet you are.”
“Sounds like you should still be in there!” Mahdakis looked at Jezebel. “Did
you not tell her that we were breaking up anyway, and that you never told me
you were putting yourself away; just left, like a thief in the night. Did you ever
tell her how many times you cheated on me with multiple people? Did you share
that with your flame-headed little friend here?”
“You know, if I wanted this kind of attention, I’d have stuck with my
boyfriend.”
“You dumped him?”
“Yeah, but he doesn’t know it yet. I’m leaving him out to dry for a while.”
“Nice.”
“At least I don’t make promises I don’t keep,” Jezebel said, started to cry real
tears, “and give false hope to people by telling them I want to hang out with
them, when I really don’t…People who really need you in a time of
desperation.”
“See what you’ve done, asshole.”
“What the…”

“I want some friend’s, God damn it, and you and Violet might be all I have
from my little past!” The tears were really pouring out. She meant this shit.
Sally put her arm around Jezebel. “C’mon, let’s get out of here. VIOLET!
Let’s go!”
“What about Yogi….and Copper?”
“Cop is just a fuckin’ joke; you know that….Yogi, I see once in a while when
he wants some weed…or a blowjob.”
“But that’s okay when he does it. Yet, when I visit just for some drugs, I’m
using you.”
“At least you have the character to admit you’re a user.”
“No Sally, not like Yogi. Yogi’s going to continue to buy drugs off me. You
are not allowed to from now on. Go somewhere else…and no, not like you
because he is just a friend and…and you are supposed…..”
“Hey! You comin’ or what?” Tony Ravioli was yelling as Violet was making
it back across the street after having conversed with Cannoli for a few minutes.
“I’m comin’!” Mahdakis turned and looked at Jezebel with disdain in his eyes,
then over to Sally somewhat playfully. “Whatever.”
He then made his way across the street. As he did, Jezebel yelled, “Hey, say hi
to Rizzo! Violet tells me she sees her at Pablo’s a lot!”
“Maybe your dick is too small for her,” Sally yelled, as she watched him cross
the street. ‘Nice ass, though… very nice ass.’
*****
It was a beautiful, clear late August sky, just past nightfall as the group of four
made its way towards the museum, making sure to stay only on side streets and
off Delaware and Pennsylvania Aves. They didn’t want to attract the attention of
the cops with their giggling and other LSD antics.
Cannoli walked in silence with pursed lips, still livid at Mahdakis. Finally, she
looked up to him. “What the fuck were you thinking? Are you still into her?”
“Thank you, Cannoli. What is up with that, man? -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Because, if you are still hot for that psychotic creepazoid, I’m out of here. Do
what you want, but don’t expect to me to hang out with you if you’re going to
invite her around. Got it?”
-Bobble-bobble-bobble “Well, that’s a bit drastic, bro. I value our friendship
and wouldn’t put you in a position quite like that” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “but a
little forewarning would be good because I really have to put myself in a
different mindset when she’s around, if you get my drift.”
“OH! So know I’m a bad friend for speaking what’s really on my mind, Tony?
And not sugarcoating it? I speak for all of us and you know it.”
“No you mother-fuckin’ don’t, Cannoli! And don’t even try to get inside my
mother-fuckin’ head, because if that’s how you treat, or think other people treat

their friends, then you really have something wrong with you! Mahdakis is my
best friend, and who he wants to screw around with is his business, and I have to
respect that, or not be friends at all, which is what you’re saying.”
“He’s right you know,” said Frank. “You’re a terrible friend.”
“Shut up, Frank!”
“See what I mean?”
“Don’t turn this around on me, Tony. I’m not the….”
“Why? Why the fuck not? That’s the most selfish and fucked up thing I’ve
ever heard one friend say to another. If that’s normal for down here, you people
are really screwed up in the head.”
“Fuck you! Those are your words, Tony! You said the same exact thing to me,
the other day, when you and I were alone!”
“Yes! But I said it behind his back like a decent person should!”
“You know Cannoli, none of us are shunning you because you’re short and
fat.”
“Dudes, that’s not nice,” Mahdakis finally cut in.
“Shut up idiot we’re on your side.”
Cannoli was shocked. “I can’t help that! HE can help who he’s in love with!”
“Since when?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “A real romantic you must be, huh?
How do you choose your boyfriends? Duck-duck-goose?”
“The metric system, actually.”
“Don’t worry about it, people. It won’t happen again. I’m not going to see her
again at all.”
“Hey, I have boyfriend that I’ve had for years, and I love him with all my
heart. So don’t give me that shit, Tony! The difference between Jack and
Jezebel, is that he’s normal and people like to be around him.”
“He’s normal?” said Frank, being the only one present who knew him. “He
stutters like a fuckin’ machine gun. Huh-huh. Is that normal? You think that
doesn’t make some of us feel uncomfortable at times? Especially when we all
know what it is he’s trying to say, and have to just stand there, politely, and
smile.”
“Another thing that cannot be helped!”
“And Jez can help who she is?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble. “Since when can we
help what society has made us?”
“That’s a cop out! People can better themselves.”
“If there’s indeed something wrong with them in the first place,” said
Mahdakis. “Or they think there is. If they don’t think there is, or maybe there
isn’t to begin with, then there is no need to fix it, is there? Quite frankly, while
her way of dealing with people who don’t agree with her ideals, needs a bit of
polishing, her ideals and thoughts themselves are most often light years beyond
all of yours. I don’t believe in all of them myself, but they are nonetheless good

ideas and beliefs. She is very spiritual and does believe in stuff, unlike some of
us, myself included, who don’t believe in anything.”
“Like what does she believe in?” Cannoli challenged.
“I’m not a liberty to discuss that, my dear friend. Anything that she has asked
to stay between us, does. The same would hold true for you or anyone here. If
you are really that interested in her, call her yourself and go hang out with her.”
“No thanks.”
“What’s wrong with Jezebel, anyway,” said Frank. “I think she’s cool.”
“You would.”
“What’s that supposed to mean, Cannoli?”
“It means you would.”
“It means that you’re too afraid to say what you mean to my face, or don’t
know what the fuck you’re talking about in the first place. That’s what it means,
Cannoli.”
“Let’s just drop it, Frank, okay?”
“Let’s just talk about him later, behind his back…..”
“…..Like decent people do!” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Why? Why drop it all of a sudden? Why didn’t we just drop it before we
picked it up? Why are you guys busting his balls because he loves someone
who’s insane?”
“I don’t love her anymore, dude, and she’s not really insane.”
“Sure she is, just look at her. Heck, I think that’s what I like about her.
Although, she does scare me at times. And whaddoya mean you don’t love her
anymore? The fuck you don’t! What’s your problem, Mahdakis? You too afraid
to admit it? I saw how you ran over to her.”
“I didn’t want to get hit by a car. Besides, you didn’t hear what was being said,
or you wouldn’t be taking that stance right now.”
“WHY THE FUCK ARE YOU GUYS CARRYING ON LIKE THIS?!” Tony
screamed. “You’re ruining my fuckin’ trip you assholes!”
“What the hell got into him?” said Cannoli.
“Really man, we’re just talkin’ amongst friends.”
“I’m trying to enjoy myself, Frank!”
“How the hell can you people enjoy yourselves on this shit, anyway? Acid
sucks, man. I’m not having a good time, I don’t think.”
“What’s the matter, dude?”
“I don’t know; I feel like killing someone.”
Mahdakis, reciting poetry that he and Tony liked, said, “We can plan a
murder…”
“…or start a religion,”1 Tony finished the line.
Frank, not knowing what they were doing, shook his head. “You guys are
fucked up; you know that?”

“I’ll tell you what’s fucked up,” Tony said, pointing to a building, set back off
the side of the road. “That, right there!”
“Oh yeah,” said Cannoli, who was still leading the gang. “What is that, a half a
building?”
“This is the marina, you know where the boats park and shit. I helped build
that building.”
“Well then that explains it,” said Cannoli.
“No, seriously. Last year when I was working for Duran Construction.
“What the fuck is it, art deco, or something?”
“No Mahdakis, it’s a boathouse. Whose Art?”
“It’s half a boat house.”
“Huh?”
“One side of a roof, one side of a house, it looks like someone cut a building
right in half. How weird.”
“Yeah,” Cannoli pondered. “What did you do with the other half?”
“That’s the whole thing.”
“Did you guys run out of money, or did you just forget there was another side
of the building yet to build?”
“And you want to be an architect?”
“Did you also design that building, too?”
“Hey, why don’t you guys just shut the fuck up before I smack the shit out of
all of ya. Don’t get me started; I’m not in a good mood.”
“Maybe you shouldn’t be tripping then.”
“I know that, Cannoli. But I didn’t know I was in a bad mood before I got in a
bad mood. In fact I was fine until I met you people.”
“We tend to have that effect on others.”
“And if we don’t, we try hard to make them upset and uncomfortable.”
“Because that’s what we do, Frank…Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-!”
Frank picked Tony up by the scruff of his jacket and threw him half way into
the private drive. Tony got a hold of his balance and ran back to the sidewalk.
“What the fuck’s your problem, man? Seriously. What the fuck is wrong with
you?”
“I’m having a tough time coping with this.”
“I’ll say,” chimed Cannoli. “Maybe you should be home drawing lopsided
buildings,”
“You too, just shut the fuck up, will ya, you little munchkin of a human being.
Shit, you don’t even look real. You look like one of those Smurfs or some shit.”
Mahdakis hadn’t said a word the whole time. He was busy memorizing a
poem, written by Jim Morrison when suddenly he just burst out with it, “The
snake was pale gold, glazed and shrunken, we were afraid to touch it, the sheets
were hot dead prisons, and she was beside me, oh so young, her dark red
hair…the white soft skin.”

Mahdakis had planned to end it there but Tony also being a fan of Jim’s,
recited the rest, much to Frank’s horror. “Now RUN TO THE MIRROR IN THE
BATHROOM!…LOOK! She’s coming in here. I can’t live through each slow
century of her moving.”
Mahdakis continued, “I let my cheeks slide down….the cool smooth tiles, feel
the good cold stinging blood, the smooth……hissing…….snakes…or rain!”
“Hey, what the fuck are you guys…..”
“Don’t stop to speak or look around your gloves and fan are on the ground,
we’re getting out of town. We’re going on the run, and you’re the one. I want to
come!”2
Frank exploded into a ball of violence as he grabbed Mahdakis, on his right,
and Tony, on his left, and shouted, “No one’s gonna do any coming while I’m
around!” Frank slammed their heads together, comedic style.
“Aahh! What the fuck, man,” Mahdakis cried out.
Tony got up in Frank’s face the best he could; not easy being a foot and a half
shorter. “YOU are a fuckin’ nut job, and belong in an institution. What the fuck
was that about?”
“You guys! And your secret little code. Just say what you mean. What the fuck
are you trying to tell me, I’m stupid or something? Huh? You think I’m
retarded? What if I am? Fuck you, fuck all of you...and your secret language
there. That’s some spooky shit you’re babbling about. What does it mean…tell
me! Tell me now!”
“It’s a song Frank, by Jim Morrison,” Cannoli said calmly.
Frank thought for a moment, smiled and then started to laugh. “Oh yeah?
Which one? I like Jim Morrison. I don’t know that one. Huh-huh-huh-huh. Hey
you guys alright?”
No one responded but simply walked on disgruntled, brushing the dirt off their
clothes.
Frank smiled to himself and said aloud, “Hey! You guys know ‘Light my
Fire’?”
Of course, no one acknowledged him. Frank was having a bad trip of sorts and
bumming everyone out. Being somewhat of a novice, it wasn’t entirely his fault.
He didn’t know the cardinal rule about LSD and how it differed from the natural
hallucinogens such as Peyote Cactus and mushrooms in that, while the two
aforementioned drugs put you in a happy, free-willed state of mind, LSD
enhances your current, or recent emotions, therefore a much better idea to take
the drug in a good mood rather than a bad, or confused one. This knowledge still
did not soften the blow of a bad head-trip in any way, for the other three. In
short, if Frank had been hit by a car, they would be all right with it. Cannoli
decided to try and bring him back into more familiar territory. “Hey Frank,
remember when that entire area was all woods?”
“Where the boathouse and marina were? Yeah. Yeah, I sure do.”

“We used to play in there when we were kids, and shit.”
“But then the Gods of Progress came knockin’ and leveled all the fuckin’
trees, huh?”
“Well, Mr. Mahdakis, that’s life. That’s how it goes if you want all the cool
stuff you have now. There’s plenty of trees in the world. This isn’t going to hurt
anything.”
“WHAT?? What the fuck kind of statement is that?” Tony yelled at her.
Cannoli defended herself, “Listen mister, tomorrow when you wake up, take a
count of all the cool things you have, your home included, and then tell me
where you think the origins of their makeup came from. Guaranteed most of
them are made from trees or some other disgusting part of Mother Nature.
Aren’t your guitars made of wood, Mahdakis?”
“That may be, but we only have these things because our forefathers and
theirs, thought as you, and over time the generations got complacent to the idea
of destroying land in the name of….you call it progress? You call it progress
when the vegetation and landscape of our Earth is deteriorating, and the fat-cats
are pissing in the water supply? You call it progress so some Delaware snobs
can have a nice little place to drink their coffee and store their items after
coming in of the Ocean from a long ride on their one-hundred-foot yacht? That’s
your idea of progress? Not to mention the oil and other boat pollutants that were
dumped into the ocean from that same one yacht.”
“So people shouldn’t be allowed to ride on the ocean…or even own boats?”
“No. Regular boats are fine. They shouldn’t be allowed to own such
monstrosities. They’re unnecessary, especially when you only have six people
on the fuckin’ thing. At that point, you simply are showing off your wealth to
fellow boaters at the expense of the ocean and our environment.”
“Oh shut-up, will you? If you earn it, why can’t you have it?”
“I have to agree with her on that, Mahdakis. You really can’t start dictating
what people can and cannot do.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Or we’d have a dictatorship.”
“As long as the dictator is me, I don’t mind.” Mahdakis said facetiously. “It’s
just a shame we have to destroy these trees to feed our scientific curiosity and
vanity.”
“The trees don’t mind. That’s how it goes.”
“What do you mean the trees don’t mind? Have you spoken to them?”
“Maybe your brother has.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“I’m saying that the trees are too stupid to know that they stand in the way of
progress. They need us to think for them. So in a sense, the trees rely on us to
chop them down. The last thing I’d want is to stand around looking stupid and in
the way, and not know it.”
“Yeah, well guess what.”

“We all need someone to tell us when we are being useless, and it’s even
better if someone does something about it for us.”
-Bobble-bobble-bobble “Like living in a dictatorship.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“You ever notice the smell of your hair, when you’re tripping?”
“Yeah, it’s like iron or something.”
“What’s that all about?”
“I don’t know but imagine what it’s doing to the inside of our heads.”
“Well, here we are; the museum. Now what?”
“This is a museum,” Tony said skeptically. “It looks like a big house.”
“Maybe,” said Cannoli, “but at least it has two sides to it.”
“Anyone wanna go hang out in the playground across the street?” suggested
Mahdakis.
“Oh yeah! That would be cool,” said Cannoli.
-Bobble-bobble-bobble “There’s a playground here?”
“Playground? How fuckin’ old are we anyway?” said Frank.
“Yeah, right across the street. Let’s go.”
They made their way to the playground and Cannoli immediately went to the
curved slide, which eventually dumped her hefty ass off into a pile of sand.
Tony and Mahdakis went to the merry-go-round and laid on their backs as Frank
gave it a humongous spin or two for them, then went off and sat alone,
mumbling to himself. Cannoli ultimately joined the two of them, and they all lay
on their backs staring at the stars revolving around and around and around and
around and around. Meanwhile, as Frank Slate sat on a rock nearby,
contemplating his existence, a voice came out of the woods, “Yo…..Frank. Is
that…….you?”
“Yogi?”
“Hey man…what……is up?”
“Nothing man.” Frank got up to greet Yogi as he came into light. “What are
you doing here?”
“Just…..walkin’-these-dogs for a friend. I’m…..taking-care-of …the
house…..while they’re away. Who’s over there?” Yogi asked as he knelt down
releasing the poodles of their collars.
“Uh….Mahdakis, Tony and Cannoli. Dude, I don’t think you should be doing
that. Isn’t that dangerous?”
“Say what? No. I always come here at night and……let-the-dogs run free.
They need their exercise,” Yogi said, letting them go.
“Uh….I don’t know man, I don’t like the looks of them. They look mean.
Hold them, Yogi! Hold them! They’re gonna bite us!”
“Whose gonna bite us?” yelled Tony from the merry-go-round. “What the
fuck, man? What are those things running around?!”
Cannoli got up, her eyes as wide as could be. “Holy shit, are those wild pit
bulls?”

The tiny little dogs started yapping and nipping at Frank’s heels. “RUN! RUN
EVERYONE RUN!” Frank yelled to them all. “GET OUT OF HERE AS FAST
AS YOU CAN!!”
“Wait. Where are you all going?” Yogi stood dumbfounded as the four of
them ran like cheetahs out of the park, to the main road.
“THEY’RE RIGHT BEHIND US!!!!” Mahdakis yelled to the three of them in
front of him.
“DID YOU SEE THE FUCKIN’ TEETH ON THEM?”
“OH MY GOD!” Cannoli was almost in tears.
“HEAD TOWARDS THE SCHOOL AND JUMP THE WIRE FENCE BY
THE RAVINE!” Mahdakis shouted.
The four of them ran as fast as they could six blocks away to the high school
and climbed the wire fence like marines in training, even Cannoli, and then
jumped to the other side; the other side of course being a very deep ravine in a
wooded area behind the school. The four of them rolled, and fell, and stumbled a
half a football field’s distance down to the bottom of the rocky ravine. They had
minor bruises, cuts and bumps but were safe from the dangerous, man-eating
poodles of Yogi’s.
When Mahdakis woke up in his bed, it was still nighttime. The lights in the
bedroom were all on, and across the room he saw Pumpkinhead sleeping. With
his clothes still on and sitting in an upright position, Pumpkinhead had fallen
asleep in his bed with his face in a large plate of spaghetti and meatballs, which
was still resting in his lap. Did he come home after Mahdakis, or did Mahdakis
just not notice him when he came home? Who knew? Suddenly the door flew
wide open! It was their female-birth-giver, she was yelling at both of them.
Mahdakis could barely comprehend; something about being out all hours of the
night and cleaning up the room. Pumpkinhead woke up briefly and began
cackling uncontrollably, and pointing at her. “Oh my God! Are you kids on
DRUUUGS?” was the last thing Mahdakis remembered hearing her scream as
she slammed the door behind her and presumably went to bed.
Pumpkinhead remained laughing. “Dude….did you see that? Ha-ha-ha-ha-haha!!!! Ohh….…Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!! She turned into a bow and arrow….shooting
poisonous darts at you, bro! Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!.......Oh my God, dude.”
Pumpkinhead got real serious and pointed. “I think your amplifier’s melting.”
Mahdakis looked over, just to make sure it wasn’t and by the time he looked
back at his brother, Pumpkinhead had fallen asleep in his giant plate of pasta
again; almost like the entire scene never even happened…… ‘Maybe it didn’t’.
He turned off the lights and went to sleep.

*Pablo él Dente*
A Simple Kind Of Man
él Dente was usually good for an ear bending. If nothing else, he
P ablo
always had some beer lying around, and right about now, Rizzo could use a

slug of beer and a good rap session. She had been visiting Pablo off and on all
summer, but even more so since after the Happyfunland incident. He listened
well and liked to snort a line of coke every now and then, although he never did
more than he needed. Except for the Jack Daniels and beer, Pablo él Dente was
rather disciplined when it came to indulgence. He only did as much as needed
and never anymore after that. The group could learn a lot from him if they
wanted to, but they didn’t.
Rizzo found Pablo out in the back. He was in the process of restoring a 1971
Monte Carlo. He was a Chevy man. It was on blocks and needed more than just
cosmetic work. This weeks’ job had been installing a new manifold gasket.
Pablo was just putting back the missing parts and tweaking a few things when
she walked up. “So is this why I haven’t seen you for so long?”
Pablo’s head popped up from the other side of the car. “Hey you! C’mon, it
hasn’t been that long, has it?” Pablo came around to her side of the car, wiping
his hands off on a clean rag. Immediately he noticed the look of desperation in
her eyes and knew they may be in for a long night. He extended his right arm
completely and laid his hand on her shoulder. “You alright, Kid?”
“Oh…I’ve been better,” she laughed, trying to hide the pain.
“You know what there, Rizzy? Let me finish with this manifold and I can call
it a day. You got any plans?”
“No. nothing at all.”
“Heard from Mahdakis?”
“Earlier. Him and Tony are going to be around later, he said. Much later. They
were on their way to see Tony’s old girlfriend in Jersey.”
“New Jersey?”
“The one and only.”
“Well, if you’re into it, Mugzy and some of the guys are gonna be down at the
falls later on. We can head down there and check them out. Did you get your
picture taken for the yearbook today?”
“Yeah um, yeah I did……I saw Charlotte. We hung out for a little while.”
“How is she? How’s Alex? I really want to thank him again for that fishing
trip he took us on a few weeks back. He’s alright...Now her….Hmm,” Pablo
laughed shaking his head. “I don’t know. I just can’t make her out. She seems

like a real stuck up bitch one minute and then the more you get to know her, you
see that she’s cool just like us…..but not really. What’s up with her?”
“Oh…I don’t know,” Rizzo said, reaching in the garage fridge and grabbing a
Budweiser. “You mind?”
“No, go ahead. Throw me one.”
Rizzo tossed the beer to him, over by the basin he used to wash his hands. “I
think she’s confused because her birth-givers are raising her one way, and she
really wants to be another.”
“She’s adopted, right?”
“Is she??”
“Well her parents are white so, I mean you do the calculation. She’s either
adopted, or someone was screwing around. ”
“Oh wow, I didn’t know all that. I really didn’t.”
“It’s okay,” said Pablo smiling. “It won’t be on the test, I swear.”
Rizzo walked in front of him and into the main house. She did this often and
knew she was welcome, as much as she knew it to be Pablo’s next move after
washing up.
While Pablo lived only a stone-throw from Pock’s and Dakota’s, he didn’t live
in the same school district as the rest of the gang, He knew Snowy first, and the
rest is history. It is very hard to be on Pablo’s bad side, as he rarely ever
displayed one. He was an only child and lived alone with his divorced femalebirth-giver, who worked most nights at the hospital as a nurse. She was very
cool and laid back in the manner of control over Pablo. But she could afford to
be; Pablo never did very much wrong, at least nothing worth getting excited
about. His birth-giver and he had a relationship more like a nephew and an aunt.
He was trust worthy enough to leave alone at nights, and she had been for years.
Rizzo noticed the empty house. “So, you’re birth-giver is on the night shift
again?”
“For a while…a week or two, then back to days.”
“Would you mind then, if we just hung out here tonight? I’m really not in the
mood to see people.”
He hesitated before giving his answer, “Sure. I don’t mind. Wanna do a shot?”
“Sure…Jack?”
“What else?” As Pablo poured the shots, he thought to himself that something
must be very wrong with her, something she didn’t want to talk about. Usually,
by now, she would have started pouring her soul out to him about what was ever
bothering her that particular day. Most of the times it was her best friend,
Boodles. Sometimes Mahdakis…a lot of the times, and then various birth-giver
problems at home, nothing so much out of the usual to Pablo. But tonight she
had a different look in her eyes. A look like….. ‘Oh no!’ He ran into the living
room, slammed the shots on the coffee table, and stood staring at her down on
the couch. “Rizzy, have you been raped or something?”

“I wish!”
He was relieved to see her holding her belly and laughing hysterically after his
worrisome comment. “Phew…I don’t know, I just thought I’d ask. You have a
funny look about you tonight.”
“Well you’re right about one thing. I have been through an embarrassing
ordeal, but nothing at all to that extent.” She saw him open his mouth, about to
speak. “An ordeal which only one other person in this world knows
about……and ever will. Sorry, that’s just the way I want it to stay.”
“Okay, I can respect that,” Pablo said, taking a sip of beer. “But who’s
responsible for this….ordeal?”
“That’s a tough one to answer,” she said, chugging the last of her Bud. “And
that’s why it is so tough to get my mind wrapped around.”
“You need another one of those?” Pablo motioned to the empty can.
“And how!” as Pablo él Dente made his way to the garage refrigerator, she
yelled louder so he could hear. “I guess, in the end, it’s my fault. I mean when
all is said and done, we are responsible for ourselves in this world. We are born
into it alone, and most likely will die in our own arms…on the floor of some
old-age convalescent home that our kids, if we ever figure out how they are
made, visit once a month. But only because they want to make sure they get our
money when we die. And they bring us shit we can’t eat because our teeth have
fallen out, and bad news about people we used to know, who have recently died.
But it isn’t as bad as it could be because our memories will be so shot, that we
won’t be able to remember those people very well anymore and therefore we
won’t feel as much remorse.
Pablo handed her the beer. “You’re a really depressing individual, you know
that? You sure you haven’t been hanging around Mahdakis too long? That’s
something right out of his book of days, you know that right?” he laughed and
took a chug a beer to catch up to her. “If you check his little notebook of poems,
I’ll bet that’s in there.”
Pablo laughed about it, but Rizzo actually pondered it. She stared into blank
space as she considered the truths that she may have adopted Mahdakis’s way of
thinking without even knowing it. ‘Was I THAT enamored with him? And so
help me God, if that isn’t something he said before…..at The Rock….yes, he did.
Almost word for word, just the other night.’ She was barely listening (or so she
thought) as she was engaged in conversation with others and her back turned on
him. But she’d be damned if all along she wasn’t paying attention to his every
move, thought, expression and word. For a moment, she considered how
pathetic he must think she was. No, he didn’t think about her in that light at all.
In fact, Mahdakis really did love Rizzo and wanted to make it work, but she
couldn’t find the time to be a woman for him because………because she was
busy learning from him, and so spellbound by his personality, that she paid no
heed to her own sexual yearnings and desires. But why? She loved him, that’s

why….. a lot!...Is there such a thing as too much? Maybe that’s why he and
Jezebel split up. He mentioned something about her saying he was hanging
around her like a lost puppy dog all the time. Rizzo just figured Jezebel was a
bitch. Maybe Mahdakis was where she was right now…..
“Hello……” Pablo was waving an open hand in front of her face. “Anybody
home?”
“I just figured something out.”
“What’s that?” He sat down next to her.
“Chemistry. It’s all about chemistry and timing.” She turned and looked at his
face. “You and me have chemistry. Mahdakis and I have chemistry….when
we’re not dating, but even so, not as much as you and I. Timing; maybe we will
have chemistry later in life, not now.”
“Or maybe you had it, and missed it altogether.”
“That’s more probable,” confessed Rizzo.
“And the two of you are chasing rainbows.”
“You think so? That makes so much more sense than anything I could come
up with. I know we’re great friends, but when it comes to being…close. Like
this.” She put her hand in his and squeezed, “we’re like aliens with each other.”
“Right,” Pablo said, letting go of her hand and putting his empty beer can
gently on the table, “but if we’re going to have….this,” he squeezed her hand
briefly again, “you need to first get out of….that. I don’t mind you coming over
and whatnot. I enjoy our conversations greatly and your company, but if you’re
talking about moving our relationship up to the next level, then you have to
come clean with Mahdakis, first. I like him a lot and hey, I’m not afraid of him,
or anything like that, but he’s been nothing but a good friend to me. I would feel
bad enough taking his girlfriend from him, in the first place, but taking her away
while you two are still dating,” he popped the lid off a new can of beer, “that’s
out of the question.”
“I’m a virgin,” Rizzo blurted out of nowhere causing Pablo to spit his beer out.
“Is that funny to you, or something? Tell the truth. I know it must be.”
“No, it’s not,” Pablo continued laugh, “what’s funny is, you just saying that
out of the blue. Where the hell is that coming from?”
“I don’t know, I just thought it was something you should know before
we……go forward.”
“Okay. Well, I appreciate that, I guess,” Pablo considered carefully for a
moment. “So am I,” he said, and then, collecting his cool, took another shot and
poured one for Rizzo, who promptly woofed it down. “So, what’s the big deal?
All it means is we just never met anyone cool enough. That is, until now, I
think.”
Rizzo smiled a genuine smile. A calm fell over her that she hadn’t felt in a
long while; a sense of being in the right place at the right time, in the right
company. “But you’d know what to do if the time ever did come, right?”

“Huh?” Pablo tried to understand where this was all coming from. “Yeah,
yeah, I’m pretty sure about that. If not, I think Mugzy has a handbook in his
glove compartment we could borrow.” he grinned and then looked at her
somewhat puzzled. “There’s no way in hell Mahdakis is a virgin, too.”
“No. Not at all…not him….I think he was born deflowered….Or at least with
a strong desire to be.”
“So……what gives?” Pablo’s question met an uncomfortable silence. “Or is
this the part that you want to keep private?”
She put her arm inside of his and leaned her head on his shoulder. “Thank
you.”

Hungry Hearts
was the sort of trip best not made alone, if you can help it; especially if you
I twere
feeling suicidal and driving over a number of bridges along the way.
“These bridge tolls around here are fuckin’ highway robbery.” –Bobble “I mean,
they really got you by the balls. There’s water everywhere you go, and you have
to go places. This is crazy down here.” Tony drove for a minute, still thinking,
trying to keep his spirits up. “But hey, look on the bright side, I won’t be making
many trips back to Jersey ever again. Ha!” Tony grinned, really trying to
maintain his composure, and looked at his faithful counterpart, Mahdakis, sitting
in the passenger side………like always.
Mahdakis didn’t know what to say for a change. He knew things he could say,
but he thought it better that in times of personal crisis like these, that the person
is best left to draw their own conclusions to their problem so that they may
actually learn from it. Sometimes a friend just needs a verbal punching bag so as
to work out their frustrations; sometimes a person has to hear themselves say
things out loud before their mind can fully compute the reality of what’s in their
heart. But to say nothing at all to his friend in need, would also be rude. “This
sucks,” is all Mahdakis could think to say, without invading Tony’s think space.
“You know….I’ve read a bunch of your poems, heard some of your songs, and
listened to you spew at the mouth about this and that, but in everything I’ve ever
heard you say…everything…. THAT was the most accurate and precise thing
you’ve ever said, ‘This sucks’. Because it does. This really does suck, my good
friend, and there really is no other way to say it. In fact, it sucks SO much, I’m

gonna make sure it gets engraved on my tombstone when I die! Here Lies
Anthony Salvatore Ravioli…Dead at age 50…… ‘This Sucks’; maybe even
have a plane skywrite it across the sky during the funeral.” Tony grinned
pretentiously as Mahdakis sat in silence. “But with my luck, it’ll be a cloudy day
and no one will see it.” Mahdakis wanted to address the fact that some day after
he’s dead, some kids would be tripping on acid and accidentally knock his
tombstone over, but he didn’t think it was a place for humor. “But why bother?”
Tony continued, as if doing a stand up routine in the mirror. “You know some
drugged up fuckin’ kids will be party’n in the graveyard one night and knock the
fuckin’ thing over…Ha! Am I right?”
“You read my thoughts.”
“Well I have to. You haven’t said two words in the last fifteen miles.”
“Want a beer? There’s three more.”
“Beers?”
“Words.”
“Well no, it’s six.”
“Seven if you count the last word.”
“There’s…….fourteen! Now we’re cookin’ with some hot dialogue.”
“Well?”
“Well what?”
“Do you want one?”
“A beer?”
“A word.”
“I want three words.”
“How about a beer instead?”
“No! That’s five. You’re supposed to go back to the ‘Want a beer’ line.
C’mon, we’ve been doing this routine for a year now; let’s pick it up a little.”
Mahdakis held a beer up in his face. Tony looked at it and shook his head. “Nah;
not yet. I want to make sure I’m straight when this goes down, but trust me, I’ll
need like fifty of those things for the way back.”
“Fine. I can wait, too.”
They met up with her in a loading zone parking lot behind a Stop and Shop
food market, just outside Ramsey. Terri Cloth had come with a group of friends
for moral support as well. They lay back by the car under a parking light as
Tony Ravioli and his soon-to-be ex-girlfriend exchanged heart-felt sentiments
near a dumpster. Mahdakis sat on the opposite end of the parking lot, sitting on
the trunk of Tony’s firebird, smoking down a Tijuana Small and drinking a
Budweiser while staring straight ahead, pretending not to be paying attention;
but he heard almost every word and the words he couldn’t hear he could see
being expressed with their body language. While Tony seemed to be doing most
of the talking, Terri had much to say, too. They had each reached a crossroads in

their lives, and their relationship was going to be the price of each of them
moving on. Tony may have tried a little harder to maintain the long distance
relationship from Delaware had he not suspected her of already being involved
with someone. While he couldn’t blame her entirely for the need of another
person, his hooking up with Nicki Tater really sealed the fate between he and
Terri Cloth. Nicki was what he needed now and she was living there, near him.
Tony had come to face the reality that he wasn’t getting out of Norford as soon
as he thought, and that he dammed well better make the most of it and have
himself a normal day-to-day life; at least as normal as one could be around this
particular crowd of Norfordites. Alas, the two of them embraced in a tight, long
hug and a simple, but sincere kiss on the lips.
The Terri Cloth crowd stood up, as did Mahdakis on his side of the lot, as this
was most definitely the encore, or grand finale. They began to walk in separate
directions, still holding hands and finally letting go, when the laws of physics
took over. Tony glanced down and behind him at her feet walking away as he
himself walked toward his car and his seemingly unmoved best friend. Tony
wanted to let out a cry. Mahdakis could see that, so he said nothing and the two
of them got back into the car in silence and drove off towards the south entrance
of the Jersey Turnpike.
Tony drove all of about three minutes before he let it out. With his left hand on
the wheel, he punched the roof of his car with his other fist three times,
accompanied by a heart-felt, “Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!”…and one more for good
measure….. “Fuck! This fuckin’ su-u-ucks,” and then Tony let the tears roll
down his face, or maybe he didn’t have a choice. Maybe the tears were too
strong to hold back.
Then Tony felt something he never felt before, it was another man’s arm
around the back of his neck and a hand slapping his left shoulder
sympathetically. “You know I have my own Terri Cloth back up in The
Mountains. I called her Heather, though. Like you guys, Heather and I were
friends since the seventh grade. We only started dating towards the end of tenth.
But unlike you, Tone, I never got a chance to say good-bye, or I never gave
myself the chance. I loved her more than any woman in the world, and most
likely always will, but one day, I just up and left, dude. No rhyme or
reason….just left. I didn’t tell a soul that I was going. Hell, I didn’t even know
myself until I woke up that morning.”
“Ha-ha, that sounds like you.”
“The you that you know. Not the me that Heather and others up there knew. It
burns inside when I think about her, and not in the good way either. I sent her a
letter once I got down here, maybe a month later; but it was too late, man. She
had written me off. Probably because I had done one of the worst things a
person can do to another, just up and leave with no explanation, warning or even
true justification. Left her there alone to wonder for the rest of her life what she

did wrong. But you know what, Tone? She’s not gonna ponder that for the rest
of her life because she has to get on with it and the only way a person can do
that in a healthy manner, is to write me off all together….I imagine. So, while I
sit here and talk of her like a Goddess and tell you she was the best thing that
ever happened to me, she, if she even will ever talk about me again, will most
likely refer to me as some douche-bag, low-life loser who’s probably sucking
cock on the streets of Philadelphia right now.”
“Well….are you?”
“Seriously, at least you left the door open. At least you had the good sense to
end with class; at least you will have nothing but good thoughts about her while
my thoughts are mostly of regret and inward anger.”
-Bobble-bobble-bobble, “Yeah, well I had one thing you didn’t.” -Bobblebobble-bobble, “A really good friend to talk me into doing it this way.”
Mahdakis let his arm off Tony and reached for a couple of beers as a tear or
two rolled down his own face, in thought of Heather. He handed Tony a beer
and pointed to the radio. “Hey can you turn this up. I like this song.”
“Sure.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble.

2 Out Of 3 Ain’t Bad

T

he first day of school and without further ado, Mahdakis decided he would
take a page out of Tony’s book and break it off with Rizzo…..sort of.
Whatever the deal was with her, he could not, and would not, take any more of
her neglect, whatever the rationale. He wanted a reason for her display of
distance since they started holding hands. But Mahdakis wasn’t banking on a
voluntary explanation out of her, so he decided to roll the dice and possibly
scare it out of her. The last thing he thought she wanted was to let him go, and
the last thing he wanted was to hurt her. So, he came up with the clever idea of
bluffing to her that he wanted to break up. She would of course want to know
the reason, so she would be forced into a position to sit down with him and have
a heart to heart, once and for all. If this did not pour any emotion out of her, then
nothing would and perhaps he would be better off without her. But Mahdakis
knew that deep inside, she was a fun loving and warm person (who just
happened to clam all of that up since they started dating), and would come
through with some justification for her frostiness.

Mahdakis approached her at the end of the school day. She was with a couple
of insignificant friends. Mahdakis had a long well prepared speech planned and
asked if she could step aside for a minute and talk. “No, not really. We’re in a
hurry. Why, what’s up?”
“I-I just want to get a few things straight between us.”
“Oh, and what would that be?” she said not budging from her stance amongst
her friends.
He leaned into her and said softly, “I’m thinking maybe we should part and go
our own ways.”
“You wanna break up with me?” Rizzo shouted aloud for all to hear.
Mahdakis stood up straight but somewhat red-faced. “Uh…yeah, I think it’s a
good idea.”
“Okay,” she said, turning away to go.
“Don’t you…..wanna know why?”
Rizzo gave an irritated sigh, “If you must.”
“Well, I…I just don’t like your…….your lack of attention. A-and…”
“Lack of attention? Oh, alright. Is that it? I really have to get going.”
“Don’t you care?”
“Sure I care but I’m not going to get down on my knees and beg you to stay. Is
that what you want?”
“No, of course not,” he lied.
“Listen, I’m sorry it didn’t work, or whatever. It’s probably me. I think I
wanted you a lot more than I needed you, which is why I probably couldn’t love
you as much as you needed me to. As well, the one thing I fear more than the
wrath of God, is needing a guy more than I want him. Or wanting him more than
I love him, which may be the case with you. I think I’m afraid of you
being….the one. I don’t need that at this point in my life, nor do I want to
acknowledge that something like that can ever exist. The thought of only one,
kinda freaks me out. Your presence intimidates me when we’re close. It’s
stupid, I know, but it’s the truth. I just don’t want to get myself tied down that
way with you…or anyone, for that matter. As well, there is a very possessive
side of you that alarms the shit out of me. You’re a jealous man, and I don’t
want to have to deal with that, or compete, for that matter. You’re very special
to me, extremely. I just don’t know in which way yet. Maybe down the road
we’ll figure it out. Please say we’re still going to be good friends, because if not,
then I will get down on my knees. …Does any of that make sense?”
“Y-yeah.”
“Alrighty then….I’ll see you tomorrow,” she said, and skipped happily off
with her friends.

Too Young to Fall in Love

M

ahdakis found Kim Scungilli also walking home and yelled to her, “Hey
Kim! Wait up!”
She and her boobs turned around, smiled, and waited for him to catch up.
“What’s goin’ on?” she said with her Tomboy smile.
“I just broke up with Rizzo…..I think,” he said, walking alongside her now.
“What do you mean, you think? You’re either together or ya ain’t. Which is
it?”
“Oh, we’re definitely broken up. That is for sure.”
“So how come you say you aren’t sure if it’s a sure thing?”
“I’m just not sure if I broke up with her, or she broke up with me.”
“Well that’s an easy one to figure.” Kim Scungilli took a healthy drag off a
Marlboro. “Did she approach you, or did you approach her?”
“I approached her. I had it all worked out in my head.”
“Had what all worked out?”
“Threatening to break up with her if she couldn’t explain why we were so
….distant.”
“And she didn’t explain, so you broke up with her.”
“No. She did explain, and broke up with me in the process.”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!! Oh man, that’s too funny. I love it!”
“It’s not though. I really dig her….Why are you turning here?”
“I told Floyd I’d stop by and smoke a bowl with him after school and watch
some videos. Wanna come? I’m sure he won’t mind. His birth-givers are out of
the house.”
“Yeah, sure.”
“Can I just say something here without sounding offensive,” Floyd asked as he
packed a bowl so high that pot was spilling out over the sides and on to the
carpet.
“I don’t know, can you? Give it a shot,” Kim said, sitting across the room on
the right hand side of the sofa.
Floyd walked over to her as he took a hit of the bowl and handed it to her. He
turned his attention to Mahdakis, sitting on the other side of the sofa. “Rizzo’s
cool and all, but ah…..she really isn’t like…..you know…..”
“She’s ugly,” clarified Kim. “And strange ta boot.” She handed the bowl to
Mahdakis.
“That’s it,” affirmed Floyd.
“I thought you two were friends,” Mahdakis said directed at Kim.
“Oh my God! I love her like a sister, and always will, and have since grade
school, but Jesus Christ, there’s no denying the truth here. C’mon people. If I
were a guy, I wouldn’t date her, that’s all I’m saying.”

“Hmm. Well I find something somewhat sexy about her; at least I used to. I
really don’t see it anymore. I just know I don’t want anyone else to ever date
her.”
“You’re and ass!”
“Hee-hee-hee-hee!” Floyd cackled.
“I feel like I missed something, or forgot to do something. Either way, I
wasted a summer with her.”
“Was it?” said Kim. “What would you have done otherwise?”
“From what I heard, you guys didn’t hang out all that much anyway.”
“Were there like, twenty girls lined up at your back door waiting for a turn at
bat?”
“More like twenty girls lined up at his back door WITH bats! Hee-hee-heehee.”
“Are you still going to be friends?” asked Kim, handing him the bowl for its
third go-around. “Because it’d be a shame if you weren’t.”
“Eventually, I’m sure. I hope so; we both want to. It may just take a few weeks
or so.”
“Yeah…well, I’m sorry for your broken heart there, bro. Let me know if you
need anything you know, I’m always around,” Floyd said, slapping Mahdakis’s
shoulder.
“Oh please! He didn’t just lose a sibling. He dumped a girlfriend. I repeat HE
dumped HER, remember? Because it’s what he wanted. Hell, we should all be
celebrating, if anything.”
“Hey, that’s not a bad idea. Wanna go pick up a bottle at Grandma’s?”
“Sounds great to me,” said Mahdakis.
“Me too,” said Kim grabbing her coat already. “But I have to meet my brother
back at the house around dinner time.”
“Carl’s back?” Mahdakis asked.
“Yep. Coming back right now as we speak,” Kim said, taking a drag off her
cigarette.
“I’ll bet Dakota will be happy,” Mahdakis said, noticing the other two
exchanging glances.
“You ahh…..haven’t seen Dakota recently, have you?”
“Well, no. We’re not all that close. I like her enough and all, it’s just that she
hangs with different people sometimes, and Pock and her might as well be living
on different planets.”
“Yeah, well she started dating one of those ‘different people’ last month.”
“And Carl’s none too pleased,” said Floyd.
“Oh wow. Shit. That’s fucked up. She waited so long for him to come back.”
“Yeah, well…she’s a growing girl.”
“And quite a looker too.”

“Not that any of that gives her the right to screw my brother over, but
hey….shit’s gonna happened when you aren’t around. Maybe this will help him,
if nothing else does, to stay on the straight and narrow a little more from now
on.”
“What’s he gonna do?”
“Nothing. There’s nothing he can do but wait it out awhile. I just want to be
there for him when he gets home tonight……so…….let’s go get that bottle.”

Broken Hearts Are For Assholes

C

harlotte Cummings caught up with Mahdakis on the second day of school,
in between classes outside the glass hallway. “Hey there you are! I was
hoping I’d see you before week’s end. This school year’s going to be hell for
me; with college prep-courses and all, plus I just got an after school job doing
some filing for a law firm in Little Italy. So, I was kind of hoping to take great
advantage of what little free time I have, today being one of them. Please tell me
you have no plans after school. How are you, anyway?”
“Not bad, I guess. A little lonely these days.”
“Yeah, I heard through the grapevine that you and Rizzo are no more,”
Charlotte said with an uncontrollable grin.
“Yeah,” Mahdakis said, puffing on his Tijuana Small. “I guess I’m kind of
relieved, but it also kind of sucks. I like her a lot.”
Charlotte made sure no one was around then put her open hand under his chin
and whispered his face, “And I like you a lot. Come home with me, after school
and I’ll show you just how much.”
“Sounds more than intriguing.”
“It’s something I’ve fantasized about doing with you for a long time now, and
now that you are officially a free man, I think this calls for a special kind of
celebrating.”
“Special, huh? How special?”
She turned and headed for the hallway, as classes were about to begin, then
turned and said tauntingly over her shoulder to him, “Let’s just say you’ll never
forget this day as long as you live.”
It was a Steinway Grand Piano centered on an eight inch raised section of
Italian Marble in the middle of the living room. The living room itself was a

glassed in area. The windows ran from the floor to ceiling all the way around the
room and were only a foot and a half apart. “You play piano, right?” she said,
placing a piano book of songs on the music stand.
“A little….Hey, this is a cool song book,” he said, flipping through it.
“Where’d you get it?”
“Violet-Basia gave it to me. Go ahead pick out a song to play; I’ll be right
back…..Oh….I’d appreciate it if you were naked from the waist down when I
come back.”
“You don’t want to have to work hard, huh?” he said eagerly unsnapping his
jeans. ‘God, it’s been so long.’
“I just thought it would be neat if we both matched,” she said, disappearing
upstairs.
Mahdakis sat bottomless on the piano stool feeling rather conspicuous in the
mansion with all the windows wide open, pounding away at some pieces of
music on the piano. ‘What an awesome piano.’ He was playing a heavy metal
interlude when Charlotte came back down the spiral marble staircase wearing
only a black and maroon satin-laced teddy, strapped to black stockings; no
panties as promised, and something in her hand that she was hiding. He briefly
stopped playing. “Don’t stop. Keep playing. Pretend like you don’t care if I’m
here or not,” she said, touching her fingers to his face and dropping to her knees,
under the piano and in front of the stool.
Mahdakis enjoyed her mouth awhile as he played an old rock song he learned
in the eighth grade while pretending, as she wished, that she wasn’t there when
suddenly she stopped and put her right hand behind her back and into something
she had been concealing. What replaced her juicy mouth, were two hands
covered in Vaseline. She began covering his cock entirely with it. Mahdakis
looked down at her and into her mischievous eyes. “Right here?”
“Right here,” she confirmed. Then she stood up, turned around in front of him,
bent over the Steinway, spreading herself as wide open as possible. “Right here
in front of all the open windows. Take me…please…..I’m yours, and let
whoever should look in those windows, know…And whatever I do, or say, don’t
stop until you’re done. Promise?”
“Oh yes.”
Charlotte Cummings lived on a private road, which was part of a gated
community. Being as such, it was routinely monitored with live guards; grounds
security that was usually retired, or failed police officers. Charlotte noticed as
far back as when she was ten years old, that the grounds security patrol men
would often gaze into the glass living room and sometimes even up to the
balcony of Charlottes bedroom where the child would very often strip out of her
wet bathing suit and leave it to dry over the side. The first time that she noticed
someone staring at her, she was ten. It was the old guard, Dick, who first
voyeured her ten-year-old body stretching in the nude. She hadn’t yet, breasts to

speak of, or much hair. She also hadn’t much humility, so when she caught Dick
watching her, she simply smiled and waved. Dick interpreted this as an okay to
do it over and over again, and it was. And he did, because she started to make it
routine. On the days Dick was too busy or missed her, she would get downright
peeved. Dick never hurt her, and besides the perverted voyeurism, never
behaved indecently towards her except when he’d say things like, “How old are
you? Ten? Eleven? Well, someday you’ll be a fine looking woman,” or when she
was twelve and just beginning to sprout, “Growing nicely I see,” or this past
summer when she had sex with Alex on the balcony, “I think the black and
maroon outfit compliments you best. I like when you wear that.” When she was
thirteen, Dick let the rest of the patrolmen in on her escapades and over time
they all got to know her quite well. It wasn’t as though she couldn’t close the
blinds; Charlotte got off on them watching and even started masturbating by the
pool, when she suspected they were making their rounds. She took it as a
compliment, especially when she would catch one of them jerking off in the car,
or even in the bushes while they watched. She never feared being molested or
raped, most likely because she would have welcomed the intrusion upon her,
and she even fantasized about it once in a while. Charlotte was an exhibitionist
junkie.
Mahdakis stood up and slowly drove his hard white cock up and into her
smooth brown ass. It was tight for a moment, then a jolt from his pelvis and she
whimpered, and another uncomfortable jolt and another louder whimper, as
entry progressed slowly and painfully. After a minute or so, Mahdakis had
finally created a smooth entrance in the exit. ‘Very smooth,’ thought Mahdakis.
‘This feels kind of good.’ He stood and carefully fucked his bitch’s ass very slow
and very deep, a little deeper each time until she started to cry and scream; her
hands smacking at the smooth black finish of the Steinway, frantically searching
in vain for something to clench on to. Moments later, Charlotte began to flail
around like a fish out of water, her feet no longer touching the ground. She
screamed obscenities at him and told him to stop. “YOU’RE HURTING ME!
STOP! STOP!”
Mahdakis remembered her initial orders…. ‘Don’t stop until you’re finished.’
So he did not, but did at least have the heart to try and finish quicker,
unfortunately for Charlotte, that meant harder and faster until he blew his warm
juices inside her anus and pulled out far enough to make her comfortable again
but still in far enough so he could stare down at his cock inside her and admire
his handy work. They rested like that awhile and then he slapped her hard on
each cheek and said, “Good Jigaboo. Mind if I use that that bathroom?” He
pointed down the hall. Charlotte nodded and picked herself up then went
upstairs to clean up. When she came back down, he was dressed and playing the
piano again.

“Stop,” she said, putting her hands over his playing hands. As he stopped, he
looked up into her face and saw a very disturbed look about her. ‘Well it’s not
every day a person is fucked in the ass, I guess’. “Stop,” she repeated, “means
stop. When I yell stop, you stop.”
“Uh-oh….Okay, but you said that if…
“And if you ever use the nigger word on me again, or any other racial slang
word, not only is this over, but I’ll fucking kill you,” she cupped his balls tightly
over his pants and continued, “when you least expect it.”
Mahdakis took a big swallow. “But you told me to think of something more
offensive and…”
“I’LL SAY WHEN WE CAN PLAY THAT GAME….NOT YOU, WHITE
BOY!” she yelled, pointing an accusing finger in his face.
He stood stunned and ashamed. It was starting to hit home that maybe; just
maybe, he loved this person….at least a bit more than he initially thought. He
looked up at her and spoke softly, keeping his distance. “I …….don’t know
what to say. I love you. I would never intentionally hurt you, Charlotte. I love
you a lot….I thought we were playing one of your games. You always like to
play rough.”
Charlotte brushed her black hair back with her hand and looked sideways at
the floor. “Don’t say that, okay? I know you’re on the rebound and perhaps a bit
more vulnerable but I mean, I thought we had a deal.”
“Sorry. Perhaps I’m being a bit emotional right now. I just want you to know
how much….or…. that you mean a lot to me. Those are just the words I found
to say it. Sorry. You just gave me the world and I return the favor by hurting and
insulting you. That wasn’t my goal. I just wanted to play along.”
“Couldn’t you feel that you were hurting me for real?”
Mahdakis looked down at his feet. “I don’t know. I never did that before.”
Then he looked up and said sincerely, “I don’t think I want to ever do it again,
either.”
“Really? Why?”
“I don’t know. I feel stupid now. It really isn’t that important to me; especially
if it’s going to upset or hurt you. Please Charlotte, I’m sorry. Believe me.”
Charlotte paused a long moment in silence and then looked up at him. “Yeah,
well…I’ve never done that before, either. I didn’t know it would hurt so much.
God, you watch all these porno films, and these bitches taking it up the ass all
the time as if it were nothing more than someone checking their temperature. I
didn’t know you never did it before, either. I thought at least one of us would
know what they were doing.”
“You never did that with Alex? Really?”
“Oh, God no. And not just because he’s somewhat of a prude, but you just
don’t do stuff like that with your husband; or future husband, as the case may
be.”

“You don’t?”
“No. That’s something better left for your lover to do to you, or a one night
stand with a traffic cop in an alley behind a pawn shop….for example.”
Mahdakis shuffled his feet in the doorway. “So, can you still give me a ride
down to Pock’s?”
“I can……But I won’t.”
“Alright.”
“I think you need time to cool off that heart of yours, and I think we need
some space between us…..just for a little while.”
“Space? Charlotte, we haven’t seen each other but for an hour one morning,
since July Fourth.”
“I know. But I’m hurt and need to heal. I also don’t like you using words like
Love, and Nigger. I’ll accept responsibility for the nigger crap, you’re right, I do
get into you calling me that at times, fine. But the love shit has to go. We can’t
be in love; do you understand me?”
Mahdakis opened the door to step out. “I understand you…..do you?”
Charlotte Cummings watched in regretful shame as Mahdakis walked down
the front patio steps, towards the private road and as she clasped her hands in
silent prayer, she hoped to herself that this would not be the end of the two of
them, hoped that they would get over this bump, not so much because the sex
was great and she loved white boys, but because Mahdakis was the only
connection she currently had to the real outside world and, because when they
were together, he made her heart flutter in ways she had never known before. If
there were ever going to be a point in time in which Charlotte would look back
on as a crucial turning point, or not, it was here, and it was now. Mahdakis was
done with Rizzo, and although Jezebel was always lurking in the shadows of his
heart, and only lived a few blocks from Charlotte, her memory could be easily
erased with the persuasive lure of the right woman. Charlotte knew she could be
that woman. And now she knew he loved her. He said so. Maybe it was only the
rebounding talking, or maybe it was the rebounding making him talk. Either
way, the moment to take advantage of his broken heart was now. She must
either swoop in for the kill without hesitation, or pass on it all together. Her
going to college the following year wouldn’t be an issue as she was going to
Norford State, literally only miles away. Her adopted birth-givers would be none
too happy about them dating, but what do they expect? The apple doesn’t fall
from the adopted tree. They would probably threaten to cease paying her tuition,
but she had the bogus racially motivated scholarship from Norford High that
would pay a great deal of it. Then what? What after college? Would she not only
have to fend for a life of her own without the help or allowance from her birthgivers, but also allow a starving artist to feed off her? A starving artist who, at
this point, still didn’t even have a license to drive? What was his future? Was he

really going to pursue this insane road of wanting to be a rock star, or a
professional musician of sorts?
He was heading down to band practice now. Charlotte decided to get in the car
and make her way to the practice and see for herself what kind of mayhem, or
not, he was up to with this band. Maybe then she could form a more rational
idea of what was to become of him in the future. As she drove the car over the
last speed bump that went past the gatehouse of the private road, she turned and
gave the security guard a wink. “Enjoy the show, Dick?”
“Don’t be such a smart ass, missy. You know I ain’t likes that no more,” he
said, shaking his head in disapproval.
“Too old for you now, huh?”
“Go on….gets out a here now.” Then, mumbling to himself as she drove off,
“Best be pickin’ up some Preparation H for yerself on the way back home.
Damn kids is crazy.”

*Dakota Wells*
Foxey Lady

H

e managed to hitch a ride down to Pock’s before Charlotte could catch up
with him. The driver had dropped him off on the main road, a few blocks
away. Mahdakis walked onto the tar driveway and started heading up the
concrete stairs to the front door when he heard a voice beckon him out of
nowhere. “Hey!” Mahdakis looked around and then back out to the road. “Up
here!”
Mahdakis looked up and saw Dakota Wells sitting on the branch of a tree,
thirty feet or more up in the air. “What’s up, babe?” he said.
“Me. He-he.”
“I see that. Are you tripping?” He guessed because Dakota had a reputation for
hanging out in trees and other odd nature related places, when she was tripping.

“Of course,” said the vision of beauty, extending her hand down as if to
motion for him to join her. “You don’t think I’d have the guts to climb this high
if I was straight, do you?”
“I guess not,” Mahdakis said, beginning to climb the tree. “Hendrix?” he said,
sitting down next to her on the branch. He knew she liked to listen to either Jimi
Hendrix or the band, Cream when she was dosed.
“Yep. A mix of a bunch of crap.”
“Mm.” Mahdakis looked around trying to find something to talk about. “So
you come here often, sailor?”
“That’s my line, stupid.”
“Well you didn’t say it. I had to improv for your mistake.” Mahdakis normally
would not be up with her hadn’t she asked. It was quite an honor, and a rare
occurrence, when Dakota peaked with another human being so he figured that
she must need someone to talk to, or just someone else’s presence. It’s very
important to be secure when on LSD. “What are we dosed on, acid?”
Dakota grinned, “Mm-Hmm.”
“Peaking now?”
“Yep,” she said, nodding her head and continuing to grin.
“So ah….what’s new in your life? How’s school so far?” He was keeping the
conversation generic; not knowing what talking about something serious like
Carl would do to her drug-induced psyche.
“It’s school, you know. And barely school at that. I’m in Romper Room with
your brother and all the rest of the idiots.”
“But you’re not really an idiot, so how does that figure?”
Dakota flashed flirtatious eyes at him in response to his compliment. “No, but
I’ve been diagnosed as academically challenged.”
“Consider yourself lucky.” Mahdakis took a puff off his Tijuana Small. “I am
academically challenged too, but no one’s diagnosed me correctly so here I am
again in an encore performance of my senior year.”
“You’re full of it, or just stupid or lazy. Maybe lazy because if you weren’t,
you’d sure be in a better band than my brothers’. You’re like smart or
something. Everyone knows it, too so when you say shit like that, it makes you
look like you’re fishing for a compliment or something.”
“Well I just got one, didn’t I?”
“Your vanity makes you ugly.”
“And without it?”
“Without it, I’d jump your bones. But without it you’d also cease to be the
person you are, so you’d better hang on to it until you learn how to keep it under
control cohesively. Someday you’ll find the correct mix of vanity and humility.”
“Hmm. What if may…”
“Shhhh…shut up. Someone’s coming up the walk. Shhh. We don’t want
anyone to know we’re here. Quiet.”

Indeed, a car had pulled up and parked almost directly under the tree so they
couldn’t tell what kind it was and the person in question was also blocked from
vision by the branches beneath them. Faintly they could hear a woman’s voice at
the door and then entering.
“Nah mane, we ain’t dun seen hide no hair of dat dude, he’s s’posed to be here
by now. Not like him tuh be late y’know?”
“Hmm,”
“Whatcha need ‘em fer anyway? You guys goin’ out sumwherz?”
“Oh…No, no,” pleaded Charlotte Cummings. “I thought he might have some
pot on him and I thought I’d buy a bag or two. I was in the area.”
“Ah, mane sorry’s ‘bout dat Char. Ize got a little, but I need it fer meself. Hey
Snowy’s home next door though, man. That cat’s always loaded wit duh stuff.”
“That’s putting it mildly,” said White Tom. “And a little tip…if you lower
your blouse a little, he’ll give you all kinds of free samples.”
“Yo, mane, dats fucked up ‘n shit, bro. Ya’all shouldn’t be givin’ a fellers
secrets ‘way an what not.”
“I just want to se her undo her blouse. A nice one by the way, Ann Taylor?
“Talbots,” Charlotte said, pulling it up even more. “I’m not that kind of a girl,
anyway. Besides, I have the money. Should I just go over and knock, or should
we call him first?”
“Go on over. We’ll call ya when Mahdakis shows up.” White Tom smiled and
nodded his head in affirmation.
So, to make her presence seem legitimate she strolled over next door to
Snowy’s to buy some weed she really didn’t need. Weed was one of the few
things that Alex was good for, and she had a purse full of it right now. Alex not
only enjoyed his share of drugs, but he only indulged in the good stuff, usually
purchased from Snowy in the first place.
As Charlotte sat in Snowy’s room doing bong hits off Harvey Mind-Banger,
and the band rehearsed songs in the house next door without Mahdakis, he sat
up in a tree with Dakota, now holding hands with her. “So you’re a single
woman now, huh?”
“No, not really. I’m seeing this guy named Tim.”
“Oh yeah? So what’s Tim got that Carl hasn’t?”
“For starters, a car.”
“And for finishers?”
“No chains.”
“You’re not into chains and leather? Hmm, you’re really missing out, you
know.”
Dakota spoke next to his face when she spoke to him with her nose only an
inch away or so. This is how she always spoke to close friends. It was not a

come-on by any means, although it did demonstrate her free spirit. The
handholding was a first time thing, and neither one of them took it as anything
more than some means of comfort for her. Despite her sexy nature, Mahdakis
had a hard time looking at her in any other way than a kid sister. “I didn’t mean
those kinds of chains, but I’m not into that kind of stuff anyway, if you must
know.”
“I must.”
“I meant that Tim doesn’t hold me down or try to make me commit to
something when I’m not sure about it yet.”
“And Carl does.”
“All the time. My God. Whether it’s buying a package of bologna instead of
ham, or moving in with him as soon as he gets a place of his own, it always has
to be this major swear-on-your-life ordeal.”
“And that really gets under your skin at this stage in your life, huh?”
“I’m sixteen, Mahdakis! And I imagine it would get under most people’s skin
at any age. Don’t you think?”
“I think Carl’s been through a little bit of an ordeal and needs slightly more
assurance about things than your average Joe…..or Tim. Don’t forget that the
reason he was in the juvenile place was because a seemingly good friend turned
coat on him.”
“And some others….but they’re fine.”
“How do you know? Are you dating them, too?”
“No, but I talk to them.”
“And a lot of people talk to Carl, but don’t know all these personal details. Are
you sure about this Tim character? How old is he?”
“He’s my age. And no, I’m not sure about him. I don’t want to be. I don’t want
to have a serious relationship with someone right now. I just want to go out and
have fun and enjoy myself without having to sign a contract.”
“Have you at least said this much to Carl?”
“Have I? Until I was blue in the face. But you see, he interprets it all as me
being a slut or a sleazy whore who just wants an excuse to fuck more guys. He
doesn’t see his side of the situation as being somewhat Closter phobic for me.”
“Well do you? Want an excuse?”
Dakota let go of his hand and pulled herself back. “What? No. What does that
have to do with anything, anyway? That isn’t the issue. What are you trying to
say?”
“I’m saying,” Mahdakis was considering his words carefully. “I’m saying,
you’re an extremely beautiful girl who likes to enjoy the physical side of
relationships with better friends. There’s nothing wrong with that in my eyes. I
think it’s wonderful to use the gifts God gave you before the batteries die; and if
it was reversed, and you were a man, it would be cool. I’m just saying that this

sort of a reputation for a woman may have an impact on any present or future
relationships you have, or try to have.”
“Fine. But I’m not a woman yet. I’m still a girl, and I want to live as though I
am. Carl wants me to marry him in a couple of years. I can’t begin to even
fathom that.” Then she grabbed his shirt and twisted it with her fist. “And I
don’t know where you came up with all that shit about me, but it just isn’t true.”
‘It is.’ “So before you go opening your mouth about me, you’d better do your
homework, a little. I don’t sleep around!” ‘Yes you do – and everyone knows it.’
Despite Dakota being in extreme denial about her sexual liaisons, Mahdakis
decided to let it go and got of the subject immediately. “What does Carl want to
do when you guys get married? Does he have any plans for himself, or you?”
“Plans? We can’t even agree upon a geographical place to live. Although he
likes the countryside, he wants to be near a big city, not in one, but very close
by. I want to live on a farm in The Mountains with animals and have children.
He says he doesn’t want kids or pets. What’s up with that?”
“What is up with that? Doesn’t he know who you are? Has he not been in your
backyard recently?”
“Exactly. It’s like he wants me, but only if I’m someone different.”
This did puzzle Mahdakis because to walk in Dakota’s and Pock’s backyard
while wearing new shoes or sneakers, was a bad idea to say the least. Littered all
over the backyard were various sorts of animal dung, distributed chaotically by
any number of creatures, ranging from turtles and snakes to goats and birds,
chicken’s and bunny rabbits to cats and dogs, and everything in between. Dakota
loved her animals and would most likely make a good birth-giver someday.
Why would anyone think she would want different? “Okay then, let’s get off the
differences and talk about what attracted you two together in the first place. No
offense to Carl, but you can do better in the looks department so you must have
seen something in him that you liked and or felt promise in; and for him to be
this overly possessive of your destiny tells me that he considers you a bit more
than something to lay on…well?”
“Gee…thanks. Okay, he’s honest and sweet. He has a heart of gold and no
matter what he does, he always means well.”
“You mean regardless of the outcome.”
“Yeah….which isn’t always good because he has the worst luck. So, most
everything he does is something fucked up, but I know better…..I don’t know,
he’s just basically a good soul and a warm person.”
“Who has different ideas of the future than you do….at least right now.”
“Yeah. So, I had to go my own way, don’t you think?”
“You can’t feel tied down because that’s no good to anyone, even him. After a
while of being tied down you begin to change for the worse and then he starts to
wonder why you’ve changed, and you end up breaking up, anyway. So, yeah.
You might as well break up on your own terms…..If that makes sense?”

“It does, it means I’m doing the right thing because it’s not going to work
anyway.”
“Not now. But who knows what the future brings. Don’t slam any doors
behind you and don’t burn bridges. Maybe he just needs to step back, or in this
case be pushed back so he can get a better overall view of what he’s really
dealing with. Then, perhaps he comes back at you refreshed, with a different
mindset than that of now.”
Dakota nodded in agreement, pat the top of his hand, and said, “Thanks. Now,
shouldn’t you get to band practice? Copper Tom’s actually here, and sounds
good too.”
“If you want to be alone, just say so, there’s no need for lies,” Mahdakis said,
climbing down the tree.
*****
Dakota wasn’t lying. Copper Tom had put in a great deal of practicing the
covers over the past month, and was currently working with White Tom and
Pock on some of the original material when Mahdakis walked through the door.
“What’s happening?”
“Hey man, call when you’re gonna be late. We were gettin’ worried,” Copper
Tom said, with a cigarette dangling out of his grinning mouth.
“Yeah, sorry. I got hung up with Dakota out in that tree.”
“Is she still up there?” Copper Tom smiled and gave Mahdakis a friendly hug
hello. The two of them had managed to repair what damage they did to their
friendship, and then some. Copper Tom stopped seeing his girlfriend; the one
Mahdakis had previous relations with, and subsequently had very little money to
support his cocaine habit. Thus, making him a more levelheaded and
manageable individual. His only vice was marijuana. He didn’t even drink beer.
His eyes were brighter and his playing was decent enough to call good. He
wasn’t the sort of bass player that came up with his own material or knew how
to improv, so when you wrote an original piece, you had to write, or show him,
his line. The cover songs he learned by ear, and while they weren’t outlandish in
their interpretation, they were good enough for a crowd of drunks.
“As far as I know she’s still up there.”
“So, what’s the deal for our next gig?”
“Well Cop, it looks like we’ll be playing The Y-DOG next month,” White
Tom said, puffing on a cigarette.
“Duh Y double AMCP? What duh fuck, mane. Dat place is lame ya’ll.”
“Shut up, dude, I got us the in because I work there part time, at night. They’re
going to start having Teen Night in the basement, sort of a way to get teens, and
even young adults, off the streets and give ‘em somewhere to go.”

Mahdakis snickered to Copper Tom. “Sounds more like a convenient way to
buy and sell drugs without having to travel far.”
“We’re gonna be the first band to kick it off!”
“Plus, we’re gonna pull in fifty percent of the door,” Mahdakis added. “And at
five dollars a head, with a projected two-hundred people showing, we stand to
make at least five-hundred dollars.”
“So a hundred and twenty-five for each of us.”
“Right, Cop…..minus fifteen percent for Boodles.”
“We need more of these gigs. Say what? Boodles? What did she do?”
“She started this whole rivalry with the band ‘Cum ‘n Wet It’.
“I heard dem guyz be damn good, too.”
“Pock, they’re not real. It’s a fake band that Boodles made up, and is blaming
them for the bombing of your van.”
“Bomb? Sheet, duh only one bombed ‘round here be Snowy, dat fuckin’ dude.
Ain’t no ter’rists ‘round here cept him and a leaky gas line.”
“Boodles will now start a rumor now that this great fake band was supposed to
be the first ones to play the Y-DOG, but were bumped when we auditioned.”
“Dat ‘sposed tuh make us look good er sumpin’?”
“That’s the idea, I guess; build their curiosity so as to get them in the door.”
“But after they see us play, all it’s gonna really do is make them wonder how
shitty the other band can possibly be, if we’re as bad as we are.”
“Exactly! So Boodles came up with the idea of us learning different songs and
wearing disguises, and playing as ‘Cum ‘n Wet It’.”
“Are you serious?” Copper Tom stared at Mahdakis in disbelief.
“Sure. They will be so curious to see how bad we can be, that we’ll probably
pack the place.”
“Which of course means two gigs and one-thousand dollars or more.”
“Minus fifteen percent.”
“Right.”
“You know,” White Tom cut in, “pulling that off would be a bit more than
difficult. These are people we grew up with our entire lives. It’s going to be hard
to disguise ourselves, don’t you think?”
“Well, Boodles and I are working on that now. We’re thinking maybe brown
paper bags with eyeholes or perhaps doing blackface. Let’s just see if this Y gig
sparks any further curiosity.
“Fuckin’ aye, mane. You dun lost yer fuckin’ mind ‘er somethin’Ge-e-e-ez,”
Pock began to laugh as a snot dripped out his nostril.
“Speaking of vans, where do we stand on a new set of wheels?”
“Yeah, now there’s something we need.”
“What you need is a singer,” said Violet-Basia, walking out of the bathroom
with only a towel on, heading towards a bedroom door.
“What’s she doing here?”

“She’s rentin’ Dako’s ol bedrum from our birth-geever.”
“Where’s Dakota sleeping?”
“Danged if I know.”
“She shacked up with that Tim guy,” informed White Tom.
“He has his own place?”
“Yeah, why wouldn’t he?”
“I assumed he’d still be with his birth-givers.”
“Dude’s in his twenties. You think he’d still be living at home?”
“Dakota told me he was her age.”
“Ah-huh, Mane…can’t leave nuttin’ dat crazy bitch dun say. She be trippin’
fer duh whole summer…since duh fourth, mane. Fucker’s comittin’ stash’tory
rape.”
“Some girls have all the luck, you know,” observed White Tom. “I wish
someone would statutory rape me. I mean, geez, why even get dressed up to go
out anymore?”
Mahdakis was pissed. ‘Forget about Dakota. Still a little girl? Girl, my ass!
Little girls don’t screw old men. Whore. Maybe Carl’s better off.’ He turned his
head and yelled into the bedroom where Violet was presumably getting dressed,
“You know someone, Violet?”
Violet popped her head out with only her arms covering her chest. “Me,
dummy….Hell, we played together, remember? I also play the keys, and for
now anyway, I live here.”
“Oh,” Mahdakis said looking down at his toes, and not because he was being
polite, but because he really never envisioned a female presence in the same
rock band as he. Moreover, he could feel the six eyes staring at his back, who
also did not want a female presence in a band with them. “Well, that’s
something to think about.”
Violet-Basia stepped back into the room so only Mahdakis could see her naked
torso, “Well think hard,” she said as he closed the door.
When he turned and looked at the rest of the band, they were shaking their
heads ‘no’, as if they knew Mahdakis would want to bring it up. He pointed
outside, and they all walked quietly outside to discuss it.
“What’s the harm?” Mahdakis said in a whispery tone. “We do need someone,
and she fits the bill perfectly. Think of it, Tommy, she can take over on the keys
while I play the guitar to back you up, or she can even strum an acoustic while I
play the synth, or we can play double leads while she does something else, either
on the keys or an easy guitar part. Not to mention, she sings. Remember that,
guys? We got people coming to pay money and watch us. It’s going to get
boring without a singer.”
“Dude, I’ve played with her before,” White Tom said. “She has really bad
periods. It gets ugly.”

“And you’ve got your own set of problems my friend, but we keep you
around, don’t we?”
Copper Tom laughed and took a drag of his cigarette, “Yeah, I see what you’re
saying but ah….”
“But nuttin’ mane. Dare ain’t no rum fer woman crap in dis ban, mane. Uhuh…now wayz.”
“That may be the smartest thing you ever said, Pock,” said White Tom.
“What about something temporary, until we find a male singer
who…wants….to play with us. We really could use some sort of a boost.”
“You know we’re gonna have to change some of the covers we do, right?”
Copper Tom reminded him.
“Yeah, I thought of that. But hey, I really don’t picture a chick singing my
lyrics either, so it’s no walk in the park for me, you know. I just think she’s all
we got right now, and we should go forward with it. C’mon, let’s just see if it
goes anywhere.”
“Uh, mane. Ya’all be splittin’ the winnin’s five wayz now instead uh four.”
“Well we’d be doing that either way, Pock,” White Tom said. “That’s really
not the issue. The issue is dealing with her most of the day every day. I’m gonna
have to see if we can delay the gig for another month or so, too.”
“I don’t know, man.”
“Alright, hang on.” Mahdakis was brainstorming as he went back in the house.
A minute later, he poked his head outside the door, waving his hands. “C’mon
in, guys.”
Violet-Basia was in the center of the living room, wearing only jeans and a
shirt, unbuttoned down to her navel exposing her full breasts when the guys
walked back into the house and listened to Mahdakis’s closing arguments,
“Don’t forget that we will be together a lot and most likely be forced to witness
each other in various stages of dress. How does that sit with you, Violet?”
“Hey, whatever’s good for morale. I don’t mind.”
“What do you guys think?”
“Yeah, Mane dats fine.”
“Awesome.”
“Sounds great! Let’s get started.”
“Duh moore duh Mary’r.”
“We could trade panties.”
“Definitely a good idea.”
“Alright then,” Mahdakis yelled over the testosterone, “this calls for a Harvey
Mind-Banger type of celebration. Let’s go next door and see what Snowy has on
special tonight.”
And as they exited the house, Violet-Basia trailing behind, buttoning herself
up, White Tom said loudly, “Hey I wonder if Charlotte’s still there.”
“Charlotte? Charlotte Cummings?” asked Mahdakis.

“How many Charlottes do we know?” laughed Copper Tom.
“I-wh-wh, I mean ah…..what….what is she doing there?”
“Bitch dun come lookin’ fer you at firs, den just want’d some weed, ya’all so I
told hers to check out Snow.”
“Oh…Hey, I forgot something; I’ll meet you guys there in a few minutes!”
Mahdakis shouted to the group, now out in the road heading next door.
“You owe me big for that little exhibition, my friend….big!” Violet-Basia said
in his ear as she passed him. “Wait up guys!”
Mahdakis sat on the concrete stairs facing her BMW. It was nightfall and he
knew Charlotte would need to be going home very soon. He’d wait for her, and
see what she really came here for. She didn’t need weed. She always had a
supply and knew never to ask Mahdakis for any. If anything, she’d ask
Pumpkinhead.
Sure enough, two minutes after the last person went into Snowy McPeet’s
house, Charlotte was heading for her car. Mahdakis met her there, where they
stared passionately and forgivingly at each other for the better part of a minute
before Charlotte broke the ice, “I’d hug you and drop to my knees for your
forgiveness if I wasn’t afraid of someone coming out of the house. God I’m such
a bitch.”
“You had a right to be. I hurt you. While I didn’t mean to, I did. You don’t
owe me forgiveness. You don’t owe me anything, Charlotte. Day after day and
nights after nights you give your all to me and while it may be only physical,
you do it like no other. That in itself is more than mortal man deserves.”
This got a blushing chuckle out of her. “Thanks. I try to please you. I want to
please you. Yet, when we bring words like love into the picture, I get angry with
you. Isn’t that strange?” Charlotte dismissed an invisible bug with her hand.
“You know the nigger thing turns me on, usually…Shit, it turns me on when
Alex says it! So, don’t stop. I was just in a mood of some kind. I don’t know
how to explain it.”
“There’s nothing to explain, Charlotte. You had my dick up your ass for ten
minutes or more. It’s not every day a person goes through that kind of joy.”
They stared at each other for another minute again, each wanting to touch the
other but knowing the consequences of being found out. Mahdakis nodded.
“You and I took a sort of oath a year back to be each others’ secret love, to do
the things to one another that our girlfriends and boyfriends would never do, or
think to do, or were incapable of. We swore secrecy. We made a pact to keep
our relationship purely sexual so as never to taint the real reason for us
being…or needing each other. I broke that promise today when I said I loved
you. I shouldn’t have, I guess. I’m sorry. I don’t look at you any different so
please don’t run off on me. I need your body.”
“I need yours. And I won’t. I was afraid you had run off on me, and would
never want to see me again. That was why I came here.”

“After your performance today? How could I ever leave you?”
“It’s just that…….I watch you go through the Jezebel thing…twice….the
Rizzo fiasco…..and other women that hang around you, and I start to wonder to
myself, ‘Hmm, you know I have him all the time, any time, and no matter what
bitch he decides to date, he always comes running back to me because I’m the
best.’ You’ll always come back to me, and I to you. True. So, maybe
I’m….we’re……missing something here? Should we be together? Will we
regret never trying to be? Mahdakis, the anger I projected at you for using the L
word was anger I should be taking out on myself, because I feel the same way.
What should we do, if anything?”
Mahdakis stood with his hands in his back pockets, rocking back and forth on
his heels, and thinking hard. He finally stopped and said, “I think what makes
our chemistry special is that it is forbidden. I think we may risk observing
blander characteristics within each other if given the chance, and not be as
excited about each other. As it stands now, we are constantly on a stage for one
another, performing at our best, always trying to out-do the other, always trying
to see how far we can push each others’ limits and sexual endurance.”
“Is that what you were doing today?”
“What if I was? It’s my duty to you to take you to heights…and lows that your
boyfriend and future husband is not capable of, or just does not want to
participate in. We are not only forbidden because we are black and white,
although that plays a huge part in the sex, and we both know it. I mean, in doing
what we do, we denounce the opposite gender of our own races. White girls can
make love, but black girls know how to fuck, and black men? Well, that’s up to
you to fill in the blanks, but the proofs in the pudding. You keep coming back to
a white man to fill your needs. But, I got off track there for a minute, we also are
forbidden in that we have chosen to be cheaters to the ones we promise our
devotion and love to. Some people can’t help it. They have one night stands that
blind side them and then are sorry for it in the morning, or you get people like
Dakota who just enjoy fucking everyone, I guess.”
“You?”
“No, she has better taste than this. But what I’m saying is, those types of
people can’t help themselves. We can. We don’t need one another. I know Alex
is more than sufficient, and well, Jez? She can more than hold her own.”
“Watch it, boy.”
“I’m just saying, what makes you and I special is that we have purposely
chosen to fuck our loved ones over, and unlike the Dakota’s in the world who
don’t think they’re doing anything wrong, and are sorry for it later, we know we
are wrong from the get-go, and are not sorry about it ever!……..And…..we get
off on the knowing it!”
“So, if we started….”

“C’mon, how many times have you dreamed about fucking me in front of him,
or cursed his name and laughed at his image while my dick was riding you from
behind?”
“That’s not fair. I didn’t know you could read minds!” Charlotte laughed.
“Maybe you’re right. Maybe we wouldn’t like each other in a normal setting.”
“But, I’d be willing to try if it means that much. All I ask is that you….and
I….really think it over, because once we start to go down the road of normality,
even just a step or two, I don’t think there’s ever any coming back to what we
have now.”
Charlotte Cummings took a deep breath and understanding, said, “That’s very
perceptive. I agree. So, let’s think it over…seriously…..the other side of this is
that when, and if, these sexcapades of ours get old, what will we have to give
each other? Whereas a relationship may, or may not, act as a safety net for
whatever is left to our blackened hearts and evil souls.” There was a long pause
as she opened the drivers’ side door and put a leg in, “So, you knew you hurting
me the whole time, huh?” She smiled, winked and as she got in the car
continued. “Wait until you see what I have for your cracker ass next week. My
advice?…..Don’t eat any Mexican.”
Mahdakis smiled as he watched her drive off. He was deep in thought as
Snowy came running out of his house like it were on fire. “Dude! What the fuck
are you doing? Where the hell is Charlotte?”
“What? Why? I--”
“Alex called. He’s fuming. They had dinner plans or some shit. Is she still
here? Where’s her car? Not here, huh. When did she leave? I have to call him
back and tell him something.” Shake-shake-shake. “The dude is freaking out.”
“Mahdakis was inside playing his guitar the whole time,” a voice came from
above. “She and I were smoking a bone up here in the tree, talking. Tell him I’m
sorry, Snowy. It’s my fault. I needed a shoulder to cry on and another woman to
talk to. I didn’t mean to make her late.”
Shake-shake-shake. “Fine,” Snowy said to the invisible person in the tree, and
then huffed back to his home.
Mahdakis looked up. Dakota was waving her pointy finger towards herself
telling him to get up there. He climbed without saying a word, knowing full well
that she had heard it all. He sat next to her, admiring her bare legs and the
smooth skin that wrapped them. She put her arm around him, got very close to
his lips with hers, kissed him softly and without too much passion said, “Thank
you for understanding me. And as long as you don’t decide to ever judge me, I
think you and I will be friends for a very long time.” She caressed the side of his
head lovingly and turned to the music she had played before. “There’s a song on
here I’d like to dedicate to you. Want to hear it?”
Mahdakis had been silent the entire time and so wrapped up in his being
caught, that he never took notice of her advances. “Sure.”

She let go of him, giving up hope for a make out session of any kind with him
and sat back. “Don’t be mad at me, asshole. You’re the idiot talking in front of
me the whole time.”
“I didn’t know you were there, Dakota!”
“Where’d you think I was, dummy?”
“I don’t know, blowin’ your twenty-some odd year old boyfriend?”
“Fuck you!”
“It’s important that nobody ever know this about her and I. Very important!”
“Calm down, man. I’m not going to tell anyone.”
“Thank you,” he said, not believing her. “That would be great.”
“I just don’t care enough to be bothered…besides, after this, I think you and I
are going to be really good friends for a really long time from now on. And
really good friends keep really good secrets….forever,” she said, giving him a
menacing smile.

Too Old To Rock-n-Roll, Too Young To Die.

T

he new school year brought many things. Promise was not one of them,
unless your idea of promise was performing extreme, sloppy oral sex on an
aging and confused English teacher.
Her name was Tori Seidel but she may as well have been named, Plain Jane.
She was a white woman in her upper twenties, possibly mid-thirties, but
definitely looking more like forty, with straight long brown frizzy hair. Her eyes
were set wide apart and she was about five foot nine with very decent size
breasts that sagged. She would have been in her upper teens fifteen years ago
when women started burning their bras. It would seem that she never bought a
new one after destroying the old ones. She was a novice, at best, for a teacher.
While her knowledge was probably great, her communication skills and ability
to engage a classroom were subpar at best. Mahdakis wasn’t the best student,
but he did enjoy sitting in English classes and learning about the books they
were reading, through the mind of the teacher. When he and Cannoli Spitzer
were in class the previous year, they read The Canterbury Tales, which is a
tough read, but with Mr. Alexander present and more than willing to explain to
the students all of the perverted and bisexual activities that were going on, it
made them look forward to getting home and reading it. Such was not the case

with Ms. Seidel and her explanation of ‘Death of a Salesman’, which Mahdakis
thought extremely boring, although in fairness he never attempted to read it and
suffered the failing grade. They briefly explored the poetry of Samuel Taylor
Coleridge and his epic poem, The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, which for some
reason Ms. Seidel took great pleasure in explaining to the class while standing
next to Mahdakis’s desk. It turns out that she and Tony Ravioli had had a couple
of conversations after class. Somewhere in those conversations, he mentioned to
her that Mahdakis was a poet and that the two of them enjoyed the heavy metal
music of Iron Maiden, a band that had just recorded a thirteen plus minute song
also called The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. Mahdakis aced the exam on the
poem, as she knew and hoped he would but today she was distributing another
book called Brave New World, a book that she chose just for Tony and
Mahdakis. Tony would never read it, that was for sure, but Mahdakis would if
he knew that it involved conspiracy, developments in reproductive technology
and governmental hijinx. She was right. He did read the book……on his fortyfifth birthday. But, presently her explanation and interpretations of Aldous
Huxley’s intentions were boring Mahdakis to tears. He couldn’t stay awake. In
fairness, it may not have been Ms. Seidel only. While she did talk low and
without any inflection, Mahdakis himself had his mind elsewhere. It was a
combination of the two that would lead to Mahdakis’s second high school
demise. Then again, there was that day…………….
The day when Mrs. Seidel put her right hand on Mahdakis’s shoulder,
presumably to keep him awake for the lecture. But she didn’t let go for quite
some time and Mahdakis felt her squeezing his muscle affectionately when it
appeared no one was looking. When class was over and all the other kids got up
from their seats, grabbing their book bags and so forth, Ms. Seidel held him
down slightly while making eye contact. She had something on her mind that
she wanted to talk to him about. Tony was one of the last ones to leave. He also
made eye contact with her, and nodded……but he always nodded.
As Tony left and just the two of them were alone, she squatted down beside
him and said in her soft tone, “Do you….smoke pot?”
Mahdakis thought this to be a set up. “No. Why, should I?”
“That’s not what your best friend says,” Ms. Seidel said smiling. “Listen I’m
not here to bust you or anything, I just thought, well……maybe it’d be cool if
the three of us hung out sometime. That’s all.”
“You wanna hang out with us?”
“Well, in private of course. If the school ever found out about it, I’d be in
serious trouble. Even jail, possibly.”
“So why risk it by hanging out with us idiots?”
“Oh, you’re not idiots. Far from it. You know, I had friends just like you when
I was your age,” Ms. Seidel said, putting her hair behind her ear, and standing
up with her pelvis right in view of his face, ‘Not bad at all.’ he thought. But,

then again, he liked any woman’s pelvis region. She walked to her desk,
consciously twitching her ass as she did, and came back with a photo that she
grabbed out of her purse. It was a strikingly beautiful, half-dressed teenage girl.
“That’s you?”
“Sure is.
“You’re naked,” he said a little surprised, but somewhat joyous.
“Topless, and I don’t mind showing, if you don’t mind looking.”
“No, not at all,” Mahdakis smiled at her wondering who took the picture.
“Who was the lucky photographer?”
“My tenth grade social studies teacher. That’s his backyard.”
“Isn’t that child molestation?”
“I like to think of it as the gift that keeps giving. You know, from generation to
generation?”
“I can’t say I blame him. I think you have a great body, at least from what I’m
seeing.”
“Good, glad you think so.” She snatched the picture out of his hand. “Do you
care to see how the other half turned out?”
He felt himself getting aroused and knew he couldn’t control the grin on his
face. “That sounds like an honor. But I’m still confused as to why….”
She put two fingers over his lips, shutting him up, “Shh. Shut your pretty little
mouth. You’ll be needing that later for things besides talking,” she said gravely.
“Sometimes we don’t ask why, we just enjoy the ride. Tony said to meet him at
his house after school, which for me is around four o’clock. Will you be there?
Pretty please?”
“You know where Tony lives?”
“I’ve bought some pot off him a couple of times,” she whispered in his ear.
“And…what else?”
She stood up abruptly and whispered as if she sensed someone coming. “There
is no ‘else’. At least not yet. Why? Jealous?” Then she spoke loud and
succinctly. “But I do look forward to getting to know my students as best I can,
inside and out….if you get my drift.” She threw the book Brave New World on
his desk harshly as Mr. Fuss walked in the room. “And I think I know who you
are. You are a kid who doesn’t like to read his assignments so, if it’s okay with
Mr. Fuss here. Hello Howard.”
“Tori.” he nodded continuing to observe.
“I’d like to keep you here for the next block while you get some reading done.
I know he has Television Production class right now, but we all know he excels
in that, and I don’t think Mr. Boynton’s going to miss him down there as much
as he’s going to miss a good grade if he doesn’t ace this next book report.” She
looked at Mr. Fuss for approval.
“I don’t see any problem with that Ms. Seidel. In fact, I’m walking by the
studio in a few minutes. I’ll explain to his teacher the situation so he doesn’t get

a failing grade for the day, or an absent notice mailed to his birth-givers.” Not
that a mailed notification mattered all that much because, unknown to the
administration of Norford High School, Pumpkinhead and Mahdakis had moved
to East River the previous week, but their birth-givers wanted to keep them in a
better school, so they remained quiet about it.
Mahdakis and Ms. Seidel sat at their respective desks for the next forty-five
minutes, occasionally making seductive eye contact every once in a while and
each daydreaming about how the other looked, naked. Needles to say, he read
the same passages over and over again. This would not be his first experience
with a teacher, but he never thought lighting could strike twice, and if something
did happen, he knew first hand that there was no better feeling then being in a
classroom with a teacher who’s having sex with you and has everything to lose
by being discovered. The world is the student’s oyster….at least in that
particular teacher’s classroom.
Tori Seidel had a typical middle-class upbringing and enjoyed her high school
years immensely. She had many friends and grew up in an era when having two
boyfriends was not that big of a deal, and then as she grew into her twenties, and
the disco-cocaine-swinger movement became big, she and all of her former
peace, love and granola friends really found themselves coming into their own.
The difference between her and her friends, however, was simple. They grew
out of their rebellious and dangerously flirtatious natures and she did not; that is
to say, they grew up and became conservative adults and birth-givers, and she
fell behind. In Tori’s mind, though, it was they who lost their way, and she, the
only one left carrying the torch of independence.
She kept up a good facade with the Norford High faculty and the birth-givers
she met at birth-giver/teacher night, but cursed them behind their backs as
phonies and weak-minded conformists, lacking any genuine character. It didn’t
help matters that Norford was of a more prestigious and affluent part of
Delaware, spawning an abundance of overly compensated, spoiled children;
children who drove Audis and Mercedes to school. There was of course, the
lower class White/Italian sections in Little Italy and South Norford, not to
mention the three housing projects peppered from one end of town to the other;
all of course within the Norford school district.
For this, Tori Seidel was thankful. She was thankful for the presence of
Mahdakis and Tony. They reminded her of better, more promising times. A time
when youth was ablaze with creativity, shouting for just cause, and protesting
Big Brother’s involvement with any aspect of a citizen’s life, accepting of
course welfare, social security, medical care, and unemployment benefits. Tony
and Mahdakis made her feel vital again. In her mind, she would see them out of
the corner of her eyes, checking out her ass as she walked, and trying to get a
glimpse down her low hanging shirts and blouses.

Tori Seidel imagined many things since her devastating divorce, as her
imagination and memories were slowly becoming her only reality. While the
marriage was short lived, the relationship started as far back as elementary
school when she and Tommy Seidel would give each other hand jobs under the
bleachers at football games. They stayed together into their late twenties,
swinging and experimenting with all kinds of drugs, but one-day Tommy, who
suddenly insisted upon being called Thomas, had an epiphany. He decided he
wanted kids and Tori would make a horrible female-birth-giver. Thomas met a
woman whom he thought would fit the bill much better than Tori, Margaret
Jones. Margaret was born and raised to do as any man told her, just as long as he
kept providing for her and the children. She did laundry, cooked, cleaned, and
had his dinner ready precisely when he walked through the door, accompanied
with his favorite drink, of course. After doing the dishes and helping the kids
with their homework, she was taught to dress up (or down as the case were) and
make herself available to the man, should he desire to dump some sperm inside
of her before retiring for the evening. If not, she was free to do as she wished, as
long as it were nothing that would embarrass the family name. She took care of
her parents and the in-laws, sending appropriate holiday and birthday cards and
gifts at the required moment. With Margaret, he needn’t be bothered with
pleasing her. She was sexually naive and most likely never felt a real orgasm
before, unlike Tori who all but insisted he eat her pie before, and sometimes
after, every session, and if he didn’t, then he best bring a friend over the house
that would. And very often he did, with the promise to his co-worker that she
would return the favor, and while his friend or co-worker, or even once some
guy he met on a bus, went to work on her, she would go to work on Tommy.
When Tommy was ready, he’d let her know by laying on his back expectantly as
her moistness engulfed his hard little penis while she made good on the promise
for the other party.
Surely, he would regret this move with Margaret someday, but someday was
still a long two miscarriages and a suicide away. In the meantime, Tori never got
over her Tommy and fell into a deep denial of some sort. She believed that
someday he would return to her, and that this was only a temporary phase for
him. In the meantime, she kept the same frame of mind she had when he left by
indulging in massive amounts of marijuana and not listening to any new music.
She also did her best to keep her body in shape; considering how the cocaine
took a toll on it the previous decade, it wasn’t so bad. She did all this so that
when Tommy came back, they would be able to pick up right where they left off
without a hitch. But four years had passed since her divorce, and the vagina was
calling for some attention now. Tony and Mahdakis were perfect for the job
because they were no ones in society. Very good looking no ones that could be
dead in an alley and nobody else would bat an eyelash. And if they ever said
anything, who would believe them over her? Who would believe them, period?

But they were nice guys and Mahdakis at least, had some far out radical ideas.
She loved that. It got her off.
Mahdakis walked in the back door without knocking, as he usually did, a habit
that drove Mrs. Ravioli insane. “Yo!”
Tony came running down stairs in a flurry, -Bobble-bobble-bobble “Dude,” Bobble-bobble-bobble “We’re gonna fuck our God damn teacher! Can you
fuckin’ believe this?”
“A little bit, sure.”
Tony studied him for a moment. “What the fuck’s the matter with you? Dude,
don’t you get it? We won’t have to do homework ever again!” Tony spied
Mahdakis looking down contemplating, “What’s the matter, bro? This should be
very exciting….Oh, don’t take your jacket off. She called from the school a
while ago and we thought it’d be a better idea if we met at her place. You
know,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “just in case the birth-givers came home and
found my English teacher sucking me off. They probably would fail to see the
coolness in it.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “C’mon, let’s get to the car.”
They walked down the granite slate steps of the condominiums and towards
the parking lot, no one saying a word until they got to the car. Mahdakis opened
the passenger door and, before getting in, looked over the roof at Tony, “Do you
want to go alone?”
“Wow man, you’re really bugged out, aren’t ya? Yeah, I mean, I wouldn’t
mind but she specifically asked me to make sure you came over, too.” He
winked at him, “I think she likes you best.”
“I don’t know what it is.” Mahdakis was saying as they flew down
Pennsylvania Ave., towards Old Norford. “It’s almost like we’re being set up. It
just doesn’t feel right.”
“Really?”
“I know she’s the one buying drugs off you, and you’re only a minor, but just
do me a favor.”
“Sure.” Tony was not as giddy as before. He respected Mahdakis’s hunches
and always gave them serious consideration.
“Let her break out the weed. I won’t smoke any, but what I’ll do is ask for a
drink.”
“What’s that gonna do?” Tony looked over at him.
“It will at least incriminate her for serving alcohol to a minor….a student
nonetheless. If she takes weed out to smoke, go ahead. But don’t offer any of
yours. Say you forgot to bring it. I don’t know, dude.” Mahdakis said adjusting
his black leather cabby hat and lighting a Tijuana Small. “Something’s off.
Maybe it’s just her….maybe it’s me.” He took a puff of his cigar and made a
faraway look with his eyes.
“You think she’s working for the narcs?”

“Either that, or looking to charge us with rape……..maybe sue the school
system? I don’t know. That’s pretty flimsy. You’d think she’d lure a rich kid
into her home instead.”
“Yeah, she would.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“It also concerns me that all of a sudden we have to go to her place. I’d feel
more cozy the other way around. I mean how’s a teacher to explain to a jury
why she willingly drove her car to a student’s home?”
Tony bobbled his head up and down looking both ways in traffic and then
said, “You know what you’re fuckin’ problem is? You can’t enjoy anything
unless there’s some dark significance to it, and you think everything’s a
conspiracy. You really do think too much sometimes.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“That’s not a good thing. Not in this case.” Tony finished that thought as he
parked the car in the driveway.
“I don’t mean to sound like Snowy, but Ms. Seidel is either, extremely horny
and insane, or after something.”
Mahdakis got his answer as she let them both in. There had been a meeting
after school and she hadn’t time to change out of what she was wearing
previously. She turned and faced them with one hand behind her back undoing a
zipper to her one-piece brown dress. “Before I go any further, we all know why
we’re here, right?”
“Uh…I think you want to fuck us….right, Ms. Seidel?”
She let her dress fall to her waist. She was not wearing a bra and her tits were
larger than they seemed because they hung lower than expected, “Nice candor
Tony. But I’ll bet Mahdakis could put it more subtly.”
He thought for a pensive moment wondering if he should speak his mind or
not, he did, “Well Tori, I think we’re here to help you recapture your youth and
fill the pulsating, stinging void in your present day life.”
“Well aren’t you the almighty asshole?” She said holding back some angry
tears.
Tony nudged him and whispered, “What the fuck are you doing, man?”
Mahdakis walked directly at her, put his hands on her full breast, rubbed them
passionately, and said, “I only hope that when I am inevitably in the same
position, that I will be lucky enough to find one or two little hot girls who will
graciously bend a knee for a fellow in need.” And with that, he kissed her on the
lips, put his hands at her sides and slid the dress down to the floor, as he himself
went to the floor on his knees.
A smile came to Tori’s face as she palmed the top of his head, “Good boy. But
let’s go over here on the couch where it’s more comfortable.” She pulled his
hair, purposely inflicting pain, and raising his face up to hers. “Because you’re
going to be awhile. I’d appreciate it, too, if I wasn’t the only naked person in
this room,” she said sternly.

The boys obeyed their teachers’ wishes and stripped down for her. Tony,
kneeling on the couch, holding the back of Ms. Seidel’s head as she blew him,
and Mahdakis down under the coffee table on all fours gobbling up his teacher’s
love, his naked ass occasionally hitting the bottom side of the glass coffee table.
This went on for well over fifteen minutes. Mahdakis wasn’t sure but he thought
he saw Tony come already, and now he was going again? ‘The little dudes’ got
some stamina.’ Ms. Seidel had a bit of stamina herself, after coming almost
immediately; she started to come again every five minutes or so. ‘This is nuts.
These two should be in a zoo exhibit or something’ Something still did not sit
right with him about her. The taste of her pussy wasn’t helping matters either. It
was odd, very metallic like, and her being a child of the 60’s, and still grooming
like one really made it an adventure for him every time she came. And then she
started to come in more rapid spurts. Mahdakis had never had this much cum
going down his throat at once, before. As he started to gag and cough her fluids
back up, he opened his mouth for a gasp of fresh air, his mustache, cheeks, lips
and neck, covered in her orgasms. She grabbed his hair violently again and held
his head up to her face as she stroked Tony’s cock gently. “Listen whore!
You’re going to need some good grades to pass my course and also that book
report for a book I know you won’t read, so do yourself a favor and continue
pleasing me…now!” She slammed his face back down into her crouch and
locked her legs around the back of his neck. “I’ll let you know when I’m ready,
and your friend, Tony, can fuck me. Until then….eat! Don’t breathe, don’t talk,
just eat. She came in his mouth over and over, again and again. After time, he
could no longer distinguish between the different parts of her pussy anymore. It
was like putting your face in a bowl of pudding that had been sitting on a
windowsill for over a week. Mahdakis recalled the visual of Pumpkinhead lying
face-first in that plate of saucy spaghetti. This was the most fantastic thing
Mahdakis had ever experienced, and Tony was having his share of outpour,
because her cheeks were dripping with cum and it was running down the front of
her neck. Mahdakis thought maybe he should call 911. ‘What the fuck? I thought
shit like this only happened in porno’s.’ After forty-five minutes of pleasuring
his English teacher, Mahdakis was finally relinquished from his duties. When
Ms. Seidel had had enough she lowered her hand under Mahdakis’s chin and
raised it gently up so he was staring at her ultra subserviently. “Say Ah.”
“Ahhh,” he said with his mouth wide open.
Tori Seidel then proceeded to slowly release a very long trail of spittle from
her mouth into his. When it all finally landed on his tongue she insisted,
“Swallow it,” she demanded, and then stared into his eyes as he gulped when it
down his throat. She liked his natural subservience and decided to take
advantage of it, so she did it again, and then a third time, bringing up much more
phlegm and mass quantity with each round, and then alas a fourth, that she let
fall on his forehead. She then rubbed it all over his face, nose and mouth. “Wear

it.” Mahdakis remained obedient throughout the entire ritual, displaying for her,
a rock-solid hard-on of her own creation. He was starting to develop a thrill for
the submissive rolls, and actually thought her mucus tasted better than her cum.
“Okay…you.” She was pointing to Tony. “Lie down!” She motioned for him on
the couch. “And you….sit up here!” She pat her hand on the armrest of the
couch.
Tori Seidel mounted Tony’s cock on the couch while facing away from him,
her mouth now paying attention to Mahdakis’s semi-erect cock. Mahdakis
watched as Tony and her wrestled for the best angle, and then watched his
teacher indulge in him. It wasn’t like before….with Mrs. Blitzer. There was
something very devious about this person he didn’t like. Maybe she was simply
too wild and good for him. He didn’t know. What he did know, was that as soon
as he came in her mouth, he was going to get dressed and get the hell out of
there, whether Tony was ready or not. That time came and as Mahdakis got up
and dressed, he said, “You guys gonna need me anymore?”
They shook their heads ‘no’ in unison and proceeded to go at it for the next
two hours….so Tony would tell him the following day.

Goodbye Stranger
High School had a large mixed population, and because of that, took
N orford
appropriate security measures. One of which was to place two detectives

from the narcotics squad on school grounds to monitor situations and take care
of any possible criminal activity that the school could not take on itself, without
facing a lawsuit. It wasn’t as though Mike and Brad were undercover, everyone
knew who they were, and most of the B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. addressed them by
their names. They were young, up and coming detectives, putting in their time.
Since the start of the school year, it had come to their attention that Ms. Seidel
was taking an over-interest in a couple of her students. One, being Tony Ravioli.
They spotted the two on more than three occasions talking suspiciously in
between classes. When they checked on his schedule, they discovered that on
more than one occasion, these talks were held when he didn’t even have class
with her that day.
Howard Fuss was not the head principal of the high school, but yet a very cool
and motivated guidance counselor. He was an ex-biker who used to wear his

hair long and wore a leather jacket as he rode his Harley Davidson; An exbadass from the up in the Bronx.
Tori and Thomas Seidel moved to the upper east side of Manhattan at the same
time Howard Fuss took on his first teaching job in Harlem, not too far away
from the loving couple. Howard Fuss remembers running into the two of them at
nightclubs, and even once joining in on a threesome with them….He was the
guy Tommy met on the bus. It seemed that Tori Seidel did not remember him,
but he remembered her, and her ways, therefore he asked the detectives, Brad
and Mike, to let him know if they saw anything suspicious with her. Their
suspicions of her and an unethical relationship were confirmed after they
acquisitioned an unmarked car and a third detective from the station to follow
her home everyday one week. One of those days was a day she bought pot from
Tony, inside his house. As nothing could be proven right then, they left and filed
their report; a copy of which they gave to Mr. Fuss.
Mr. Fuss was more than lenient with people and he decided to wait it out a
little longer and gather more information. He was scheduled to have a sit down
with Mahdakis, and he knew he was best friends with Tony Ravioli, so he saw a
chance to pry a little. “Okay, first things, first,” he said, leaning back in his chair
with his hands clasped behind his head. “Where can a fella score some grass
around here?” Mr. Fuss came forward on his desk again and smiled, as he knew
Mahdakis wouldn’t play that kind of ball.
“Once I bought if off of Brad the narc. But I hear his partner Mike sells the
better stuff.”
Mr. Fuss gave a wry grin as he took something out of a manila folder and laid
it before Mahdakis on the desk. It was a picture of Ms. Seidel walking from her
car to the front entrance of Tony’s condo. “You know where this is, I assume.”
Mahdakis shook his head, yes. “And you know who that is, right?” he was
pointing at Ms. Seidel. Mahdakis shook his head in affirmation again, not saying
a word. “What do you suppose she’s doing there?”
Mahdakis was quick on his feet. “I remember him telling me about this.”
“Oh?”
“We had a book report to write for ‘Death of a Salesman’ and Ms. Seidel
stopped by to make sure he had an extra copy of it.” Mahdakis was stalling as he
dreamed up a scenario while the skeptical guidance counselor listened with his
eyebrows together. “You see, the previous book report that was due, Tony failed
because he didn’t read it. Although he told Ms. Seidel that he lost the book
somewhere. Well this book report was due the following Monday….I think this
was a Friday?” Mahdakis bluffed. “And she wanted to make sure he had another
copy and could not use the same lame excuse, again that following Monday….or
maybe it was Tuesday, either way she brought the book there because, I guess
she lives somewhere in …..East...”
“Old…Norford.”

“Right. Even more convenient for her to stop by on the way home, I guess.”
“You think this is a normal thing for a teacher to do?”
“No, but we’re not normal students. I’ll tell you what though. Tony found a
whole new respect for her. He told me that. All because she had the balls to
come to his house. He got a really good grade on that, too.” That was true.
Mahdakis remembered that much. “You can check on it.”
Mr. Fuss got up, closed the door to the office, and sat on the edge of the desk,
in front of Mahdakis. “So, here’s the deal, The Norford police are investigating
her for, if nothing else, inappropriate relations with a student. If they find that an
exchange of drugs was made, both of them go down. Now, number one, has she
ever touched you in a manner unbecoming of a teacher? Or hit on you?
Truthfully.”
“I wish….no. I don’t even think she’s that hot, though. Why, do you?”
“I’ll conduct the interview. I’m going to sit down with Tori, Ms. Seidel, and
show her this on the sly. I know her from back in the day, and if this is
something stupid like purchasing weed, or whatever, I don’t what to see anyone
get into serious trouble. Just between you and me, I think the stuff should be
legal but that’s another story.”
“I hear you.”
“Good. Then make sure Tony hears you. They’re watching, and they’re bored
and need to make a collar. Don’t give……the pigs…the chance.” he smiled. “If
something’s going on, stop it now. I’ll tell Ms. Seidel as much, understand?”
“Sure.”
“But if I find out she was involved with him….or you, in a physical manner, or
even a verbally seductive manner, I’ll have her ass because no matter how
mature and ready for the world you and Tony think you are, you’re not……and
you’ve a lot to learn about people. You are still young, and things can hurt you,
things that don’t seem the least bit harmful at a glance, things that we adults
know about, things that are our responsibilities to protect you from, not expose
you to.” Mr. Fuss finished his thoughts about the subject as he made his way
back to the chair and sat down with a solemn look on his face. “Okay, now
you.”
“Me?”
“Yeah, you….quit school.”
“What? What happened to that speech last spring, you gave me?”
“I don’t know. You tell me! It seems like it went in one ear and out the other. I
thought better of you! And you know what, you are better than this, that’s why
I’m yelling! I toss people out of school every month or so but they deserve it.”
“And me?”
“You? How many times are you going to ask the janitor the combination to
your locker because you can’t remember it, because you haven’t been to your
locker in weeks? All your books are in there; unopened and untouched…I

looked! When was the last time you went to a class? You’re not in Ms. Seidel’s
class lately either. That’s weird. I thought you liked English. You can’t come to
school and just lie on the brick wall all day, smoke pot, and buy food at the
cafeteria. You have to go to classes, and if you don’t I have to kick you out,
which is where we find ourselves now.” He took a deep breath and concluded,
“But it will look a lot better on your record if you leave on your own.”
“Okay,” Mahdakis said, feeling very dejected with his head hung low.
Mr. Fuss held his hand out. “Maybe I’ll see you around when we’re older.
We’ll have a beer or something.”
“I’d like that, Mr. Fuss. You’re alright.”
“You’re a special person, with loads of talent, you know. I hope you find that
out and discover your outlet someday before you get yourself killed.”
Mahdakis put his black leather cabby hat on his head, stood up and started to
open the door. He turned to Howard Fuss and said, “You don’t want me to go
around and tell the student body about this conversation do you?”
“Ah, no….that would be bad.”
“Okay, then keep this to yourself, too,” he lowered his face, trying to word it
properly, “Sometimes bad things need to happen to us in order to get us to the
next level, or teach us a lesson and make us see where we really stand, so we
can then take appropriate measures to better ourselves.”
“True. Very true, and I’m glad you’re taking it like this.”
Mahdakis sat back down again and got face to face with him. “It’s not about
me, man. There’s something wrong with her. I can’t put my finger on it, Mr.
Fuss, but she’s stuck somewhere….maybe in time, or in a moment, but she
doesn’t really exist right now.” He stood up again to leave and continued, “I
think she needs a push, Howard. Seriously. I wish I knew more about her, so I
could better advise you, but I don’t. Maybe this little investigation you’re doing
is for a reason, and maybe it will eventually lead to a better outcome for all.”
Mahdakis shook his head.
“How can you tell? I mean, from just a classroom? Does she behave
abnormally in the classroom?”
“In the classroom? No.”
“So…..”
“So, I came from The Mountains, where it’s a bit different, and some things
are more acceptable, if not expected, than they are down here in the overly
protective land of cut-throat lawyers and paranoid conservative birth-givers. I
was taught to respect your elders and to respect women. I was also taught that
whatever transpires between a man and a woman, is between them and no one
else’s business unless someone has been hurt or forced to do something against
their will, and I assure you Mr. Fuss, that I have never been forced to do
anything I didn’t want to, but I’m still looking for that woman who will make
me do such things.” Mahdakis smiled and raised his eyebrows comically.

“This isn’t funny, and all due respect to your people in The Mountains, but it’s
not normal either….no matter where you live. So, what exactly are you trying to
tell me?”
“I’m trying to tell you that Ms. Seidel needs mental or emotional help, maybe
a change of scenery…….and that you and I have very different definitions of the
word, unbecoming.”
Mahdakis walked out of the office and only fifteen feet out the door when
Howard Fuss came running out of his office behind him yelling, “Narcotics!
That’s it!” He pointed right at Mahdakis as the youth turned around. “You’d
make an excellent undercover narcotics agent! That’s what you should be!” –
And oddly enough, something Mahdakis always wanted to be.

School Daze

H

ad either of them known it would be the last time in their lives they would
ever set foot on school grounds, they may have taken longer to thoroughly
absorb the moment for what it was. But Floyd and Mahdakis didn’t care much
about school, and they most definitely never thought about the ramifications
tomorrow may bring.
Mahdakis was walking out the side door by the infamous glass hallway and
heading towards the street, where he and Yogi had wrestled so long ago, when
Floyd came up the stairs, from the Romper Room class for a cigarette break.
“Where you off to in such a hurry?”
“Good question,” said Mahdakis. Why was he speed walking off the premises,
with nowhere in mind to go? He stopped and stared at Floyd. “I guess I got to
start looking for some sort of a job, or something. They just kicked me out of
school.”
“Really. What did you do?”
“Nothing.”
“Ya had to do something if they kicked you out. They don’t just kick you out
of school for doing nothing.”
Mahdakis took a puff of his cigar. “Apparently they do.”
“Hmm…who knew?”
“Hey dudes! What’s up?” Nicki said, coming out of the school, slapping them
both on the ass. “Shouldn’t you guys be in class, or something?”

“Us? I thought you graduated a few months ago. What the hell are you doing
here?”
“I did….unlike some of us, ha-ha. I’m supposed to pick up Tony, we’re gonna
hang at his house awhile, if you get my drift. Plus, I just wanted to say hi to a
couple of teachers. Ask how their summer was, you know?”
“Did you have sex with them, or something?”
“What? No! What’s the matter with you?”
“Why are you talking to teachers when you don’t have to?”
“Never mind. What are you guys up to later? Wanna come over in a few
hours?”
“Maybe, Mahdakis just got kicked out of school.”
“For how long?”
“Forever long. He said if I quit it will look better on my record, so I did.”
“Shit man, what did you do?”
“Nothin’ Hee-hee-hee-hee. He did nothing!”
“And it seems that’s not an acceptable practice.”
“Well, duh,” Nicki said, getting in his face. “You’re supposed to do
something, anything…but you can’t just do nothing.”
“Ahh….and nothing is not something, is it?”
“No, it’s not.”
“But anything is something.”
“And something can be anything.”
“Most definitely.”
“But you can make something out of nothing, people do it all the time.”
“And you can make nothing out of something, although it’s not
recommended.”
“So where did I go wrong?”
“It sounds like you were trying to make anything out of nothing, buddy, that’s
the problem here.”
“Okay, but can’t you make nothing out of anything?”
“Sure. Politicians do it on a daily basis.”
“Now I see.”
“Alright, enough of you assholes. Anyone seen Tony?”
“He went to pick up his car this morning, and then go to work. They offered
him new full-time hours. If it works out, he’s hoping his birth-givers will let him
quit school.”
“Quit school?”
“Well at least he can say he was doing something.”
“He can’t quit school! And where the hell is he? That asshole! He told me to
meet him here because he didn’t have a ride!”
“I don’t know, Nick, but he left a while ago, and what do you mean, quit
school? Why not? Thousands of people do it every day.”

“That doesn’t make it right.”
“Or wrong.”
“But it does make it trendy.”
“I’m thinking about doing it!”
“When?”
“How about right now? Hee-hee-hee-hee,” Floyd laughed, slapped him on the
back and started walking away from the school with him. “Want some
company?”
“Sure. The more the merrier.”
“Yeah, let’s see how fuckin’ merry you guys are standing in the
unemployment line. What the fuck? What are you idiots gonna do with
yourselves?”
“I don’t know,” Mahdakis confessed. “I guess whatever teenage dropouts do.”
“Wanna get high?”
“Sure.”
“Listen to yourselves. What a bunch of fuckin’ B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S.”
“Okay Mrs. Smarty pants, what would you do?”
“I don’t know,” said Nicki, swinging a set of keys around. “But I have my
birth-giver’s car all day, nowhere to go, and a bag of purple microdot.”
“Where’s the car?”
“The Jeep’s over there, right in front.”
“I thought you couldn’t park there.’
“Student’s can’t park there but I’m not a student anymore, remember?”
“See? You get all kinds of special privileges and access to the school once you
don’t go here anymore, or have any real use for it.”
“But while you’re here, you’re treated like an animal. This makes sense to you
guys?”
“It’s incentive.’
“Incentive would be getting a blowjob from your teacher after a good grade.”
“That’d be a lot of blowjobs.”
“Not if she taught you idiots. Besides, what if it was a guy teacher, you
assholes? You want some old dude slobberin’ all over your cocks?”
“I don’t know, that wouldn’t be so bad, I guess.”
“She says it like it’s a bad thing.”
“You guys are fuckin’ idiots.”
“You know I read somewhere that Japanese female-birth-givers do just that for
their male offspring, when they bring home a good grade for the semester.”
“That’s just sick, you know that. What kind of a normal person would want
their female-birth-giver giving them head?”
“Have you ever met Floyd’s female-birth-giver?”
“Shut up, dude.” Floyd looked over at Nicki and said, “Normal is all how you
are raised. If you’re taught that this is normal, you don’t think of it as odd.”

“Meaning, the female-birth-givers go down on their offspring when they’re
young? What are you, an asshole?”
“It’s true. In that same report, they explained how they masturbate their male
offspring when they’re very young so as to stop them from crying, and continue
this practice well into puberty.”
“Makes sense.”
“What??? Mahdakis, you’re making this up!”
“It’s true.”
“I wanna move to Japan.”
“Me too. I’d be a genius by now.”
“What about the female offspring? Do their male-birth-givers give ‘em a good
fucking or something? Or go down on them, too?”
“No, but they ceremoniously cut their clitoris’s out and use ‘em for stir-fry.”
“Hee-hee-hee-hee! Hee-hee-hee-hee!”
“That’s gross.”
“Hee-hee-hee-hee!”
“Where do you come up with this shit?”
“I read a lot.”
“Yeah? Maybe if you read more of your assignments instead of whacking off
to National Geographic, or whatever, you wouldn’t be repeating your senior
year again.”
“I’m not.”
Nicki shook her head. “You guys wanna get going or what? Or do you just
want to stand here and cackle like a bunch of retarded witches or something?”
“Sure.”
“Can we pick up Carl on the way? He’s lonely these days. Hee-hee-hee-hee.”
“No problem. I could use someone sane to talk to.”
“Drive slow though. It’s early yet, and he may need more time to rub it out,
now that Dakota’s gone all he has is the happy hand.”
“Yeah, well he better be done by the time we get there, or I’m gonna rub it out
for him, right in his fuckin’ face. I’m not in a mood to wait for anything today.
We’ll stop and call him ahead of time,” Nicki said, and walked towards the Jeep
with Floyd and Mahdakis following close behind. For whatever reason, they
both got in the back seat and left Nicki alone, up front.
They stopped and called Carl Scungilli who, much to Floyd’s surprise, was up
and about, tinkering on an old Ford Galaxy in the back yard when they pulled up
to the house. Nicki beeped the horn a few times. “C’mon! Get your ass in gear!
Let’s get moving!”
Carl wiped his hands on an old rag and looked up at them, as if they were
complete strangers who had just intruded upon his land and killed his entire
family. “Chill the fuck out!” he hollered. “Have some respect for the fuckin’
neighbors!”

“Neighbors?” Nicki yelled back. “It’s eleven o’clock in the morning. I guess
you guys haven’t yet grasped the concept of people actually going to work
during the day, huh? How do you think that food you eat gets there? You think it
just magically appears in your cupboards or grows in your fridge?”
“I’ve seen his fridge, there is in fact, stuff growing in there,” Floyd concurred.
With Carl only two feet away, Nicki laid on the horn for one long consecutive
blow. “C’mon motherfucker, let’s go!”
“Shut the fuck up, will you! Let me get my jacket,” Carl demanded, then
turned around and dashed into the house.
“Jacket? It’s fuckin’ seventy-two degrees. What the fuck is that about?”
“I don’t know, Nick. Maybe he has thin blood, or something.”
“A thin skull’s more like it,” said Nicki, starting to wale on the horn again.
“C’mon! Let’s move it!”
Carl came running out of the house with his leather jacket hanging off his thin
lanky body, as if he were a coat rack. “Cut the shit!” He went to open the front
door, but then saw Floyd and Mahdakis together in the back. He thought maybe
the front seat was being saved for someone else, so he got in the back with the
other two.
Nicki looked in the rearview mirror with disbelief. “Did I not douche properly,
or are you guys just a bunch of homo’s or something?”
Carl looked helplessly at Floyd and Mahdakis with his hands wide open and
shrugging his shoulders. “What? I thought someone was sitting there.”
Nicki Tater turned around and looked at him contemptuously. “Who? You see
someone sitting there? For real?”
“No, I…”
“What does this someone look like?”
“Yeah, Carl, can you describe them?” Floyd instigated. “Because, they’re
invisible to us, you see.”
“What’s he talking about? I don’t see anyone.”
“Cut the shit, assholes or I’ll smack you right in the head……Fine!” Carl
consented, and got out of the vehicle from the back and into the front seat.
Happy now?”
“I don’t know. You ready, finally? All set? Ready ta go, now?”
“Yeah….I’m all set.”
“Jesus Christ, a fuckin’ half hour we’ve been here.” Nicki shook her head as
she peeled out of the quiet street.
“Good thing we called ahead of time.”
“Yeah, we might have had to wait an hour or more, My God,” Nicki egged
Carl on some more. “What’s your deal back there, Mahdakis? Why are you
laying on the seat?”
As Mahdakis was incapacitated to answer, Floyd did so for him, “He can’t talk
because he’s curled up in a ball with tears coming down his face.”

“Huh?”
“He can’t stop laughing. We might have to take him to the hospital or
something. Hee-hee-hee-hee.”
“What the fuck’s the matter with you guys back there. Hey, you didn’t go
through my purse did you?”
“No,” Mahdakis said through a frenzy of laughter, “no, we didn’t. We also
didn’t go through the brown leather change purse that was in it. And we most
definitely did not find a clear baggie with purple micro dots in it……and take
some.”
“Yeah, because that would be wrong. Hee-hee-hee-hee.”
“You fuckin’ assholes. I was saving those!”
“Well here,” Floyd said, handing the baggie up front. “We didn’t take ‘em all.
There’s plenty to go around.”
“Gimme some.” Carl Scungilli grabbed the bag with haste.
“Gee. How fuckin’ gracious you are…..with my drugs!”
“Here.” Carl handed the bag to Nicki.
“Dude, I can’t take any of these. I’m driving! Booze is one thing but shit man,
tripping and driving? I can’t do that. I’ll just play chauffeur for today. But first I
want to stop by Tony’s and see if he isn’t home.”
Carl looked confused. “See if he isn’t? Don’t you mean, see if he is?”
“Either one jack-wipe, does it really matter? Whichever one he IS, he will
NOT be the other. It’s a pretty simple law of deduction. Oh wait, I forgot, you
only have a fourth grade education. Let me know if the words I use are too big.”
“Hee-hee-hee-hee!”
“What’s up your ass?”
“Nothing’s up my ass,” Nicki exclaimed. “If something were up my ass, I
might not be in this foul mood.”
Carl looked back at Floyd and they stared at each other in disgust, then Carl
said, “Ah….no, trust me, if something were up your ass, you’d be in a very foul
mood.”
“Oh yeah? You know all about that, do you?”
“Take his word for it, Nicki,” Floyd said. “He just got out of little boy prison
this month, you know. I think he probably knows what he’s talking about.”
“Oh yeah?’ Nicki was slightly turned on and continuing to razz him, “You get
a little of the anal intrusion every now and again, Carl? I’ll bet that’s a real fine
‘how do you do’ first thing in the morning, huh?”
“Cock-a-doodle-doo! Wakey, wakey! Hee-hee-hee-hee.”
“You mean, a-little-cockle-doo. Ha-ha-ha!” Mahdakis chimed in, singing.
“Shut the fuck up, unless you guys know what the FUCK you’re talking
about!”
Carl was angry and everyone sat quietly ashamed of themselves. Carl, himself
felt badly about yelling. He decided to change the subject and, pointed towards

the front of the Jeep. “So what is this, a six-banger?” He was referring to the
engine.
“Six-banger?” said Mahdakis, “I only see four of us.”
“There he goes again,” said Floyd, “seeing those invisible people.”
“Jesus Christ, you could warm up to a girl first you know, before you go
bangin’ her every which way. Maybe a drink or at least some friendly dialogue.
What’s up with this jumpin’ right into the bangin’ shit, anyway?”
“You know what?” Carl said shrinking into his seat. “I’m not going to even
talk to you assholes anymore. You’re just a bunch of idiots.”
“Well Jesus Carl, you’re the one that wanted to know if this was a six-way
gang-bang, or whatever.”
“I WAS TALKIN’ ABOUT THE FUCKIN’ ENGINE, DUDE!”
“Did I hear him right?” asked Mahdakis. “He wants to have sex with this
Jeep?”
“No,” whispered Floyd, “just the engine. And he wants to bang it six different
ways.”
“Man, what did they do to him up in that prison?”
“That’s sick!” said Nicki. “Besides, how can you determine that you’re in love
with a piece of machinery that you never met before, just by sitting there for five
minutes?”
“Who knows what’s going through Carl’s head. But if I were you I’d be
covering up that exhaust pipe when you park this thing later.”
Carl hid his face so no one could see him laugh to himself. “Is this how it’s
going to be all day? You guys acting like ten year olds?”
“I’m content with it.”
“Why not?”
“Pretty much, yeah.”
“What grade are you guys in, anyway?”
“None,” said Mahdakis.
Carl looked back with a look of concern on his face. “What do you mean?
Why aren’t you guys in school today, anyway?”
“I got kicked out.”
“And I quit, because you know, it’s just what friends do for one
another……especially when they have drugs on them.”
“Drugs he stole from me,” Nicki said, pulling into the same parking space that
Ms. Seidel had been secretly photographed in. “You guys wait here. I’ll be
back.”
Nicki Tater was gone twenty minutes and the guys were outside of the Jeep
sitting on the hood, getting restless. “What the fuck is she doing?”
“I don’t know man, but this shits for the birds,” said Carl, looking around
impatiently.

“Let’s take a walk up to the door and see what the holdup is,” Floyd said.
“Dude, I think they’re doing it,” informed Mahdakis.
“So, what the fuck, we gotta stand here like a bunch of idiots?”
“Settle down, Carl, geez, you’re no fun to trip with, you know that?”
“Oh, I’m fun alright. Just not with a bunch of jerk-offs.”
“I thought we were idiots.”
“I guess we got upgraded.”
“C’mon, let’s go knock on the door,” Mahdakis said, leading them up the back
way. “The back way is right under his bedroom. He’s more liable to hear us
better, if they are in fact making attempts to procreate in that lair of his.”
“Indeed, Spock,” said Floyd as he began knocking at the back door. There was
no answer. After two more minutes of periodic knocking attempts, they started
to throw dirt and pebbles at the window. “Hey! Anybody home? Let’s go, man!”
“C’mon, we’re getting tired of waiting out here!”
Nicki Tater’s head popped up in the window. Judging from the limited view,
she was topless if nothing else. She held her pointy finger up in the in the air and
mouthed the words, ‘hold on’, then disappeared from sight and re-appeared at
the door. “Sorry. Man, you wouldn’t believe what is going on up there…..or not.
Fuck this place, man. Let’s go,” she huffed, and put her purse over her shoulder
and proceeded to stomp her way to the Jeep. As they piled in, Mahdakis in front
this time, she put it in gear and drove off. She turned to Mahdakis but spoke for
all to hear, “He fell asleep! The motherfucker fell asleep. He said he was tired.”
“What do you mean, fell asleep?” Carl inquired. “What was he doing in the
first place?”
“I was blowin’ him, dude. You’d think that’d turn a guy on just a little, but not
him! No, apparently a blowjob has the adverse effect on him. He falls asleep,
right in the middle of it all.” Her words, of course, produced much laughter
throughout the Jeep. “It’s not funny, here I am all hot and horny and his dick
shrivels up in my mouth; what the fuck? What about you guys? Huh? Ya want
me to pull over somewhere so you can all take me on? I’ll do it. Fuck Tony, I’m
horny. Who wants to go first? Floyd?”
“Oh ah….no I gave that up for lent.”
“What? You don’t want to fuck me? It’s free. C’mon…..Carl? I know you
must need it bad, what with Dakota being absent from your life and whatnot.”
“You’re not Dakota……and uh…no thanks.”
“Seriously? Well, it’s just you and me, pal,” she said, patting her hand on
Mahdakis’s upper thigh.
“You’re my best friend’s girlfriend. That would be wrong, Nicki,” he said,
giving her a secret nod and special eye contact. “Especially with other people
present.”
“No one even wants a fuckin’ blowjob? You guys are a bunch of homos, you
know that?”

“Just shut up and drive,” Carl said, sounding very annoyed and disgusted.
“Yessum. I be good. Wheres to, suh?” she said, doing a poor black imitation,
“Let’s go down state, Kent County or somewhere quiet like that,” Floyd
suggested.
“That’s cool,” agreed Mahdakis. “Isn’t there a state forest somewhere down
there?”
“Yep, just outside of Clayton.”
“Anyone wanna tell me how to get there before I drive into the water?”
“Just skirt your way over to route one,” said Carl.
“Okay. Route one is…………Oh, and you know what else that fucker did?!”
“What?”
“Started to piss in my mouth!”
“Ughghh!!” Carl said, holding his hands over his stomach. “Shut up with all
that, already. Please!”
“Sounds like he was pretty well relaxed.”
“I’ll say. Who the fuck pisses all over themselves in their sleep and doesn’t
wake up?”
“Wait a minute, so you just got up and walked away while he pissed the bed?”
“No! I tried to stop it by squeezing his dick as hard as I could.”
“Ahh!!”
“Ouch.”
“Yeah, I guess it really hurt because he woke up screaming and smacking me
in the head and whatnot.”
“Well, no shit! I’m pretty sure you can rupture someone’s bladder that way.
What kind of monster are you?”
“Monster? I was being nice and giving him a blowjob! He repays me by
pissing in my mouth? Fuck that. I didn’t want to get urine in my hair or on the
bed. I was trying to stop the bleeding, so to speak.”
“I’m surprised it didn’t take a detour and start coming out his ass. Hee-heehee-hee.”
“So, was he still in the bed when you left?”
“Yeah, where was he when you came to the window?”
“He was in the bathroom cleaning up, yelling and swearing at me, so I just
snuck out while I had a chance.”
“Jesus Christ, and you wanted to blow us with his piss aftertaste in your
mouth.”
“Oh God, stop!” Carl was getting squeamish.
“I would have preferred to have gotten my shit fucked nice. I forgot I was
trapped in a vehicle with sissies, queers, and cock-lickers.” Nicki looked in the
rearview mirror. “And what the fuck’s your problem, Carl?”
“You’re making me sick.”

“What the fuck? I thought you used to get fucked in the ass by little boys, or
whatever Floyd said.”
“That never happened, stupid. And besides what really makes me sick is the
thought of you naked.”
“Fu-u-uck you.”
The remainder of the afternoon consisted of pretty much the same, four very
good friends hocked up on LSD, ribbing each other relentlessly without a care in
the world. Nicki let it be known to them that Tony had in fact planned to make
this his last week of school. His birth-givers were not into the idea and forbade
him, but since he was almost eighteen, he thought it best to get an apartment of
his own so he wouldn’t have to live by her rules. He was planning to move out
by year’s end, across the bridge to lower Jersey….Deephole or Bridgeport,
perhaps.
On the way out of town, they stopped at a well-known, very elite food store
called, Hey Now Domestic and Imported Foods. Most all of the upper crust
shopped there for their fruits, vegetables and various specialty-cooking items.
Folks like the B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. and their birth-givers rarely had reason to set
foot in the place except when they needed some odd ingredient.
Nicki just wanted to get something to drink and thought they should all have
some sort of liquid in the car so they didn’t dehydrate. It was there, so they
stopped and all went in. Being in their inebriated condition, they couldn’t stop
laughing at the stuck up people. But the laughter was yet to come to a climax.
A hand slapped Mahdakis on the shoulder very hard, but very affectionately.
“Yo dude. What up, Mahdakis?”
“Rad! Hey man, what’s goin’ on?”
“I don’t know, you tell me. Judging by your black dilated eyes, I’d say you
were….trippin’! What’s up Ms Tater?” he extended a cold hug to her as they
weren’t the best of friends, but still okay with each other’s presence. “Floyd, we
haven’t seen you around the group much these past few months, if you know
what I mean. What gives?”
“Ah…you know,” Floyd said, avoiding eye contact. “I’m just trying to sort my
life out at the moment.”
“I get it. Glad to see you out of the joint, Carl.” Rad extended a firm hand and,
as they shook hands, he whispered in Carl’s ear, “it’s a shitty thing what Kurt
did to you guys, ratting you out and selling you up the river. That ain’t cool.
We’re gonna take care of him for you. Don’t worry.”
“Thanks Rad, but it’s not necessary.”
Rad just stood there with his piercing emotionless blue eyes staring into Carl
and bobbling his head. “We have our own reasons too, so don’t fret it.” Rad then
gave a wink and addressed the four of them. “So you guys here for the fruit
tasting?”

“Say what?” Nicki giggled.
“The fruit tasting. Every Tuesday they have free fruit tasting here. It’s all
imported stuff, too.”
Mahdakis was tripping really good and couldn’t tell if this was really
happening or not. “Are you for real, dude?”
“Am I for real? What is that? Of course I’m for real. YOU guys are the ones
who don’t look real right now. Shit, you guys are buggin’ out, huh? And what’s
so funny, anyway? I love fruit, and it’s good for you. C’mon over to the next
aisle and try some. You’ll find some tasty gems.
Mahdakis, Carl, and Floyd followed Rad, scarcely holding back hysterical
laughter. The absurdity of a badass like Rad shopping at all, let alone here, in his
leather jacket and motorcycle boots, was funny enough. The scene just made
their heads want to explode. It was more insane than anything they had seen all
day. Even Nicki who was straight found it quite odd and disturbing;
then……..then they saw the craziest thing they would ever see in their lives, the
most absurd vision of all visions. There was an employee doing the taste testing.
The owner, or perhaps it was the manager, of the store would reach in a fresh
crate of fruit and pull out a sample for the employee to taste and then explain in
detail to the on-looking customers, its taste, texture and so forth…..the employee
was Frank Slate. The four of them stood stunned, jaws wide open as Frank slate
stood there with a Hey Now apron on and taste tested fruit after fruit.
“Here, our dedicated employee will describe for us a Chilean Pear, imported
exclusively by the Stanley Orchard’s in Argentina.”
Frank took a bite of the pear and chewed ever so slowly, staring into space and
thinking very hard with each bite. “Sweet, easy to chew, not too hard, but not so
soft that its texture is indistinguishable.”
“Not only that folks, but these will also stay this texture for a very long time,
without going bad, or a need to eat them in a hurry.”
Rad turned around and faced the four with a big thumb in the air. “That’s how
I like mine. Cool, very cool. I’m gonna get some of those.”
“Mmm. Very tasty. I think these would be splendid in a pie,” Frank said,
suddenly noticing his audience but remaining calm and cool.
“Now…if you wouldn’t mind, Frank, let us try one of these fine Birmingham
Plums.”
“I guess they need him to taste them ahead of time to see if they’ve been
poisoned,” Nicki said in a boisterous voice.
“All hail Caesar,” Mahdakis yelled.
“Hee-hee-hee-hee.”
“Shh…Shut up you guys, have a little respect,” Rad demanded, watching on
intently.

“Mmm! Very tart, yet not over bearing, with a nice subtly bitter skin to
compliment the sweet juices. This is an excellent choice for a plum. Very good,
indeed.”
“I’ll take four boxes…..A-and two of the Pears, and two of those South
Korean apples,” Rad said holding a wad of cash in the air as if it were an
auction.
The scene was just too much for the group as they broke into uncontrollable
laughter, losing their balance and falling down knocking over food items as they
did. Two security guards escorted them out to the parking lot, where they were
free to go. They never did get around to purchasing their water and by the time
they were done laughing and carrying on, it was thirty minutes later, and they
were almost to their fleeting destination.
The ride to the state forest, was a forty-five-minute ride, but felt more like ten.
They got out on a deserted back road to take a breather and quick a piss stop,
then they sat on the edge of the woods awhile and talked. Mahdakis sat alone,
twenty feet away from them, on a rock across the narrow dirt road they parked
alongside, getting lost in his own ugly thoughts.
Although Norford had its nice sections of greenery and trees, they were spaced
and very intentional looking. It was nice to see an abundance of trees all
together, that weren’t planted by the city or its local landscapers. Mahdakis,
without knowing it, had taken living up in The Mountains for granted. The
Mountains, with all its beautiful trees, green hills, farm animals and, of course,
mountains on which to ski and hike. Norford had few places like that and there
were no mountain ranges in Delaware so it was good to get away to this
particular type of setting, especially while dosed. It made him think. Think while
the other three smoked, laughed and carried on about nothing in particular.
For the first time that he could recall, he actually gave thought about the
change of the season, and what it invariably meant. He felt an emotional
attachment to this particular season change. The leaves on the trees were
warning that a beautiful, inevitable death was near; yet already something inside
of him had begun to die. He could feel its sensation as the northwestern winds
crashed into his face and the leaves fell to the ground like anvils.
When he was a student, (all those hours ago) the fall season meant a World
Series would be played soon. It meant that you were that much closer to the
Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays; Holidays, which would generate a few
weeks’ vacation from school. More importantly, in school, the fall season meant
a new beginning to a new school year. A school year that would be different
from last. It was fresh; anything could happen. But he was no longer in school,
and this autumn did not mark the beginning of anything for him, but a dark
journey where still, anything could happen; And in his heart, he knew ‘anything’
this time around, for whatever reason, would not manifest itself into something

positive. In just a few short hours, he had gone from being a high school student,
to a student of life. He had graduated to the next tier without pompous approval
of the education system, and not even realized it. But this next tier of life would
surely not come with recesses or gold stars for a job well done. A job well done
was simply imperative to survival and your reward would be that you get to live
another day, and the only recess you were allotted were the ones you earned or
stole.
Two years had passed since his dismal arrival and the only thing that had
changed within him was the uncanny ability to block out any, and all bad
memories. There had been little progress made with him mentally or spiritually.
Through the steady use of alcohol and mind-altering drugs, he managed to clear
his mind of guilt for the murder of Roger Daniels and the abandonment of his
other friends in The Mountains, but his heart was a different story. If he had
been following it instead of pretending to follow it (shadows of Jezebel?), he
may have been in a different place and therefore a different mind-set; drugs or
no drugs, there is nothing stronger than the will of a heart when it is heard.
Mahdakis had been given a rare second chance; a second chance to make
something of himself. The school had classes that many colleges didn’t even
have, equipment that colleges didn’t have yet. It was a very affluent and liberal
school that gave legitimate credits for such things as acting class, electronic
music class, CPR and emergency medical training, television productions, and
every sport imaginable. He was given an opportunity to graduate from one of the
top fifteen High Schools in the country, and an opportunity to learn things he
never could have been exposed to up in The Mountains. Accompanied with all
that opportunity, was the warmth and friendship of people just like him, the kind
of people who didn’t exist in The Mountains, and that he longed to be with when
he was up there, strumming his acoustic guitar alone in his room on Friday
nights. He should have been very thankful for this bonus round. He should have
been using it to its fullest. But just as he took the landscape of The Mountains,
and the kindness of its people for granted, he was taking his time in Delaware
for granted, too. Well-educated people from The Mountains would have been
very envious of his situation in regards to not only the superior learning facility
and extraordinary classes he had been a part of, but his overall surroundings and
accessibility for most anything you want at anytime, and the city, Philadelphia,
was only twenty-seven miles away. What more could you ask for? What more
indeed.
In its stead, Mahdakis wasted all but a very small handful of his time over the
past two years, discovering freedoms he never knew in The Mountains and
abusing the hell out of them at every given chance, and now, as he approached
the proverbial fork-in-the-road, there was only one direction allotted, only one
possible way for him to go; the hard way. For the other way of going had been
barricaded with hand-written detour signs; This is not to say that the road would

be the wrong road, but had he taken time to better himself, and absorb the
knowledge that was being pelted at him instead of following the calls of
tomorrow’s ghosts and his favorite dreams, he may have known how to get
down the other road or, at least felt confident in choosing the one he was forced.
After all, the detour signs were in his handwriting. At this point, the only
obstruction that lay between himself and utter self-destruction was an unyielding
wall of uncertainty; A future unsure of its own continuation.
Maybe not today, but someday he would make it in big in The City of
Brotherly Love; someday he would attain a commendable level of success
without sacrificing the purity of character to the violating erection of
conformity, or forfeit youthful independence in the name of cautious, selfabsorbed wisdom. Success would also not come in the form of trade. He would
not exchange a piece of mind for a piece of land, or a heart full of soul for a
handful of quarters. He knew true success was something you measured in
increments of passion, and not the breadth of a wallet. Someday he would prove
this, if to no one else but himself. Someday his poetry and song would capture
the minds of people and open their eyes to the hidden origin of mankind’s follies
- future and past - and how that origin lay dormant in each and every one of us,
waiting to awake like a hackneyed, unpaid, famished whore, clawing at our
senses in want of a fix, and lest we control our perverted urges or make good on
the debts that stem from them, we will suffer a fate greater than that of our
soulless, misguided, forefathers. Someday people would see his name, if only on
a battered marquee somewhere in the South Bronx. Someday he would make
amends with the memory of Roger, and see to it that his death not be entirely in
vain. Someday he would find the missing pieces of his defective heart and put it
back together again so that maybe, just maybe, someone would have use for it.
Someday he would look back at this chaotic stir-fry of singed adolescents and
laugh upon the gloom of whence he came. But someday would not be today, and
it most surely would not be tomorrow; in fact, someday was running way behind
schedule.

*****

From the poem ‘Angels and Sailors’ by Jim Morrison of The Doors. From the
Album ‘An American Prayer’ 1978
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From the poem ‘Celebration of the Lizard’ by Jim Morrison of The Doors.
From the album, ‘Absolutely Live’ 1970
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